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Preface

“Of all Persons who are Objects of our Charity, none move my Compassion, like those whom

it has pleas’d God to leave in a full state of Health and Strength, but depriv’d of Reason to act

for themselves. And it is, in my opinion, one of the greatest Scandals upon the Understanding

of others, to mock at those who want it.” (Daniel Defoe, 1697)1

As in seventeeth century England, today’s society continues to subtly mock those

of us “deprived of reason”. Mental health insurance in the USA is inadequate and

less than that for other conditions. The psychiatrically ill are left in large numbers

on the streets and alleys of our cities, a situation the medical establishment would

find intolerable if the distress were due to heart disease. Sufferers are ridiculed in

mass entertainment, equated to clowns, fools, and criminals. While the necessity

of care by specialists is widely recognized for patients with stroke, epilepsy,

dementia, and other “neurologic” disease, it is acceptable for almost any interested

party to “hang up a shingle” and offer almost any kind of treatment to those of us

“deprived of reason”.

Yet the loss of reason and other psychopathology are expressions of brain disease

and dysfunction, and this recognition has diagnostic implications increasingly

important as more exact treatments are introduced. The need for diagnostic accur-

acy, however, is subverted by the poor validity of present-day psychiatric classifica-

tion. Better delineation of clinical populations will reduce heterogeneity and thus

facilitate the application of more specific treatments. The recent call to separate

melancholia from other depressions2 and catatonia from the psychotic disorders,3

for example, provide the framework for the more specific treatments for these

conditions. Obsessive–compulsive spectrum disorders identified within the impulse

control category also warrant their own treatment approach to avoid mismanage-

ment. Recognizing psychoses associated with seizure disorder avoids sufferers being

considered schizophrenic or hysterical and receiving inappropriate treatments.

To accurately delineate psychiatric disease, however, requires in-depth knowledge

of the signs and symptoms of behavioral disorders, i.e. descriptive psychopathology,
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and the examination skills to elicit clinically useful phenomena. Descriptive

psychopathology, detailed here, considers the abnormal observable behavior

and its subjective experience needed for this effort. Bedside assessment of cogni-

tive functions complements the behavioral examination.

Hypothesized psychopathologic constructs (e.g. ego defense mechanisms, psy-

chological reactions) represent a paradigm different from that of descriptive

psychopathology. We do not discuss these ideas. For medical diagnosis, they are

overly interpretive and lack objective definition. Their reliability is poor, and they

are unhelpful in defining syndromes of the brain or in predicting treatment

response and other clinical variables. In contrast, descriptive psychopathology can

be reliably defined and its different patterns better predict pathophysiology and

treatment response.4

Despite the detail we present, this book is not a dictionary of all psychiatric

terminology. It is also not an encyclopedic compendium of the theories of the

mind, or a wide-ranging dissertation on the psychology of behavior. We discuss

theories and psychology only when helpful in clarifying the diagnostic or neuro-

logic implications of psychopathology.

Thus, this book is not primarily written for the scientist or the theorist,

although they should find it useful in defining their populations of interest.

It is written to help clinicians in the care of their patients. Our approach is

neuropsychiatric, derived from the understanding that all forms of descriptive

psychopathology are observed in patients presently characterized as having neu-

rologic disease (e.g. seizure disorder, stroke, and dementia), and that many classic

neurologic signs and symptoms are in turn observed in patients recognized as

having a psychiatric disorder. The separation of psychiatry and neurology is

arbitrary. Both disciplines care for persons with brain dysfunction or brain

disease. Their common ground is the clinical implications of the behavioral

disturbances elicited by brain dysfunction. We delineate this common experience

by detailing classic descriptive psychopathology and associated neurologic features.

We show, often with clinical examples, how the presence of specific psychopatho-

logic phenomena influences diagnosis. Within the limits of the present understand-

ing of brain functioning, we also offer a neurologic understanding of classic clinical

features as they affect diagnosis.

We divide the book into four sections.

In Section 1, we describe the problems and limitations of present classifications

and through clinical examples show that they serve patients poorly. We illustrate

that a command of the knowledge and skills of descriptive psychopathology

provides more refined diagnosis and treatment.

As the study of descriptive psychopathology spans millennia, we review this

history.5 We detail the shifting tensions over the centuries between classification
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“lumpers” and “splitters” that led to present classifications. We next show that the

“mental status examination” is better considered the “behavioral examination of

the brain”. The limited neuroscience of psychopathology is presented.

In Section 2, we describe the principles of diagnosis, and detail the examination

style, structure, and techniques.

In Section 3, we define and describe psychopathology that goes beyond that

found in present classification manuals, and show how the identification of

these phenomena is of diagnostic importance. We present the behavioral domains

of the examination in the order commonly addressed clinically. We start with

chapters on general appearance, motor behavior, and emotion, areas of the

assessment that rely heavily on inspection rather than extensive conversation.

In the chapter on motor disturbances we also delineate catatonia, and distin-

guish the motor disturbances of basal ganglia, cerebellar and frontal circuitry

disease. We describe the differences in the speech and language problems encoun-

tered in patients with aphasia, mania, catatonia, and the “formal thought disorder”

associated with psychosis. In the discussion of perceptual disturbances we detail

the phenomena associated with temporal–limbic disease. We discuss delusions

and aspects of abnormal thought content. The spectrum of obsessive–compulsive

behaviors is presented as a more coherent picture than the present scattering

of related conditions throughout classification. We detail the behaviors and

cognitive impairment patterns of patients with delirium and different forms of

dementia. We describe the dimensional structure of personality and personality

disorder and how this approach is more productive than the present categorical

system in predicting co-morbidities and in shaping behavioral treatments.

Lastly, in Section 4, we propose a re-structuring of present-day classification

based on the psychopathology literature and its validating data. Our goal is to

re-establish the best of the past within the framework of modern insights into

brain function and psychopathology.

Nevertheless, present-day psychiatry retains much ambiguity. There are no

laboratory tests that define psychiatric illness to the precision achieved in identify-

ing specific strains of a virus or the number of trinucleotide repeats in a genetically

based illness. Sustained pleasure for the psychiatric clinician must come from

examining and making sense of diverse psychopathological expressions of illness

and the satisfaction from using that understanding to shape treatments and

resolve distress. “Figuring it out” and “getting all better” patients with complex

patterns of psychopathology are experiences that sustain clinical practice. Telling

the distraught mother and sister of an 18-year-old man who had been hospital-

ized for “encephalitis” and was considered “a hopeless case”, but who in fact had

a mood disorder and malignant catatonia that “We’re going to get him all better,

not just a little better” and then doing it, finally watching the previously mute
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and immobile patient walk out of the hospital with his family is an experience

that cannot easily be achieved without a full understanding of descriptive

psychopathology.

Defining psychopathology to delineate behavioral syndromes and to choose

specific treatments is a practical effort for the trainee and the experienced

clinician alike. All who accept the responsibility for the care of patients with

behavioral syndromes should find useful information in this book. But our effort

is aimed at those new to that responsibility – trainees in psychiatry, neurology,

and neuropsychology. For them, our book offers a crossroad in their career

journey, the path now less taken, but we think more rewarding than the cookbook

psychiatry that has been created to complement present classification. Karl

Jaspers expressed the same challenge more than 90 years ago in the prefaces to

the 2nd and 3rd editions of his classic textbook General Psychopathology:

The opinion has been expressed in medical quarters that this book is too hard for students,

because it attempts to tackle extremely difficult and ultimate problems. As far as that is

concerned, I am convinced that either one grasps a science entirely, that means in its central

problems, or not at all. I consider it fatal simply to adjust at a low level. One should be guided

by the better students who are interested in the subject for its own sake, even though they may

be in the minority. Those who teach should compel their students to rise to a scientific level.

But this is made impossible if “compendia” are used, which give students fragmentary, superficial

pseudo-knowledge “for practical purposes”, and which sometimes is more subversive for practice

than total ignorance.6

NOTES

1 Defoe (1697), cited by Hunter and Macalpine (1963), page 265.

2 Taylor and Fink (2006).

3 Fink and Taylor (2003).

4 Present classification does not predict treatment response. See the discussion in Chapter 4

and in Taylor and Fink (2006) chapter 1.

5 The Western interest in psychopathology dates from classical Greece, evolved in central

Europe and France, captured the interest of physicians in Great Britain and then crossed the

Atlantic to the USA and Canada. It is now worldwide. Chapter 2 provides a discussion of the

history of Western classification of psychiatric illness. Medical traditions from Asia are not

discussed because they have not influenced modern medical psychiatry.

6 Jaspers (1963), page x–xi.
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Section 1

Present, past, and future





1

Beyond the DSM and ICD:
a rationale for understanding
and using descriptive psychopathology

The straight jacket imposed on psychiatry by the introduction of [DSM-III] and its successors,

reverberating in Europe with the [IDC-10] has had a profound effect on the practice of

psychiatry. An earlier generation’s more elegant constructions of a hierarchal basis for diagnos-

tic classifications has disappeared, so that a patient now may end up with 3, 4, or even more

DSM-IV diagnoses, and patients failing to fulfill one of the criteria for entry for a condition

may be deemed not to be suffering from that condition, although logical clinical evaluation

would suggest otherwise. Furthermore, many of the diagnostic inclusions are broad, ambigu-

ous, and open to misuse in inappropriate settings . . . it seems the DSM-IV and its forerunners

were created by committees which appear not to have been appreciative of the broad spectrum

of conditions met with in psychiatric practice, and particularly in neuropsychiatry.1

Present-day psychiatry is dependent upon the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual

for Mental Disorders (DSM) and International Classification of Diseases (ICD)

classifications. The DSM has become the main reference source of recognized

psychopathology and is the standard system for research subject selection world-

wide. The ICD, rarely used in the USA, is favored in many parts of the world as a

clinically useful document.2 The ICD offers separate research and clinical versions

in several languages.3 Training programs in many parts of the world also rely on

the DSM and ICD. Endorsed treatment algorithms are linked to classification

labels. Manual category numbering is required for clinical documentation, and

insurance reimbursement, and is referenced in legislative and legal proceedings.

This dependence is accepted under the assumption that the manuals maximize

reliability and contain validated conditions and groupings that encourage the best

diagnostic decisions and treatment choices.

The dependence on the classification manuals has permitted a paradigm

shift in psychiatry, particularly in the USA. The more leisurely psychological

approach to patient care has been largely replaced by a primary care treatment

model. Rapid diagnosis, followed by reflexive pharmacotherapy is encouraged

Developed from an article, Vaidya and Taylor (2006).
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to accommodate high patient turnover. “I don’t have enough time to see my

patients . . . they only give me a half hour for intakes and follow-up visits” has

become the mantra of psychiatry house officers.4

Applying the primary care model is facilitated by the ICD short descriptive

prose or the DSM telegraphic lists. While the two systems differ in some

categories (e.g. psychotic disorders, dementia, disorders in children and adoles-

cents, and generalized anxiety disorder) and terminology (e.g. the ICD “organic”

versus the DSM “secondary to” for syndromes with established etiology), both

offer a skeletal view of psychopathology designed to be applied quickly.5 The

time-consuming detailed investigation of the unfolding of the patient’s illness,

the nuances of the sequence of symptom emergence, patterns of features, and the

importance of some features over others is deemed superfluous and has been

abandoned. Once diagnostic criteria are met, a treatment algorithm based on the

DSM or ICD diagnosis is chosen. Treatment algorithms, often endorsed by an

“expert” panel,6 can be applied as if cooking recipes.7

Paralleling the format changes has been an expansion in diagnostic choices

from a handful of syndromes in DSM-II (APA, 1968) and the ICD-6 mental

disorders section to presently over 280 options. The expansion is meant to

assure recognition of any psychiatric affliction,8 implicitly promising that the

classification contains all the known psychiatric conditions, that these condi-

tions are sufficiently validated, and that the diagnostic criteria for each are

reliable and sufficient to identify each condition. There should be no practical

need to know more psychopathology than what is in the manuals. The promise,

however, is unfulfilled, as validity is poor for many classification groupings (e.g.

personality disorders, impulse control disorders) and the reliability of the systems

is marginal.

The weakness in present classifications is illustrated in the startling and

clearly implausible announcement that a study supported by the National

Institutes of Mental Health in the USA determined that 55% of persons in

the USA are at lifetime risk for psychiatric illness. In response, Paul McHugh,

professor of psychiatry at Johns Hopkins and retired department chairman,

blamed inexperienced interviewers relying on the DSM. He wrote:

In addition to relying solely on respondents’ yes or no answers to a checklist, the investiga-

tors are committed to employing the official Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental

Disorders – Fourth Edition (abbreviated DSM-IV), which bases all psychiatric diagnoses

on symptoms and their course, not on any fuller knowledge of the person. It is as if public

health investigators studying the prevalence of pneumonia over time in the American popula-

tion were satisfied to call every instance of a cough with a fever and a mucoid sputum a case

of pneumonia.9
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Training of descriptive psychopathology relies

on classification manuals

The primary care model has elicited a metamorphosis in psychiatric instruction,

notably in a reduction in the teaching of the mental status examination and

descriptive psychopathology. Once the lynchpin of training, interest in psycho-

pathology now focuses on how to recognize the clinical features needed to apply

DSM or ICD labels. For example, in a 2002 mailed survey to all accredited psychiatry

residency training programs in the USA (N¼149),10 of which 68 (45.6%)

responded, while nearly 80% stated that they offered a course in descriptive

psychopathology (often only one semester),11 and another in the mental status

examination (typically less than 5h), less than 30% of respondents taught the

classic features of psychopathology (e.g. catatonia, first rank symptoms), and less

than 20% used any of the well-known psychopathology texts.12 Twenty percent

of programs offered no formal lecture series in descriptive psychopathology or

mental status examination. Psychopathology was seen in many teaching pro-

grams as the signs and symptoms described in the present DSM, but nearly half

did not provide classroom instruction or discussion of the features in the criteria,

and those that did typically devoted less than 5h to it. A 1991 survey of all

psychiatric clinical tutors in the UK also found substantial reliance on the DSM

for the teaching of basic psychopathology.13 Surveys of the teaching of psycho-

pathology in other parts of the world are lacking.

Problems in present classifications

Table 1.1 displays the problems in present classification. These are discussed in

detail below.14

DSM and ICD reliability is weak

Reliability in diagnosis is its degree of precision, i.e. agreement among clinicians.

If reliability is poor, validity of diagnoses (accuracy) is unclear.15 Systematized

“field trials” of the interrater reliability of the recent DSM and ICD iterations

describe mixed results. Diagnostic agreement was also inflated by defining agree-

ment as two clinicians placing the patient in the same diagnostic class rather than

explicitly agreeing.16 If the clinicians differed in the specific disorder within the

class (e.g. if one diagnosed “schizophrenia”, while the other said the patient had

“delusional disorder”), agreement was accepted.17 Such agreement is equivalent

to clinicians agreeing that a patient has a respiratory problem, but not whether it

is bronchitis or pneumonia, bacterial or viral or allergy-related.
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Table 1.1. Problems in present classification

Problem Effect

Reliability is weak The “claim to fame” of recent DSM iterations is high

reliability. Weak reliability insures idiosyncratic

diagnosis

Encourages false positives and false

negatives with over-inclusive

diagnostic criteria

Some conditions are over-diagnosed (e.g. depression)

resulting in false positives, research sample

heterogeneity, and unneeded or dangerous treatment

for patients. Some conditions are not recognized

(e.g. catatonia), resulting in false negatives and

inappropriate treatment

Offers false choices False choices lead to the prescription of inappropriate

treatments. Conditions such as schizophreniform

have no validity. Dissociation, a symptom, is treated

as a disease. Abnormal bereavement and puerperal

depressions are given separate status

Omits or marginalizes established

syndromes

Catatonia is incorrectly linked to psychotic disorders,

melancholia is reduced to a modifying term, the

different frontal lobe syndromes are not included

Diagnostic criteria are poorly

defined

Terms such as “disorganized speech” encourage

misdiagnosis (e.g. misidentifying a fluent aphasia as

flight-of-ideas or formal thought disorder)

Checklist format limits meaningful

examination

Items are incorrectly given equal weight. Type of illness

onset, sequence of symptom emergence, and patterns

of features are mostly ignored, resulting in misdiagnosis

Omits important discriminating

psychopathology

Psychopathology associated with neurologic syndromes

(e.g. psychosensory features and seizure disorder)

are not mentioned, resulting in illnesses going

unrecognized

Claiming theory neutrality,

it avoids neuroscience and

laboratory criteria

Patterns of features that indicate the involvement of

a specific brain region or system are not included

(e.g. features indicating right hemisphere disease).

Laboratory assessments are not included as helpful

criteria (e.g. hypothalamic pituitary functioning in

depressive illness, CPK levels and response to

lorazepam in catatonia)

Longitudinal criteria are not used The pre-psychosis findings in schizophrenia are ignored,

resulting in the over-diagnosis of the condition and

research sample heterogeneity. The dimensional traits

of personality are ignored, resulting in poor reliability

and validity for the personality disorders
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In the two DSM-III trials, the overall agreement for Axis I for adults was

marginally acceptable (kappas of 0.68 and 0.72, with 0.70 the minimal agreement

coefficient). For affective disorders they were 0.69 and 0.83. For schizophrenia,

both trials obtained kappas of 0.81. The range among diagnostic classes, however,

was broad and many had kappas near 0.50 (i.e. closer to chance agreement).18

Kappas for children and adolescents were poor for most conditions, as were kappas

for Axis II. Often, only a few patient vignettes per category were used, lessening

the likelihood of meaningful agreement. DSM-III-R field trials have similar

shortcomings (APA, 1987).

Assessments of DSM-IV also detail mixed results. The DSM-based clinical

interview is reported to reliably identify patients with eating disorders,19 symp-

toms and diagnoses in relatives of psychiatric patients,20 and diagnoses from

information obtained from personal interview or from an informant.21 Other

reports are less positive. For example, an assessment of 362 outpatients using

the DSM-IV interview instrument for anxiety and mood disorder obtained

good test–retest reliability for the two categories, but there was substantial

overlap and “a common source of unreliability was disagreements on whether

constituent symptoms were sufficient in number, severity, or duration to meet

DSM-IV diagnostic criteria.”22 Participants also had difficulty categorizing

clinical features presented randomly as representing an Axis I or II criterion,

and in one study they misclassified 31% of Axis I criteria as representing an

Axis II disorder and 25% of Axis II criteria as representing an Axis I condition.23

They could not identify whether a feature was a symptom of disease or trait

behavior. This is equivalent to not knowing whether the patient’s cough represents

a nervous tic or respiratory disease.

The DSM-IV field trials revealed diagnostic uncertainty. The mood disorder

field trials of 524 patients from inpatient, outpatient, and community settings

from 5 sites used structured interviews and reported good intra-site but only

fair inter-site reliability with deteriorating reliability in a six-month retest.24

Test–retest reliability is reported below for statistical reliability standards for

psychosis, somatization, eating disorder, dysthymia, mania, generalized anxiety

disorder, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, and hypochondriasis.25 Studies

of the multiaxial systems of both classifications find poor agreement (i.e. which axis

to place clinical features) and poor agreement on axes assessing environmental

stressful events.26

The reliability of “bizarre” delusions, the hallmark of the criteria for the

psychotic disorders, has also been found unsatisfactory.27 An assessment for

substance-induced psychiatric syndromes in 1951 acute psychiatric inpatients

found a dimensional approach to have better reliability and predictive validity

than the dichotomous DSM-IV strategy.28
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ICD-10 field trials worldwide assessed over 15000 patients at 112 clinical

centers in 39 countries. Good reliability was achieved except for the personality

disorders.29 Independent examinations of 150 patients assessed with a European

diagnostic instrument also found good reliability for schizophrenia,30 mania, and

major depression, but unsatisfactory reliability for schizoaffective disorder.31 The

validity of the psychotic disorders category, however, was questioned.32 System-

atic application of ICD descriptions to clinical samples also finds instability over

time for the diagnosis of bipolar and recurrent depressive disorder.33 The low

interrater reliability for a depressive episode34 and difficulties with the ICD

depression subscales for endogenous and psychogenic depression35 partially

account for the diagnostic instability of the ICD mood disorder category. ICD

reliability was found enhanced by the addition of clinical descriptions to the

operational criteria, a strategy not used in the DSM.36

The mixed reliability results are particularly alarming because the field trial

participants were intensively trained in the use of the system and examination

instruments. Also, about 40% of the patient evaluations were done conjointly.

These procedures are rarely used in clinical practice where diagnostic agreement

among clinicians remains low.37

Further, while the assessment of patients by structured examination can obtain

fair to good reliability,38 this method has poor agreement with the more likely

clinical circumstance of a clinician doing a semi-structured evaluation39 or a

standard clinical assessment.40 Even when using semi-structured assessments,

reliability is marginal for some diagnostic options.

Bertelsen (1999) cautions against the exclusive reliance on simplified list-based

criteria. He points out that the best clinical approach is an initial comprehensive

traditional clinical examination to first identify the syndrome followed by the

matching of the findings to criteria for nosologic labeling, rather than reliance

solely on the manuals.41

Classification validity is uncertain

Accuracy in diagnosis defines validity, i.e. the patient has the illness that is

diagnosed. Poor validity leads to false positive and false negative classifications.

A false negative occurs when the patient’s illness is unrecognized. A false positive

occurs when a patient is given a diagnosis he does not have. Present classification

methods encourage both types of errors.

Diagnostic false positives

Diagnostic criteria in the manuals are mostly imprecise and overly broad, encour-

aging the identification of illness when none exists, or misidentifying one illness

for another. The identification of over half the population in the USA as meeting
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such criteria for illness dramatically demonstrates the degree of false positive

diagnosis inherent in using the DSM. Half of persons in normal bereavement also

meet criteria for major depression, but neither the researchers nor the bereaved in

the studies considered the state to be illness.42 The major depression criteria of

apathy and motor slowing are seen in frontal circuitry disease, while low energy,

shyness, and anxiety are found in some persons with personality deviations.

These patients may be misdiagnosed as depressed and needlessly prescribed

antidepressant agents.43

The DSM diagnosis of major depression requires five or more items in any

combination.44 Depressed mood need not be present for the diagnosis of depres-

sion. A loss of interest or the inability to experience pleasure are acceptable

alternatives. “Fatigue or loss of energy” and “diminished ability to think or

concentrate” are choices. The criteria are not operationally defined (e.g. what

degree of diminished concentration is needed to be a symptom and how concen-

tration is to be measured, are not detailed). In the quest for diagnostic reliability,

criteria are over-simplified, thereby lowering the bar for admission into the

category of depression. Taken literally (which is a necessity to obtain expected

reliability) the following patient meets DSM-IV criteria for major depression.

Patient 1.1

A 51-year-old man experienced substantial loss of interest and anhedonia for

almost a year. He slept much of the day (hypersomnia is a criterion choice),

and his movements and thinking were slowed (psychomotor retardation is a

criterion choice). He had trouble concentrating his thoughts, and had no

energy. He was pessimistic about the future. He did not want to kill himself,

but he did not want to live in his present state. His symptoms caused

“clinically significant distress and impairment in social functioning.” His

condition could not be explained as the “direct physiological effects of a

substance . . . or a general medical condition.” His general neurologic examin-

ation was normal, except for slowness of movement and thought. His symptoms

began after his trailer home burned, destroying it and all his possessions. He

was not burned and did not suffer significant smoke inhalation. Posttraumatic

stress disorder was ruled out, because he did not have nightmares and was

neither anxious nor ruminating about the event. Major depression was diag-

nosed by several clinicians and antidepressant medications were prescribed

without improvement.45

On examination, the man’s mood was reactive, and although subdued, he

showed mildly diminished emotional expression rather than sadness or appre-

hension. A frontal lobe avolitional syndrome46 was diagnosed and carbon

monoxide poisoning hypothesized as the cause of his behavioral change.
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CT scan showed bilateral basal ganglia calcifications, a finding consistent

with the diagnosis of carbon monoxide exposure. Methylphenidate treatment

improved his condition.

Patient 1.1 alsomeets criteria for “treatment-resistant depression”, because he did not

respond to two drug trials with different classes of antidepressants. However, about

10–15% of depressed patients labeled “treatment-resistant” are incorrectly con-

sidered depressed, and therefore do not benefit from antidepressant treatments.47

The DSM criterion A common to all the psychotic disorders is also problem-

atic. Two of five features are needed, but sustained auditory hallucinations and

“bizarre” delusions may stand alone. This provision is a vestige from the ideas

of Kurt Schneider, who considered some psychotic features to be pathognomonic

of schizophrenia if a neurological disease could not be recognized.48 The identifi-

cation in the 1970s of Schneider’s “first rank symptoms” in patients with

mood disorder and other conditions, however, demonstrated definitively that

these features are not pathognomonic, but the error persists in DSM-IV. Consider

Patient 1.2.

Patient 1.2

A 32-year-old woman was hospitalized because she barricaded her home and

rearranged the furniture so that her two young children would not have to

walk on the floor. She said she had overheard neighbors constantly plotting to

electrify the floor and that she could feel static electricity. She was irritable

and walked constantly throughout the inpatient unit on tiptoe and had several

other catatonic features.

She responded to questions such as “What do you think is the reason for

your neighbors doing those things to your house?” with:

“They’re jealous, mean spirited, I’m the spirit of 1776, they see the spirit in

me, I have an aura, an aura borealis, a whore (eyes filled with tears for a

moment), a four by four.”

Patient 1.2 meets the DSM criterion A for a psychotic disorder. She experienced

sustained auditory hallucination (tactile also) and many would accept her

delusional ideas as “bizarre”. She also exhibited “disorganized speech”, another

criterion A choice. However, other psychopathology can be recognized. Her

tiptoe gait is consistent with catatonia, and she exhibited other catatonic features,

phenomena not detailed in the manuals.49 Criterion A includes catatonia as a

choice in the diagnosis of schizophrenia. Nevertheless, irritability and constant

walking about the inpatient unit suggests hyperactivity or agitation and along

with catatonia are consistent with a manic episode. She had grandiose delusions.

Characterizing speech with such vague terms as “disorganized” is also poor practice.
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Flight-of-ideas with clang associations describes her language better, and are

features of mania. The patient was treated with lithium monotherapy and fully

recovered.

False negative diagnosis and “not otherwise specified” (NOS)

The high proportion of patients receiving the DSM Not Otherwise Specified

(NOS) choice further attests to the limits of the system.50 To support treatment

choices, the “catch-all” option permits clinicians to assign patients to a likely

diagnostic category despite being unable to fit them to a specific illness descriptor

(e.g. the diagnosis “psychosis, NOS” justifies prescribing an antipsychotic agent).

Use of the NOS choice occurs in several circumstances. Most commonly, the

patient meets some but not all necessary criteria. When a patient has an estab-

lished syndrome not recognized in the DSM, but has a clinical feature that

suggests a diagnostic category, NOS is also applied. The frontal lobe avolitional

and disinhibited syndromes, several seizure-related syndromes and the paraphre-

nias are not included in the DSM. Patients with these conditions go unrecognized

and are typically labeled “psychotic disorder” or “mood disorder, NOS”.51

Hirschfeld (2001) reviews the behaviors consistent with a manic-depressive

spectrum, a construct not implicitly incorporated in the DSM. Such syndromes

elicit the NOS suffix. The manic-depressive spectrum concept, however, leads to

more effective treatment (e.g. mood stabilizers and antidepressants rather than

psychotherapy alone) for many patients now considered as having personality

disorders. Cyclothymia represents part of that spectrum.

The Oneiroid Syndrome, a dream-like state, known to European psychiatrists,

but all but forgotten in the USA, is another example.52 Recent reviews of the

diagnostic usefulness of psychopathology associated with traumatic brain

injury53 and epilepsy54 further highlight the omission of important syndromes.

The failure to define the catatonia syndrome illustrates another ICD and DSM

shortcoming. Catatonia has strong linkage to mood disorder, more so than to

schizophrenia. Yet, the DSM primarily places catatonia as a subtype of schizo-

phrenia, while all patients with catatonia not clearly the result of a neurologic or

general medical condition must be diagnosed as suffering from a psychotic

disorder by the ICD. There are over 40 classic catatonic features and associated

behaviors, but the DSM briefly mentions only 12 and the ICD fewer. Neither

manual offers instructions on how to identify or elicit the features. A patient

could easily have many catatonic features not elicited or recognized by the

clinician trained to the DSM or ICD standard. It is not surprising that most

DSM-trained clinicians think catatonia is rare despite the consistent finding that

when systematically assessed, 10% of acutely hospitalized psychiatric patients,

40% of hospitalized manic patients, and many patients with developmental
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disorders meet criteria for catatonia.55 Some catatonic and stuporous patients are

mostly mute and cannot communicate the information needed to assess criteria.

Patient 1.3 illustrates.

Patient 1.3

A 28-year-old woman became withdrawn and then mute over a period of

several days. She sat staring for long periods, and when she did move, her

efforts were slow. Without evidence of a general medical or structural neuro-

logic cause for her condition, she was admitted to a psychiatric inpatient unit.

Laboratory tests results revealed no explanation for her state other than

dehydration. Her drug screen was negative. She was diagnosed “psychotic”

“NOS”. The brief psychotic disorder/schizophreniform/schizophrenia option

was considered.

A consultant elicited several catatonic features not identified in the DSM

(Gegenhalten, automatic obedience, ambitendency) consistent with catalepsy,

bradykinesia and mutism. IV midazolam in preparation for an MRI tempor-

arily disinhibited the patient at which time she looked about the drab hallway

to the MRI suite and said “Good, you’re taking me to the basement inciner-

ator. I deserve to die. I am a bad person.” She described her depressed mood,

hopelessness and desire to die. The MRI revealed no structural disease, and

she was diagnosed as having melancholia with catatonic features. A course of

lorazepam resolved her catatonia.

Some patients marginally match a large DSM or ICD category. Patient 1.4 initially

diagnosed as having psychotic disorder NOS, with consideration of “late-onset

schizophrenia”, illustrates the need to recognize other forms of psychopathology.

Patient 1.4

A 63-year-old woman previously in good health stopped answering her

phone. Concerned, her daughter went to the woman’s house, but at first the

mother would not open the door, saying that rays were being beamed into the

house to gain control of her mind. She said her neighbors and their homes had

been replaced by aliens from another planet and that the aliens were now

probing into her mind and had started to gain control of her body. When she

finally opened the door she screamed at her daughter, calling her an imposter

and an alien. Once in the hospital she was unable to return to her room from

the dining area, and angrily accused the nurses of hiding her room so that she

could not find it.56

The attending psychiatrist considered late-onset schizophrenia or psych-

osis, NOS as likely diagnoses. A consultant, however, recognized the woman to
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have Capgras syndrome, the delusion that familiar persons are imposters,

often a sign of non-dominant cerebral hemisphere disease.57 Delusions of

replicated neighbors and homes (reduplicative paramnesia), experiences of

alienation and control, and “losing” her hospital room (topographic disorien-

tation) were also consistent with non-dominant cerebral hemisphere disease.

The lack of other psychopathology (loss of emotional expression, avolition,

auditory hallucinations, and speech and language disorders) further suggested

the lesion was posterior. A right-sided parieto-temporal lobe stroke was

demonstrated on brain imaging. Antipsychotic medication was withheld,

and redirection and behavioral control became the focus of treatment.

She was discharged a week later fully recovered.

False diagnostic choices

For a behavioral condition to warrant inclusion in the official classification of

disease, it must meet long-established standards.58 Its cross-sectional clinical

features should delineate it from other conditions. The characteristic signs and

symptoms should be validated by a characteristic course of illness or response to

treatment, genetic predisposition, or laboratory markers. Present classification is

replete, however, with examples that violate this standard, and many diagnostic

classes are included without evidence warranting their recognition as disease

entities. A patently false notion is the classifying of brief, schizophreniform and

schizophrenia as three independent nonaffective psychotic disorders if they remain

within their duration requirements, but as a continuum if their durations merge.59

Follow-up studies of patients originally diagnosed schizophreniform find variable

outcomes – some patients evolving to schizophrenia, while others develop a

schizoaffective or mood disorder.60 Abnormal bereavement and puerperal depression

meet criteria for melancholia, and these depressions are no different in any

meaningful way from melancholias occurring in other circumstances.61 Neverthe-

less, they are classified by their circumstances as if they warrant independent status.

Conversion and dissociative disorders are also classified as distinct psychologic-

ally derived illnesses, despite evidence of great heterogeneity in samples of these

patients and associations with a variety of neurologic diseases including seizure

disorder and demyelinating conditions.62 Dissociative identity disorder has also

been associated with manic-depressive illness.63

Diagnostic criteria are categorical without dimensional considerations,

and poorly defined

The DSM and ICD conceptually define many Axis I conditions as they do many

general medical conditions (e.g. infection and bone fracture). The person is

normal, then something occurs and the syndrome appears fully formed. While
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illness course is used to define unipolar and bipolar categories, longitudinal

criteria such as age of onset and pre-episode features (e.g. schizoid traits) are

not used in Axis I criteria. The magnitude of the omission is illustrated by evidence

showing that many persons with schizophrenia have pre-psychosis childhood

neuromotor, cognitive, and emotional difficulties that are identifiable and poten-

tially useful in secondary prevention.64 In one study of old “home movies” of

young children at family gatherings, viewers experienced in childhood behavior

who were unaware of the condition of the children in later years identified 90%

of the children who became schizophrenic.65

The incorporation of a dimensional component into Axis I criteria has been

proposed for future manuals.66 The focus is on severity ratings of criteria to

facilitate prognosis, monitor treatment response, and in the recognition of mild

conditions. Patients would be given individual criterion and summed severity

rating scores. This approach, however, will not solve the reliability and validity

problems of classification, and does not address the necessary identification of

the longitudinal emergence of disease.

Poorly drafted diagnostic criteria also limit the usefulness of the manuals.

To bolster reliability, both systems over-simplify the descriptors of psychopath-

ology such as delusions, hallucinations and language disorder. Although many

forms of speech and language disorder in psychiatric patients are described in the

classic literature, DSM-IV states: “Because of the difficulty inherent in developing

an objective definition of ‘thought disorder’ and because in a clinical setting

inferences about thought are based primarily on the individual’s speech, the

concept of disorganized speech has been employed . . .” (DSM-IV, p. 276). Not

only does this approach lump most speech and language problems under one

appellation, it assumes that the speech problems of patients derives from problems

in thinking, when the classic literature and empirical studies show that this is not

always the case.67 Patient 1.5 is an example of how disregarding complexity

endangers patients.

Patient 1.5

The behavior of a 60-year-old nursing home patient with a long history of

manic-depressive illness changed over a week. Her mood fluctuated between

high spirits and irritability. She became agitated and her speech was described

as “disorganized and confused”. At times she did not appear oriented to date

and place. She was transferred to a psychiatric hospital with the diagnosis of

recurrence of mania.

A consultant at the hospital noted that the patient’s speech was spontaneous

and fluent, without dysarthria, but she was paraphasic with agrammatisms and

neologisms. She could repeat simple phrases, but at times she was non-sequitive
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in her responses. She had naming problems and was circumloculatory. She did

not have the circumstantial speech or flight-of-ideas characteristic of mania.

Her change in speech and word usage was understood as a receptive aphasia

syndrome following a stroke. Hypertension was considered contributory.

At no time in the nursing home, hospital admitting area or initially on the

inpatient unit was her behavior evaluated for anything other than mania, nor

was her speech and language recognized as anything other than “confused”.

She initially received no evaluation for stroke. Once the diagnosis was made,

psychotropic medication was avoided and her hypertension controlled. She

was quickly able to return to the nursing home.68

The DSM and ICD formats limit meaningful examination

The checklist approach of the DSM and the brief paragraph offerings of the

ICD are at best concluding summaries of the psychiatric examination. They

are inadequate as guideposts to the examination. For example, illness onsets of

hours, days, weeks and months have different diagnostic implications regardless

of how the patient appears in the full expression of the disorder. Patient 1.6 has

the cross-sectional features consistent with the diagnosis of schizophrenia, but

the onset of his symptoms is distinctly not that of classic schizophrenia.

Patient 1.6

A 28-year-old man experienced auditory hallucinations (voices commenting

and conversing) daily for years. The hallucinations were perceived as origin-

ating from a non-specific external source. The voices were loud, clear, and

derogatory in content. They were most intense for several hours in the

morning, but the patient would hear them occasionally in the early afternoon.

He recognized that his experiences were a sign of illness, but when the voices

were most intense, he believed them to be real and not self-generated. He

did not work, had no future plans, and mostly kept to himself, worrying about

the voices and fearful of their inevitable return. Emotional expression was

intact, moods appropriate, and no speech or language disorder was noted.

He was occasionally suspicious of strangers, assuming that they might be the

source of the voices. He had never been depressed or manic. Meeting DSM

criteria for schizophrenia, several antipsychotics had been prescribed, with

minimal relief.

A consultant noted that the man’s morning hallucinations typically began

upon awakening. The patient would awake, become immediately frightened,

and then hear the voices. After several hours, they diminished in intensity and

ended. They recurred shortly after lunch. Because a nonaffective psychosis
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with preserved emotional expression is often associated with recognizable

neurologic disease,69 and hallucinations that are linked to a specific time of

day, event, or stimulus are also most likely due to such disease, the hallucin-

ations were considered post-ictal consequences of seizures that occurred upon

wakening (when the afternoon voices occurred it was after a heavy lunch

followed by a nap). Carbamazepine resolved the psychotic features.

The DSM and ICD do not incorporate the nuances described in Patient 1.6

despite many descriptions of the psychopathology associated with epilepsy,70

and the high frequency with which depression, psychosis and personality change

occur in epileptic patients. As a result, such patients come frequently to psychi-

atric clinics and hospitals for care. But their seizure disorder is unrecognized.

Patient 1.7 further illustrates how reliance on short lists of vaguely delineated

symptoms and signs leads to misdiagnosis.

Patient 1.7

A 78-year-old woman lived independently until she was diagnosed as being

depressed and prescribed buproprion. She progressively lost the ability to care

for herself. “Confusion”, followed by mutism and immobility, led her daughter

to bring her to an emergency room. Thought to be experiencing a stroke, she

was admitted to a neurology service. The MRI indicated mild old ischemic

disease, but provided no explanation of her present state. The mutism and

immobility resolved within an hour of admission. Over the next several hours

the patient’s state fluctuated from “confusion” to apparent alertness. It was

“observed” that her episodes of confusion occurred when her daughter was

present, but resolved when the daughter left the room.

The alternating periods of “confusion” and alertness were interpreted as

evidence of hysteria or conversion disorder. The catatonic features noted in

the emergency room and the previous diagnosis of depression were consistent

with this conclusion and she was transferred to the psychiatry inpatient unit.

On the psychiatry unit, when lucid she showed reduced affective intensity,

sadness, and psychomotor retardation. She was pessimistic about her future.

Prior to hospitalization she had been eating and sleeping poorly. A psychiatry

consultant noted the patient was subdued and appeared tired, but that she

retained some humor, inconsistent with the degree of her depressive features.

(The DSM does not consider patterns of features, but rather the number of

features.) The consultant also noted that the patient’s periods of “confusion”

began abruptly and were characterized by not fully understanding the examiner’s

questions, although she could repeat some words and phrases. Some of her

responses were non-sequitive. Others were laced with phrases that made no
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sense, odd sounding words and imprecise word usage (the DSM does not define

speech and language disorders in specifics as do neurology texts. It considers

episode duration, but not duration or fluctuations of individual features).

The patient’s speech was recognized as episodes of transient sensory apha-

sia. Psychopathology from idiopathic disorders, however, does not typically

begin in seconds, and aphasia from vascular disease does not come and

go abruptly. Also, transient catatonia unrelated to a manic-depressive disorder

is often due to recognizable neurologic disease. Non-convulsive status epilep-

ticus was considered and confirmed by EEG. IV anticonvulsants resolved the

patient’s acute state.

The DSM and ICD offer a few clinical features as sufficient for each diagnostic class.

The DSM requires a patient to exhibit a specific number of criteria for the

diagnosis. The combinations of features, their characteristic onset, the relationships

among different patterns, and the context in which symptoms unfold are rarely

addressed. Although the duration of a syndrome in days, weeks or months is a

common requirement to aid reliability, the more difficult assessment of the quality

of symptom onsets (e.g. the rate of their emergence), the sequence of symptom

appearances, and symptom pattern are not incorporated. Patient 1.8 meets DSM

criteria for major depression, but the split-second change in psychopathology

typically indicates a secondary syndrome.

Patient 1.8

A middle-aged man became profoundly gloomy, pessimistic and unable to

work. He whined and tearlessly cried, pleading for help. He needed repeated

reassurance. He made several serious suicide attempts (e.g. attempted hang-

ing). The depressive episodes typically began suddenly in the late afternoon

and slowly resolved by evening. They occurred daily. On several occasions a

depressive episode lasted a week or more. A seizure disorder was recognized,

verified by EEG. The illness resolved with anticonvulsant treatment.

Ignoring symptom patterns encourages misdiagnosis. For example, the DSM

catatonia criteria71 require two of five features to be met. If both excessive

“purposeless” activity (item 2) and echolalia or echopraxia (item 5) are present,

the patient is said to be catatonic. Manic patients, however, seem purposeless in

their actions when in heightened excitement. They show echophenomena.72

These criteria, as others, require the patient to receive a diagnosis of a psychotic

disorder, and most likely that of schizophrenia. Such classification is followed by

antipsychotic medication rather than treatments for mood disorder.

The inadequacy of relying on a few features for diagnosis and not obtaining

the story of the patient’s illness is further illustrated by the unique study of
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Rosenham (1973). He recruited eight non-ill persons to seek admission to

psychiatric facilities complaining of experiencing auditory hallucination of the

words “empty . . . hollow . . . thud” over a period of several weeks. The remainder

of their statements and answers to their examiner’s questions were truthful and

they acted in their usual manner. In 11 of the 12 presentations the “pseudo-

patients” were hospitalized with the diagnosis of schizophrenia. The inpatient

staff also considered them to be ill, although many other patients recognized

the sham.

The DSM and ICD are non-theoretical systems

in a neuroscience world

Classifying psychiatric patients by their shared signs and symptoms is traditional.

Objectively observing and organizing this information is essential in the diagnos-

tic process and the DSM and ICD take this position. Many clinical features can

be understood within a neurologic framework, however, and many patients

require assessment beyond the sketchy evaluation offered in the DSM and ICD

manuals. Recognizing psychosensory features73 in a patient with panic disorder, for

example, directs the examiner toward a diagnosis of seizure disorder.74 Identifying

these features in a patient with manic-depressive illness influences treatment (the

use of anticonvulsants as mood stabilizers rather than lithium) and prognostic

concerns (the greater likelihood of chronicity and cognitive decline).75 The pres-

ence of Capgras syndrome raises the possibility of a temporo-parietal stroke as seen

in Patient 1.4.

Present classification does not incorporate the known brain and behavior

relationships into diagnostic criteria because unlike some neurologic signs

(e.g. hemiparesis, Broca’s aphasia), most behavioral signs and symptoms are

not localizing to brain sites. The behaviors do, however, reflect dysfunction in

specific brain systems or are strongly associated with specific brain syndromes as

well or better than are items included in present criteria. Subsequent chapters

detail these relationships.

Summary

The framers of the latest DSM and the ICD classifications do not consider

the manuals to be textbooks of psychopathology. They caution against their use

by “untrained” persons. The DSM, nevertheless, has become the principal guide

to psychopathology for an entire generation of psychiatrists in the USA and

elsewhere, to the exclusion of works devoted to a fuller understanding of psycho-

pathology. The DSM and ICD achieve adequate reliability only under structured
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circumstances and may elicit poor reliability for several categories in the typical

clinical setting. The validity of many categories is weak. Sole reliance on DSM

criteria and ICD brief descriptions leads to unacceptable false negative and false

positive misdiagnoses and the overuse of the NOS category. Much discriminating

psychopathology is not included in the classification, nor are recognized neuro-

logic syndromes that are commonly seen in patients seeking help at psychiatric

services. The result is that many patients are ill-served.
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2

A history of psychiatric classification

The study of history is the best medicine for a sick mind; for in history you have a record of the

infinite variety of human experience plainly set out for all to see; and in that record you can

find yourself and your country both examples and warnings; fine things to take as models, base

things rotten through and through, to avoid.1

Livy’s awareness of the value of a historical perspective of human experience is

echoed by modern medical historians.2 In the preface to The Origins of Modern

Psychiatry, Thompson writes:

A study of the history of ideas in any subject is important not only as an abstract field of enquiry,

but as a method of retaining an appropriate perspective on the current status of the subject and

proposed developments. In most cases “new” ideas have been thought of before . . . Psychiatry is

a subject which is still developing and in order to understand present controversies and assess

the adequacy of proposed changes an historical perspective is essential.3

The historical perspective reveals that changes in psychiatric classifications

result from societal and theoretic processes more than from science. Demons,

body humors, archetypes, and unconscious psychic forces dominated explan-

ations for psychiatric illness for centuries. Social and political pressures buttressed

some conditions (e.g. promoting posttraumatic stress disorder after the Vietnam

war) while eliminating others (e.g. psychiatrists in the USA emerging from the

turmoil of the 1960s voted to eliminate homosexuality as a diagnosis, defining it

as a lifestyle choice). The notion of a mind–body dichotomy continues to influ-

ence present thinking (e.g. conversion disorder, shared psychotic disorder).

Throughout much of the second millennia CE,4 classification also reflected

experience with patients confined to asylums, focusing attention on severe ill-

nesses. Marked deviations in personality were thus considered reflections of

chronic mental deterioration.

Lastly, the clinical predisposition of the classifiers impacted the evolving

classification, as some envisioned substantial heterogeneity among patients and
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pressed for new categories and subcategories while others sought parsimony

and searched for common denominators and fewer categories. The influence of

these “splitters” and “lumpers” mingled with theoretical constraints and social

demands continues in efforts crafting new DSM and ICD iterations. Science has

played only a modest role in the formation of classifications.

Empirical research, however, is not “theory-free”. Every major shift in classifi-

cation requires consensus, i.e. a best-estimate interpretation of the information

at hand. Agreement is needed on what is to be classified and what factors

will be used in sorting out patients. In psychiatric classification it must first

be decided what is normal and what is not, what is deviance due to pathology or

maturational variability and what deviance is the result of odd upbringing or

other experience. This first step has never been resolved, even in the modern era

where biology and genetics are so highly valued.5

For the clinician who cares for patients with behavioral disorders, however,

a flawed classification system is better than none to avoid practice anarchy. The

flaws in present classification affecting practice are detailed in other chapters.

Understanding how the flaws emerged suggests corrective options. Those options

are presented in the last chapter.

Theory drives description and classification

For millennia, philosophy dominated Western medicine’s ideas about psychiatric

illness.6 In classical Greek literature and in the writings of Herodotus, madness

was attributed to punishment by a deity, avenging demons, excessive drinking,

and physical illness.7 The Christian “Old Testament” pronounces madness and

what can be considered neurotic disorders as god-sent. The Christian “New

Testament” attributes these states to evil spirits.8

Despite the mythological views of causality, physicians of these eras described

many recognizable behavioral disorders. Hippocrates (fourth century BCE)

detailed familiar images of epilepsy, mania, melancholia, paranoia, and hysteria.

Aretaeus of Cappadocia (first century CE) considered psychiatric disease to

originate in the head and described melancholia and mania, manic-depression,

alcohol-related and toxic states, and dementia. He grouped behavioral condi-

tions by course and outcome, foreshadowing Karl Kahlbaum and Emil

Kraepelin.9

Galen (130–200CE), marshalling the knowledge of Western medicine, con-

sidered behavioral conditions to reflect brain disorder. Classifications of behav-

ioral syndromes followed his formulations until the mid-nineteenth century,

with perturbations in pulse and fever the main guidelines for separating

syndromes. Epilepsies were well delineated. Melancholia was an established
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disorder and was understood to include episodes of mania. Catatonic stupor was

reported.10

The humoral theory

Among classical Greek ideas, the humoral theory of disease and mental illness

was the longest lasting. Hippocrates formulated four basic body substances, or

humors: blood, phlegm, and black and yellow bile. In balance, these humors

elicited health.11 Imbalance led to illness and behavioral deviation. Diseases were

grouped and named by the humor considered fundamental to their expression.

“Melancholia”, for example, refers to the belief that it was an expression of excess

black bile (melan, black and choleric from the gall bladder). Temperament devi-

ations were recognized as sanguine (an optimistic cheerfulness), melancholic

(a pessimistic sadness), choleric (a general irritability), and phlegmatic (a tendency

toward apathy). Chaucer, Shakespeare, Ben Jonson, and George Eliot, among

many writers, relied on the humor construct in rendering fictional characters, and

humoral descriptors of personality remain part of modern usage.

The humoral theory held sway until the end of the nineteenth century,

accounting for treatments such as purging, blistering, bleeding, and cupping.

George Washington, the first president of the USA, was excessively bled for what

was likely a Strep throat, accelerating his death.12

Religious dogma

Religious dogma dominated Western thought from the fall of Rome until the

modern era. Its influence on the formulations of mental illness and behavioral

deviation was varied. Zilboorg, a psychiatric historian of the mid-twentieth

century, paints the uniform picture of mental illness in the European Middle

Ages as widely attributed to evil possession or sinful choice. He describes sufferers

chained in dungeon-like structures, tortured, and burned as witches.13 This was

not always the case.

In addition to religious dogma, interpretations of behavioral syndromes

included the humoral theory and physiological and psychological notions of

etiology. The blending of such differing ideas was not troubling to medieval

society. Celtic Ireland, while attributing madness to supernatural forces, also

recognized it as illness and developed a detailed legal system for the care of the

mentally ill (the Bloodlyings Code).14 The early Anglo-Saxon tradition also

advanced “cures” for persons with “troubling of foul spirits”.15

The English legal system for incompetence was most advanced. The psychi-

atrically afflicted were characterized as either “natural fools” or “idiots” (devel-

opmentally impaired from birth or shortly thereafter), or as non compos mentis

(all other behavioral disturbances). Adjudicated under the aegis of the Court of
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Chancery with jury trials, persons from all walks of life could petition the court to

confine a sufferer. Examinations were held that included tests of orientation,

object recognition, digit span forward and backward, calculations, and biographic

and declarative memory. While supernatural explanations were offered to

account for the derangement, the most common documented explanations were

physical illness or injury.16

Mesmerism

Mesmerism was another bogus explanation of behavioral disturbance. Franz Anton

Mesmer, a late-eighteenth-century charlatan, introduced the idea of “animal

magnetism” and claimed that he could cure neurotic ills with magnetism by placing

sufferers in a contraption he called a baquet. His notions captured European

thought even after being debunked in 1784 by a scientific committee lead by Jean

Bailly, the revolutionist mayor of Paris, and that included Benjamin Franklin,

American ambassador to France, and Lavoisier, the discoverer of oxygen. Mesmer’s

influence continued through the next century in Europe, evolving into the study of

hysteria and the use of hypnosis by Charcot. In the USA, Mesmerism was adopted

by Mary Baker Eddy who reformulated it into the Christian Science Movement.17

The notion of the unconscious

Ruminative, anxious states of doubt, and obsessive–compulsive behaviors were

ascribed by fifteenth-century Arab physicians to too much love for philosophy

and law, an early version of Janet’s idée’s fixes.18 But T.B. von Hohenheim, a

sixteenth-century professor of medicine at Basel, is credited as the first to suggest

in a medical work an unconscious motivation to a behavioral syndrome (“uncon-

sciously they [neurotics] have fantasies”).19 The idea of unconscious processes

accounting for behavioral disturbances, however, did not fully emerge until

the latter half of the nineteenth century when the mind–body dichotomy view

of human behavior was widely accepted.20 Theorizing centered on explanations

for neurosis and hysteria.

Jean-Martin Charcot’s notions profoundly influenced Freud. Freud did a

fellowship in 1885 with the French neurologist at the Salpetrière, and Charcot’s

manipulation of patients by hypnosis21 shaped Freud’s construction of the

dynamic unconscious. Charcot maintained that only persons with neurosis could

be fully hypnotized. He led a generation of psychiatrists to accept the idea that

easily manipulated and suggestible persons had brain disease, and he conflated

these with patients with serious behavioral and neurologic impairment, the

common denominator being the ability to be hypnotized.22

Pierre Janet also studied hysteria, introducing the term idées fixes as the

underlying “subconscious” mechanism of neuroses linked to past psychologically
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traumatic events. The neurosis emerged from the inability to integrate uncon-

scious and conscious processes.23 He considered hypnosis and dream analysis as

methods for identifying the neurotic unconscious’ fixed ideas, and that the

exposure of these ideas with associated catharsis as curative.24 These notions

influenced Bleuler’s formulations of schizophrenia (see below).

Janet described dissociation as a hysterical condition in which intolerable

thoughts and feelings become independent from other mental functions and

are then expressed as dissociative states. This notion prevails in present classifica-

tions. He also associated hysteria and other neuroses with a hereditary or consti-

tutional weakness in personality. He detailed the characteristics of hysterical

personality as the predisposing factor to neurosis.25

Janet was not alone in understanding unconscious mechanisms as underlying

neurosis and its cures, although Freud received the major credit. Auguste Antoine

Liébeault and Hippolyte Bernheim in Nancy, J. Milne Bramwell in England, and

Josef Breuer in Vienna, each treated neurotics with hypnosis as a form of psycho-

therapy before Freud’s work became well-known.26 “Psychic” treatments were

widely prescribed throughout Europe’s private psychiatric clinics before Freud

dominated the field.27

Theories merge in the notions of neurosis and hysteria

Understandings of neurosis and hysteria included all the early theories explaining

human behavior. The theories were eventually blended with the fledgling under-

standing of the nervous system, foreshadowing modern efforts to reconcile

psychoanalytic and biological views of behavior into the “biopsychosocial” model

of psychiatric illness.

Hippocrates began the theoretical journey by attributing hysteria to a

wandering uterus and thus a condition exclusively seen in women.28 Galen

rejected that notion, but accepted an “engorged” uterus as the cause.29 In the

European Early Modern period, hysteria was considered of supernatural origin,

but still exclusively seen in women.30 Reports were common of large groups of

people (also exclusively female) suddenly succumbing to supernatural forces.

Dramatic cases of chorea, St Vitus’ Dance, Tarantism (a dance-like movement

disorder that in its cultural form is the dance, the Tarantella), and convulsive-like

syndromes were described. The true nature of these events is obscure.

One clue, however, comes from a presentation of 135 patients with chronic

encephalitis from the 1918 influenza pandemic who were admitted for psychiatric

disturbances to Manhattan State Hospital in New York City between 1920 and

1930.31 Reasons for psychiatric hospitalization included “impudence and dis-

obedience”, various odd motor disturbances, “excessive love of excitement”,

“constant complaining”, “meddlesomeness”, “maliciousness”, emotional lability,
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non-melancholic depression, impulsiveness, sexual disturbances (including

inappropriately increased libido, exhibitionism, paraphilia), compulsions (includ-

ing kleptomania and pyromania), and neurasthenia. Such behavioral symptoms

occurred years after the encephalitis. Physicians in earlier centuries would not have

made the connection between the infection and the behavioral abnormality.32

Hysteria as an expression of demonic possession or psychic turmoil was

challenged once physicians began to appreciate the linkage of the central nervous

system to the rest of the body via peripheral nerves. The linkage offered a tangible

pathway from “psychic” processes to “somatic” disease. Hysteria was seen as

a nerve disease, and sufferers were said to be “nervous” or “suffering from nerves”.

Charles Lepois, a sixteenth-century writer, appears to be the first to attribute

hysteria to a dysfunction within the brain.33 He and Edward Jorden, a sixteenth-

century British physician, also rejected the view that hysteria was of super-

natural origin, but in his treatise on “the disease called the suffocation of

the mother” Jordon continued the notion that the disorder was seen exclusively

in women.34

Thomas Willis, the famous seventeenth-century British neuroanatomist,

finally demonstrated through autopsy that the uterus was not involved in hys-

teria. He clinically equated hysteria and hypochondriasis, determining that both

genders were afflicted.35 Thomas Sydenham, in the late seventeenth century,

diagnosed hysteria in women and hypochondriasis in men when unable to

explain unusual medical symptoms. He included most of the psychiatric condi-

tions that would later be termed neurotic under that umbrella.36

Robert Whytt, Scotland’s first neurologist, also considered hysteria and hypo-

chondriasis to be nervous system diseases. He, however, rejected mind–body

dualism37 and considered hysteria and hypochondriasis to reflect a constitutional

vulnerability in temperament expressed when the person was under duress.38

George Cheyne also considered nervous disorders to result from “a nervous

distemper” or following an accident. He linked hysteria and hypochondriasis to

personality problems or to acute stress.39 William Cullen, one of the most

influential teachers of medicine of the eighteenth century and professor at

Edinburgh, also delineated a group of diseases of the nerves without clear

neuropathology, and introduced the term “neuroses”.40

Many nineteenth-century physicians continued the effort to understand the

nature and sources of the neuroses.41 By late century, the notion was established

that neuroses were acute, fluctuating behavioral syndromes that emerge under

stress in persons with deviant personality and were therefore personality illnesses.

An unconscious mechanism was considered a contributing factor.

In addition to hysteria and hypochondriasis, French and German clinicians

of the mid-nineteenth century delineated the phobic disorders and obsessional
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symptoms. Pierre Briquet, professor of clinical medicine in Paris, detailed what is

now labeled “somatization disorder”.42 He recognized that the condition also

affected men, opined that it involved sensory and emotion-related brain

regions, saw a heritable component in its etiology, and concluded that the illness

diathesis consisted of emotional trauma impacting on a person with a vulnerable

constitution characterized by traits of emotional lability and suggestibility.43

The concept of neurosis expanded with the experience of physicians caring

for casualties of war. From observations of American Civil War wounded and

his experience as an “electrotherapist”,44 George Beard merged a variety of

chronic complaints centered on anxiety and fatigue as neurasthenia and war

neuroses. Neurasthenia became the medical model for neuroses. It was believed

the result of a weakness in the nerves, not the psyche. It became the fad diagnosis

of the late nineteenth century.45

War neuroses evolved into the World War I “shell shock”, with thousands of

soldiers affected. The early-twentieth-century idea that the condition was the

result of pressure concussion from artillery was soon rejected, and was replaced

by a range of considerations from the personality vulnerability–stress diathesis

model of hysteria to simple malingering to escape combat. Patients were

described with neurasthenia and other anxiety disorders, loss of hearing or sight,

anesthesia, and many motor features including convulsions, chorea, tics and

dystonia, stammering, paralysis and contractures. These features could become

chronic, and chronicity was also associated with cognitive difficulties, pain

syndromes, sleep disorders, and neurasthenia with non-melancholic depression.

In World War II these conditions were termed “combat neuroses”.46 From the

Vietnam War we have “posttraumatic stress disorder” (PTSD).

Similar conditions, however, were observed in civilians. In the UK, trauma to

the nervous system from the rigors of train travel was considered to play an

etiologic role in the neurotic disorders.47 Psychiatrists experiencing both world

wars concluded that the presentations and pathologic processes of war-related

neuroses were no different from neuroses related to acute stress in civilian life,

and that the neuroses that emerged during war were no different than neuroses

emerging during other experience.48 The Veterans Administration in the USA

forgot this understanding and subjected thousands of Vietnam combatants

to specialized programs of dubious merit that encouraged chronicity and dis-

couraged more appropriate treatment. Taylor and Fink (2006, p. 130) describe a

melancholic veteran misdiagnosed as having PTSD who was denied treatment for

depression and subsequently killed himself.

By the early twentieth century the neuroses were conceptualized as a few

conditions that included hysteria and related states (conversion, somatoform

and hypochondriasis), neurasthenia, phobic and obsessional syndromes, and the
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war neuroses. The grouping was shaped by the belief that they were expressions

of unconscious conflict and ultimately included any condition considered the

purview of the psychoanalyst.

The application of antidepressant agents, and anxiolytics for the treatment of

anxiety disorders in the 1960s rekindled the idea that the neuroses were subtle

brain disorders.49 Pitts and McClure’s seminal report50 that under double-blind

conditions lactate infusions induced typical panic attacks in patients with anxiety

disorders but not in normal controls gave validity to a biologic understanding

of neurotic disorders. Most of the psychoanalytically derived diagnostic designa-

tions were seen as invalid (conversion) or as symptoms rather than syndromes

(hypochondriasis). This conclusion led to the expulsion of the neurosis category

from later classifications. To appease the dominant psychoanalytic establishment,

however, the designations were retained in several different categories. Their

transfer did not improve their poor validity.51

Pre-nineteenth-century description and classification

Despite the dominance of theory over science, efforts continued to organize

behavioral syndromes into a meaningful framework. Sixteenth- and seventeenth-

century physicians were unable to do so, although they recognized epilepsy, mania

(frenzy as well as what was likely catatonia), melancholia (which included the

modern concept of mania), idiocy (combining developmental disorders and

dementia), lunacy (a category of periodic mixed pictures), obsession and hysteria

(the neuroses), and possession (a grab-bag of conditions with theological inter-

pretations). “Mania” and “melancholia” became general synonyms for “madness”,

rather than well-defined terms, but at their core, the descriptions of that era

capture the essences of mood disorder. That understanding was codified in

Robert Burton’s 1621 landmark The Anatomy of Melancholy,52 the first psychiatric

encyclopedia.

But the present-day convention of separating neuroses, personality disorder,

and psychosis as if they derive from fundamentally different sources did not

emerge until the late nineteenth century.53 Neurosis denoted diseases of the

nerves and muscles, personality deviation was considered degenerative nervous

system disease, and psychosis, coined in 1845, denoted “mental disorder” which

affected all spheres of personality leading to dementia.54

The evolving classification in the nineteenth century

The idea that mental illness was an expression of brain disease was not fully

nor widely recognized in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries as the older
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notions of humors and possession continued to influence medicine. In the early

nineteenth century, however, neuroanatomy became a more established discipline

building upon the work of Thomas Willis. Gall attempted to localize function

with structure in his phrenology system of facial and skull configurations reflect-

ing personality traits and cognitive functions. Bell and Magendie delineated the

sensory and motor systems. The idea that mental illness (as opposed to neurosis)

was brain disease gained currency.55 Later in the century, a genetic influence

underlying chronic degenerative brain disease gained favor. The model of general

paresis and its dramatically different presentations sometimes seen in the same

individual framed how psychiatric syndromes were considered and related to

one another.

The original “splitters”

The efforts to formulate a classification led to the emergence in the nineteenth

century of the struggle between the “splitters” and the “lumpers” that continues

to the present. The splitters envisioned a classification comprised of many

forms of distinct mental illness, just as is seen in disease of other organ systems.

The lumpers, recognizing the lack of validating support for most of the separate

categories, brought them together into one or a few groups. At present, the

splitters are dominant.

John Haslam, the apothecary of the Bethlem Hospital in London56 and a gifted

objective observer was a splitter. He offered the first clear description of general

paresis of the insane (GPI).57 He recognized manic-depression and offered one of

the first undisputed descriptions of schizophrenia.

William Hammond, professor of the diseases of the mind at the Bellevue

Hospital Medical College in New York City and President of the American Neuro-

logical Association, also recognized hebephrenia a decade before Kraepelin

expanded it into the dementia praecox notion.58 Hammond’s textbook is a marvel

of accurate observation of syndromes and careful consideration of the demographic

and epidemiological findings in psychiatric illness. His conclusions rival those of

twentieth-century investigations bolstered by stringent methodology. Hammond’s

work, however, was influential only within the USA and only for a brief period.

In addition to hebephrenia, other syndromes also have long pedigrees. Jean-

Etienne Esquirol, Phillippe Pinel’s59 pupil, introduced the term hallucinations,

giving it the present-day definition and distinguished these phenomena from

illusions. He detailed monomanias, and the delusional disorder and obsessive

disorder syndromes of today.60 His 1838 publication was the first modern

textbook of psychopathology.61

Although manic-depression was well known for many years, Jean-Pierre Falret,

Esquirol’s pupil, and an expert on depressive illness and its associated suicide
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risk, introduced the concept of circular insanity (la folie circulaire) in 1854. Jules

Baillarger, in a publication a few months later, used the term folie à double forme.

These “rare” conditions were conflated by Kraepelin into his manic-depressive

illness concept.62 Baillarger also recognized the association between melancholia,

stupor and what was to become known as catatonia.

Classification of mental disorders, however, remained uncertain and different

systems were espoused across Europe. Johann Christian Heinroth, a German

psychiatrist in the early nineteenth century, considered psychological and theo-

logical derangements to be fundamental to mental illness. Heinroth was more a

fundamentalist theologian than an objective clinician.63 But there was no general

agreement on classification, with different versions (all elaborate) or schools

centered about a prominent psychopathologist. The humoral theory, Galen’s

ideas about fever and pulse, and theological considerations continued to shape

nosologies.

The early “lumpers” and the unitary notion of insanity

Wilhelm Griesinger was influenced by the neurophysiologist Hermann Helmholtz.

He considered psychiatry a natural science, not a philosophical or theological

discipline and rejected Heinroth’s theological notions. He sought unity among

psychiatric syndromes, viewing then as brain diseases. He wrote: “psychiatry

and neurology are not merely two closely related fields; they are but one field

in which one language is spoken and the same laws rule.”64 Griesinger’s textbook

of psychiatry inspired a generation of German neuro-psychiatrists.65

Griesinger took general paresis as a model of a single disease process expressed

as several seemingly distinct syndromes. He applied this idea to the mental

disorders. This unitary psychosis model (Einheitspsychose) came to dominate

classification. Syndromes were considered stages of a single disease rather than

different patterns reflecting different diseases. The sufferer passed through

the stages of melancholia, mania, and amentia (delirium), ending in dementia.

Griesinger and his followers were not perturbed by the awareness that while

some patients experienced different episode types, others with the same pre-

sumed underlying illness experienced one or only a few types. An influencial

contemporary wrote: “There is but one type of mental disturbance and we call

it insanity.”66

Because the major syndromes were thought to reflect the same underlying

process, there was less need for classification and greater focus on etiology.

The return of the splitters

Henry Maudsley, a nineteenth-century British alienist, separated psychiatric

syndromes according to presumed faculties of the mind (emotion and intellect)
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that were considered deranged in mental illness. Although his scheme was

illogical as he included the same syndrome in several etiologic categories,

his linking of insanity to specific mental domains foreshadowed Kraepelin’s

reliance on will, thought, and emotion in distinguishing dementia praecox and

manic-depressive insanity.67

The nineteenth-century French psychiatrist Benedict Augustin Morel intro-

duced the term dementia praecox. His characterization of the condition was

incorporated by Kraepelin into the disease model that would become schizophre-

nia. Morel also classified psychiatric disturbances by the presence or absence of

perceived hereditary factors.68

Daniel Hack Tuke, from a distinguished family committed to the care of

the mentally ill, offered a classification that influenced late-nineteenth-century

British thinking. Tuke’s collaboration with Charles Bucknill resulted in the 1858

publication of the Manual of Psychological Medicine that became a standard

textbook of psychiatry for the rest of the century. Tuke introduced the term

“psycho-therapeutics” in 1872. He followed with the Dictionary of Psychological

Medicine in 1892, a work of 128 contributors. In 1880 he became the editor of the

Journal of Mental Science, the fore-runner of the British Journal of Psychiatry.69

Neurology and psychiatry had not yet fully separated, and in the latter half of

the nineteenth century efforts were made to find the specific brain areas involved

in the different behavioral disorders. This effort was an extension of Griesinger’s

labors to make the field more scientific and the earlier work of Willis (who

considered different functions for white and gray matter), Dax (who associated

a loss of thinking abilities to left hemisphere cortical injury), Broca (who charac-

terized motor aphasia) and Meynart (who observed that motor functions were

largely subserved by frontal brain regions).70

Carl Wernicke, professor of psychiatry and neurology at the University of

Breslau, offered an extensive formulation of the relationship between brain

structure and behavioral disturbance (Grundrib der Psychiatrie or Basic Psychi-

atry) that evolved from his study of aphasia. Wernicke forced his classification

into his ideas of brain localization rather than basing it on more objective study.71

Karl Jaspers called him a “brain mythologist” and compared Wernicke to Freud,

writing that both made generalizations beyond the facts and produced only

abstract constructions.72

The quest for localizing psychiatric disease to specific brain regions was

continued by Bonhoeffer (acute reactive psychosis), Liepman (secondary psych-

osis) and Karl Kleist.73 Kleist had the most success in seeing the association

between psychomotor disturbances (e.g. catatonia, melancholia) and basal

ganglia and other frontal brain region disease.74 He also coined the term “cycloid

psychosis” later elaborated by Karl Leonhard.
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Much of nineteenth-century understanding of psychiatric illness was syn-

thesized by Edward Spitzka, a New York City neurologist and President of

the New York Neurological Society.75 Spitzka considered psychiatric disorders

as reflections of brain diseases and explicitly rejected the unitary psychosis

model.

Spitzka offered a descriptive classification organized by what he understood to

be either intrinsic brain disease or brain dysfunction resulting from disease in

other organ systems. It took psychiatry in the USA another 90 years to recognize

the value of this primary–secondary construct. Spitzka introduced the term coarse

brain disease to characterize behavioral syndromes secondary to what we now

defined as neurologic disease, differing from “mental disorders” only in the

coarseness or identifiableness of the brain pathology. Among his rich descriptions

and classification substantially ahead of his contemporaries, he recognized mania,

melancholia, catatonia, benign stupor, delirium, a dementing process of late

life suggestive of Alzheimer’s disease, and “senile dementia”, occurring shortly

after the “involutional period”, and likely frontal–temporal dementia. He

described developmental disorders, hysterical insanity, a periodic insanity, and

monomania (paranoia or present-day delusional disorder). His demographic

and epidemiologic conclusions about the major psychiatric syndromes rival

present-day understanding. Spitzka concluded, however, that while the ultimate

understanding of the truth of psychiatric disease would derive from scientific

inquiry, that goal was generations removed.

The emergence of present-day nosology (a compromise between

splitting and lumping)

Karl Ludwig Kahlbaum’s influence on psychiatric classification was underappreci-

ated during his lifetime, and it remains so. He was never offered a professorship

in a medical school.

Because the search for etiology of psychosis had been unproductive, Kahlbaum

became a splitter. He rejected the unitary model and re-focused his attention to

the delineation of syndromes. His 1863 textbook on classification was the first

attempt to systematically organize mental disorders by their symptom patterns

and course of illness rather than from some preconceived notion.76

Kahlbaum recognized an idiopathic, progressively deteriorating condition

affecting all aspects of psychic life, an idea adopted by Kraepelin’s for his concept

of dementia praecox. Kahlbaum also defined idiopathic post-pubescent, circum-

scribed illnesses affecting emotion, today’s mood disorders.77 His disorders

of intellect (e.g. paranoia, dementia paranoides) are today’s delusional disorder.

His disorders of will are exemplified by catatonia. Kraepelin adopted these
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formulations that became the foundation for early DSM and ICD iterations.78

Neither Kahlbaum nor Kraepelin, however, was interested in the neuroses.

Kahlbaum’s 1874 monograph on catatonia, or “tension insanity”,79 was a

milestone in the evolution of psychiatric classification. With his pupil Ewald

Hecker who delineated hebephrenia, Kahlbaum applied for the first time

Sydenham’s principles for establishing the diagnostic validity of disorders of

unknown etiology to psychiatric syndromes. We strive to use these principles

in present classification efforts.80 Kahlbaum presented catatonia’s distinctive

clinical features and course along with autopsy findings of many of his patients

as validation for catatonia being a distinct disease.81 Hecker did the same for

hebephrenia.82

Emil Kraepelin’s early thinking was that of a splitter. He adopted Kahlbaum’s

classification system and most importantly the idea that insanity was not unitary

but contained specific diseases. He wrote:

I got the starting point of the line of thought which in 1896 led to dementia praecox being

regarded as a distinct disease, on the one hand from the overpowering impression of the states

of dementia quite similar to each other which developed from the most varied initial clinical

symptoms, on the other hand from the experience connected with the observations of Hecker

that these peculiar dementias seemed to stand in near relation to the period of youth.83

He also wrote:

I kept Kahlbaum’s and Hecker’s ideas in mind and tried to collect those cases, which inclined

towards dementia as “mental degeneration processes”. Apart from Kahlbaum’s catatonia,

I differentiated between dementia praecox, which essentially corresponded with hebephrenia,

and dementia paranoides with hallucinations, which quickly developed into mental deficiency.84

Kraepelin was trained in experimental psychology in Wilhelm Wundt’s labora-

tory in Leipzig and was influenced by the prevailing idea of that era that the mind

consisted of three domains: will, thinking, and emotion.85 His initial formulation

of dementia praecox was that of a disease that affected all three mental spheres. In

later writing, he defined manic depression as a disease that primarily affected

emotion. In his search for common themes in classification, the cross-sectional

domains of the mind and the longitudinal illness course, Kraepelin became a

lumper.

The effort began at Heidelberg University where he “first aimed at classifying

the clinical pictures, which seemed to form connecting links between the acute

affective mental disorders and the chronic course of insanity and put them into

independent groups.”86

Kraepelin’s lectures,87 which were organized around live patient presentations,

show that his identification of dementia praecox relied heavily on the presence
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of catatonia. Some of his diagnosed dementia praecox patients would likely be

considered manic-depressive by many modern clinicians.

In presenting a 25-year-old merchant who has been diagnosed with dementia

praecox, Kraepelin instructs his students:

[He] . . . had made himself conspicuous by putting leaves and ferns into his buttonhole. He

takes a seat with a certain amount of ceremony, and gives positive, concise, and generally

relevant answers . . . he admits . . . that he did not speak for some time . . . he remembers most

of the details of what he has been through . . . he gradually becomes rather excited, grows rude,

irritable, and threatening, and breaks out into an incoherent flood of words, in which there is a

quite senseless play on syllables . . . the patient intimates that he is the German Emperor and

that the Grand Duke is his father-in-law . . . He declines to obey orders . . . he breaks off in

his talk, and he intersperses it with curious snorting noises. His mood is changeable, but on

the whole very much exalted. Often, more especially when he makes his jesting play on

words, the patient bursts into a tittering laugh. His behavior shows no marked excitement.

His deportment is pompous and affected. The diagnosis will have to rest principally on the

peculiar aberrations in the patient’s actions – the mannerisms, the play on words, the signs

of negativism, and also on his emotional indifference. (Kraepelin (1904/1968), pp. 151–2)

And yet another patient was presented as suffering from dementia praecox or

what was to become schizophrenia:

The patient was originally supposed to be suffering from maniacal-depressive insanity. His

previous history and the alteration of excited and depressed moods seemed greatly to favor this

view. But in further course of the case Katatonic symptoms came out prominently during both

the stuporose and the excited periods. (Kraepelin (1904/1968), p. 153)

Without catatonia, Kraepelin’s delineation of dementia praecox was tenuous.

He later wrote:

Iwas forced to realize that in a frighteningly large number of patients, who at first seemed to have

the syndrome of mania, melancholia, insanity, amentia ormadness, the syndrome changed fairly

quickly into a typical progressive dementia and in spite of some differences, the syndromes

became increasingly similar. I soon realized that the abnormalities at the beginning of the disease

had no decisive importance compared to the course of the illness. (Kraepelin (1987), pp. 60–1)

Catatonia became the face of dementia praecox. Kraepelin considered any

patient with sufficient catatonic features to likely have dementia praecox. If the

patient also had reduced emotional expression (emotional blunting) or charac-

teristic aberrations in spoken language (formal thought disorder) he considered

the diagnosis assured.

Special importance in the establishing of dementia praecox has, not without justification, been

attributed to the demonstration of the so-called “catatonic” morbid symptoms.88
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Hebephrenia, with its early onset and dementing picture, became the model for

the longitudinal pattern of dementia praecox. But validity of dementia praecox

rested on the validity of catatonia and hebephrenia and the value in linking them

as a single disease with a deteriorating course. Present-day classifications follow

Kraepelin’s error.

Kraepelin added Kahlbaum’s dementia paranoides with its onset later in life to

the dementia praecox grouping, further complicating the construct of an early onset

disease affecting emotion, intellect, and will that progressively worsened to demen-

tia. He also recognized that some patients with dementia praecox recovered.89

While separating manic-depression from dementia praecox, Kraepelin

expanded the construct by adding Kahlbaum’s dysthymia group (melancholia

and mania) and the Falret/Baillarger circular insanity with their later illness

onsets, recurring episodes, and more optimistic outcomes.90

By the end of his career, Kraepelin had lumped most of the dementias

occurring before age 50 and all of the various forms of mania, melancholia and

circular mood disorders into two “functional” psychoses, dementia praecox and

manic-depressive insanity, respectively. This formulation has become the bedrock

of the ICD and DSM. Its weak logic (all conditions with the same longitudinal

course have similar etiology), and faulty construct (the effect of the illness on the

tripartite mind determining grouping) still adversely affects present-day efforts to

delineate psychiatric illness.

The splitters and lumpers in confusion

Eugen Bleuler combined observation with theory, roiling Kraepelin’s more clearly

stated but poorly formulated classification. Bleuler accepted Kraepelin’s idea

that dementia praecox affected the three areas of the mind, but theorized that

these fundamental or primary deficits resulted in psychological processes that

elicited the accessory or secondary features of illusions, hallucinations, and

delusions. Influenced by Jungian theory, Bleuler envisioned the fundamental

symptoms to be found in all patients with schizophrenia while accessory symp-

toms were less universal and more fluctuating. But while Kraepelin envisioned

one disease, Bleuler recognized sufficient clinical variability to warrant the idea of

several disorders, one of which represented the majority of such patients.91

Bleuler’s (1976, pp. 372–87) primary symptoms for schizophrenia were:

1 Disturbances in associations (with examples that correspond to rambling speech

or word salad, answers that do not explain, portmanteau words, derailment,

dereistic [“loss of contact with reality”] thinking, “obstruction” or deprivation

of thought).

2 Loss of normal affectivity (from indifference to one’s surroundings, family and

friends to temporary reduction of emotionality or “contraindication in the
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interplay of the finer feelings”, poor modulation of mood, rigidity of affect,

parathymias and loss of emotional rapport).

3 Ambivalence (synchronous laughing and crying, expressions of love and hate

for the same person, catatonic indecision and ambitendency).

Psychiatrists in the USA during the 1950s and 1960s separated dereistic think-

ing as a primary symptom, changed it to “autistic thinking” and offered the

mnemonic for schizophrenia of “Bleuler’s Four As”: associational loosening,

autism, affective flattening, and ambivalence. By the late 1960s, these easily

over-interpreted notions resulted in almost all psychotic patients in the USA

being seen as schizophrenic.

Bleuler’s broad and easily misapplied primary features of dementia praecox

guaranteed clinical heterogeneity. His patients developed illness throughout adult

life and not just in late adolescence. Many did not progress to dementia.

He offered the term schizophrenia to replace dementia praecox, highlighting

what he considered the more specific splitting of psychological functions that

he found in his patients.

Thus, the present-day formulation that there are two “big” psychotic disorders,

schizophrenia and manic-depressive illness was established over 100 years ago.

However, while manic-depression was recognized for millennia, schizophrenia

was relatively new to classification. Like a house of cards, Bleuler accepted

Kraepelin’s basic incorrect construct of the tripartite mind while Kraepelin built

his ideas upon Kahlbaum’s distinct but invalid disease notion of catatonia. Bleuler

greatly influenced psychiatry in the USA, while Kraepelin’s influence remained

mostly European.

Early-twentieth-century skeptics

Early-twentieth-century psychiatrists were reluctant to accept Kraepelin’s formu-

lations.92 The notion of a unitary psychosis still prevailed in German-speaking

countries. Alfred Hoche compared the new formulations to an “attempt to clarify

a turbid liquid by pouring it from one receptacle to another”.93 Many psych-

iatrists were alarmed by the lack of validating support for the dementia praecox

construct and the broadening of the traditional vision of manic-depression.

The phenomenologist, Karl Jaspers wrote:

No real disease entity has been discovered by this method of approach. We have no scientific

knowledge of any disease which satisfies the claims made for a disease-entity . . . the two

disease-groupings of manic-depressive psychosis and dementia praecox are almost completely

unknown so far as their causes and cerebral pathology are concerned. Their definition depends

rather on the basic psychological form or on the course run (towards recovery or not) with

varying emphasis placed on the one or the other. Whereas one set of investigators [Bleuler]

pushes the initial outbreak into the foreground and thus makes the dementia praecox group
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impossibly wide, the other set refutes this and would rather emphasizes the course of illness

(recovery with insight or not) and narrows down the dementia praecox group considerably . . .

the border between manic-depressive insanity and dementia praecox has vacillated consider-

ably in a kind of pendulum movement without anything new emerging. Moreover both groups

are so impossibly extended that we have to consider them victims of the same fate that in the

last century overtook all disease-entities of psychological origin.94

Jaspers illustrated Kraepelin’s flawed logic that the same outcome among

syndromes is proof that the syndromes represent the same disease process.

He criticized the lack of scientific support for Kraepelin’s classification and the

use of illness course as the fundamental criterion for forcing patients into the two

putative diagnostic categories. Jaspers would have considered the present-day

effort to find “the genes” and “the characteristic endophenotype” of schizophre-

nia to be misguided, akin to searching for “the gene and pathophysiology” of

mental retardation.

Kraepelin’s reliance on catatonia as the foundation of dementia praecox was

another weak link in his formulation as the relationship of catatonia to mania

and melancholia was well-known.95 George Kirby, the director of clinical psych-

iatry at Manhattan State Hospital on Wards Island in New York City, wrote:

I wish to offer a brief discussion of the catatonic symptom-complex and especially of its

occurrence in individuals who have also manic-depressive attacks . . . Kahlbaum . . . did not

view the prognosis in these cases as particularly bad, in fact he rather believed that the tendency

was toward recovery . . . Kraepelin admitted that the catatonic forms ran a somewhat different

course from other forms of dementia praecox . . . It cannot be doubted that very marked

catatonic symptoms occur in conditions other than dementia praecox, even in clearly organic

psychoses . . . Upon investigating recently the outcome of a large series of manic-depressive and

dementia praecox cases, we found that a good many cases had been wrongly judged to be

deteriorating types because of the presence of catatonic symptoms . . .We have also shown that

marked catatonic syndromes may appear in otherwise typical manic-depressive cases. In some

cases a catatonic attack apparently replaces the depression in a circular psychosis. In cases

showing both manic and depressive phases the manic-depressive features have the greater

prognostic significance. There is little doubt that Kraepelin over-valued catatonic manifest-

ations as evidence of a deteriorating psychosis, and that many of these cases have served to

unduly swell the dementia praecox group.96

The empirical evidence gathered throughout the twentieth century overwhelm-

ingly supports Kirby’s comments linking catatonia to mood disorder rather

than to schizophrenia.97 Nevertheless, psychiatric interests in the USA were

distracted by psychoanalytic notions and influential writers paid little attention

to the catatonia–mood disorder association. Rather than presenting catatonia as a

separate diagnostic category, they followed Kraepelin and Bleuler and linked it to

schizophrenia in the DSM. The error profoundly affected subsequent thinking
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and research leading to the consideration of all so-called psychotic features to be

evidence of schizophrenia, guaranteeing sample heterogeneity.98

The decline of psychiatric diagnostic standards in the USA

The influence of psychoanalysis

The uncertainties of psychiatric classification in the USA mirrored those of

Europe, but by 1880 seven diagnostic categories were recognized: mania, melan-

cholia, monomania, general paresis, dementia, dipsomania (alcoholism), and

epilepsy. The neuroses were considered distinct from the other brain disorders.

The interest of the psychiatric establishment in the USA in psychopathology

and classification, however, was more proprietary than substantive. Psychiatric

syndromes remained theorized expressions of “mental” or “psychological” perturb-

ation.99 As psychodynamic theory came to dominated American psychiatry,

attention to the biological aspects of psychiatric illness diminished. So too did

concerns about classification and descriptive psychiatry. The focus became the

dynamic understanding of the individual not the search for which illness group

the patient best fit. Amid great pessimism about the lack of any successful

treatment for the psychiatrically ill, many psychiatrists gravitated to the psycho-

analytic movement exacerbating the split from neurology.100 Freud’s metaphor-

ical language was also anathema to descriptive psychopathologists who sought

more precise terms. Within a generation of Freud’s 1909 North American

lectures, the psychoanalyst became the face of psychiatry in the USA.101

Adolf Meyer, a leading psychiatrist in the USA in the early third of the

twentieth century, contributed further to the decline in interest in classification

by opining that psychiatric disorders were individualized “reactions”, outgrowths

of a person’s unique biology and experience, and that efforts at classification were

beside the point.

Efforts to provide a meaningful classification languished, and it was not until

1917 that theAmericanMedico-Psychological Association and the superintendents

of mental hospitals in the USA agreed on a unifying system that in time was to

become the DSM.102 In 1921, the association changed its name to the American

Psychiatric Association, and through the organizing of the New York Academy of

Medicine, the nomenclature of the “superintendent’s document” was incorporated

into the American Medical Association’s classification of disease in 1933.

After World War II, the US Army offered its modification to classification.

The World Health Organization quickly followed with the sixth edition of its

international classification of disease (ICD-6) that for the first time includedmental

disorders. The categories were: psychoses (including mood disorders), psychoneur-

oses, character disorders, behavior disorder, and deficits in “intelligence”. DSM-I,
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published in 1952, was based on ICD-6.103 Many leading psychoanalysts oversaw

the drafting of the DSM-I and the document reflected Freudian and Meyerian

views of mental illness with syndromes labeled “reactions” and defined by ego

defense mechanisms. The DSM-II, published in 1968 was similarly influenced.104

New treatments reveal a weak relationship between

diagnosis and response

The concepts of Freud, Meyer and their followers would not have been so widely

accepted had there been a contemporary competing biological model of psychi-

atric illness or effective treatments for psychiatric disorders. Early twentieth-

century neuroscience technologies and laboratory procedures were primitive

and no somatic treatment was established. In his 1907 Presidential Address to

the American Medico-Psychological Association, the beginnings of the American

Psychiatric Association, C.G. Hill noted that “our therapeutics is simply a pile of

rubbish”.105

The introduction of malarial fevers to treat central nervous system syphilis

and its associated behavioral syndromes (1917), and the application of insulin

coma (1933), convulsive therapy (1934), and leucotomy (1935) to treat patients

with psychotic and mood disorders, challenged the psychodynamic model.106

The initial success of these treatments in quickly relieving the most severe

psychiatric conditions, and the sustained success of electroconvulsive therapy

(ECT; introduced in 1938) changed clinical psychiatric practice and once again

directed attention to the brain as central to psychiatric disorders.107 New typolo-

gies were envisioned as the basis for more effective prescription of the available

treatments.108

The therapeutic optimism, however, was of short duration, as the diagnostic

categories of DSM-II were quickly recognized as poor guides for choosing the

newly introduced medications.109 Many psychopharmacologists described their

frustration with DSM-II criteria for the selection of treatments.110 One influential

report examined 33 studies that had assessed medication treatments of depres-

sion, but could not find a diagnostic formulation that had predictive strength.111

The DSM-II and ICD-8 classifications also had poor reliability, dramatically

demonstrated in international studies.112

World War II alters psychiatry in the USA and UK

In the 1930s many European psychiatrists fled the growing influence of Nazi

Germany. Some came to Great Britain and continued the continental interest in

psychopathology and classification. Mayer-Gross educated a generation of British

psychiatrists to the importance of clinical research. He, Elliot Slater, and Martin

Roth incorporated rigorous scholarship in psychopathology in their classic
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textbook (1969). Slater became the influential editor of the British Journal of

Psychiatry. Psychiatrists in the USA turned to it for scientific discussions of

psychopathology. In contrast, several well-known psychoanalysts (e.g. Franz

Alexander, Sandor Rado, Otto Fenichel) fled to North America, buttressing the

psychoanalytic grip on psychiatric thinking in the USA.113 European psychiatrists

experienced in convulsive therapy also immigrated to the USA (e.g. William

Karliner, Lothar Kalinowsky), but while electroconvulsive therapy has become

the longest continuously used somatic psychiatric treatment, its early champions

had little influence on classification.114

The psychiatric establishment in the USA, typically practicing from a leisurely

psychoanalytic model, was ill-prepared for the numbers and severity of the war’s

psychiatric military casualties. The War Department responded by quickly

training several hundred general physicians, so-called “ninety-day wonders”,

to provide the needed care. Following the war, many of these physicians became

the leaders of academic psychiatry in the USA. Their “on-the-job” training led

to a practical clinical approach to treatment and the acceptance of a stress-

induced model of psychiatric illness. The understanding of the underlying

pathology of psychiatric syndromes, however, remained psychodynamic.115 Until

the late 1960s all chairs of academic departments of psychiatry in the USA were

trained analysts, and psychiatric housestaff were encouraged to obtain analytic

training and undergo a training analysis.116 Almost all psychiatric teaching

programs, the field’s most prestigious organizations, and agencies accrediting

psychiatric training and treatment facilities were controlled by psychoanalytic

leaders intolerant of dissent.117

After the war, interest in psychopathology in the USA was limited to large,

under-funded state-run facilities. These were discredited by their poor treatment

of patients and through films such as The Snake Pit that purported to show

the “true” experiences of sufferers. The image of electroconvulsive therapy being

administered in a dungeon-like setting to a tormented Olivia De Havilland became

the poster for anti-psychiatry movements to the present.118 The psychoanalyst

and his couch was the image of legitimate psychiatric practice.119

The lack of interest and instruction in classification and psychopathology in

the USA at that time is dramatically illustrated by Joseph Zinkin’s experience in

translating Bleuler’s monograph, Dementia Praecox or the Group of Schizophrenias.

In his preface, Zinkin writes:

It is one of the curiosities of psychiatric work in our time that one of the most valuable

monographs in psychiatric literature [it was referred to in almost biblical terms as the definitive

work on the clinical presentation of schizophrenia] has remained, for thirty years, untranslated

from the original German. Although during this period practically every psychiatric bibliog-

raphy made reference to Bleuler’s monograph, often praising it as an outstanding work, very
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few psychiatrists, at least of my generation, had any personal knowledge of the Bleulerian text.

Most, if not all, references to the Swiss work were second-hand; hence the frequent misun-

derstanding of what our author really had to say . . . In asking many outstanding psychiatrists

whether they would be interested in a translation of Bleuler’s work, I almost invariably

encountered the belief that it had long ago been translated. Everyone supposed that someone

else had really read it.120

The interest in classification and diagnosis was weakened further by the social

and community psychiatry movement. Emerging from the wedding of the psy-

choanalytic interpretation of behavior and the World War II experience, the

guiding notion was that the psychological understanding of the individual could

be applied to large populations explaining “the why” of societal problems that

could then be addressed by community interventions. Psychiatric illness was

deemed the result of societal forces acting adversely on the psyche, and not the

result of individual brain diseases. Asylums were unlocked and voluntary admis-

sion was introduced in Great Britain. In the USA, patients in state hospital

facilities were encouraged to return to “the community”, but many ended up in

city alleys and side streets. Community mental health centers, clinics and networks,

and “therapeutic communities” sprang up in metropolitan areas across the USA

with the implicit promise that public health concerns, poverty and other inequities

would be resolved.121 Recruitment of US medical students into psychiatry was

never higher than during the peak of the community psychiatry movement in the

1960s, ebbing only with the ascendancy of biological psychiatry.122

Diagnostic confusion reigns

The Freudian and Meyerian rejection of grouping patients by their shared

psychopathology, and the limited training in psychopathology of many academic

leaders in psychiatry in the USA after World War II marginalized descrip-

tive psychopathology.123 Bleuler’s reliance on his primary features to diagnose

schizophrenia and the unavailability of his writing in English led to a decreased

recognition of mood disorders and the over-diagnosis of schizophrenia.

It became obvious, however, that many patients diagnosed as schizophrenic

recovered, belying the expected inevitable dementia or lack of full recovery.

Efforts to separate “Good” from “Bad” prognosis schizophrenics followed. The

former were characterized by preserved affect (good emotional expression and

full volition), acute-onset episodes (less than 3 months from first inkling of illness

to full severity), and episodes with intense emotion. “Bad” prognosis schizo-

phrenics were characterized by emotional blunting.124 Splitters and lumpers were

once again struggling for a clear vision of psychiatric nosology.

The schizo affective construct combining schizophrenic and manic-depressive

cross-sectional features, acute-onset episodes and a prognosis “intermediary”
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between dementia praecox and manic-depressive illness was offered by John

Kasanin.125 Research, however, indicated that much of the schizo affective category

represented severe manic-depressive illness, not schizophrenia nor a third illness

group.126

Gabriel Langfeldt proposed a schizophreniform disorder of “psychogenic origin”

that was a “reaction” to stress and that presented with “schizophrenic” hallucin-

ations and delusions and substantial affective features and had a good outcome.127

The construct bears little resemblance to the DSM category other than having

a better outcome than what is typically observed in schizophrenia. Langfeldt also

proposed reactive psychoses, acute “psychogenic” psychoses emerging under stress

with excellent prognosis. It was widely adopted in Scandinavia.128 These syn-

dromes were eventually conflated into the DSM category of brief psychotic disorder,

but studies showed reactive psychosis to be early episodes of mood disorder.129

Karl Leonhard offered an even more elaborate formulation to account for the

great variability in outcome among patients with psychosis. Leonhard’s classifi-

cation remains influential in German speaking countries. He is best known for his

“cycloid psychoses” (anxiety–happiness, confusion, and motility types), charac-

terized by periods of excitement and inhibition. They are reminiscent of Falret’s

la folie circulaire.130

Kurt Schneider introduced the term “first rank symptoms” and argued that

these features were pathognomonic of poor prognosis, “true” schizophrenia when

obvious neurologic disease was not present.131 Schneider’s influence was limited

to German speaking countries until the early 1970s when he was re-introduced to

psychiatry in the UK by Mellor and then in the USA by Taylor.132 Subsequent

studies, however, demonstrated their occurrence in mania and melancholia, as

well as in schizophrenia, and that they were not decisive distinguishing features of

the psychoses. Nevertheless, they form the basis of criterion A for schizophrenia

in the present DSM and are treated as if pathognomonic.133

By the 1960s academic psychiatry in the USA had virtually abandoned the idea

of manic-depressive illness. Almost every patient who experienced hallucinations,

delusions, or catatonic features was considered schizophrenic. In one teaching

hospital in New York City, no acutely admitted patient received the diagnosis of

mania during the mid to late 1960s, and only a handful were recognized as having

depressive illness. Influential professors opined that they had “not seen a manic

in decades” and that it was likely that “mania never really existed, only agitated

schizophrenia”.134 Several years later at the institution that rejected manic-

depressive illness, a systematic series of studies using reliable research diagnostic

criteria and external validating variables demonstrated that almost 30% of admis-

sions (many the same patients from the era of “no mania”) had acute mania and

that many responded to lithiummonotherapy.135 Nearly 50% of patients diagnosed
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as schizophrenic were found to be misdiagnosed and to in fact have manic-

depressive illness. However, it was not until after 1970 when lithium carbonate

became widely available and marketed as a mood stabilizer did psychiatrists in the

USA re-consider the existence of manic depression.136

The failure to recognize mania and severe depression became untenable

following the publication of cross-national studies that compared diagnostic

practice in the USA and Europe. Psychiatrists in the USA failed to recognize

mania, psychotic depression, and personality disorder, commonly interpreting

such conditions as schizophrenia.137 One irony is the first reported psychiatric

patient successfully treated with chlorpromazine in 1952. The 57-year-old man

diagnosed as schizophrenic, was hospitalized for “making improvised political

speeches in cafés, becoming involved in fights with strangers”, and for several

days “walking around the street with a pot of flowers on his head preaching his

love of liberty”.138 Many clinicians today would recognize him as manic. Had the

most famous anti-schizophrenia medication been first given to chronically ill

psychotic patients rather than to a handful of treatment-responsive manics, the

pharmacotherapy era might have been substantially delayed.139

Biometricians formulate classification: the triumph

of the splitters

In response to the inadequate classifications, alternative operationally defined

diagnostic criteria were proposed.140 Their success encouraged the American

Psychiatric Association (APA) to reformulate the DSM in the late 1970s.141

The effort joined the departments of psychiatry at the Washington University

in St Louis and at Columbia University’s Psychiatric Institute. The former offered

the Feighner criteria as a model of a few syndromes with reasonable validation.

The latter, under the direction of the biometrics division of the institute offered

a system that was centered on the computer-based diagnostic program, DIAGNO,

and its related assessment instrument the SADS. The latter’s overly simplified

approach to psychopathology prevailed and defined the format of the DSM-III.142

The DSM-III proposal quickly became a political document fashioned to

appeal to the widest audience to insure approval by the APA membership.

Lacking a consensus theory of psychiatric illness, the formulation of the DSM

categories was left to consensus among the members of each committee. Different

committees relied on different sources, idiosyncratic personal clinical experiences,

and different psychological and pharmacologic notions. For some disorders, a

Kraepelinian template can be recognized (e.g. the schizophrenia criteria); for

others a psychological formulation is apparent (e.g. dissociative disorders). The

committees also represented diverse constituencies, and the final proposal was
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designed for accepted by advocacy groups (e.g. psychoanalytic and psychosomatic

organizations), and the “typical” psychiatric clinician to assure passage by the

APA membership’s “up or down” vote on the proposed manual.143 Dissatisfaction

with the unscientific but democratically approved classification called for revi-

sions in 1987 (DSM-III-R), 1994 (DSM-IV) and 2000 (DSM-IV-TR).144 Another

iteration is expected in 2010.

Major changes in DSM-III

DSM-III incorporated major changes in classification that are preserved in

subsequent versions. It rejected short descriptive paragraphs (still the hallmark

of ICD-10) for short lists of over-simplified diagnostic criteria to achieve better

reliability. Neurosis and its historically sexist connection to hysteria and the

uterus was eliminated, gaining support of APA feminist voters. Although many

of the traditional neurotic disorders (e.g. anxiety disorders) were shown to be

associated with abnormal brain functional imaging, electroencephalography,

evoked potential and other laboratory measures, these findings were not

incorporated into classification. Seeking not to offend psychoanalytically dis-

posed members interested in “psychosomatic” disorders while not rejecting

the biological evidence the DSM drafters presented the anxiety disorders without

comment as to etiology, while other conditions were linked to psychological

factors (e.g. posttraumatic stress disorder, conversion disorder, depersonalization,

fugue). The old group of neuroses was separated into 9 classes and 78 diagnostic

options, insuring a marketing niche for any influential membership group inter-

ested in neurotic conditions. The non-theoretical Briquet’s syndrome, advocated

by researchers at the Washington University School of Medicine in St Louis, was

rejected for somatization disorder, a term used in the psychoanalytic literature.145

The personality disorders section was revised to follow the work of Mellon,

dividing conditions into three categorical classes of different presumed severity.

The extensive research indicating that personality traits are dimensional was

ignored.146

The “organic disorder” category was replaced by a primary/secondary and then

a “secondary to . . .” scheme, giving recognition to modern neuroscience and

the understanding that all behavioral syndromes derive from brain activities and

all are therefore “organic”.

The psychotic disorder category was changed. Delusional disorder was added as

a separate condition, separating it once again after 100 years from the dementia

praecox/schizophrenia syndrome. The duration-dependent brief/schizophreni-

form/schizophrenia notion was defined despite inadequate supporting evidence.

The well-documented melancholia concept was ignored,147 but many depres-

sion choices were added despite little or no validation. By 1980, four major mood
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disorders were identified with 10 subtypes. For major depression, an additional

three subtypes were listed with major and minor depressions given prominence

despite poor validity. Manic-depressive illness was eliminated, replaced with

unipolar and bipolar categories.148 The bipolar/unipolar construct was immedi-

ately challenged, but without success.149

Other aspects of the new classification and its specific criteria were also

challenged by clinicians who could not fit their patients within the defined

categories. In response, new diagnostic classes were included in the 1987 revision

(DSM-III-R) and again in the 1994 iteration (DSM-IV).150 The number of recognized

diagnostic entities dramatically increased (e.g. atypical, seasonal and postpartum

depression).151

Conclusions

The history of psychiatric classification exemplifies the hackneyed comment

“Two steps forward, one step back”: a period of detailed and accurate observation

followed by a period of distorted or forgotten ideas overwhelmed by theorizing

and dogma. Hippocrates, Galen, Haslam, Kahlbaum, Hammond and Kirby

on the one hand, the humoral theory, and religious and psychoanalytic dogma

on the other. Throughout these cycles there have been tensions between the

splitters and lumpers, shaping and reshaping classification.

The corrections in the nosology, regardless of which school of thought was

dominant, evoke the aphorism: “The cure is worse than the disease.” Most

recently, the development of DSM-III was eagerly anticipated to replace an

arbitrary and patently unvalidated system with an empirically derived classifica-

tion providing “a common language” for the field. The resulting classification,

however, has swollen into hundreds of categories and subcategories identified by

simplistic lists of a few poorly defined signs and symptoms that encourage false

positive and negative diagnostic conclusions. The splitters are now clearly

dominant. The DSM-V iteration planned for the years 2007–10 is not expected

to differ substantially, although there is some effort to organize the nosology to be

more consistent with our present understanding of neuroscience.152 Whether the

neurosciences will offer sufficient data to define a more useful classification

is unpredictable.

NOTES

1 Livy or Titus Livius lived in the first century BCE and wrote a history of Rome Ab Urbe

Condita (From the Founding of the City) still used in studies of that period.

2 Hunter and Macalpine (1963), page ix.
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3 Thompson (1987), pages 1–2.

4 Historians with a world view prefer the term “common era” or CE and “before the

common era” or BCE to the Christian focused AD and BC.

5 Berrios (1999); Craddock et al. (2006).

6 There are other medical traditions. Ancient and recent Hindu medical tradition is volu-

minous, developing independently from the Greek, although reaching many similar con-

clusions. Older writings understood psychiatric disorders from a metaphysical perspective

(Zilboorg, 1967, pp. 30–1). Arabian medicine offered familiar descriptions of several

psychiatric syndromes. Avicenna (980–1037CE) described melancholia in great detail

(Zilboorg, 1967, pp. 121–7). However, because Western thoughts about medical illness

and its treatments have come to dominate present thinking, the evolution of the classifica-

tion of psychiatric disease is presented from that perspective.

7 Moss (1967).

8 Deuteronomy 28:28 and John 10:20, respectively.

9 Zilboorg (1967), pages 36–92.

10 Barrough (1583).

11 Moss (1967); Clarke (1975); medicine in India in the first millennium CE was also based on

a theory of body humors in imbalance (Clarke 1975, p. 22).

12 Flexner (1969), pages 456–63.

13 Zilboorg (1967), pages 36–174.

14 Clarke (1975), pages 31–8.

15 Ibid., pages 41–5.

16 Neugebauer (1979).
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3

The brain and psychopathology

The reader will find no other definition of “Psychiatry” in this book but the one given on the

title-page: “Clinical Treatise on Diseases of the Fore-Brain”. The historical term psychiatry,

i.e. “treatment of the soul”, implies more than we can accomplish, and transcends the bounds

of accurate scientific investigation.1

The understanding that behavioral disturbances reflect biological events has

growing acceptance. Theorists who place intervening constructs between the

biology and behavior also recognize that at some level the brain generates

behavior. Trained as a neuropathologist, Freud assumed his framework for the

psyche had neurologic roots.2 In discussing hysteria, he wrote: “A dynamic lesion

is indeed a lesion [in the brain] but one of which no trace is found after death

such as an edema, an anemia or an active hyperemia.”3

The relationship between the brain and psychiatric illness, however, has been

clinically marginalized, as the summing of a few clinical features now substitutes

for diagnostic reasoning. This chapter provides an alternative framework to that

approach, illustrating that the understanding of brain–behavior relationships is

relevant to patient care.

The boundaries between normalcy and disease

Brain–behavior relationships define behavioral wellness as well as disease, and the

boundary between behavioral wellness and disease is not always clear. Present

classification deals with the ambiguities by arbitrarily separating behavioral

disease (e.g. the DSM Axis I) from behavioral deviation (e.g. Axis II). The

separation is not successful. Schizotypal, schizoid, and paranoid personality

disorders, for example, reflect low-grade illness, not personality deviations.4

Obsessive–compulsive personality disorder is also not trait behavior, but part of

the obsessive–compulsive disorder spectrum.

Some have also argued that the exclusive focus on brain–behavior relationships

as the basis for understanding psychiatric syndromes is unwarranted. The analogy
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is the computer and the fact that all software must run on hardware, and

that glitches in software occur without hardware malfunction.5 The analogy fails,

however, because brain “programs” are as much neurological as are brain struc-

tures. Procedural memory (i.e. memory for motor, often skilled behaviors) is

brain-based and understanding this is clinically relevant. There are many more

sequences of movement than there are motor neuron pyramidal cells. Patient 1.1,

who suffered carbon monoxide poisoning and lost his ability to knit, experienced

a biological event to his brain that affected his skilled motor programm-

ing. Anesthetic agents produce temporary malfunction of brain programming

without affecting the “hardware”.

But while all behavior reflects the brain at work, behavioral disorders are more

difficult to define. The DSM conceptualizes a “disorder” as a condition that is

clinically significant and that causes distress or disability.6 This definition fails

because it is over-inclusive, incorporating as disorders non-illness such as demor-

alization, jealousy and revenge, and criminality. By the definition, normal preg-

nancy might be considered a disorder. Others have argued that a more precise

definition of illness is: a condition that causes harm and that derives from

dysfunction. Harmful dysfunction involves “something going wrong with the

functioning of some internal mechanism, so that the mechanism is not perform-

ing one of the functions for which it was ‘designed’ by natural selection.”7 This

conceptualization works for most presently recognized psychiatric disorders, but

may fall short for some of the personality disorders.8

Confusion also arises from the fact that persons who appropriately receive

classification labels are by definition deviant, but deviance has several fathers. Brain

structural and physiological lesions (genetic and acquired), maturational variation,

and indoctrination at odds with the cultural context cause deviation. Further

roiling the conceptual waters is the fact that some deviation is advantageous

(e.g. high intelligence, talent).

The social, political and health implications of these concerns have been

discussed in depth elsewhere, and they impact patient care daily.9 Descriptive

psychopathology, however, focuses mostly on deviant behaviors assumed the

result of brain dysfunction. It also addresses deviation of personality as a function

of maturational variation.10

The brain behind the mental status

All behavior, no matter how complex, is an expression of the brain working.

“The mind” cannot be separated from the body. Within a modern cognitive

neuroscience framework, the mind becomes representative short-hand for brain

processes within our awareness. Brain activity outside of subjective experience
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(e.g. maintaining blood pressure, posture) is recognized as neurologic. Memory,

internal imagery, emotion, and thinking are subjectively experienced and are

categorized as “mental”, but they are no less neurologic than the homeostatic

functions of the human nervous system.

For example, personal (biographic) memories, learned information, and skills

are experienced as mental activity and in the early stages of dementias such as

Alzheimer’s disease sufferers characterize the loss of these memories as “losing

their minds”. What is experienced, however, is the effects of the degeneration of

the neurologic structures subserving memory.11

Subjective experience is also engaged with visual imagery of things learned and

experienced, and then recalled. The images are stored in long-term memory and

are retrieved to create a short-term image that is useful in many cognitive

activities (e.g. object and facial recognition, carpentry).12 Retrieving the images

is associated with left frontal region activation.13

Some images are generic (e.g. the image of a table, clock, and bicycle). These

“Gestaltic” images are subserved by right hemisphere pathways. Cognitive assess-

ment of right hemisphere functioning relies on testing the patient’s ability to

draw general images from memory (e.g. the face of a clock with the hands

at 2:45). Other images are specific (e.g. the dining room table in your house,

the clock on the living room mantle, your mountain bike). The generation of

these images is associated with frontal activation, specifically in the anterior

cingulate gyrus. This imagery is assessed when asking patients to describe their

possessions and biographical-related environment.14

Subjective experience of emotional life is another hallmark of “the mind”.

Damasio (1999) suggests awareness of experiencing an emotion in response to

external events, and the recognition that the emotion is internally generated,

transient, and has been experienced before and will likely be experienced again

forms the beginnings of conscious awareness of self. Nothing in human experi-

ence is more personalized than this recognition of being an independent living

entity with a past and a future. Such experience, however, is fundamentally

neurologic, and when the neurology subserving emotion is diseased, many

psychiatric and neurologic conditions emerge. Even socially learned emotional

responses reflect specific neurologic activity.15 Although disgust is a universal

human experience, what is disgusting varies widely within and across cultures.

Almost stepping on a juicy beetle waddling across one’s path might be disgusting

to a Western professional rushing to work, but it is a lip-smacking, nourishing

snack to a hunter-gatherer deep in a rain forest.

Laughter and humor also reflect emotional experience that seems characteris-

tically human and “mental” in origin. But they are given high evolutionary

importance by Darwin.16 Laughter is a universal human behavior and one of
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the first social vocalizations of human infants, emerging between 2 and 6months

after birth. Congenitally deaf and blind infants laugh although never having

perceived the laughter of others.17 Despite substantial individual variability,

laughter is a stereotypic, species-specific behavior. Its precursor is the “play-face”

and pant-like vocalizations of apes in social play during their “safe times”, and is

considered an important evolutionary development in small hominid group

cohesion. In humans, laughter and humor has been elaborated to support novel

social functions, but it remains a brain-derived expression with reproductive

(e.g. being emotionally attractive) and resource-gathering advantage (e.g. getting

along with co-workers and superiors and in leadership strategies). The loss of the

ability to laugh is always pathological.18 Among patients with melancholia,

regaining the ability to laugh (e.g. at the examiner’s humor) is an important sign

of the resolution of the depressive illness.

Cortical activities such as internal speech and verbal-based thinking are experi-

enced as a significant part of mental life, but these thoughts are expressions of

neurologic functioning. Internal speech is experienced throughout wakefulness as

a running commentary on what has recently happened, what is happening, and

what may happen. But the elements of internal speech are subserved by the same

neurology as conversational speech. Functional imaging of normal persons to

simple language-based tasks show different left cerebral hemisphere metabolic

response patterns to each task. Hearing and speaking words as in conversational

speech, generating words (ideas) as in “mental speech”, and seeing words as in

reading are all experienced as mental activity. But these functions and the brain

areas subserving them are the same behavior–brain relationships associated with

stroke and aphasia.19

The “mental status examination” is thus anachronistic. The behavioral and

cognitive assessments incorporated in it do not characterize “the mind”, but

rather the brain, and the effort is best described as “the behavioral examination

of the brain”.

Brain disease and dysfunction as psychopathology

Although brain–behavior relationships are complex, broad relationships are

understood and these are diagnostically helpful. A movement disorder will

involve the motor system at some level, and more specific localization is likely

with careful examination (e.g. basal ganglia versus cerebellar disease). A person

with no speech or language disturbances but with misidentification delusions is

more likely to have non-dominant than dominant cerebral hemisphere disease.

Intense emotional expression, as in mood disorders, will be associated with

amygdala activation.
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Understanding established brain–behavior relationships strengthens the recogni-

tion of psychiatric illness when the pattern of psychopathology is ambiguous

(e.g. avolitional frontal syndrome versus depressive illness; disinhibited frontal

syndrome versus mania). The understanding helps identify neurologic disease

when the disease’s expression is mostly as psychopathology (e.g. psychosis due to

strokes outside the motor system, many persons with partial complex seizures). For

example, MacDonald Critchley’s monograph (1953) on the parietal lobes describes

patients hospitalized with recognized strokes in their right (non-dominant) parietal

lobe. Many of these patients also exhibited classic psychopathology.

A woman said:

“I had a terrible shock this morning when I touched my left hand; I thought it was the head of a

reptile.” Asked where her left arm was, she said, “I don’t know. Where is it? I don’t feel it.” When

confronted with her left hand, she said, “That is someone else’s hand.”Whose is it? “It is notmine.”

This patient exhibited a passivity delusion, experience of alienation, which was

once thought pathognomonic of schizophrenia.20 Her non-recognition of her

hand and her illness is anosagnosia, or denial of illness.21 From Critchley’s

description of her lesion it can be surmised that a slightly smaller lesion could

have produced similar psychopathology without other stroke features. Such a

patient coming to a busy emergency room today would likely be diagnosed as

having psychosis (NOS) and an antipsychotic needlessly prescribed.

Another patient is described with the Cotard syndrome or delusion of nihilism.22

In an effort to recapture the feeling of her body which she believed she had lost, [the] patient

ran naked into the grounds and flung herself into the snow. A similar “disappearance” or

“rotting away” of the body has been encountered after focal cerebrovascular lesions.

Classic “psychological” symptoms also reflect disturbed brain function. La belle

indifference, a patient’s apparent lack of concern for severe symptoms, is observed

in some persons diagnosed as having conversion disorder. But conversion dis-

orders are also understood as subtle forms of neglect from right hemisphere

dysfunction. Functional imaging techniques reveal brain abnormalities in such

patients.23 In studies of unilateral motor “conversion” contralateral frontal and

thalamic hypometabolism is consistently reported.24 This is the opposite of what

occurs in voluntary movement and in subjects feigning paralysis.25

Functional brain systems and psychopathology

Brain functional organization guides understanding of brain–behavior relation-

ships. The brain consists of several functional systems differentially affected by

disease (e.g. herpes encephalitis often involves the temporal lobes). The systems
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have signature signs and symptoms (e.g. localization of stroke by language

impairment) eliciting different diagnostic considerations (e.g. partial complex

seizure foci are more common in the temporal than parietal lobe).

Table 3.1 displays functional brain systems associated with psychopathology

and their signature features. The neuroanatomy of the systems overlaps, facilitat-

ing disease localization. For example, severe psychomotor slowing is seen in both

depressive illness and basal ganglia disease; the depressed patient, however, will

not have a fine resting tremor, and unless also catatonic, muscle rigidity will not

be present.

The recognition of the brain system involved in a patient’s behavioral syndrome

alters differential diagnosis and thus treatment options. Recognizing the frontal

lobe avolitional syndrome encourages the prescription of stimulants while avoiding

antidepressant agents.29 Recognizing disturbance in the stress–response system in a

depressed patient indicates melancholia and its treatment requirements. Identifying

Table 3.1. Brain functional systems and their signature psychopathology

Functional brain system Signature features

Frontal lobe circuits Catatonia, perseverative and stereotypic behaviors;

avolitional and disinhibition “frontal lobe” syndromes;

basal ganglia signs, obsessive–compulsive behaviors;

personality change

Cerebellar-pons “Frontal lobe” syndromes; cerebellar motor signs

Dominant cerebral cortex

Frontal Broca’s and transcortical motor aphasia; frontal lobe

syndromes

Temporal Wernicke’s aphasia; psychosensory features; verbal memory

problems

Parietal Transcortical receptive aphasia; Gerstmann’s syndrome;26

astereognosia and graphesthesia

Non-dominant cerebral cortex

Frontal Loss of emotional expression (motor aprosodia)

Temporal–parietal Capgras and Fregoli syndromes; reduplicative delusions

Receptive aprosodia

Visual–spatial and visual memory problems

Psychosensory features and passivity delusions

Stress–response system27 Melancholia; anxiety disorders; circadian and ultradian

rhythm perturbations

Hedonistic reward system28 Alcoholism and substance abuse

Arousal system Stupor; delirium; sleep disorders
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Capgras and other misidentification delusions suggests structural non-dominant

cerebral hemisphere disease that may resolve best without antipsychotic drugs.30

The frontal lobes and psychopathology31

Many characteristically human behaviors (e.g. personality, emotional expression,

thinking and reasoning, expressive language, and the generation of ideas and

voluntary movement) represent frontal lobe functioning. The frontal lobes sub-

serve executive functioning, and guide the utilization of perceptions and memory.

Executive functions include the recognition and solving of problems, the initi-

ation of solutions, monitoring and self-correction of unfolding solutions, and the

ending of solving actions when successfully completed.

Executive functioning deficits are common in patients with neuropsychiatric

disease. Many symptoms of mania and melancholia represent poor executive and

other frontal lobe dysfunction (e.g. the characteristic abnormal movements of

mania and depressive illness, inappropriate social behaviors, and loss of efficiency

in daily activities). The intrusive thoughts and repetitive behaviors of patients

with obsessive–compulsive disorder reflect executive failure to regulate thought

and action. Catatonia is the classic syndrome of motor dysregulation. The failure

to recognize the unreality of hallucinations and the falseness of delusions is an

executive function error.

However, the frontal lobes are not homogeneous structures. In addition to Broca’s

area and the supplementary motor areas, the frontal lobes are divided into pre-

frontal lateral and medial regions. Five parallel and anatomically separate circuits

in each frontal region align roughly parasagitally and consist of a cortical area

projecting to circuit-specific nuclei in the basal ganglia (striatum, globus pallidus,

substantia nigra), which in turn project to circuit-specific nuclei in the thalamus,

which send feedback projections back to the originating cortical area (Figure 3.1).

The five circuits are motor, oculomotor,32 dorsolateral, orbitofrontal (ventrolateral

and medial), and anterior cingulate, and each circuit has its signature features when

dysfunctional. A lesion anywhere along a circuit compromises its function. Circum-

scribed syndromes are associated with discrete lesions within a circuit, as seen in

small strokes. Complex syndromes are seen when the disease process involves more

than one circuit as seen in traumatic brain injury and frontal lobe dementias.33

The dorsolateral circuit

Dysfunction in this circuit is associated with impaired executive function,

reasoning and problem solving, new learning, recall, cognitive flexibility, idea

generation, and using motor skills. When severe, diminished self-care is seen.

Dysfunction in the circuit is associated with melancholic depressive states, schizo-

phrenia, frontal lobe dementias, and an apathetic/avolitional syndrome (Table 3.2).
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In patients with schizophrenia, executive function problems are also associated

with the presence of negative symptoms (e.g. emotional blunting and avolition)

and chronicity. The negative symptoms and the neurocognitive deficits, however,

are distinct processes.34 Both lead to behavioral and cognitive perseveration and an

inability to adapt to novelty and changes in personal circumstances. Persons with

autistic spectrum disorders prefer routine. The everyday lives of schizophrenics are

often repetitive and devoid of new content. Similar deficits are found in children

at risk for the psychosis before these signs of the illness occur. The deficits are

relatively stable across the illness course.35 In melancholia, dysfunction in the

dorsolateral circuit is secondary to the intense activity in other frontal circuits

and in limbic structures, and normalizes with proper treatment.36 Re-engagement

in daily activities and interests highlights the resolution of the depressive illness.

The orbitofrontal (ventral) circuit

This circuit has a lateral and medial subdivision. Dysfunction in the lateral orbital

subdivision is associated with a disinhibited syndrome (Table 3.3) and is seen

Figure 3.1 A frontal lobe parallel circuit

Table 3.2. Apathetic/avolitional syndrome

Apathy and avolition (emotional blunting)

Diminished spontaneity, verbal output (including mutism), and actions (akinesis)

Bradykinesia (slow movement), and bradyphrenia (slow thinking)

Loss of fluency and flexibility in thinking

Perseverative thinking and movement

Deficits in executive function (poor planning and loss of efficiency)

Deficits in new learning
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with traumatic brain injury and degenerative frontal lobes disease, particularly

right-sided.37

Personality change and manic-like behaviors characterize persons with the

disinhibited syndrome.38 When severely ill, sufferers can be sexually inappropri-

ate, aggressive and violent, and difficult to care for. As inpatients they disrupt

meetings, frighten others, and their propensity to see an object and use it

(utilization behavior) leads to discord (e.g. taking the property of others, going

into other patients’ rooms and lying on their beds, pulling fire alarms).

A “pseudopsychopathic personality” is also described and is characterized by

distractibility and attentional problems, coarseness of manner, tactlessness, a

disregard for social rules, excessive pleasure-seeking and high risk behavior.

Dysfunction in the medial orbital subdivision is associated with abnormal

emotional expression including aggression, fearfulness and depressive illness.

The subdivision has direct connections to the amygdala. Increased metabolic

activity in the subdivision is associated with intense emotional expression and

reactions to pleasant and unpleasant stimuli, and the mediation of autonomic

changes accompanying emotional states.

Dysfunction in the orbitofrontal circuits is also associated with obsessive–

compulsive (OCD) behaviors. The dysfunction is thought to disrupt frontal

inhibitory processes resulting in the release of unwanted thoughts (obsessions)

and associated proceduralmemory and itsmotor actions (compulsions). Structural39

and metabolic (hypermetabolism)40 abnormalities in the circuit are reported in

such patients, as are deficits in visual–spatial recall, recognition, and motor

sequencing.41

Serotonergic dysfunction is proposed in the pathophysiology of OCD.42

Serotonin neuronal projections from the dorsal raphe nucleus modulate the

forebrain and dopaminergic functioning, inhibiting repetitive behavior, impulsivity,

and aggressiveness. This behavioral inhibition system also mediates responses

Table 3.3. Disinhibited syndrome

Irritability

Emotional lability

Impulsiveness and distractibility

Witzelsucht (silly and shallow emotional expression)

Coarsening of personality

Loss of social graces

Tactlessness

Echophenomena and other stimulus-bound behavior

Utilization behavior
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to conditioned punishment and frustrative non-reward. The more active this

serotonin modulation, the more behavior is inhibited. Disruption in the behav-

ioral inhibition system is proposed as an explanation for the unwanted repetitive

behaviors that are no longer responsive to conditioning stimuli.43

Anxiety is also proposed to play a role in the pathophysiology of OCD. The

median raphe nucleus, another major source of serotonin neurons, projects to the

limbic system and hypothalamus modulating noradrenergic functioning and

flight/fight mechanisms. Dysfunction in this serotonin system is associated with

high levels of anxiety that can elicit thoughts of danger and flight/fight behavior

that disrupts cognition. OCD behaviors can result from disturbed serotonergic

modulation of forebrain and limbic systems or from dysfunction intrinsic to

these systems. Increasing serotonin modulation with selective serotonin reuptake

inhibitor (SSRI) agents is reported helpful in alleviating OCD features.44

Species-specific repetitive automatic and dysfunctional complex feeding,

grooming, social, sexual, and predatory behaviors are seen as animal models for

OCD. Compulsive self-grooming and licking leading to fur loss and skin lesions

in dogs (canine acral lick) has been successfully treated with SSRI agents. Other

OCD-like behaviors in dogs successfully treated with SSRI agents are running in

circles to grasp the tail, nail and foot biting, snapping at imaginary flies, repetitive

chewing, and sucking on objects or bodyparts, polydipsia and polyphagia with

pica, repetitive digging or scratching, pacing, and rhythmic barking.45

Some captive birds pick their feathers to the degree of self-injury and self-

mutilation (i.e. “avian trichotillomania”). Some horses compulsively chew corral

fences and “crib” (grasp the fence rail with their teeth and then lean back, tensing

neck muscles while air swallowing, endangering their health). Pigs, cows, pri-

mates, bears, and elephants in captivity spend hours repetitively biting, chewing,

licking, fur pulling, masturbating, and pacing. Great apes in captivity develop

behaviors akin to eating disorders and engage in self-injury and self-mutilation

and fur pulling.46 Childhood onset OCD (about 30% of patients) is similar in

presentation to these non-human behaviors.47

The anterior cingulate circuit

The ventral aspect of the anterior cingulate gyrus is associated with emotional

expression and autonomic function. It has extensive connection with the amyg-

dala, thalamus, nucleus acumbens (involved in hedonistic reward and the abuse

of pharmaceuticals), and the ventral striatum (involved in craving and the

anticipation of reward). In laboratory animals, lesions in this region are associated

with an impaired autonomic response to conditioned stimuli and reduced aggres-

sion, increased shyness, emotional blunting, reduced motivation, and perturbed

maternal–infant interactions.48 Dysfunction of the anterior cingulate circuit is
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associated with marked apathy and stupor, akinetic mutism and other catatonic

features, transcortical motor aphasia, and an inability to start and once started

to stop actions (pathological inertia). Indifference to pain is also reported and

is characteristic of catatonia. Diseases affecting this circuit include Parkinson’s

and Huntington’s disease, progressive supranuclear palsy, and thalamic lesions.

Increased metabolic activity in the region is associated with experiencing mood

states.49 Seizure foci in this area have been associated with childhood-onset OCD.50

Cerebral hemispheres51

Cortical organization

Multiple cortical areas are involved in the processing of the different aspects of

sensory experience and the organization of the multimodal experience into the

full perception of the immediate external environment. A functional hierarchy

moves from primary cortex (receiving the various aspects of modality-specific

stimuli), to secondary or unimodal association cortex (organizing the various

aspects of the modality-specific stimuli into a more complex, fuller pattern), and

tertiary or heteromodal association cortex (involved in multimodal sensory pro-

cessing, linking modalities so that they “make sense”). A supramodal association

area in the frontal lobe connects with subcortical networks and monitors,

inhibits, facilitates and manages the heteromodal percepts that are being formed.

This area also influences the executive control systems.52

Primary, secondary, and tertiary cerebral cortices configure the temporal,

parietal, and occipital lobes of the cerebral hemispheres.53 With their related

subcortical structures they organize and make sense of the external immediate

environment. This perceptual integration permits recognition of the distinc-

tion between self and the external world and an individual’s location in three-

dimensional space. The integrated perceptions and associated information are

stored as memory.

Frontal circuits and the cerebellum utilize the information in memory to

respond to external environmental needs. The hedonistic reward system helps

maintain responses that were rewarding. The limbic system gives emotional

salience (meaning) to perceptions and subserves flight/fight mechanisms. The

arousal system provides the tone for these processes to occur, and through

ultradian rhythms establishes wakefulness and restorative sleep.

Hemisphere functional asymmetry

The two cerebral hemispheres in humans are understood to process information

differently.
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The left hemisphere (by convention referred to as “dominant”) in about 98% of

the population is on macro- and micro-architectural levels structurally organized

to most efficiently process high-frequency (dense) information, particularly

language-related information. Discrete areas such as Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas,

the Planum Temporale, and the arcuate fasiculus are identified in the dominant

hemisphere.54 Subcortical structures also subserve language, and patients with

formal thought disorder are reported to have abnormal metabolic activity in

left basal ganglia and thalamic nuclei.55 Verbal memory and other dominant

hemisphere functions are discussed below.

The right hemisphere (referred to as “non-dominant”) is structurally organized

to most efficiently process low-frequency information, particularly information

that is visual–spatial. Lexical information in the images of words is high fre-

quency. The low-frequency aspects of stimuli (e.g. their shape), the spatial

relationships of objects within the environment, and the emotions of others are

most efficiently processed by the right hemisphere. The right hemisphere func-

tions holographically (it has more white matter and dendritic arborization than

the left), and small lesions in the right hemisphere can go unnoticed. Corres-

pondingly, environmental sounds are mostly low frequency, while speech sounds

are mostly high frequency.56 In normal persons, these different specializations are

integrated through the corpus callosum.57

The right hemisphere is also more involved in arousal and the processing

of emotion-related information. Right posterior regions subserve perception of

emotion-related stimuli (receptive prosody) while anterior regions subserve the

expression of emotion (motor prosody).58

The right hemisphere is also seen as processing “negative” avoidance-related

emotion, while the left hemisphere processes “positive” approach-related emo-

tions.59 This laterality is also said to be more robust in women.60 Some reports,

however, find that while negative emotion stimuli are processed best by the right

hemisphere, the processing of positive emotion occurs bilaterally.61 The uncertain

support for valence asymmetry reflects lack of attention to factors other than the

emotional valence of the stimuli (e.g. physical aspects) and the laboratory setting

in which stimuli are presented.62

Patients with right hemisphere lesions and the functional imaging studies of

normal persons processing various aspects of language and conversation identify

the right hemisphere as also having a specific function in understanding humor,

sarcasm, metaphor, the non-literal meaning of statements, and the primary

theme of a conversation. Subcortical and right hemisphere language-related

structures are particularly relevant to the speech and language problems of

psychiatric patients.63
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An overlapping understanding of hemisphere lateralization is “novelty” versus

“routine”. The right hemisphere subserves exploratory processing of novel infor-

mation that has no previously incorporated motor codes or action strategies.

The left hemisphere subserves the processing of pre-existing representations and

routine cognitive strategies. This view (modestly supported by clinicopathological

and neuroimaging studies of non-ill persons) accounts for the fact that the

right hemisphere has some linguistic functions (e.g. the processing of concrete

rather than abstract words, understanding the “moral” of a story), while the left

processes some non-linguistic information (e.g. recognizing the category to

which an object belongs).64 It also supports the idea of asymmetrical hemisphere

activation in emotional states and why manias and depressions occur in the same

individuals.65

Cerebral cortical regions

The temporal and parietal lobes of the left and right cerebral hemispheres have

different functions consistent with overall hemisphere functional distinctions.66

Temporal lobe functions include: (1) understanding speech and environmental

sounds; (2) reading and facial recognition; (3) providing emotional tone to

sensory input; (4) new learning and long-term storage of sensory information

(memory); and (5) triggering flight/fight and its physiologic support. Temporal

lobe dysfunction is associated with mood and anxiety disorders, and memory

problems. Many perceptual disturbances are associated with temporal lobe dys-

function. Left temporal lobe disease is associated with receptive aphasia.

Parietal lobe functions include: (1) awareness and abstract recognition (e.g.

mathematics) of three-dimensional space and the relationship of the self to that

space; (2) integrating semantic and visual sensory stimuli (e.g. vision and lan-

guage); (3) linking somatosensory perceptions to motor performance and the

guidance of motor actions in three-dimensional space; and (4) focused attention.

Parietal lobe dysfunction is associated with many cognitive problems, syndromes

of neglect and abnormal recognition (including several delusional phenomena),

and problems with reading, writing, and naming.

Thalamic function is central to sensory integration. Sensory input and process-

ing is physical. Only so much information can enter at one time. Receptors differ

in their ability to handle amounts of information and in the speed in which the

information is transduced. Information must travel along neural pathways of

varying lengths and transfer speeds to reach cortical areas in different locations.

Different cortical areas must exchange information. This kaleidoscope of sensory

input must be integrated into a synchronized experience. The thalamus has

several roles in this process.67
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The thalamus is considered functionally to be a complex that includes the

geniculate bodies and the pulvinar. All sensory information is processed through

this complex. Thalamic function includes: (1) relaying somatosensory informa-

tion to the appropriate area of the parietal cortex, maintaining body image;

(2) synchronizing visual and auditory informationwith other perceptual modalities;

(3) organizing all sensory information from a kaleidoscopic into a synchronized

set of perceptions; (4) integrating sensory information in conjunction with

a special multimodal sensory cortical area in the temporal lobes near the

insula; and (5) providing tone to frontal circuitry and modulating attentiveness,

wakefulness, and sleep.

The thalamus also links the cerebellum to the frontal circuitry and is involved

in motor behavior as well as perception. Thalamic disease is associated with

frontal lobe syndromes (disinhibited or avolitional depending on the lesion site

in the thalamus), depression-like syndromes, dementia (when the lesion is exten-

sive), amnestic syndromes, speech and language problems (subcortical aphasia

and “formal thought disorder” seen in some psychotic patients), pain syndromes,

body image disturbances, parietal lobe syndromes, abnormal emotional regula-

tion, balance and coordination difficulties, and perceptual disturbances of disin-

tegration (including hallucinations).68 Thalamic neglect (the patient failing to

respond to stimuli from one side) is also reported.69

To be useful, the complex perceptions generated by the sensory integrating

system require identification. Thus, the system is linked to stored information

(i.e. memory) that permits the recognition of objects, their function and names, the

meaning of the perception, and the enrichment of the perception from linkage to

autobiographic and other memory. The storage of information (encoding) and its

retrieval is subserved by the hippocampus and its extensions, the mammillary

bodies, and the entorhinal and the parahippocampal cortices. Alzheimer’s disease

initially disrupts the linkage between memory and perception leaving sufferers

unable to identify familiar objects, places, and persons, and unable to understand

the full meaning of what is happening around them.

Hemisphere differences and psychopathology

Understanding hemisphere functional specialization helps identify the neurology

of psychopathological phenomena and psychiatric syndromes secondary to defin-

able neurologic disease. For example, depressive-like syndromes are common

following left-sided strokes in frontal circuitry and early in the course of neuro-

degenerative disease involving the basal ganglia (e.g. Parkinson’s and Huntington’s

diseases).70 These depressions are less likely to respond to antidepressant treat-

ments, but may respond to stimulants.71 Strokes in the right hemisphere are

less likely to be associated with depressive syndromes, and when these occur the
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patient is more likely to have risk factors for depressive illness and co-occurring

mood disorder.72 Table 3.4 displays some of the associations between left and

right hemisphere disease and psychopathology.

Motor system functioning and psychopathology

The motor system is a dominant feature of the brain. Composed of several units,

it elicits whole-body, limb, and skilled movements, particularly of the hand and

fingers. Normal movement also requires adequate sensory input that permits the

recognition and localization of one’s body parts.74

The spinal cord and brainstem convey the elements of simple and complex

movements, reflexes, and motor sequences. Although disease in these structures is

typically the focus of neurologists and rehabilitation specialists, their assessment

is part of a thorough behavioral examination, and many psychopathological motor

features are understood only after determining that the patient has adequate

brainstem–spinal cord–peripheral nerve functioning.

Diseases of the brainstem disrupt the essential human behaviors of posture and

walking, feeding and drinking, sleeping and waking, and sexual behaviors. Spinal

cord and peripheral nerve dysfunction are features in many nervous system diseases

that are mistaken for psychiatric disorder (e.g. conversion disorder, chronic pain).

Assessing gait, muscle strength, vibratory sense and touch characterizes nervous

system function to this level.

Table 3.4. Psychopathology and lateralized cerebral hemisphere disease

Left (dominant) cerebral

hemisphere disease

Right (non-dominant) cerebral

hemisphere disease

Avolition, apathy and depressive-like

syndromes with anterior hemisphere

disease

Loss of emotional expression (motor

aprosodia)

Speech and language problems; formal

thought disorder

Denial of illness (anosagnosia); minimizing

the illness (anosodiaphoria); the delusion of a

doppelgänger (a double)

Pathological crying (with ablating lesions) Experiences of alienation and control

Right-sided catatonic features Capgras and Fregoli misidentification

delusional syndromes (prosopagnosia)

Reduplicative delusions (reduplicative

paramnesia)

Left-sided catatonic features

Fantastic confabulations

Eating disorders73
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Brainstem and midbrain structures innervate the muscles of the face, mouth

and throat. These motor structures can act independently of cortical control and

their release is seen in emotional incontinence and pathological crying, and ictal

and post-ictal chewing movements.

The cerebral cortical areas involved in basic movement include the primary

motor area (Broadman 4), the supplementary motor area (SMA, Broadman 6),

the primary sensory cortex (Broadman 3, 1, and 2), and the posterior parietal

cortex (Broadman 5 and 7). Sensory and motor cortical–cortical fibers facilitate

normal movement in addition to integration through the thalamus.

The prefrontal cortex, primary motor cortex, and the supplementary motor

cortex use sensory information in their generation of skilled movements.

A disconnection between motor structures and adequate sensory information

(e.g. from a thalamic lesion or parietal lobe disease) can elicit catatonia.75 The

prefrontal cortex provides executive control of movement, planning, initiating

and monitoring, self-correcting movements, and stopping movements when tasks

are completed. Psychopathology is commonly associated with disease affecting

the prefrontal cortex and associated parallel circuits.

The above structures move the body at will. There are many more movements,

however, than there are pyramidal cell motor neurons, so movement relies on

procedural memory (in essence, movement programs) that recruit the different

combinations of pyramidal neurons needed for each task.

Once the movement program is initiated, the muscles of the upper limbs and

shoulders are controlled primarily by a contralateral descending pathway, while

the muscles of the trunk and legs are controlled by a second, mostly uncrossed

but bilaterally integrated pathway, explaining why in stroke leg function often

recovers better than that of the hand. The control of the arm and hand are also

independent, explaining why many stroke patients can adequately reach for but

poorly grasp or manipulate objects.76

The basal ganglia and cerebellum modulate movement. The basal ganglia and

cerebellum provide input to the frontal cortices through the thalamus. They are

essential in the learning of new motor programs.

The basal ganglia are an integral part of frontal lobe circuitry. They also have

afferent and efferent connections to the limbic systemand releasemotor programs for

flight/fight. The basal ganglia fine-tune movement and provide procedural memory

programs of learned motor sequences (e.g. riding a bike). They are involved in self-

monitoring of conversational speech and participate in facial expression during

conversation and spontaneous emotion.77 They subserve attention,workingmemory

and new learning, and sensory-motor and visual-motor sequencing. Disease of the

basal ganglia typically leads toproblemswithmotor function, cognition, andmood.78
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The cerebellum has several cognitive as well as motor functions.79 Posterior

and lateral regions (primarily cerebellar neocortex) are relevant for cognition.

Vermus lesions are associated with changes in emotional expression.

The cerebellar neocortex has direct reciprocal interaction with the contralateral

prefrontal cortex via cortico-pontine and cortico-olivary projections, and by

connections through the lateral thalamic nuclei. Cerebellar neocortex volume

correlates positively with performance on tests of non-verbal reasoning in normal

persons.80 Right cerebellar cortex lesions can elicit left frontal deactivation,

producing a fluctuating aphasic syndrome characterized by expressive and recep-

tive agrammatisms.81 Focal cerebellar lesions are associated with deficits in

executive functioning, attention, and working memory.82 The cerebellum also

plays a role in word search and its dysfunction is associated with the paucity of

speech seen in many patients with schizophrenia.83

The cerebellum acts in preparatory processes via altering cerebral blood flow or

by differential enhancing of neural responsiveness of targeted brain areas (par-

ticularly the contralateral frontal circuitry) in the performance of a wide range of

cognitive tasks. In cerebellar disease the ability to perform these tasks is not lost,

but efficiency and coordination among tasks is diminished. This is termed

dysmetria of thought.

The cerebellum has substantial afferent and efferent connections to the mid-

brain and limbic system and is also involved in emotional regulation and in

movements associated with emotional expression. Cerebellar function, through

the thalamus, integrates with prefrontal circuits in a variety of processes including

motivation and emotional expression.84

Cerebellar vermus connections to the thalamus are ipsilateral.85 In addition to

coordination, the cerebellum modulates temporal–limbic activity, motor plan-

ning (trial and error learning of skills), new learning of procedural sequences

(e.g. sports, dance steps), and speech and language (organizing some language

elements and speech sound motor sequences).

The thalamus and cerebellum receive input from the brainstem, and the

thalamus is the terminus for the reticular activating system. The thalamus is

the lynchpin of the motor system. It links the sensory and motor systems,

transfers cerebellar input to the frontal cortices, provides tone to the frontal

lobes from the reticular activating system, receives input from the basal ganglia

forming the circuits of specific frontal cortices, and connects to the limbic

system, accounting in part for the association between strong emotion and

motor behavior. Thalamic lesions are also associated with stupor and apathy.

Morphologic changes in the thalamus have also been reported in patients

with schizophrenia.86
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A three-way view of the motor system

Since the mid-nineteenth century, neurologists have relied on the crossing over

the midline of brain motor pathways and the lateralization of cerebral hemisphere

functions to localize brain lesions. Left hemi paresis follows a right anterior brain

lesion; right upper motor neuron signs predict left-sided CNS disease. Aphasia

follows dominant hemisphere disease; visual–spatial problems are associated with

non-dominant hemisphere disease. The examination for motor dysfunction is

assessed from this left/right view with asymmetry indicating contralateral disease.

This anatomic rule also applies to psychopathology, and asymmetrical psycho-

pathology indicates contralateral brain disease.

The back/front view of the motor system recognizes the frontal circuitry as the

front unit and the cerebellum as the back unit. Disorders of activity and motor

regulation, catatonia, and basal ganglia signs are signature features of frontal

circuitry dysfunction. Behavioral syndromes associated with these features indicate

either intrinsic frontal circuitry disease (e.g. traumatic brain injury, Parkinson’s

disease, frontal–temporal dementia) or disruption of frontal circuitry func-

tion secondary to disease in related brain systems (e.g. temporolimbic disease).

Bradykinesia (slowing of movement), bradyphrenia (slowing of cognition), and

deficits in executive cognitive functions are also hallmarks of frontal circuitry disease.

The presence of basal ganglia motor signs (front) or cerebellar motor signs (back)

delineate dysfunctional brain systems associated with many behavior syndromes.

Patient 1.1 with an apathetic syndrome and loss of skilled motor ability due to basal

ganglia disease (front) is an example.His behavioral changewas interpreted as signs of

depression,buthismotor symptomsrevealed the truedifferentnatureofhis condition.

The top/bottom view of the motor system recognizes the frontal and prefrontal

cortex and the parietal lobe sensory and associational cortices as the top unit and

the basal ganglia and cerebellum as the bottom unit. Patient 1.1 illustrates bottom

(basal ganglia) and front (also basal ganglia) disease.

Motor dysregulation signs are associated with prefrontal cortex disease and

praxis is associated with parietal cortex functioning. These cortical areas represent

the top. The presence of problems with motor regulation or dyspraxia but no

basal ganglia or cerebellar signs indicates cortical disease.

Brain structures that subserve movement are so widespread that most diseases

of the brain will impinge on part of that structure. The three views of the motor

system permit the identification of many circumscribed brain conditions. Patient

3.1 illustrates.

Patient 3.1 (front/bottom)

A 78-year-old man had a two-year “depression” unresponsive to antidepressant

treatment. He had no prior history of psychiatric disorder. The characterization
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of the onset of his condition was unclear, but it was neither abrupt nor

prolonged. He and his primary care physician assumed he was depressed

because he had no energy, had lost interest in his usual activities, slept too

much, expressed feelings of worthlessness, and had “sad” thoughts about

his condition. He was not suicidal, but he said he had no interest in living in

his present state.

Examination found him euthymic with the ability to joke and laugh appro-

priately. He was neither anxious, nor psychotic. His speech and language were

normal, except for mild circumstantiality, perseverative thought content, and

mild word-finding problems. Motor behaviors including gait and regulation

were normal except for a resting and postural tremor in his right hand.

A frontal lobe avolitional syndrome was diagnosed and a left-sided, frontal,

subcortical lesion hypothesized. A left caudate nucleus infarct was demon-

strated on brain imaging and a psychostimulant improved his energy level,

permitting the pursuit of his interests.

The neurology of emotion and psychopathology

Emotional experience is expressed continually throughout wakefulness and is

both subjective (e.g. the recognition of the valence or type of emotion that

is occurring and its physiological features) and overt (e.g. facial expression,

gestures, and other motor behaviors reflecting the specific emotion). Emotion

is evoked by both external and internal stimuli: immediate external environment,

thoughts, and recall of experiences. The greater importance given to the evoking

stimulus (i.e. its salience), the more likely an emotion will occur. The emotional

response is modulated and elicits associated behaviors appropriate to the

emotional situation.

Dysfunction in any of the phases of emotional perception and expression can

emerge as psychopathology. Phobic objects and situations are assigned inappro-

priate salience (poor appraisal). In mood disorders the emergence of emotion

may be unrelated to any obvious stimulus and the emotion expressed inappropri-

ately intense and prolonged. Modulation breaks down. For patients with more

circumscribed disease, the accurate perception of the emotion expressed by others

(receptive prosody) or the inability to express emotion (motor prosody) is lost.

Ventral and dorsal emotion systems

Laboratory animal, clinicopathological, and functional neuroimaging studies

indicate that the processes of emotional perception and expression are subserved

by two neural systems.87
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A ventral system, including the amygdala, insula, ventral striatum, and ventral

aspects of the anterior cingulate gyrus and prefrontal cortex, identifies the salience

of emotion-related stimuli and produces an immediate emotional response and its

associated autonomic support. Sensory input to this system is from the thalamus to

the amygdala.88 Motor programs are accessed and appropriate movement to the

emotional situation released. When dysfunctional, this system is central to the

emergence of mood and anxiety disorders. The abnormal mood states observed

in patients with epilepsy are associated with seizure foci in this system.

A dorsal system, including the hippocampus, and dorsal aspects of the anterior

cingulate gyrus and prefrontal cortex, regulates the emotional state. Cognitive

processes are integrated with and can affect and be affected by the dorsal system.

When dysfunctional, this system fails to modulate normal and abnormal emotional

states. Its intrinsic dysfunction may elicit avolitional or disinhibited syndromes.

Executive control of emotion is compromised.

The generation of emotion

The generation of emotions reflects a rapid cascade. Potentially emotionally

salient stimuli evoke activation and arousal. Activation is followed by appraisal,

i.e. is the situation threatening, is there prey or predator present? This appraisal

is immediate and bypasses the cortex. Following appraisal, the appropriate

emotional response is generated.

Arousal and activation, subserved by the midbrain reticular formation and part

of the thalamus, when over-active elicits anxiety. Under-arousal is associated with

apathy and stupor. Dysfunction in the arousal subsystem of “go–no go” elicits

bradykinesia, rigidity, and catalepsy. Dysfunction in an “effort” subsystem elicits

avolition and emotional blunting.

Appraisal of emotion occurs within awareness (cortical) and out of awareness

(subcortical). This process assesses stimuli for their relevance, immediately directs

action in response to salient stimuli, and sends information to the hypothalamus

(the head ganglion of the autonomic nervous system) to regulate associated

autonomic support for flight/fight. The amygdala and the insula (a sensory

integrating area adjacent to the mesial aspect of the temporal lobe) subserve

this step.89

The amygdala modulates vigilance and attention to emotionally salient infor-

mation.90 The insula is involved in fear conditioning, conveying the representa-

tion of the aversive sensory experience to the amygdala for further “action”.

The insula is involved in the generation of social (secondary) emotions such as

disgust, pride, humiliation, and guilt.91 Excitatory lesions in the insula elicit

gustatory hallucinations of unpleasant tastes, while ablating lesions are associated

with impaired recognition of facial and vocal emotion.92
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The amygdala also provides emotional coloring to memory by evaluating and

modulating environmental cues based on their perceived salience. Amygdalecto-

mized laboratory animals lose affectionate behavior, aggressiveness and sensitivity

to social signals (analogous to emotional blunting). They respond to repeated

stimuli as if they were novel. They do not become sensitized or habituated to

stimuli (as seen in untreated patients with phobias).93

Bilateral amygdala ablation has the most profound effect. In monkeys, it is

associated with placidity to the point of torpor, increased stereotypic masturbatory

behavior and repeatedly putting objects in the mouth. This Klüver–Bucy syndrome

is also seen in persons with severe bilateral temporal lobe disease (e.g. traumatic

brain injury or degenerative disease). It is also reported as an aspect of temporal

lobe partial complex seizures, and in such patients the syndrome is transitory.94

Expression and modulation of emotion involves prefrontal cortical planning.95

Interactive with the hippocampus, the medial–dorsal prefrontal cortex inhibits

the stress response cascade before it is fully released by subcortical structures (e.g.

“it’s a bush not a mugger”).96 Recurrent prolonged stress, however, is associated

with hippocampal neuronal damage,97 and inappropriate release of the stress

response cascade driven by amygdala–hypothalamic hyperactivity. The failure of

hippocampal feedback to inhibit the cascade over-rides cortical modulation,

and is part of the pathophysiologic chain underlying melancholia.98 Dysfunction

in the related septal–hippocampal system that affects its capacity to inhibit the

release of the fear response is proposed as a mechanism for anxiety disorders.99

The dorsal anterior cingulate is involved in discriminative attention. Dysfunc-

tion here is associated with attentional deficits and other cognitive difficulties.100

Dorsomedial and dorsal anterolateral prefrontal cortical areas are involved in

cardiovascular responses to fear-inducing stimuli. Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex

areas are involved in executive function and the generation of ideas. Lesions

here are associated with apathy, the loss of experiencing pleasure (anhedonia),

and the loss of executive functions.101

Primary and secondary emotions

Primary emotions are experienced by all social mammals (e.g. humans, monkeys,

wolves, dogs, and dolphins) and are seen in all human societies, appearing within

the first year of life. In most species their expression is not lateralized to one

hemisphere. In humans there may be some lateralization of function with more

involvement of right hemisphere processes. Fear and anger are primary emotions.

Happiness and sadness are common to primates, but whether other social

mammals experience these emotions is unclear.102

Primary emotions provide a selective advantage in the evolution of the species.

Fear alerts the individual for fight or flight. Anger is required for combat. Both
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fear and anger help maintain primate social hierarchies. Happiness and sadness

also aid in the maintenance of social structures, particularly in the bonding of

individuals within the group. Interacting with playmates and grooming mates

elicits happiness. The loss of these individuals is associated with sadness.103

Primary emotions also function by coordinating physiological, cognitive, and

behavioral processes for immediate response to environmental requirements.104

Psychiatric and neurologic illnesses that affect emotion affect primary emotion.

Secondary emotions may also be perturbed in persons with personality disorder.

Secondary, or “social”, emotions are variations or combinations of primary

emotions, and may be unique to humans. Secondary emotions are elicited after

a second appraisal beyond the immediate appraisal that generates primary emo-

tions. This second appraisal is cognitive,105 and is subserved by the cerebral

cortices.106 The content and trappings of secondary emotional experiences are

learned. What stimuli elicit the secondary emotion, the intensity of the emotion

and its associated behavioral display are influenced by culture.107

Secondary emotions also have biological importance. Pride (a variation of

happiness in response to a sense of accomplishment) internally reinforces behav-

ior leading to the acquisition of resources and power. Gratitude (happiness

derived from appreciating another person’s assistance in relieving one’s anxiety)

strengthens pair bonding and stabilizes relationships. Jealousy can be understood

as an evolved protective response activated by threats to a valuable relationship

(e.g. a mate) or a resource (e.g. a food source). It has a motivational function

to initiate actions to deter the threat.108 Because of their cultural content, the

expression of secondary emotions also involves left hemisphere processes.109

The distinction between primary and secondary emotions has clinical rele-

vance. Both mania and melancholia are characterized by measurable perturb-

ations of the generators of primary emotion and require interventions that

normalize the system and its associated abnormal stress response state. Cognitive

interventions are minimally effective for these conditions. Secondary emotions, in

contrast, have a substantial cortical component and non-melancholic depressive

conditions characterized by themes of disappointment, low self-esteem, and

unrealistic expectations are more amenable to cognitive-based therapies.110

Present classification combines deviant expressions of primary and secondary

emotions in the diagnostic criteria for major depression, explaining, in part, the

heterogeneity in the category.

Chronic emotion

Acute emotional expression serves an evolutionary function. Chronic emotion is

associated with chronic stress that elicits disturbed diurnal rhythms and a failure

to shut off mediators of stress. Over time, chronic stress leads to wear and tear on
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the body: impaired immunity, atherosclerosis, obesity, bone demineralization,

and atrophy of nerve cells in brain. These are reported in persons with manic-

depressive illness and in patients with chronic anxiety disorders.111

The serotonin–noradrenergic–glucocorticoid system supports the stress res-

ponse.112 Under normal physiological conditions this assemblage protects the

brain’s adaptive systems against extreme fluctuation in sensory input. Impairment

in this system, however, triggers brain changes associated with chronic anhedonia

(e.g. the “concentration camp syndrome”) and other depressive-like syndromes.113

Under conditions of sustained or intense stress, neurochemical utilization eventu-

ally exceeds synthesis and reduction in amine function occurs. This reduction is

mediated by the nature of the stressor (e.g. uncontrollable or not), experiential

factors (e.g. prior exposure to acute stressors), or variables specific to the individual

(e.g. age). Because of the reduced amine concentrations the individual is less

prepared to respond to the demands of future stress. The more persistent the

reduction in amine function, the greater the likelihood of structural pathology.114

Repeated stress in animal models elicits structural remodeling in brain regions

involved in memory and emotions (e.g. hippocampus, amygdala, and prefrontal

cortex) that is associated with impairments in memory, and the inappropriate

expression of anxiety and aggressiveness.115 Studies of humans experiencing

prolonged and intense stress and the emotional response to the stress report such

pathology.116

The neurology of manic-depressive illness

Manic-depression is a disease with substantial heritability that affects the limbic

system and frontal circuitry. The ventral emotion generation system is directly

affected, eliciting characteristic problems in behavior (see Chapter 8) and cogni-

tion, neuroendocrine and ultradian and circadian rhythm perturbations, and

brain metabolic and structural abnormalities.117

Cognitive deficits are seen in acute mania and melancholia. For many sufferers,

the problems remain even when symptoms resolve. While such patients do

not exhibit overall decline in intellectual functioning, they do experience a

dysexecutive syndrome.

Manic and hypomanic patients have problems in sustained attention, exhibiting

deficits in both acquisition and retention of verbal and non-verbal memory.118

Compared to patients with schizophrenia, manic-depressive patients have far

greater visuospatial problems.119

Being euthymic does not guarantee good functioning. Of asymptomatic

manic-depressive patients who are not demented, 30–50% nevertheless function

poorly and have substantial impairment in several cognitive domains, including

verbal memory and learning, oral fluency, visual organization and reasoning, and
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spatial orientation.120 Manic-depressive patients with an early onset illness, who

are psychotic, who are chronically ill and are elderly tend to have more diffuse

and greater cognitive impairment.121

Neuroimaging studies correlate well with the cognitive deficits. Hypometabo-

lism in the dorsolateral prefrontal circuitry is reported. Prefrontal and subgenu

cingulate volumes are reduced. Findings of hippocampal and amygdala volumes

are inconsistent, some studies showing reduction122 while others report enlarge-

ment of these structures.123 Most neuroimaging studies report some alteration in

temporal–limbic and frontal structures.

Cognitive deficits observed in patients with depressive illness are associated

with the neurotoxic effects of the abnormal stress response state affecting hippo-

campal/amygdala and frontal–subcortical systems.124 Acutely, poor working

memory and an inability to sustain concentration are reported. Cognition can

be preservative, and sufferers have difficulty making decisions. When compared

to other depressed patients, melancholic patients have impaired response selec-

tion, set shifting, and spontaneous recall.125 The deficits correlate with severity of

illness. More severely ill depressed patients exhibit more frontal and executive

deficits, and a reversible dementia (pseudodementia) is seen in severely ill older

melancholic patients. Verbal and visual memory and episodic memory impair-

ment is associated with hippocampal volume loss that may become permanent.

The cognitive difficulties of melancholic patients usually remit with successful

antidepressant drug treatment or electroconvulsive therapy. Many, however,

continue to show deficits after remission.126 Elevated cortisol levels, seen in many

melancholic patients and most patients who are psychotically depressed, are

associated with poorer cognitive performance especially related to verbal memory

for lists of words and working memory.127 Cortisol levels correlate with executive

dysfunction and with difficulty in processing stimuli into storable information,

leading to memory problems.128

Neuroimaging findings correlate with the cognitive problems.129 Depressed

patients have perfusion defects in temporal lobe and frontal lobes.130 They also

show hippocampal and caudate nucleus volume loss.131 Frontal atrophy is also

reported in patients with psychotic depression and first depressions occurring in

late life.132

The neurology of hallucinations and delusions

Perceptual disturbances

Hallucinations and perceptual distortions are associated with lesions or dysfunc-

tion anywhere along sensory modality-specific pathways. Perceptual disturbances

associated with neuropsychiatric disease, however, are most commonly related to
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temporal–parietal–occipital cortices and their linked subcortical structures.133 As

a rule, a hallucination in a specific sensory modality indicates dysfunction

somewhere in that sensory system. The clinical challenge is determining if the

phenomenon reflects a primary or secondary behavioral disorder.

Efforts to elucidate more specific relationships between perceptual disturbances

and a brain lesion or dysfunction are disappointing because of the reliance on small

samples with poorly described psychopathology. A typical study has almost as

many authors as subjects.134 The results from neurologic and psychiatric patients

and normal individuals have been combined for interpreting underlying mechan-

isms, leading to confusion. For example, on functional MRI healthy persons exhibit

intermittent and substantial increased activity in the auditory cortex during silence

because they often subvocalize.135 This activity is similar to patterns reported for

patients while they are experiencing hallucinating voices. But if non-hallucinating

and hallucinating persons have similar brain metabolic patterns under similar

circumstances, the pattern does not explain the hallucination.

Generalizing findings is also risky, as many of the proposed relationships

between perceptual disturbances and brain areas come from the epilepsy litera-

ture, where stimulation of specific cortices elicits hallucinations in that modality.

An endogenous excitatory focus is also proposed for the perceptual disturbances

seen in psychiatric patients, but has not been identified. The irritating focus,

experimental or endogenous, may also not be linked directly to the associated

perceptual disturbance as the involved area might influence “downstream”

regions that more directly produce the perceptual disturbance.136

Patients with schizophrenia are also most often recruited for study. But it is

uncertain whether the biological perturbations associated with hallucinations in

these patients is specific to schizophrenia or also provides an understanding of

the neurology of hallucinations found in other syndromes. The findings are also

inconsistent for schizophrenia. Auditory hallucinations have been associated with

reduced left temporal lobe volume in some patients,137 but not in others.138

Reduced metabolic responses to speech in the left but not the right planum

temporale on functional imaging139 is reported in other schizophrenics compared

to normal persons.140 However, these and similar studies are inconsistent in

sources of subjects (chronically hospitalized, first-episode, post- or anti-mortem),

quality of diagnosis (including or not including schizoaffective patients), and

conditions under which the patients are assessed (tasked or at rest). No pattern

of abnormality is consistent among studies of schizophrenic patients. Further,

since schizophrenics also typically have speech and language problems, abnormal

brain areas subserving language are expected. Any abnormality could be a

function of the disease or its other features as well as contributing directly to

hallucinosis.
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While no single neuropathological mechanism can be said to explain hallucin-

ations of any kind in any sensory modality, several modest associations can be

made between the observed psychopathology and a neurologic area. In the func-

tional imaging studies, the pattern is hypermetabolism unless otherwise specified.

Visual hallucinations have been the most extensively studied in the “neurology”

literature, while auditory hallucinations are most studied in the “psychiatric”

literature.141

Visual hallucinations

Visual hallucinations are reported in normal persons under stress or who are

fatigued (e.g. hypnogogic). They are reported in persons with lesions of the eye,

visual pathways, and primary visual and association cortices. Many conditions are

associated with visual hallucinations and visual perceptual distortions. In most

patients where the pathology is within the brain, increased metabolic activity has

been demonstrated by PET, SPECT and functional MRI.142

Elementary hallucinations of lights and shadows and visual illusions are reported

in patients with occipital, occipital–temporal and anterior–medial temporal seizure

foci.143 Simple visual hallucinations (i.e. amorphic visual perceptions rather than a

multifaceted scene) are reported with lesions along the visual pathways. Complex

visual hallucinations are reported after electrical stimulation of temporal lobe

cortex and in rare reports of the prefrontal cortex.144 Complex visual hallucin-

ations, however, have not been reported with occipital lobe seizure foci.145

Among the visually impaired, the content of complex visual hallucinations is

reported to mirror the hierarchical structure of the visual system with content

clusters of extended landscapes (ventral temporal lobe), grotesque disembodied

and distorted faces (superior temporal sulcus face region), and small odd figures

(visual parietal cortex projection area).146 Complex hallucinations are typically

described as vivid, stereotyped (the patient repeatedly experiences the same

content), and can be dramatic (e.g. seeing monsters). Complex visual hallucin-

ations are thought to occur from irritating foci acting on cortical integrating

centers, defective visual processing, or as a cortical release phenomenon. Complex

visual hallucinations are reported in patients with narcolepsy, brain stem vascular

disease, L-DOPA/CARBA-DOPA toxicity, Lewy body dementia, migraine, epi-

lepsy, hallucinogenic-induced states, delirium (particularly delirium tremens),

and schizophrenia.147 The presence of prominent visual hallucinations always

warrants the search for an excitatory lesion in the visual system.

Auditory hallucinations

Auditory hallucinations are associated with lesions anywhere along the auditory

pathway. Recent neuroimaging studies find that auditory hallucinations derive
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from a complex neuronal network involving frontal and temporal cortex.148 How

they occur, however, remains unclear.

Excitatory or ictal hallucinations are usually brief (few seconds), stereotypic,

poorly formed, and typically not lateralized. Associated alteration of conscious-

ness occurs before or immediately after the hallucinations. Hallucinations that

appear to be release phenomena are typically fully formed, lateralized to the side

of the lesion, and occur without any alteration in consciousness.149

Electrical brain stimulation of the temporal cortex in either cerebral hemisphere

typically elicits auditory hallucinations. Spontaneous auditory hallucinations are

commonly reported in patients with temporal lobe epilepsy. Complex auditory

hallucinations (e.g. phonemes, music) are associated with temporal cortex stimu-

lation or irritation. Elementary or simple auditory hallucinations (e.g. buzzing,

mechanical humming, and unidentifiable sounds) are reported with lesions or

stimulation of subcortical structures within the auditory pathways.150 Auditory

hallucinations occur across a range of non-illness and disease states, particularly

those with reduced arousal, drug intoxication, delirium, and psychosis.

Dysfunction of the brain areas responsible for speech is associated with

auditory hallucinations. The dysfunction is not always structural. Psychiatric

patients often describe auditory hallucinations as either inside or outside the

head. These two phenomena may originate from different brain areas. When

the left planum temporale (the extension of Wernicke’s area on the roof of

the temporal lobe) is involved, hallucinated voices are perceived as external to the

individual.151

Verbal hallucinations are reported when there is activation in the primary

auditory cortex, Heschel’s gyrus, on the left. Functional imaging also finds

decreased metabolism in the left temporal gyrus and disruption of frontal–

temporal connectivity.152 When musical hallucinations are experienced, no such

activity is seen in either the left or the right Heschel’s gyrus, indicating that

for musical hallucinations to occur the primary sensory cortex need not be

activated. Spontaneous activity in the auditory neuronal circuit (network) other

than primary sensory cortex is responsible for perceiving and processing musical

stimuli.153 The different brain areas subserving language and music are an

explanation for why some aphasic patients who cannot speak fluently can still

sing fluently.

Olfactory and tactile hallucinations

The neurobiological literature about tactile and olfactory hallucinations is scant

and clinically unhelpful. Stimulation of temporal–limbic areas154 in epileptic

patients elicits these hallucinations. The brain areas responsible for olfaction

and touch may also be involved.155 Olfactory hallucinations have been reported
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in patients with migraine, epilepsy, temporal lobe hemorrhage, and brain tumors.

Olfactory hallucinations are also seen in patients with schizophrenia, depressive

illness, and eating disorder.156

Delusions157

There are no systematic studies assessing brain structural and functional neuro-

imaging in persons with delusions, and the meager findings are inconsistent.

There is no synthesis across methods and technologies used, the diagnoses of the

patients studied, and important clinical features such as chronicity. Many studies

do not differentiate between delusions and hallucinations, and lump them

together as “psychotic features”.158 The only consistent finding is that delusional

patients have disturbances in frontal–temporal–limbic networks.159 This is neuro-

logically consistent with the delineated phases of delusions (see Chapter 11), but

non-specific as many forms of psychopathology are associated with dysfunction

in these brain regions.

Many studies focus on delusions in patients with seizure disorder, schizophre-

nia or Alzheimer’s disease, confounding interpretation of findings are the results,

the reflection of the disease process or the processes leading to the delusion. For

example, Kimhy et al. (2005) construct a psychological theory of delusions based

on cerebral blood flow studies that report that patients with grandiose delusions

associated with excitement have increased cerebral blood flow160 while patients

with persecutory delusions have decreased cerebral blood flow161 during tasks of

self-assessment and self-relevance. The likelihood, however, is that the findings

reflect differences between mania and schizophrenia, not the different content of

the delusions.

Cerebral blood flow studies in patients with schizophrenia also commonly find

abnormalities in the left prefrontal and temporal lobe cortex and in the left

striatum, and are interpreted to represent the underlying process of persecutory

delusions.162 However, schizophrenic patients are identified by their abnormal

speech and language and avolition, clinical features associated with left-sided

frontal–temporal brain dysfunction. Thus, the cerebral blood flow findings likely

reflect schizophrenia, not a unique pathophysiology for delusions. Similarly, in a

series of studies examining the regional cerebral blood flow of patients with

psychotic depression, the investigators delineated abnormalities they associated

with illness severity and delusions, but the findings are also typically seen in

non-psychotic patients with melancholia.163

Among studies of patients with schizophrenia, some examine first-episode

patients while others focus on the chronically ill, making synthesis difficult.

Further, the delusions studied are almost never defined by their form, so

any pathophysiologic differences between primary or secondary delusions, for
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example, are lost. Finally, although the clinicopathological neurologic literature

offers the clearest picture of the neurobiology of delusions, sample sizes are small

and the form of the delusions studied are also not commonly detailed.

One theme throughout the clinicopathological literature, however, is that pri-

mary delusions are associated with lesions or dysfunction in the non-dominant

cerebral hemisphere. MacDonald Critchley’s patients with parietal lobe disease

and delusions cited above demonstrate the association. Many case studies using

different strategies (EEG, functional imaging, and lesion localization) have

confirmed the correlation,164 particularly for misidentification delusions.165

For example, in 35 reported cases with imaging findings, 20 had right-sided

and 15 bilateral lesions. Twenty-one were in the frontal and 13 in the temporal

lobe.166 In a study of 55 patients with Alzheimer’s disease, Lee et al. (2004)

reported bilateral abnormalities associated with delusional misidentification.167

A right-sided brain lesion or dysfunction is a common factor for many

delusions of misidentification to develop.168 In Capgras and Fregoli syndromes

(delusions of impostors and false identification, respectively), poor facial recog-

nition (temporal–parietal), an inability in self-assessment (frontal) and symptom

recognition (anosagnosia) characterize the process, the patient unable to properly

match a facial misperception with facial memory.169

The process by which a lesion in the non-dominant prefrontal or posterior–

inferior parietal cortex elicits a delusion is unknown. Several psychological

theories are offered to explain persecutory delusions, but these do not consider

the clinicopathological findings implicating the right hemisphere, focusing

instead on fragmented views of putative psychological processes in schizophre-

nia.170 The conclusions of these studies are not warranted. For example, the

theory of attentional bias to threat and hypervigilance as the cause of persecutory

delusions is unsatisfactory, as hypervigilance could just as readily be the result of

a persecutory delusion rather than its cause.171 The idea that attribution bias

elicits persecutory delusions fails for the same reason. The hypothesis is based on

studies that report schizophrenic patients with persecutory delusions and patients

with delusional disorder excessively attribute hypothetical positive events to

internal self-generated influences (“its due to me”) and hypothetical negative

events to external causes (“its due to them”). Patients with other kinds of

delusional content are reported to not show such attribution bias.172 But the

persecutory delusional state could just as well account for the attribution rather

than the other way around. Another theory states that deluded patients more

readily jump to conclusions than do non-deluded patients.173 This idea fits the

long-accepted notion that arbitrary thinking is the basis for delusions of any

content and does not advance the understanding of delusional pathophysiology.

Finally, “the theory of the mind” concept invokes the idea that humans naturally
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assume that other humans have minds similar to theirs and therefore they can

understand and predict each other’s behavior. Persons with persecutory delusions

are said to have a deficit in this construct because they do not perform well on

tasks concerning the “mental state” of others.174 These studies, however, are weak

and do not account for the effect of other features of schizophrenia influencing

performance (e.g. poor executive function and other cognitive impairment).

Conclusions

Despite advances in neuroscience and countless efforts to correlate brain func-

tion and psychopathology, the specificity of the findings is extremely limited.

Perturbations in prefrontal circuitry are associated with catatonia. Basal ganglia

dysfunction is found in patients with OCD. Manic-depression is associated with an

abnormal stress response and temporal–limbic dysfunction. The pathophysiologic

cascades of these relationships, however, are mostly unknown.

Brain–psychopathology relationships are modestly helpful in delineating

behavioral syndromes due to specific neurologic causes. Motor psychopathology

assists in localization of brain disease. Avolition and apathy signal prefrontal

circuitry dysfunction. Visual hallucinations and distortions suggest a lesion in

the visual system. Misidentification and passivity delusions are associated

with non-dominant hemisphere disease. Sudden and transient abnormal emo-

tional expression is associated with subcortical and limbic lesions. Subsequent

chapters detail the associations of specific psychopathologic phenomena and

differential diagnosis.
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The neuropsychiatric evaluation:
principles of descriptive psychopathology
and the diagnostic process

As one takes up mental alienation as a separate object of investigation, it would be making a

bad choice indeed to start a vague discussion on the seat of reason and on the nature of its

diverse aberrations; nothing is more obscure and impenetrable. But if one wisely confines one’s

self to the study of the distinctive characteristics which manifest themselves by outward signs

and if one adopts as a principle only a consideration of the results of enlightened experience,

only then does one enter a path which is generally followed by natural history; moreover, if

in doubtful cases one proceeds with reserve, one have no fear of going astray.1

The principles of descriptive psychopathology

Descriptive psychopathology has long been the foundation for psychiatric diag-

nosis. Despite advances in neuroscience and efforts to define psychiatric

syndromes by genotype and endophenotype, the delineation of behavioral syn-

dromes remains centered on accurate description of their characteristic signs and

symptoms.

Descriptive psychopathology has been equated with phenomenology, originally

a philosophical effort to gain understanding of the human condition through

critical analysis of subjective experience.2 Karl Jaspers is credited with adapting

the principles of phenomenology to the study of psychopathology, but using the

discipline’s early concern with outward appearances rather than inner meanings.3

To best characterize the outward appearance of behavioral syndromes, Jaspers

applied objective observation and precise definitions in assessing psychopathology.

The definitions also required the separation of the content of psychopathology from

its form, the form capturing best the characterization of the psychopathology.

This approach diverged from phenomenologic philosophy,4 although Jaspers and

his followers also relied on the philosophy’s focus on “empathic understanding”

of the experiences of others.

Empathy in a psychiatric context meant the equivalent of “putting oneself into

the other person’s emotional and cognitive shoes”. The goal was to so well
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understand the patient’s experience that the examiner could recount what the

patient was experiencing, the patient recognizing its accuracy. Obtaining the story

of the patient’s illness is the tangible method of empathic understanding (see

below). Jaspers also searched for “meaningful connections” in what the patient

was thinking. He applied this to the understanding of delusional phenomena,

observing that the meaningful connection was broken between the patient’s

experience and the false conclusion.

The focus on outward appearance rather than inner meaning has become the

stated ideal of recent DSM and ICD iterations. But many have argued that present

manuals have gone too far. Andreasen laments that present classification systems are

so severe that they represent “the death of phenomenology in the United States.”5

Others have called for a return to the philosophical methods of inner understanding

of patients and their illnesses.6 To minimize confusion, we use the term descriptive

psychopathology rather than phenomenology, and we use it to mean the focus on

observable and precisely elicited features of behavioral disorders.

Objective observation

Physical examination is invalid when based on interpretion. It is better to say

“The patient is a 60-year-old man” than to say “The patient is an old man”.

Interpretation may be added (“looking younger than his stated age”), but without

initial objective information, interpretation is idiosyncratic and has poor reliabil-

ity. Any validity of the interpretation cannot be understood by other clinicians as

it cannot be generalized to other patients who are unlikely to mirror the subjec-

tive observations of the first clinician.

Objective psychiatric examination is an extension of the medical physical

examination. The focus is on behavior as an expression of brain function, the

interactions between brain function and the rest of the body, and the influences of

the environment on those interactions. Patient 1.7, the 78-year-old woman

admitted in status epilepticus from the neurology service to the psychiatry

service, illustrates how interpretive observation lead to misdiagnosis: because of

the recent diagnosis of depression, it was assumed that her present symptoms

were also “psychiatric” resulting in her seizures being unrecognized. Patients 4.1

and 4.2 are also examples of the dangers of distorting observation with

interpretation.

Patient 4.1

A 56-year-old unmarried nurse stopped working to care for her elderly mother

who was experiencing cognitive difficulties. But after six months, the daughter

became less attentive, said she had no energy and had lost her eagerness to

help. She said her sleep and appetite were poor, although she had not lost
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weight. She appeared subdued and at times was tearful. She felt guilty for her

inattentiveness.

Diagnosed as depressed by a psychiatric resident, an antidepressant was

prescribed, but it had minimal effect. After three months of treatment the

resident noted that the patient had developed “odd” movements and referred

her to a neurologist.

The neurologist’s report included the following: the patient looked mildly

depressed as “anticipated from partial treatment”, she had “frontal lobe”

cognitive problems attributed “to the depression”, and her movements were

“cerebellar-like but psychogenic” because her depression and over-dependency

on her mother (never getting married and stopping work to care for her

mother) indicated a “conversion disorder, not a neurologic disease”.

The patient’s movements became worse and she was no longer able to care

for herself. She was assessed for her ability to be hypnotized for treatment of

her conversion, but was found to be a “poor” candidate.

A consultant noted that she had several severe features of cerebellar

disease including ataxia of her head, trunk and limbs, intention tremor,

dysdiodochokinesia, nystagmus, dysarthria, past-pointing, and dysmetria.

Her performance on tests of executive function was within the dementia

range. She was aware that she had substantial motor and cognitive difficul-

ties and became tearful when discussing them. Cerebellar–pontine degen-

eration with a frontal lobe avolitional syndrome became the working

diagnosis. Functional brain imaging was consistent with this conclusion,

and further history revealed that the patient’s mother and maternal aunt

had similar conditions.

Patient 4.2

A 63-year-old woman confronted a new neighbor and accused him of spying

on her, insisting that he was her old work supervisor. This altercation, her

never marrying and living alone, and her vague history of a past psychiatric

illness leading to family estrangement elicited the diagnosis of schizophrenia

and the prescription of antipsychotic medication.

Her complaints of strange people in her room and someone leaving their

food on her bed led to an increase in dosing. Severe rigidity, “disorganized”

speech, irritability and an inability to care for herself quickly followed and led

to hospitalization on a neurologic service. She became bed-ridden, mute,

immobile, and febrile. Tachycardia was noted. She was no longer eating or

drinking and IV fluids and tube feeding were begun. She was incontinent of

urine and feces. An evaluation for encephalitis was unhelpful. Her condition

worsened and she appeared obtunded. Arrangements for a hospice were made.
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A consultant recognized the patient’s acute condition as malignant catatonia/

neuroleptic malignant syndrome (NMS). The patient had a grasp reflex,

Gegenhalten (negativism), and could be postured. A lorazepam challenge

confirmed the diagnosis, temporarily relieving some of the rigidity, and

permitting the patient to speak a few words. A course of bilateral ECT resolved

the catatonia, although mild increased muscle tone and a mild resting tremor

remained. The patient was able to dress, feed and care for herself. She could

converse in a normal manner most of the time, and revealed that the “strange

people” in her room were “little blue men” and that the food she saw on her

bed was “bowls of fruit”. At times, however, she briefly failed to respond and

walked about the inpatient unit touching ordinary objects as if she did not

recognize what they were.

The consultant re-defined the clinical features: misidentification delusions

(the neighbor), Lilliputian visual hallucinations (the little blue men), basal

ganglia motor signs, and a hypersensitivity to antipsychotics. Further ques-

tioning revealed a history of several falls and a concern several years before

that she might be developing Parkinson’s disease. A diagnosis of Lewy Body

dementia was made.

Patients 4.1 and 4.2 had degenerative brain diseases for which there are no

curative treatments. Those processes would have progressed regardless of the

diagnostic label. How did the more objective diagnosis help? For Patient 4.1, it

led to a change in the attitudes of her treaters. When she was believed to have a

psychogenic movement disorder, her physicians treated her as the perpetrator of

her condition and with perfunctory respect. When she was seen as the victim of a

terrible neurologic disease, their attitudes changed markedly and she was treated

more kindly. Appropriate arrangements were made for her continued care.

Patient 4.2 was being transferred for hospice care where death would likely have

occurred within the next several weeks. Once recovered from her malignant

catatonia/NMS,7 however, she was transferred to an assisted living program

where she remained active and happy. Her condition stabilized for the next

several years and no further hospitalizations were needed.

Precise terminology

Information from the clinical evaluation needs to be organized into the medical

record and communicated to others. Vague or ambiguous statements are unhelp-

ful. It is unacceptable to examine a patient’s heart and lungs and report “The

heart beat wasn’t normal . . . breath sounds were odd.” It is also unacceptable

to describe patients with behavioral syndromes in vague or ambiguous terms.

To describe the patient as “bizarre or confused, or as having incomprehensible
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speech” suggests that the patient is not normal, but these terms, like other

imprecise descriptors, encompass different behaviors having diverse diagnostic

and neurologic implications. The following vignettes present the precise details

needed for diagnosis.

Patient 4.3 (bizarre)

A 44-year-old man dressed as Robin Hood roamed his neighborhood rob-

bing convenience stores, threatening store clerks with his bow and arrow,

and then giving away the money he stole to strangers he met in the street.

The patient was diagnosed as manic-depressive and responded to lithium

monotherapy.

Patient 4.4 (bizarre)

A 39-year-old man pushed metal screws into his legs to ward off “rays” that he

could feel were trying to control his mind. He was avolitional and had no

emotional expression, spending the day in bed with a blanket over his head for

further protection. He had a paucity of speech with many aphasic elements

and a long history of chronic psychosis and the diagnosis of schizophrenia.

Patient 4.5 (bizarre)

A 33-year-old man was brought to the hospital by the police because he was

acting like a wild animal, walking on all four limbs, growling, and trying to

bite people in the street. In the hospital, he was mute and immobile, but could

be postured. Catatonia was diagnosed.

The above patients had behaviors that a lay person would recognize as

“bizarre”. However, the silly playfulness of the Robin Hood image of Patient 4.3

is consistent with mania. The passivity delusion of Patient 4.4 is a “first rank

symptom”. First rank symptoms are often indicative of a more chronic illness, but

are not pathognomonic of a specific disease.8

If the label “bizarre” is applied rather than the precise description, most

clinicians would respond by prescribing an antipsychotic drug for Patient 4.3.

The patient, however, did not require such an agent and responded to lithium

monotherapy, avoiding the side-effects of the antipsychotic and receiving more

specific treatment. Patient 4.4 was schizophrenic and required an antipsychotic,

but in low doses, a common experience when schizophrenia is narrowly defined.9

Patient 4.5’s animal-like behavior and the subsequent mutism, immobility, and

posturing are classic signs of catatonia. Antipsychotic agents can precipitate

life-threatening malignant catatonia/neuroleptic malignant syndrome in such

patients, and these agents are avoided in favor of initial relief with high-dose
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lorazepam followed by electroconvulsive therapy, the most effective and safest

treatment for catatonia.10

Patient 4.6 (confused)

A 79-year-old woman admitted for a depression was found to be “confused” as

she was disoriented to the date and day of the week. This characterization

initiated an evaluation for a metabolic disorder. A more precise detailing of

her cognitive problems, however, revealed that she could not repeat 5 numbers

backward, or draw the face of a clock with the hands at 2:45. She could not

remember three objects after a 5minute delay. She rarely spoke, and never

spontaneously. She often stared into space and postured. This image is con-

sistent with frontal circuitry dysfunction and a mood disorder and encouraged

the search for other features of depressive illness. IV lorazepam led to a

temporary improvement in her cognition and motor problems. Bilateral

ECT resolved her melancholia with stupor and catatonia.

Patient 4.711 (confused)

A 33-year-old music teacher could not recognize his students or his young

daughter. He could no longer read music. He was unnecessarily treated for

depression, conversion disorder and then psychosis, but his “confusion” was

eventually recognized as visual agnosia and a signature feature of a degenera-

tive brain disease. As motor and other difficulties developed, he was diagnosed

with a form of Creutzfeldt–Jacob disease.

Cognitive processes mistakenly can be “lumped” together and the patient char-

acterized as “confused” or “cognitively intact”. Using screening instruments such

as The Mini Mental State Exam12 encourages this over-simplification. Patients 4.6

and 4.7 were both cognitively impaired, but with different patterns of problems

implying different disease processes. Failing to recognize the frontal pattern of

Patient 4.6’s difficulties could have led to the diagnosis of dementia rather than

depression. Proper treatment led to her full recovery.

Patient 4.8 (incomprehensible)

When asked how she was feeling, a 50-year-old woman responded “Fly-high,

flee-pee, wee-wee. You see me.” Her associations by sound (clang associ-

ations13) were consistent with her other features of mania (press of speech,

hyperactivity and labile mood), and she responded to lithium monotherapy.

Patient 4.9 (incomprehensible)

A patient was found sleeping in a cardboard box on the shelf of a storage closet

on the inpatient unit (bizarre). When asked “How come?” he replied “I’m

sieged by them. They’re holovisons. The cube guards the viscera blood.” This
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speech is paraphasic and sometimes referred to as driveling.14 It is consistent

with schizophrenia. The patient had other features of the illness (emotional

blunting, experiences of alienation and control).

Patients 4.8 and 4.9 conversed without making sense; they had “incomprehensible

speech”. But clanging speech is often seen in manic patients with flight-of-ideas,

and paraphasic fluent speech is characteristic of schizophrenia, and some aphasia

due to stroke. The precise distinction led to different treatments, and for Patient

4.8, the more specific mood stabilizer. Delineating schizophrenia from a mood

disorder also affects long-term planning.

Separation of form from content

The experiences of illness that patients relate, detailed description of devils and

gods, flights in spaceships and other wondrous events can capture the examiner’s

attention. The psychoanalytic perspective gives credence to these descriptions as

symbolic clues to understanding the patient’s illness. For a medical diagnosis,

however, the content of psychopathology is less important than its form. The form

of psychopathology represents the illness to be identified. The content relates to the

patient’s experiences and less so from the illness, unless reflecting an abnormal

mood (e.g. grandiose delusions in mania). In a stroke affecting speech, for example,

different patterns of speech pathology can reveal the location of the stroke. The

content of the speech is not relevant for the purpose of anatomic localization.

Similarly for psychopathology, what the hallucinated voices are saying is not as

diagnostically important as the fact that the patient is having a clear perception of

someone speaking without external stimulation. Patient 4.10 illustrates how the

form, but not the content, of psychopathology leads to the diagnosis.

Patient 4.10

A 38-year-old man heard angry shouting outside his apartment door. He heard

someone say “let’s get him”. Fearing he’d be trapped, he opened his front door

to escape. He saw several men at the other end of the apartment hallway

fighting with knives. When they saw him, they rushed at him, shouting “Get

him. Kill him”. Terrified, he ran down the stairs and out into the street. The

men pursued him, shouting and waving their knives. In a sudden, loud “pop”

the men changed into dogs that rushed the man and began biting his legs. He

could feel their bites and the blood running down his legs. He knew the dogs

would soon bring him to the ground and devour him. He ran screaming down

the street and turned into an alley. The alley had no way out. He turned to face

the dogs. In a sudden loud “pop” the dogs changed into two policemen, who

brought the patient to an emergency room.
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When presented with this patient, medical students and junior residents have no

difficulty recalling the weapons and animals involved in the story. They recall that

the story starts in an apartment, moves to the street, and then into a blind alley.

They recall that the changes in the pursuers occur with a loud “pop” and that the

dogs change into two policemen. When then asked what the diagnosis is, they are

often mystified. They also have trouble systematically and rapidly identifying the

patient’s psychopathology. However, when Patient 4.10’s psychopathology is

characterized by its form as multiple, frightening hallucinations in multiple sensory

realms, and delusions of persecution associated with great anxiety and agitation,

students immediately consider delirium and a toxic state. The patient had delir-

ium tremens and was safely detoxified.

The content of a patient’s delusion is also less important than the fact that the

patient has a fixed, false belief. If a delusional patient says there is plot against him

and that “The CIA is spying on me”, while another delusional patient says “My

employer is plotting to kill me because I know about their illegal activities”, both

patients have a persecutory delusion and are psychotic. Their content varies, but

changes nothing about their diagnoses, treatment and prognosis.15

The story of the illness

The classification manuals present syndrome features as if all are of equal

importance with no single combination more predictive of a diagnosis. How

symptoms emerge and the sequence of emergence is not considered. This limited

approach to psychopathology is the equivalent to learning the plot of Hamlet

solely from a list of the cast of characters. Patients 1.6, the 28-year old man whose

auditory hallucinations occurred for several hours upon wakening, and 1.8, the

man who became suddenly despondent in the late afternoon, illustrate the need

to obtain “the story” not just the list of present symptoms. Their seizure disorders

were missed for years.

Rate of symptom emergence

One of the more important clinical variables influencing diagnosis is the rate of

emergence of signs and symptoms. The sudden fluctuations in symptoms in

Patient 1.7, the 78-year old woman in status epilepticus, was recognized as

seizure-related. Episodes of primary mood disorders typically develop over

several weeks; the early features of the first psychotic episode of schizophrenia

can linger for months; and the cognitive decline in degenerative brain diseases can

begin years before the dementia is recognized. “Overnight” behavioral change is

most likely associated with a sudden environmental stress, toxicity, trauma, or a

vascular brain event.
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Sequence of events

The sequence of symptom emergence has diagnostic implications. For example,

close attention is paid to the patient’s initial experiences in an episode of ill-

ness to identify any seizure-defining aura. The sequence of emergence also

clarifies if the behavioral syndrome is an ictal event or occurs before, after or

between seizures. Such information solidifies diagnosis and influences treatment

choice.16 Recognizing the phases of migraine assists in preventative treatment

planning.17

Detailed assessment of motor function before the prescription of psychotropic

agents identifies illness that impacts the motor system and provides a comparison

baseline should motor symptoms be recognized during treatment. It helps deter-

mine if the change in motor function is medication-induced.

Depressive features are common during the beginning weeks of the first

psychotic episode in schizophrenia before hallucinations and delusions are fully

formed, but unlike the early features in mood disorder, these early symptoms of

schizophrenia are also associated with perceptual disturbances.18 Early detection

and rapid treatment can minimize the severity of the psychosis.

Persons with primary anxiety or obsessive–compulsive disorders are rarely

without signs of these illnesses years before the full-blown syndromes emerge.

Anxious–fearful personality traits, particularly a tendency toward behavioral

inhibition, is characteristic. Persons whose anxiety or obsessive–compulsive dis-

order is associated with general medical or neurologic disease typically have no

previous features of these conditions.19 Following a stroke or after a myocardial

infarction many patients have features of depression that represent demoraliza-

tion, but it is those patients with previous mood symptoms that continue to

experience a clinical depressive illness.20 Patient 4.11 illustrates the importance of

identifying the earliest features of an episode of illness.

Patient 4.11

A 38-year-old man was hospitalized after his wife found him in their bedroom

holding a loaded gun to his chest. He had been hospitalized many times,

always diagnosed as schizophrenic, his episodes characterized by irritability

and delusions that his co-workers were plotting to harm him, information he

gleaned from overhearing their conversations about him. Always treated with

antipsychotics, episodes gradually resolved over several months. His irritabil-

ity, leading to altercations with co-workers and threats toward his family, were

the focus of his management. It was assumed that faced with another

emerging episode, his despondency led to the suicidal act. There was no record

from his many hospitalizations that the earliest features of an episode had

been detailed.
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The episodes, however, always began with him suddenly experiencing a

sense of impending doom with physiologic signs of anxiety, followed by seeing

a frightening, shadowy figure off in the distance. After several of these experi-

ences a psychotic episode emerged. Of late, the small distant figure began to

approach him, becoming larger and more ominous. When finally standing

next to the patient, the figure was literally felt to be trying to enter the

patient’s body to “control” him. The patient concluded the “demon” wanted

to assume his identity and that his only recourse was to let the demon enter

his body and then shoot it. He did not think he would also die.

Recognized as experiencing classical signs of epilepsy (the patient had

sustained a serious head injury several years before his first psychotic episode

and before that was a high-functioning, stable person), the patient was treated

with an anticonvulsant (a seizure disorder was confirmed on EEG), made a full

recovery and remained well.

Pattern of symptoms

Present classification uses lists of unweighted symptoms as diagnostic criteria. If a

patient has a certain number of features the threshold for illness is met, regardless

of which features are present. A hypothetical example follows:

A patient is observed to have a grandiose delusion. He also meets the DSM catatonia criteria

(two features are required) because he has excessive motor activity that is “apparently pur-

poseless and not influenced by external stimuli”, and “echolalia and echopraxia”. Because he has

both a delusion and catatonia he technically meets criteria for schizophrenia. Few experienced

clinicians, however, would consider this patient to be schizophrenic and many would diagnose

mania because of the pattern of features.

The pattern of features influences differential diagnosis. The pattern of psy-

chopathology of Patient 1.1, the man who suffered carbon monoxide poisoning,

was consistent with a frontal lobe syndrome, not depressive illness. The pattern of

features in Patient 1.4, the woman with Capgras syndrome, was consistent with a

right cerebral hemisphere stroke. The pattern of psychomotor disturbance (agi-

tation or slowing), non-reactive apprehensive and gloomy mood, and vegetative

disturbances (poor sleep, poor appetite, no libido), and evidence of circadian

rhythm disturbances (night sweats, tachycardia) defines melancholia.21

Primacy of features

For the most part, present classification does not assign special diagnostic signifi-

cance to any single feature, recognizing that there are no pathognomonic signs

in psychiatric classification. An exception is in the criteria for psychotic disorders

in which one feature is sufficient to secure the diagnosis of schizophrenia if it is a
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“bizarre” delusion (e.g. of control), or a hallucination of a continuous voice or

voices. But hallucinated voices and delusions identified as “bizarre” occur in

other conditions, including mood disorder, and are not sufficient for a valid

diagnosis of schizophrenia. For major depression, one of five features must be

“depressed mood” or “anhedonia”, but anhedonia without other features of an

abnormal mood is insufficient for the diagnosis of depressive illness.

Attributing special weight to a feature would also undermine the simplicity of the

list system, requiring complicating subgroups or giving the feature the status of an

independent required criterion. Nevertheless, the presence of some features sub-

stantially changes the differential diagnosis. These are discussed throughout the text.

Principles of diagnosis

Diagnosis is difficult. If the checklist approach is applied and the patient fails to

have enough features, or has features not listed in the criteria, the “NOS” suffix is

applied. Understanding the principles of diagnosis can provide better diagnostic

resolution. These principles begin with The Duck Principle, Sutton’s Law, and

The Rule of Parsimony. To be applied, the clinician must be able to recognize

typical syndromes, know the prevalence rates and other epidemiologic data of

diseases, and know variations in disease presentation.

The Duck Principle

“If it looks, walks, and quacks like a duck, it’s a duck!” Appling the Duck

Principle to diagnosis recognizes that many diseases are “typical” in their presen-

tation most of the time. If the patient’s pattern of features is quickly recognizable

as representing disease A, the Duck Principle indicates that the patient will likely

have disease A.

Patient 4.12

A 63-year-old woman greeted the psychiatry inpatient unit director at the front

door with a barrage of loud, rapid-fire demands. Despite his protestations that

he first had to check-in, she persisted, following him to the nurses’ station. Even

with the door shut, she continued her comments through the glass.

Later that morning, she stood for some time with her hands up against the

wall opposite the nurses’ station as if holding it up. While doing this she

loudly, but in good humor, rapidly spoke to each passer-by.

Recognized as the “Duck” of acute mania with catatonic features, lithium

monotherapy was prescribed, and the patient, who for years had been diag-

nosed as schizophrenic, remitted and for the first time did not require an

antipsychotic agent.
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Sutton’s Law

“Go where the money is.” Sutton’s Law is applied when the Duck Principle cannot

quickly lead to the diagnosis. It derives from an interview with the famous North

American bank robber of the 1950s, Willie Sutton, who when asked why he

robbed banks, responded incredulously, “Because that’s where the money is.”

Sutton’s Law applied to diagnosis instructs that under most circumstances, the

patient will have a common rather than a rare disease. The Zebra Principle is a

corollary of Sutton’s Law. It states that outside of sub-Saharan Africa, if you hear

hoof beats it will likely be horses, not zebras. Again, common diseases are more

likely than rare ones. Among patients 60–70 years of age who develop cognitive

impairment over several months, depression is four times more likely to be

the cause than Alzheimer’s disease.22 Patient 4.13 illustrates a tragic violation of

both The Duck Principle and Sutton’s Law.

Patient 4.1323

A 42-year-old woman became depressed. She was unable to sleep, became with-

drawn, and refused to eat. She initially improved with tricyclic antidepressant

treatment, but two weeks into therapy she became “confused”, wandered aim-

lessly around her house, and fully withdrew from family and friends. CT-scan

revealed cortical atrophy. A neurologist diagnosed Alzheimer’s disease and

recommended long-term care as he concluded that her conditionwas “hopeless”.

Rather than confining her to a nursing home, her family cared for her at

home for the next seven years. During that period she was mostly mute,

stared, rarely moved, postured, and was incontinent of urine and feces. After

many years, the illness was finally recognized as a mood disorder with

catatonia and stupor. ECT resolved both and she resumed her role as a

homemaker. But seven years of her life were “lost”.

Severe depression can be confused with dementia from degenerative brain disease

and when a depressed patient’s cognitive functioning is markedly impaired, the

term “pseudodementia” is applied.24 Patient 4.13’s initial depressive features and

later catatonia, however, is a classic “duck” signifying a mood disorder. Even if

missed, however, applying Sutton’s Law will lead to the same diagnostic conclusion.

Depression is many times more common than Alzheimer’s disease in persons

under 60 years of age. The most common cause of catatonia is mood disorder.25

The Rule of Parsimony

“The simplest explanation is usually the best explanation.” The Rule of Parsimony

tries to bring order to clinical chaos. When the patient exhibits several syndromes

simultaneously, the rule encourages the clinician to search for a common process
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that accounts for as many of the syndromes as possible. One illness is easier to

treat than two.

Patient 4.1426

An 87-year-old woman, living with her daughter, was functioning well,

but taking “Triavil” (amitriptyline 75mg plus perphenazine 12mg) daily.27

Emergence of mild oral–buccal dyskinesia led to a change to sertraline

and risperidone. She became subdued, lost energy and interest in her usual

activities, was unable to concentrate and said she felt hopeless and good

for “nothing”. She said god and the devil spoke to her and that she saw

demons.

Additional medication changes had no benefit. She wandered aimlessly

about the house or in the woods. She changed clothes and took showers

repeatedly, stopped eating and drinking at the command of the voices calling

her “evil”, and threw away her credit card and diamond ring. She lost eight

pounds in two weeks and began punching herself and twisting her arms to

punish herself. She said she wanted to die.

[The “duck” is psychotic depression.]

Hospitalized, she received overlapping multiple psychotropic prescriptions.

She required tube feeding, gastrostomy and bladder catheterization. A urinary

tract infection elicited antibiotic prescription. Hyponatremia and left lower

lobe pneumonia led to her transfer to another hospital.

On admission, she was agitated and disoriented and was described as

“incoherent”. She mumbled and complained of voices calling her “evil” and

of seeing demons. She screamed and looked frightened. She was stiff and held

her arms out as if carrying something. A grasp reflex and Gegenhalten was

elicited. She was not febrile. A consultant diagnosed psychotic depression with

impending malignant catatonia [the “duck”].28

An extensive evaluation ensued to identify a metabolic delirium. Rising

CPK and dropping serum iron levels and the urging of the consultant led to

the discontinuation of medications. Continued “confusion”, fluctuating vital

signs, hyponatremia, hyperreflexia, and bilaterally decreased breath sounds

and rhonchi encouraged the search for an infection source.

Sudden screaming about mid-sternal pain and her hitting her chest led to a

transfer to critical care. No evidence of myocardial infarction or pulmonary

embolus was found and she returned to the psychiatry unit. A second episode

of screaming and chest beating led to another fruitless transfer.

Back on the psychiatry unit, testing continued for a metabolic delirium.

Using the two-channel EEG from the unit’s ECT machine, the consultant

demonstrated that the patient did not have EEG findings consistent with
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delirium, and that the parsimonious diagnosis was psychotic depression

with catatonia. A course of bilateral ECT quickly resolved the patient’s melan-

cholia and she returned home.

Although Patient 4.14 had several infections and likely medication overdose, her

depressive features, psychosis, malignant catatonia, agitation and self-injurious

behavior are all consistent with severe melancholia. A corollary to all the rules of

diagnosis is: “If there is no likely harm, make the diagnosis with the best

prognosis and the one for which there are good treatments.”

Eliminating the possibilities to find the probable diagnosis

The Duck Principle, Sutton’s Law and The Rule of Parsimony each indicate that

clinical diagnosis is basically “betting the odds” on the “favorite”: “Of all the

conditions that afflict humans, which one is most likely affecting my patient?”

The process of elimination occurs rapidly, and much of it is automatic. If

the patient is male, pregnancy, uterine and ovarian problems and all other

female gender-specific conditions are immediately eliminated. If the patient is

prepubescent, the differential diagnostic list is markedly different from that of a

person over age 65, even if both patients have many common symptoms. Anxiety,

tremor, and muscle stiffness are consistent with basal ganglia disease, but

while Parkinson’s disease immediately comes to mind if the patient is age 65, in

a 14-year-old patient Wilson’s disease and illicit drug use must be considered first.

An onset over a few hours evokes a different set of diagnostic choices

(e.g. stroke, intoxication) than onsets developing over days, weeks, or months.

For some behavioral conditions, laboratory tests are helpful (e.g. waking and sleep

EEG, structural and functional neuroimaging, assessments of the hypothalamic–

pituitary axis functioning), and some tests are definitive (e.g. genetic testing for

Huntington’s disease, serologic testing for HIV and syphilis), but testing should

not be random. Tests should be linked to the differential diagnostic list generated

by the principles of clinical diagnosis. Patient 4.15 illustrates.

Patient 4.1529

A 14-year-old girl was admitted to a psychiatric inpatient unit complaining of

hearing voices telling her to kill people she didn’t like. She recently brought a

knife to school to kill a boy, and a month before tried to stab a girl. The voices,

keeping her awake at night, had been experienced intermittently over the

previous 14 months. She reported feeling “sad, irritable, and angry”, and said

she worried constantly, but denied other features of melancholia or mania.

A previous hospitalization two years before led to the diagnosis of conduct
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disorder. Although the patient also said that she had been experiencing

hearing music in her head for the past three years, no EEG or neuroimaging

were done at that time.

On the index admission the girl was described as well-groomed, exhibiting a

“sad flat affect”, delusions that people were talking about her, hallucinations

of voices telling her to kill others and then herself, and visual hallucinations of

unfamiliar persons.

Although important information is not provided in this published vignette

(e.g. motor behavior, the presence of psychosensory features), the big picture

(the duck) is of a young person with hallucinations in several sensory fields,

irritability, and persecutory delusions. The differential diagnosis must include

drug intoxication, psychotic disorder, and seizure disorder. The evaluation for

seizure disorder, although a clinical-based diagnosis, typically includes EEG

studies, serum prolactin levels following defined seizure-suspected events, and

functional imaging. The published report goes on to detail that during an EEG

assessment:

. . . the patient reported hearing a voice associated with a shining light and was noted to have a

yawning spell. The EEG showed epileptic discharges and serum prolactin obtained at that time

was elevated. Valproic acid was prescribed and lead to remission.

Conclusion

Psychiatric diagnosis remains an art, although medical science can help in the

identification and treatment of sufferers. The application of the rudimentary

criteria in present classifications, however, has become the primary method in

psychiatric illness identification despite its well-known shortcomings that ignores

the traditional methods of medical diagnosis.

An alternative to the reliance upon the DSM and ICD is to first apply the

principles of descriptive psychopathology in recognizing, eliciting, and thinking

about the signs and symptoms of behavioral syndromes. Second, to consider

the diagnostic and neurologic implications of the psychopathology to identify the

illness, permitting the application of the most appropriate treatments. Lastly,

the patient’s symptoms can be matched to criteria in the manuals for official

purposes.

NOTES

1 Pinel (1806/1962), original preface cited by Zilboorg (1967), page 329.

2 Taylor and Heiser (1971); Mullen (2007).
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3 Friedrich Beneke, a philosopher-psychologist at the University of Berlin, wrote about the

“phenomenology of psychopathology” in 1824. He championed phenomenologic empiri-

cism as a method for studying “psychic life”. He considered psychopathology as deviations

from the norm and foreshadowed Jung (Harms, 1967). Beneke’s influence remained within

Germany.

4 Berrios (1993).

5 Andreasen (2007).

6 Mullen (2007).

7 See Fink and Taylor (2003) for the evidence for neuroleptic malignant syndrome as a form

of catatonia that requires treatment for catatonia to obtain maximal recovery.

8 Tohen et al. (1992).

9 Klein and Davis (1969).

10 Fink and Taylor (2003) detail the risks of precipitating a malignant catatonia/neuroleptic

malignant syndrome in catatonic patients by the administration of antipsychotic agents.

11 He suffered from the Heidenhain variant of Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease (Kropp et al., 1999).

12 Folstein et al. (1975).

13 See Chapter 9.

14 Ibid.

15 The separation of form from content was not the concern of all psychopathologists. Bleuler

distinguished delusions seen in melancholia from those of dementia praecox by content

(Bleuler, 1976, p. 92).

16 Taylor (1999, chapter 10).

17 Ibid., Chapter 10.

18 Chapman (1966).

19 Carmin et al. (2002); Pinto et al. (2006).

20 Taylor and Fink (2006), chapters 6 and 12.

21 Taylor and Fink (2006).

22 Taylor and Fink (2006), chapter 6.

23 Adapted from Fink and Taylor (2003), Patient 4.4.

24 Emery and Oxman (1992).

25 Fink and Taylor (2003).

26 From Taylor and Fink (2006).

27 Combination preparations are expensive and offer no dosing flexibility. Triavil preparations

only provide adequate antidepressant dosing when the antipsychotic is overdosed.

28 In the old-old, fever is not always present in NMS/malignant catatonia as well as in infection

(Fink and Taylor, 2003).

29 Modified from Ramsey (1999).
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5

The neuropsychiatric evaluation:
examination style, structure,
and technique

In writing the history of disease, every philosophical hypothesis whatsoever, that has previously

occupied the mind of the author, should lie in abeyance. This being done, the clear and natural

phenomena of the disease should be noted – these, and these only. They should be noted

accurately, and in all their minuteness; in imitation of the exquisite industry of the painters

who represent in their portraits the smallest moles and the faintest spots . . .1

The behavioral evaluation is neither amorphous nor mysterious. The evaluation

follows a medical model and all the ground rules for competent history-taking

and physical examination. Manner, style, and examination structure are similar to

what should be expected of any caring clinician. Psychiatrists typically spend

more time with patients than most other physicians, but at its highest level, the

behavioral evaluation and examination are a specialized part of a thorough general

medical and neurologic assessment. It relies on questions, comments, and inter-

actions rather than palpation, percussion, and auscultation, but the motor and

cognitive parts of the examination, also require “laying hands” on the patient.

The examination focuses on behavior and what it reveals about the patient’s

brain function, much like the cardiologist’s examination focuses on the heart and

the history and physical examination signs and symptoms that reflect cardiovas-

cular function. The behavioral evaluation is therefore within the context of an

assessment of all organ systems and the immediate environmental impacts on

those systems. Clinicians other than psychiatrists who also evaluate patients with

behavioral syndromes should follow the same guidelines described here.

Examination style

A conversational interaction

The evaluation is a semi-structured conversation between the patient and the

examiner. The examiner has specific evaluation goals, topics to cover, and
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examination tasks for the patient. The examiner also responds to the patient’s

spontaneous questions and comments. The roles of patient and examiner are

clear and incorporate role-specific, socially appropriate behaviors. The examiner

“sets the ground rules” and controls the evaluation to achieve its goals. The

patient commonly voluntarily submits to the evaluation. When the patient does

not cooperate, special rules of interaction and techniques are needed (see below).

The examiner is also allowed to touch the patient and ask highly personal

questions. The patient is permitted to be rude.

Assessing the patient to complete a form or a checklist of features encourages

perfunctory, often stilted examination (see below). Less formality and no medical

jargon are best. A style that suggests a helpful, avuncular trusted neighbor eases

the patient’s anxiety and self-consciousness.

The examiner’s manner

Patients expect physicians to look and act like “the doctor”. In the 1960s,

particularly in the USA, the nature of psychiatric illness and the role of the

psychiatrist were debated. Some saw psychiatric conditions as pejorative labels

thrust upon persons that society considered odd.2 Many considered psychiatric

illness the result of social deprivation and created the community mental heath

system to counter the effects of poverty and social inequities. Psychoanalytic

theory was applied to large groups as well as to individuals, and psychiatry was

viewed as a tool for social reform. In this paradigm, psychiatric nurses, social

workers, and psychiatrists were considered to have similar skills for implementing

behavioral change, and the demarcation of their roles was blurred. They dressed

in “civilian” clothes and interacted with “clients”, not patients. Therapy was the

lynchpin for change, while pharmacotherapy was considered adjunctive.

The biological nature of many psychiatric disorders, however, is undeniable,

and the care of suffers requires a foundation in medicine. Psychiatrists in hospital

and clinic settings who look like “the doctor” (e.g. wearing hospital coats) present

an image instilling confidence, and subtly communicating to the patient that he

has a medical condition. A general physical examination needs to be done. The

co-occurrence of behavioral, general medical and neurologic disease is common,

and psychiatrists need the diagnostic knowledge and skills to recognize these

conditions in their patients.

A good “psychiatric manner” is the same as is needed to achieve any good

doctor–patient relationship. “Open-ended” questions (e.g. “Tell me about your

family”) are used to elicit the patient’s spontaneous perceptions of his difficulties

and to gather “big picture” information. Closed-ended questions (e.g. “How

many brothers and sisters do you have?”) elicit the details and clarify the patient’s

information. Consideration, respectfulness, kindness, sympathy, knowledge and
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skills, confidence, and flexibility enhance the patient’s positive feelings for the

examiner, the medical opinions offered, and the treatments prescribed. The sub-

stantial “placebo effect” seen in clinical trials reflects the importance of the inter-

personal qualities of the treaters.3 In clinical practice it is an ally, eliciting early

reassurance that the condition will resolve with continued treatment. A good

doctor–patient relationship maximizes the placebo effect and compliance.

Examination setting

Patients with behavioral syndromes are encountered in all clinical settings and

often under difficult circumstances. In emergency rooms, safety is the primary

concern for both patient and staff.4 While “panic” buttons in examination rooms

are necessary, their use is “too little, too late”. The situation is already violent.

Quick assessment of the potential for violence, using techniques to minimize

injury (see below), and a ready escape route, provide the best insurance against

assault. The same pertains on inpatient units. When the threat of violence is

palpable, the rules of safety supercede the need for privacy, and the patient is seen

in an open area or with other staff and, if needed, security personnel present.

For non-violent patients, examination rooms are best configured so that the

patient and examiner do not directly face each other as this positioning is

threatening to some patients. Chairs set “kitty-corner”-style present a more infor-

mal, anxiety-reducing image. Patients who have suffered childhood abuse may feel

claustrophobic in a small examination room. In hospital consultation settings,

the patient is often bed-ridden and the psychiatrist stands. If appropriate, holding

the patient’s hand or placing a hand on the patient’s shoulder during the

examination is reassuring.

Examination ground rules

Most patients seeing a psychiatrist for the first time have the “movie” image in

mind. Many reluctantly come to the assessment at the urging of their family or

general medical physician. Helping the patient to understand the ground rules

of the evaluation reduces tension. The identity of all persons present and the

purpose and procedures of the examination are explained. Permission is

requested for the examination phase requiring touching the patient. For very

anxious patients or those with cognitive difficulties, the presence of a family

member can be invaluable. If asked to wait outside the room, it is helpful to bring

the family member back in to discuss the findings and recommendations. Before

this discussion, the patient is asked if any information is “off-limits”, and such

wishes are honored, unless not informing the family member presents a danger to

the patient or others. Before ending the evaluation, what needs to be done next

is discussed.
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Asking questions and eliciting information

The procedural skills of the physical examination take time to learn. In the

general medical examination, how and when to test reflexes, cerebellar function,

liver size and consistency, for example, are precise over-learned manipulations of

the patient. Examining the brain is no different. Questions, comments and social

interactions are the probes, palpations, and percussions of this part of the medical

examination, but they are no less precise and also require practice. Specific

language is presented below, in the chapter appendix, and in subsequent chapters.

The examination should be conversational. Medical jargon should be avoided,

and colloquialisms and idioms used freely. Most patients will recognize their

medications by their trade names, not generic names.

Mentioning current events and mundane matters such as the weather early in

the introductory phase of the examination, and using humor appropriately eases

patient anxiety. Inpatients expect the same questions that have previously

annoyed them, and can be disarmed by the unexpected personal approach, such

as with Patient 5.1.

Patient 5.1

A 50-year-old manic man agreed to participate in a teaching conference, but

on the morning of the conference was irritable and mostly uncooperative.

The resident warned the examiner that the patient was likely to bolt with the

least provocation.

When the patient entered the room, the examiner stood and greeted the

patient, introduced himself, asked if the patient would sit in the chair that was

positioned for him, and when both he and the patient were seated, said “That’s

a great hat you have on. I like the colors. Where did you get it?” The patient

smiled broadly and after a brief discussion about his hat, spontaneously began

telling the examiner about his illness.

Stating the obvious is often better at putting the patient at ease than beginning

with socially stereotypic greetings. Most patients in critical care settings, indwell-

ing tubes everywhere, and under an array of monitors, have little patience for the

automatic “How are you today?” Articulating the patient’s present experience

fosters confidence that the examiner knows what “is going on”. Helpful openings

are “I’m doctor XX, are you as uncomfortable as you look? . . . You look like

you’re in a lot of pain. How bad is it?”

Examination structure

Although a good examination appears conversational, it is systematic and

thorough. It has a structure. It follows a reasoned sequence. Chapters 6 through
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15 follow the sequence of the examination from behavioral domains that focus

on observation and inspection through those that require more intrusive

interactions (Table 5.1).

Although each domain of the examination is systematically covered, the examin-

ationbeginswithwhat ismost appropriate under the clinical setting and the acuityof

the situation. A calm, alert, and cooperative patient will respond to a matter-of-fact

introduction followedby “What’s beenhappening that has brought youhere today?”

A modestly anxious patient can feel some relief from the recognition of that anxiety

from an opening comment such as “I know this is an upsetting situation and that

you’re nervous, but tell me what has been going on that has led to . . . ”. Specific

techniques are needed for the severely anxious, agitated, or psychotic patient.

Table 5.1. Behavioral domains in the neuropsychiatric examination

Domain Considerations

General appearance and

socialization behavior

Gender, age, ethnicity, body habitus, level of arousal,

manner, hygiene, grooming and dress; species-specific,

gender-specific, culture-specific, and contextually specific

social behaviors

Motor behavior Activity, gait, motor regulation and catatonia, dystonia,

dyskinesia, dyspraxia, compulsions and other perseverative

actions and movements, basal ganglia and cerebellar

symptoms

Emotional expression and

volition

Volition, emotional expression, prosody, mood lability,

intensity and appropriateness

Speech and language Conversational speech, articulation, speech production and

organization, cortical and subcortical aphasia, reading and

writing, speech organization, formal thought disorder

Perceptual disturbances Distortions and psychosensory features, illusions,

hallucinations

Delusional phenomena and

thought content

Suicidal and violent thoughts, culturally deviant ideas,

over-valued ideas, obsessions, delusional mood, primary

and secondary delusional ideas, delusional perceptions,

delusional memories, confabulation and fantastic

confabulation

Cognitive functioning Level of arousal, concentration, executive functions, cognitive

flexibility, ideational fluency, thinking and problem

solving, visual–spatial function, verbal and visual memory,

procedural memory

Personality Dimensional trait behaviors (e.g. persistence,

reward dependence, harm avoidance, novelty seeking)
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To avoid oversights and confusion, once a domain is introduced (e.g. past

illness, hallucinations during the present episode), it is best to stay with the topic

until all aspects of it are assessed. Determining “the big picture” first facilitates the

gathering of details in an understandable fashion.

“So, over the past several weeks things have been getting worse?”

“Have I got it right, the panic attacks come in bunches when you are also feeling gloomy?”

“Over the years, have your difficulties been about the same or are they changing?”

If the patient endorses a symptom it can be used to assess for other features.

“Has your depression affected your general health . . . your sleep . . . your appetite?”

“Can you see the people talking about you? Do they do anything to you physically?”

“Do you do anything to relieve the tension from those repeated thoughts?”

Once the domain is covered, summarizing the results for the patient helps

segue into the next topic.

“As I understand it, this depression is like the others, but a bit worse. But has there ever been a

time when a depression just changed into an excited or high-energy period? . . . Have you ever

had an unexpected or unusually high-energy period unconnected to a depression?”

Special examination techniques

Some clinical circumstances require specific techniques. The conversational style

may no longer be effective. Observation and inspection are sometimes all that is

possible, but these aspects of the evaluation are often the most important. For

example, the stuporous, bed-ridden patient who is mostly mute still provides

the following information: approximate age, gender, habitus, level of grooming

(e.g. finger and toe nails, hair cut and coloring), signs of old and new trauma, the

presence of tattoos and body piercing, signs of many general medical conditions

(skin coloring, the presence of jaundice, heart and lung signs, liver and spleen

features, thyroid size), signs of many neurologic disorders (e.g. paralysis, paresis,

abnormal reflexes, some cranial nerve signs), and many catatonic features. Know-

ing this information substantially focuses the differential diagnosis. More active

examination techniques are presented in Table 5.2.

Examining for risk of violence

The aggressive and assaultive patient is a special challenge. Behavior that results in

injury to a person or damage to property is violent behavior. Self-injury is often
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Table 5.2. Techniques for difficult examination situations

Situation Technique

Agitated patient Divide the examination into multiple brief encounters;

walk with the pacing patient; initially avoid anxiety-

provoking topics; use the voice’s lower register5

Hyperverbal patient with press

of speech or flight-of-ideas

Increase examination structure and use typical general

medical physical examination procedures to redirect the

patient; also redirect the patient’s associations with

comments such as “I’d like to know more about that

later, but right now can you help me with . . .”; use

mostly closed-ended questions; speed up the rhythm of

questioning; repeatedly come back to the topic at hand

so that the content does not “get away”; speak in a

whisper to gain attention as it is impossible to out shout

a manic. For patients with substantial frontal lobe

distractibility, use a third party in the room as a foil

(ask that person the questions as the patient may

interrupt with the answers, i.e. “How old do you think

Mr. Jones is?” . . . “I’m 42.”)

Hypoverbal patient with

psychomotor retardation

Slow the rhythm of questioning; reduce the number of

questions; use closed-ended concrete questions that do

not require decisions (e.g. “Are you losing weight?”

rather than “Are you gaining or losing weight or is it

about the same?”); divide the examination into several

short periods; do most of the examination in the late

afternoon for the patient with a diurnal mood swing and

less afternoon bradykinesia and bradyphrenia

Hypoverbal, avolitional patient Same as for hypoverbal patient above; use typical general

medical physical examination procedures and “paper

and pencil” cognitive tasks as probes for assessing

behavioral domains

Suspicious patient with

persecutory delusions

Immediately recognize any anger and offer assistance; obtain

the patient’s “story”; orient wording of questions to the

patient’s viewpoint; avoid judgmental-sounding phrases

Delirious patient Direct history-taking is a “lost cause” (medication sheets

and laboratory test results often reveal etiology), focus

on observation, inspection, and the general medical and

neurologic examinations; interact with the patient to

stimulate responses that may reveal strengths and

weaknesses; asking for over-learned personal

information (e.g. telephone number, address, birthdate)

may gain the patient’s attention
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included in the definition of violent behavior. Verbal abuse, shouting and irrit-

ability, while hostile and on occasion precursors to violence, are not defined as

violent behaviors. Criminal violence requires the act to violate the law and

the perpetrator to have had intent and the “mental” capacity to understand the

nature, wrongfulness, and consequences of the act. Such behavior is a societal, not

a medical, concern.7

Preventing violence is the best technique, yet every year many mental health

professionals are injured by patients because they either do not recognize the

signs of imminent risk, or they do not follow the behavioral and procedural

rules needed to minimize risk. Table 5.3 summarizes factors associated with

increased risk of violence in clinical settings. Men who abuse drugs are most

likely to be violent in emergency room and outpatient settings. Men under age 40

who abuse drugs or who have a developmental disorder, and women over 70 with

cognitive dysfunction are most likely to hurt staff members in hospital settings.

In communities, young men from low socio-economic backgrounds are most

likely to be violent.

Table 5.2. (cont.)

Situation Technique

Demented patient History-taking is limited by the degree of cognitive decline;

brief concrete questions and comments in the voice’s

lower register help the patient to understand,

minimizing anxiety; avoid sudden movements; bedside

cognitive assessment requires additional techniques

Patient in a panic attack The patient cannot be “talked out of it”; use similar

techniques as above for demented patient; explain slowly

what procedures will be done; a few milligrams of

lorazepam is worth a thousand words6

Patient with antisocial

personality disorder

Such patients are dangerous, avoid confrontation

(see below); invoke “hospital policy” as explanations

for why unreasonable demands cannot be met

Table 5.3. Violence risk factors

Recent history of violent behavior

Experiencing persecutory delusions (particularly of being poisoned or of jealousy), or angry

command hallucinations

Alcohol or stimulant drug intoxication

Having an illness associated with increased violence risk (e.g. traumatic brain injury, antisocial

personality disorder, chronic illicit drug use, manic-depressive illness, epilepsy, dementia)
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Table 5.4 summarizes the signs of imminent risk of violence, and Table 5.5

summarizes behavioral strategies to control or reduce the risk of violence.

The examiner’s response to the aggressive patient can often determine

the outcome. Consider Patients 5.2 and 5.3.

Patient 5.2

A 35-year-old manic male inpatient was demanding immediate and special

attention from the nursing staff. His resident physician left the nursing station

to “reason with him” and “calm him down”. She approached him quickly and

stood facing him. After a brief verbal exchange, he slapped her face. With the

aid of security personnel, he was placed in seclusion.

Patient 5.3

A 43-year-old physically imposing, newly hospitalized psychotic man was

approached by a team of physicians and students making morning rounds.

His resident physician introduced him to the attending, and briefly explained

who the other team members were and what they were doing. The patient

Table 5.4. Behavioral signs of imminent risk of violence

Escalating irritability in a previously violent person

Pacing and shouting

Exhibiting threat behaviors (e.g. clenching fists, baring teeth, punching the air, palm of

the hand, wall)

Menacing or threatening staff or other patients

Extreme psychotic excitement

Table 5.5. Behavioral strategies to reduce and control violence risk

Good respectful care; structured inpatient and outpatient programming with low expressed

emotion8

Do not see patients with imminent risk factors alone; consider the same protection for

those with high risk factors; do not confront such persons, use security personnel to enforce

hospital policy; search all patients in the emergency or admitting areas for weapons; patients

with high risk factors for violence should be in hospital clothes before admission

Have uniformed security in emergency rooms and quick-response teams for inpatient

needs; have panic buttons in outpatient examination rooms, and rooms with easy

escape routes

When a patient is violent: clear the area of patients and staff; keep away from the patient (10–15

feet), keep the patient talking, get the patient to sit, get the patient to eat or drink
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began complaining about his treatment on the unit and quickly became angry.

Face flushed, jaw jutted, fists clenched, he took several steps toward the

attending.

The attending immediately dropped his eyes, slumped against the wall while

slightly turning away from the approaching patient, and held his hands

together in front of his abdomen. The patient immediately stopped his

approach, looked perplexed, and walked off.

Face-to-face direct eye contact is an aggressive posture recognized by most

primates. Although Patient 5.2’s resident was trying to placate her patient, her

quick movement and face-to-face posture triggered an assault. In contrast,

the attending physician’s rapid assumption of a submissive posture immediately

terminated aggression.

Delirious patients and patients with altered arousal because of a seizure process

may be violent. The violence is not premeditated, and can be sudden and without

warning. The patient is unaware of the act, and may have no memory of it. Such

violence typically occurs when the patient comes into contact with an object and

attacks it, or when someone trying to help touches the patient, and the patient

fearfully strikes out at the restraining touch. The delirious patient frantically

fighting his restraints is another example. Unless the patient is engaged in self-

injurious behavior, or is attacking someone or property, it is best to stay clear of the

patient until the process is over, or the patient can be safely restrained. Patient 5.4

illustrates.

Patient 5.4

A 33-year-old, physically imposing Marine with martial arts training was

hospitalized after several months of being increasingly uncooperative and

irritable at work, and then smashing much of the furniture in his house

and trying to attack his wife. He denied all such actions. He was diagnosed

schizophrenic and an antipsychotic was prescribed. As the dose was increased,

however, he became increasingly threatening to staff and patients and was

transferred to a locked inpatient unit.

The unit psychiatrist examined the patient in his small office. Initially both

patient and physician were seated, but as the evaluation proceeded, the patient

became agitated and began to pace, blocking the examiner’s exit. The patient’s

voice suddenly became staccato, his facial expression blank, and he stopped

responding. The examiner remained seated, quiet, and still until the pacing

stopped and the patient’s normal voice resumed. They then both exited the

office. The patient was diagnosed as epileptic, the antipsychotic medication

was stopped, and the patient then responded fully to an anticonvulsant.
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Examining for suicide risk

Even if a patient does not express suicide intent the risk of suicide is still assessed.

The mildest questions can elicit intent:

“Have you been feeling so badly that you’d just as soon go to sleep and not wake up? Would

others be better off if you were dead? Have you been thinking a lot lately about death?”

Depressed patients may deny suicidal pre-occupation even to the most direct

questions:

“Have you thought of harming yourself? Have you made a plan to kill yourself? If you had

the chance would you kill yourself now?”

Table 5.6 displays the factors associated with increased suicide risk.

History-taking

The big picture

The present illness is the most recent chapter in the patient’s life’s story. History-

taking is learning about the preceding chapters. Plot, important characters, and

major themes provide the “big picture”. Recognizing the big picture permits the

full appreciation of the patient’s present situation and what can be done about it.

Details are important only within this context. Thus, there are treatment and

risk of relapse implications if the patient with a mood disorder has had none or

several previous episodes, or if episodes are occurring with increasing frequency.

The exact number of episodes over several decades of illness, however, is not

important. After five episodes, the big picture is “frequent episodes”. Table 5.7

displays some “big picture” patterns to consider.

The patient’s biographic story offers diagnostic clues (e.g. exposure to indus-

trial toxins, parental psychopathology), and reveals the patient’s strengths and

Table 5.6. Factors important in suicide assessment

Melancholia with anxiety, agitation, or psychosis

Melancholia in manic-depressive illness

Psychosis with command hallucinations of self-harm

Male >50 years old

Co-occurring heavy alcohol use or abuse

Co-occurring chronic pain from general medical or neurologic illness

High afternoon cortisol levels or cortisol non-suppression to dexamethasone

Impulsive personality traits
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weaknesses used to shape treatment (e.g. level of education, skill levels, family and

friend supports).

Neuropsychiatic illness

Linking questions about past episodes to the patient’s present complaints makes

the effort important for the patient, rather than appearing to be for the examin-

er’s benefit.9 Questioning about personality traits and illness associated with

personality deviation is detailed in Chapter 14. Questioning about previous

episodes begins with characterizing the big picture:

“Have you ever experienced anything like this before? . . . Is this time different in any way? . . . Is

this time the worst? . . . Over the years, have the [characterization of the episode] been getting

more frequent/longer/more severe? How are things when you are not ill?”

Questions determining specific forms of illness are asked next and are pre-

sented in Appendix 5.1. Some lead-in questions are:

“I knew a patient who had similar experiences to what you’ve been telling me and at that time

[he/she] also experienced . . . ”

“When patients have [the patient’s prominent clinical concern], they also experience [the

examiner’s concern]. How about you?”

“With all the things that have been happening to you, do they ever affect [the examiner’s

concern]?”

Symptom rating scales

Symptom rating scales are used worldwide. Designed primarily to encourage

systematic and thorough collection of clinical information for research, they are

used to assess syndrome severity, symptom change over the course of treatment,

and as a data source structure to help establish syndrome and subject group

characteristics. Their psychometric properties, however, are often more sophis-

ticated than their psychopathologic content, and most do not contain most

Table 5.7. Big picture illness patterns

Age of onset (childhood, adolescence, young adulthood, middle age, >60)

Episodic or continuous illness

Frequency of episodes (one, few, intermittent, or many)

Changes in course (frequency and length of episodes increasing, form of episodes changing)

Inter-episode function (full recoveries, modest decline, substantial decline after early episodes,

progressive decline [rapid, slow, step-wise])
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of the phenomena covered in this text. Some specific scales are briefly discussed

in the end notes.10

Structured examination instruments such as the Schedule for Affective Dis-

orders and Schizophrenia (SADS) permit the collection of large amounts of

information for research purposes by relatively unskilled interviewers. The instru-

ments, however, are unwieldy for clinical use and cover limited psychopathology.

Their structured approach is interpersonally robotic, and ignores most of the

examination principles covered in this text.11

Because symptom rating scales are used clinically to assess severity and symp-

tom change during treatment, all trainees should be experienced with the content

and use of the commonly employed scales to help shape their skills in the

systematic and objective assessment of their patients. Clinician-generated scales

are also helpful, the clinician listing and rating the features identified in the initial

examination, and then periodically re-assessing the patient using that list.

Whether applied to clinical assessment or in research, a rating scale’s designed

purpose should determine its use. For example, the Beck Depression Inventory is

a psychotherapy assessment instrument that does not have adequate specificity

when used in the care or study of hospitalized patients with depressive illness. The

Hamilton Depression Rating Scale is a better scale for use in patients with severe

depression, but it is a severity scale, not a diagnostic scale, and should not be

used to distinguish subgroups of depressed patients. The Montgomery–Asberg

Depression Rating Scale was specifically designed to assess behavioral change in

treatment trials. But like most scales used to measure symptom change during

treatment, it offers only a limited measure of outcome.12

Self-rating scales are intended to provide evaluations with the minimal use of

professional time, and thereby expense. They do not replace skilled examination.

They are of little use when the patient is severely ill, a child, or cognitively

impaired.

Summary

The behavioral examination of the brain remains an art. But art is based on

principles and crafted skills. It is neither haphazard, nor casual. An effective

behavioral examination that elicits valid diagnosis has a structure and employs

specific techniques. The interpersonal skills of the examiner can ameliorate the

anxieties of the patient and family, and a semi-structured conversational manner

is an effective model. However, the examination is not therapy. Although an

effective examination instills confidence in the examiner and encourages compli-

ance, its purpose is to establish the diagnosis and the gathering of other infor-

mation needed for effective treatment.
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NOTES

1 Thomas Sydenham, cited following the forward of Frank Fish’s Schizophrenia (1962).

2 Szasz (1974).

3 Taylor and Fink ( 2006) chapter 10.

4 Cembrowicz and Shepherd (1992).

5 The voice tends to rise in pitch when a person is anxious as the vocal musculature tenses.

Demented patients may still be able to perceive this, increasing their own fearfulness.

6 Some clinicians believe that benzodiazepines elicit a paradoxical excitement in some

patients. The literature for this effect is almost non-existent. This has not been our

experience. Any subsequent excitement is associated with low doses that disinhibit the

patient (as happens in the early stage of alcohol intoxication). Adequate dosing elicits

sedation, and benzodiazepines are widely used to treat the post-anesthesia emergence

delirium.

7 For a detailed discussion of violence, see Volavka (2002).

8 Expressed emotion refers to the intensity level of critical emotion-laden interactions among

persons within a group, including families and staff. High expressed emotion, criticism,

importunate advice, and uproar among patients, staff, and members of the patient’s

household increases the likelihood of relapse (Bebbington and Kuipers, 1994).

9 Assessing personality traits is also done at the time information is collected about the

patient’s past. This assessment is detailed in Chapter 14.

10 The Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HAMD), the best known symptom rating scale,

is the most widely used to assess depressive illness. Published versions include 17, 21, and

24 items. Scores of 13, 17 and 21 and higher are, respectively, consistent with a diagnosis of

depressive mood disorder (Hamilton, 1960; Taylor and Fink, 2006, chapter 5). In many

studies, remission is defined as a persistent score of 10 or less for the 24-item scale, and

5 and 7 or less for the shorter versions. A score of zero can be achieved in patients who

are adequately treated.

TheMontgomery–AsbergDepression Rating Scale (MADRS), like theHAMD, is an observer-

rated instrument designed to assess response to antidepressant treatment (Montgomery and

Asberg , 1979; Taylor and Fink 2006, chapter 5). A score > 35 identifies severe depression,

while a score <10 is consistent with remission. In persons over age 65, a score greater than

21 is evidence for a mood disorder (Zimmerman et al., 2004).

The Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) is widely used as a self-rating scale of the severity

of depressive illness (Demyttenaere and Fruyt, 2003; Beck et al., 1961). It correlates weakly

with the HAMD, and is overly influenced by personality traits (Enns et al., 2000).

A “psychological/cognitive” factor derived from the BDI reflects its origin as an instrument

in psychotherapy evaluation. The BDI is not useful in assessing melancholia or the severity

of depressive illness in hospitalized patients. It may, however, be sensitive as a screening

instrument for outpatient samples (Vinamaki et al., 2004).

The Zung Self-rating Depression Scale, the Carroll Rating Scale and the Bech–Rafaelsen

Melancholia Scale are other self-rating depression instruments. The Newcastle Endogenous
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is similar to the HAMD and the MADRS. There are many depression scales (Taylor and

Fink 2006, chapter 5), but fewer instruments that measure acute mania. These are similar in

form and limitations to the depression scales (Young et al., 1983; Berk et al., 2007).

Rating scales have been developed for almost every diagnostic class, and most of them

rely on the overly simplified clinical features listed in the classification manuals. The Brief

Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS) has a 10- and an 18-item versions, both widely used

in schizophrenia research. The BPRS is unsophisticated, offering basic categories only

(e.g. hallucinations, agitation) to measure general symptom severity. The BPRS is sensitive

to symptom change and so is also used to monitor treatments (Hafkenscheid 1993).

As the BPRS offers only one item specific to negative symptoms, several instruments have

been developed to assess this aspect of psychopathology. They are helpful in teaching

aspects of emotional blunting (see Chapter 8), and several reliable instruments are available

(Abrams and Taylor 1978; Berenbaum et al., 1987; Bell et al., 1992). Some of these also

measure positive symptoms (e.g. hallucinations, delusions), and replace the BPRS (Andreasen,

1982; Bell et al., 1992; Santor et al., 2007).

Catatonia rating instruments are now available (Bush et al., 1996; Braunig et al., 2000),

and are helpful in teaching the many features of catatonia and in assessing the response of

patients with suspected catatonia to a lorazepam challenge test (1–2mg IV). A positive test

confirms the diagnosis and indicates treatment (Fink and Taylor, 2003).

11 Endicott and Spitzer (1978).

12 Mortimer (2007).
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Appendix 5.1

Questions for past illness

Melancholic depression

“Was there ever a period in your life when you felt emotionally terrible . . . overwhelmed,

worried all the about the littlest of things and gloomy or crying all the time?”

“Has there ever been a time in your life when for days or weeks you felt constantly

apprehensive and down in the dumps? . . . Were you feeling that way every day, all of the

time? . . . Was there any relief for you, anything that could make you forget your worries

and cheer up?”

“Did this depression affect your general health . . . sleep . . . appetite . . . interest in sex

(for women, menstrual cycle)?”

“What sleep problems did you have . . . falling asleep/staying asleep? When you awakened

was your heart beating fast . . . were you sweating? . . . Did you ever get a restful sleep?”

“Did you lose your appetite and lose weight? Can you recall if you were constipated? Did you

feel like you were slowed down? Were there times when you could hardly move? Were you able

to concentrate? Were you able to get your work done OK?”

“When people feel the way you describe yourself, it changes the way everything looks and

feels. Did this happen to you? Did you hear things that frightened you . . . household noise,

or sounds in the street? Did you hear people whispering or talking about you in a frightening

way? Did you have ideas that somehow people were talking about you behind your back or

plotting to harm you in some way?”

“Did things get so bad that you just wanted it all to stop, even hoping you’d go to sleep and

never wake up?” Did you think about harming, killing yourself? Did you have a plan? Did you

try to kill yourself?” (If so, details are obtained.)

Questions about the “psychological” features of depression are less defining of

severe illness,1 but are still asked”

“When you were depressed, did you overly blame yourself for things that others thought were

minor or not your fault at all?”

“Did you think many of your difficulties were due to other people not understanding you

or them acting badly?”
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“When you got depressed, did you lose interest in activities that are usually fun for you? . . .

did you get overly pessimistic, like the glass is always ‘half empty’ . . . did you lose all your

energy and desire to do things . . . did you feel you let people down?”

Mania and hypomania2

“Have you ever experienced periods where for days or weeks you had unusual energy, were full

of ideas, were thinking faster than usual, talked a lot and could do a lot with little sleep? . . .

If I had seen you then, would I have noticed a ‘hyper’ sort of a person?”

“During those periods of increased energy, were your thoughts racing? . . . Were you always

‘on the go’? . . . Did you have lots of plans? . . . Looking back on it, were some of those plans

unrealistic, or did they get you into financial or other difficulties? . . . In those periods did you

find yourself feeling that you had special abilities or powers other people do not have?”

“Were there periods where for days or weeks when your emotions got the better of you and

you were too emotional, too hyper, too high, but were not drunk or using drugs?

Manic-depressive patients may not recognize past manias, but they will remember

the consequences of their behavior. Helpful questions are:

“When that [the episode] happened, were people upset, angry or frightened of you . . . were the

police called . . . did they bring you to the hospital . . . did they put you in restraints?”

“Do you have periods where for days or weeks you become short-tempered and more

aggressive than usual, even yelling and arguing with people or getting into fights? . . . Were

friends and family members frightened by the way you were?”

Psychosis3

“In the past have you ever been troubled by suspicions that you were somehow in danger . . .

that people were talking about you behind your back or plotting to hurt you?”

“In the past have you ever experienced seeing or hearing things that didn’t make sense or were

strange or unusual, like hearing voices when no one was nearby, seeing visions or frightening

things that seemed real, but others said were from your imagination ‘playing tricks on you’?”

Sleep disorder4

Sleep disorders are common, particularly in persons over 50 years of age. Sleep

apnea, restless leg syndrome, and non-REM sleep stereotypy impact general health

and are associated with mood disorders and neurologic disease, complicating

management of many behavioral conditions. Questions include:

“Have your present difficulties affected your sleep? How is your sleep when you are otherwise

feeling well?

“Do you snore loudly? How does your [bed partner] awaken you?5 Do you fall asleep during

the day at work, or when driving your car?”
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“Are you a restless sleeper? Do you kick off the bed covers?”

“Do you ever have sudden sleep-like experiences during the day? Are you fully alert during

these periods? What have people said that you do during these periods?”

The time of night difficulties occur has diagnostic implications. Non-REM

disorders tend to occur in the first third of the night. Patients with non-melancholic

depression often have initial insomnia, but then may sleep through their alarm.

Patients with melancholia have delayed sleep onset (>20mins) and reduced REM

latency (their first REM period occurs shortly after sleep onset). They do not have

restorative sleep and wake anxious, sweaty, and with tachycardia. Questioning

assesses these details.

Migraine and cluster headache6

“Do you have frequent severe headaches? . . . How often do these occur? . . . How long do they

last? . . . Do you have any warning that you are going to get a headache (e.g. odd skin sensation

of the headache spot, stuffy nose on the side of the headache onset)?”

“Where on your head do the headaches begin? . . . Does your vision change with the

headache (e.g. seeing a herringbone pattern, shimmering lights, arcs of light)? Do you experi-

ence the visual symptoms you’ve told me about at times when you don’t have a headache? . . .

Have you ever had sudden, but temporary loss of full vision (tunnel vision, loss of acuity,

everything looking grey)?”

“Do the headaches come in bunches? . . . Is there anytime of the year when they are more

likely to occur?” (the weeks around the summer solstice is a peak).

“Is there anything you’ve noticed that triggers a headache (e.g. late luteal phase of menstrual

cycle, long exposure to strong florescent light, frequent or long air flight)?”

Seizure disorder7

“Have you ever had ‘blackout spells’, or episodes were you couldn’t account for a short period

of time? . . . Have you ever found yourself someplace where you didn’t remember how you got

there (in a different room in the house than remembered, in a building, but only recalling being

in the street or parking lot outside the building)?”

“Have people told you that you have ‘spells’ you don’t remember where you seem ‘spaced out’

or unresponsive or where you do something odd or some repeated action? . . . Have you ever had

‘fits’ where you pass out and fall, injuring yourself? . . . Have you ever had ‘fits’ were youwere told

your arms and legs were shaking, or where you lost control or your bladder, or bit your tongue?”8

Cognitive decline9

“Of late have you been worried about your memory? . . . Have your friends or family expressed

concerns about your memory? . . . How has your concentration been? . . . Have you recently

had more trouble than you expected learning something you wanted to know?”
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“When having a conversation, have you been having any trouble finding the words you want

to say, or have you found yourself losing your train of thought? . . . Have you found yourself

forgetting to remember to do things, and have had to increasingly keep lists or notes to yourself

to help remember?”

Past experiences with preset illness implications

Some experiences have substantial diagnostic implications, increasing risks for

several conditions (Table 5A.1). The assessment of their presence is part of a

thorough evaluation.

Many of the experiences in Table 5A.1 cannot be recalled. If the patient’s

mother, or an older sister, is not available to provide information, family lore

may be helpful.10 Questioning includes:

Pregnancy and postpartum problems

“Do you recall your mother telling you that she had a difficult pregnancy when carrying you?

Did she mention her labor or delivery or how your health was at birth?”

Table 5A.1. Past experiences with present illness implications

Past experience Implications

Difficult gestation or delivery Anoxia or fetal brain damage resulting in ADHD,

conduct disorder, school academic and

behavioral problems

Maternal perinatal depression Increased risk for early onset depressive illness in

exposed children

Childhood febrile convulsions Seizure disorder in adult years

Delayed motor, speech, and socialization

landmarks

School and behavioral problems; increased risk for

schizophrenia

Frequent or severe Strep infections Increased risk for PANDAS

(Pediatric Autoimmune Neuropsychiatric

Disorder Associated with Streptococcal

infection)

Chronic and substantial parental

discord (including divorce)

Increased risk for depressive illness

Chronic child abuse Increased risk of being an abusive parent and

to have depressive illness

Parental psychopathology Increased risk for depressive illness

Traumatic head injury Increased risk for seizure disorder and manic-

depressive-like syndromes

Severe injury leading to loss of a body

part or permanent loss of function

PTSD

Illicit drug use Increased risk for psychosis
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“Has anyone in your family suffered from difficulties similar to yours? Do you recall your

mother or anyone else saying that after your birth or during her pregnancy with you that she

had a depression or other difficulties? Did she or anyone else see a psychiatrist, psychologist or

social worker for emotional problems? Were they ever treated with medication . . . shock

treatment?” (Details about any illness, treatments and outcomes are then obtained.)

Childhood health

“How was your health as an infant? Do you recall anyone saying that they were worried about

your health? Did anyone say that when you were young you had high fevers and that sometimes

these lead to fits or convulsions?”

“Do you recall anyone mentioning to you how old you were when you started walking and

talking? Did they say that they were concerned about how you were progressing as a young kid?”

“Do you recall being sick a lot as a child? Were you ever in a hospital as a child? Do you recall

having Strep throats? Did anyone mention if these were more severe than the usual ones? Did

you have any after-effects from them as far as you recall?”

Family and abuse

After determining the members and their ages, and their relationship to the

patient,11 helpful questions are:

“Can you tell me about your family when you were growing up? . . . How did they get along?”

“Were you a happy child? Were you hit or hurt in any way?” (Details are then obtained.)

“How long did all that go on?”

Head injury

Many patients have had a head injury, but only substantial injuries are associated

with later behavioral difficulties. A period of unconsciousness greater than 20mins

and the presence of abnormal neurologic features immediately after the injury

presage future behavioral disturbances, as does the length of the period of amnesia

following the head trauma. The longer the period of this anterograde amnesia, the

more severe the brain injury, and the more likely later behavioral problems will

occur. The amnesia occurs because the post-injury brain is not adequately process-

ing and storing new information.12 The image of this period can be elicited by such

questions as:

“After your injury was there a period of time that you don’t remember well . . . that seemed

fuzzy? Did it feel like you were half-asleep? Do people tell you that back then you didn’t seem to

remember from one event or conversation to the next? How long did this experience last?”

“Have you ever had a head injury where you were knocked out? What happened?”

A blow to the head that is damaging (e.g. being hit with a blunt object) produces

trauma beneath the impact. In head injury where the head is in motion and hits
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an object (e.g. in a fall, being thrown from a moving vehicle), the injury will be

coup-counter-coup.

Sometimes head trauma elicits a post-concussion syndrome. Questions assessing

this include:

“After your head injury, were you dizzy or unsteady on your feet for any period of time? Were

you sick to your stomach? Did you have headaches? Were you feeling anxious for no specific

reason? Did you tire easily? Did you find yourself feeing gloomy or being tearful?

Posttraumatic stress syndromes

Severe injury leading to loss of a body part or permanent loss of function almost

always elicits an acute stress reaction and bereavement. Helpful questions include:

“Have you ever been seriously injured? What happened? Did you find yourself reliving [the

injury] a lot? Could you put it out of your mind? Did it give you nightmares? How long did

this last?”

“Have you ever been assaulted or had some other terrible experience?”

When the PTSD is prolonged beyond a year, the trauma likely precipitated an

anxiety disorder in a vulnerable person.13

Drug and alcohol abuse

The use of prescribed and non-prescribed pharmaceuticals should always be

assessed. Information about the former provides a quick image of the patient’s

general health, while the latter yields both differential diagnostic and treatment-

shaping information.

Tobacco and caffeine: patients with depressive illness have a fourfold increase in

tobacco use.14 Manic-depressive patients may overuse caffeine. Caffeine in high

doses slightly lowers seizure threshold, and epileptics should avoid it.15 Sensitivity

to caffeine, or caffeineism, is part of the differential diagnosis of anxiety disorder

and can be identified with questions such as:

“Do you drink beverages containing caffeine?” If so, “Does the severity of your anxiety have

highs and lows during the day? When you are becoming anxious, can you put your finger on a

cause? Does the anxiety affect you physically? Does it make you jumpy . . . produce an empty

feeling in your stomach . . . make your muscles twitch . . . is it associated with a change in the

way you see colors (a bluish tinge), or does it produce a metallic or odd taste?”

Alcohol: the CAGE questions taught in most medical schools in the USA as an

assessment for alcohol abuse have low sensitivity,16 and thus elicit too many false

negative conclusions about the patient’s alcohol use.17 Many alcoholics do not

drink in the morning, or have a DUI. Many never have trouble stopping drinking,
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because they have never thought of stopping. The DSM approach also elicits

too many false negative conclusions.18 Alcoholism is defined when the patient

continues to drink heavily despite health, employment, or interpersonal difficul-

ties directly related to the consumption of alcohol. Assessment is directed to the

amount (estimate ounces) consumed daily and the potential consequences.

A person who continues to work, has never been arrested for public intoxication

or for driving under the influence of alcohol, and who only drinks at night after

work, but does so daily to frequent intoxication is an alcoholic, and will ultimately

have alcohol-related health and other problems.

Illicit drugs: a patient’s use of illicit drugs is a threefold problem. Illicit drug use

is a crime that carries heavy legal penalties. Illicit drug use can cause brain

damage (e.g. white matter small vascular-related bradyphrenia and executive

function decline from prolonged cocaine use, recurrent chronic psychotic disorder

from hallucinogen use, and basal ganglia dysfunction and movement disorder from

ecstasy) and other health problems (e.g. fatal arrhythmia, stroke, seizure, and

placenta previa from cocaine use, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD)

from heavy cannabis use). Illicit drug use also interferes with all psychiatric

treatments leading to non-compliance, and has adverse pharmacodynamic effects

for drug therapies.19 Questioning focuses on the age of onset of use, approximate

frequency of use, and acute adverse reactions from use. The earlier the onset, the

heavier the use, the more severe the adverse reaction, the more likely the patient’s

present illness is related to brain dysfunction from illicit drugs. Substances that

are specifically addressed are: LSD, PCP, cocaine and crack, ecstasy, metham-

phetamine, volatile solvents, opiates and opioids, hallucinogenic mushrooms,

mescaline and other organic hallucinogens, and cannabis.

NOTES

1 Taylor and Fink ( 2006), chapters 1–4.

2 Goodwin and Jamison (1990).

3 Taylor (1999), chapter 9.

4 Taylor (1999), chapter 16.

5 A quick assessment of the quality of a couple’s relationship is the manner used to awaken the

snorer. It ranges from a gentle pat or shake to kicking and punching.

6 Taylor (1999), chapter 16.

7 Taylor (1999), chapter 10.

8 Although tongue biting and urinary incontinence are consistent with a grand mal seizure,

they do not always occur with generalized seizures. They almost never occur with ECT,

although a generalized brain seizure is induced.

9 Taylor (1999), chapter 12.
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10 One of us (MAT) was the principle investigator on a large project that gathered information

from first-degree relatives of patients with either schizophrenia or a mood disorder.

Whenever possible, relatives were personally interviewed, but they also provided infor-

mation about the patient and other relatives. Mothers gave the most and the most reliable

information. Older sisters were the next best source. The information from patients’ fathers

was highly variable in quality and quantity.

11 Obtaining the ages and names of close family members accomplishes two things. First, it

provides some assessment of the patient’s biographic memory and cognitive difficulties.

Second, the ages of the family members can be compared to the age of risk for diseases

in the differential diagnosis, and whether they are in the risk period. For example, if

Huntington’s disease is a consideration, but the health of the patient’s parents is unknown

and the patient’s siblings appear healthy, healthy siblings over age 60 are unlikely to have the

illness, but healthy siblings under age 30 are yet to enter the peak risk period.

12 Levin et al. (1985).

13 Peleg and Shalev (2006).

14 Covey et al. (1998).

15 Kaufman and Sachdeo (2003); Bonilha and Li (2004).

16 CAGE is a four-item screening acronym assessing for alcoholism and standing for cutting

down, annoyed by criticism, guilt feelings, and having eye-openers.

17 Fink et al. (2002).

18 Chung and Martin (2005).

19 Enevoldson (2004); Winger et al. (2005).
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6

Psychopathology of everyday behavior
and general appearance

With the growth of psychopharmacology and the development of biochemical and neuro-

physiological research, the need for careful description of the clinical phenomena in psychiatry

is greater than ever before. Without good clinical knowledge research in psychiatry will be

fruitless.1

A person’s general appearance is revealing. A graphically tattooed woman with

spiked purple hair and metal nose, ear, and lip studs is likely to be deviant in

other ways.2 A clean-shaven, middle-aged man in a three-piece Brooks Brothers

suit is more likely be a professional or in business than the drummer in a rock

band. Self-decoration, choice of clothing, demeanor, and similar factors provide

clues to temperament and social class, and sometimes to illness. Non-verbal cues

during employment interviews (e.g. dress, posture) predict the outcome of the

interview.3 The voting public in the USA apparently places great store in such

information, although subliminally, as inferences of competence based solely on

the facial appearance of federal senate candidates predicted the election outcome

in 68.8% of the races of 2004.4

The initial “big picture”

The general appearance “big picture” is always defined first, and may be charac-

terized by a single striking feature (e.g. the patient is pregnant, devoid of all body

hair, or is mute and immobile). Most often, however, it is an image blending

many details. Observing the patient outside the examination room setting before

formally starting the evaluation provides this information. Emergency room care-

givers, for example, often rely on the big picture in assessing acuity. A supine

patient with ankles crossed, hands crossed behind the neck, or folded over the

abdomen is unlikely to have any acute, life-threatening condition.5

In the waiting area, is the patient sitting calmly reading a magazine, watching

other patients, or pacing, fidgeting, or talking to himself? In the emergency room,
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is the patient cooperative, or causing a disturbance? Observations are made about

dress, grooming, and alertness before meeting the patient.

Does the hospitalized patient interact with others in common areas, the dining

room, and hallways? Is the patient disruptive and loud or passive and reclusive?

The following images and their implications illustrate.

An elderly, disheveled, white-haired woman slouched slacked-jawed in her chair not interacting

with other patients and staff is the image of depression, dementia, or over-sedation.

A middle-aged woman with a furrowed brow [a worried look] sitting outside the nursing

station continuously rocking and wringing her hands, seemingly oblivious to her surroundings,

is the image of melancholia. The furrowed brow produces a crease between the eyebrows

termed “the omega sign” (like the Greek letter O). Along with Veraguth folds (prominent

upper eyelid folds sloping down from the midline), it forms the image of a profoundly sad face.

A young adult man engaging one patient after another in animated conversation suggests

mania or a histrionic substance abuser.

A teenage boy standing at attention for hours at the front door of the inpatient unit saluting

persons entering the unit is catatonic, and the playfulness of the salute suggests associated

manic-depressive illness.

A middle-aged man, irritable and sluggish, staying in bed all day with blankets over his head,

is an image frequently associated with cocaine withdrawal.

A plethoric, middle-aged man with a shock of white hair, broken small facial blood vessels,

and a “beer belly” characterizes chronic alcoholism.

Interactions with other patients, staff and family members also reveal the

patient’s temperament and strains in relationships. An example of the last

situation follows.

The two grown daughters of a severely depressed, newly hospitalized patient were early for a

meeting with their mother’s social worker and resident. They entered their mother’s room as

the medical team arrived on rounds. Barely greeting the attending psychiatrist and saying

nothing to the mother, the daughters stood sullenly to one side while he spoke with the patient.

At one point the mother reached out to caress the nearest daughter, who coldly moved out of

reach. The two daughters asked no questions of the team and offered no comfort to their

mother. Subsequent history-taking revealed the mother had been living with the daughter who

had rejected her touch, and that the mother had delusionally accused that daughter of not

caring for her and of stealing from her. This accusation created friction between the two,

contributing to the hospitalization.

Parent–child relationships are often best understood in informal settings rather

than in the examination room. The depressed mother may neglect a young child

in the waiting area, but become harsh and physically controlling if the child

becomes overly active or loud. If the child is the patient, parenting skills and the
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parent–child relationship will likely be observable. Does the young child take

advantage of a play area? Is the toddler curious or frightened in response to all

the new things to be seen in the waiting area? Is the teen sullen or interactive with

the parent? Is the parent comforting?

“Free-field” behaviors

Clinicians mostly examine patients in the privacy of the office or hospital room.

These settings are necessary, but restrict observation of some diagnostic and

treatment-influencing information better seen when the patient is in a more

open, natural setting. A medical team needing to evaluate a hospitalized patient

with mania need only stand outside the nurse’s station and have a conversation.

The acutely ill manic will find them and interrupt.

Students of non-human primate behavior employ this “free-field” strategy

when they study apes in the wild.6 Studies of normal pre-school children inter-

acting with their mothers in their homes,7 and the assessment of the neural

development of toddlers by comparing those at risk for developmental disorder

with normal children in a laboratory play area,8 are other examples. The famous

study of Walker and Lewine (1990), successfully predicting from home movies

which young children would grow up to be normal or would develop schizophre-

nia, underscores the importance of free-field observations. Patient 6.1 illustrates

what can be missed in the structured examination setting.

Patient 6.1

A 38-year-old man was hospitalized for an exacerbation of chronic manic-

depression. His behavior was ameliorated with lithium and olanzapine. After

the initial improvement, however, he began to lose weight dramatically, and an

occult cancer was suspected. A medical student, however, decided to go to the

cafeteria with the patient to watch him eat, and noticed that the patient was

unable to choose from all the items simultaneously placed on his food tray,

and so he spent the meal looking from one food compartment to another

rather than eating. Once his food was offered one dish at a time he ate

voraciously, and quickly regained all the lost weight, making unnecessary a

costly and inconvenient cancer evaluation.9

Age and gender

Seeing a person for the first time immediately elicits recognition of their gender,

likely racial background, and approximate age. Age and gender substantially

influence diagnostic considerations. Race and ethnicity affect the odds less.

In persons under age 50, for example, depressive illness is a more likely cause of

cognitive decline than is dementia. A teen with a movement problem is more
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likely to have abused drugs or to be catatonic than to have Parkinson’s disease.

A mother is many times more likely than the father to experience severe depres-

sive illness after the birth of their child.10 Traumatic brain injury, alcoholism, and

illicit drug use are more commonly seen in males; while depressive illness, and

eating disorders are more often seen in females. Men are at higher risk for suicide

because of their greater access to guns and their greater use of alcohol.

Although the diagnostic conclusions of some clinicians are influenced by the

patient’s race and ethnicity, these decisions are typically spurious. For example,

139 representative British psychiatrists completed a questionnaire about a clinical

vignette of a patient with psychosis. Forms of the vignette were identical except

that the gender and race of the patient varied. The psychiatrists deemed the

Afro-Caribbean version to be potentially more violent and warranting criminal

proceedings. They also judged this version to have a shorter illness duration and

needing less antipsychotic agents. The female version was perceived as less

violent, less criminal, and also less likely to need an antipsychotic agent. The

Afro-Caribbian version was more often said to have a cannabis-induced or an

acute reactive psychosis and less often to be schizophrenic, contrary to the claim

that schizophrenia is over-diagnosed in this demographic group.11

Racial and gender bias in diagnosis, however, is not always found. Psychiatrists

in the USA were recruited and randomly assigned to assess one of four video

vignettes depicting an elderly simulated patient with a depression.12 The vignettes

were identical except for race (Euro- or African-American) and gender of the

patient. Eighty-one percent of the psychiatrists correctly recognized the depres-

sion. The patient’s race and gender were not associated with diagnosis, other

patient characteristics, or treatment recommendations.

The modest effect of race and ethnicity upon diagnostic considerations pri-

marily relates to co-occurring general medical and neurologic conditions associ-

ated with a particular racial or ethnic group. For example, sickle cell disease, more

common in African- than Euro-Americans, can lead to vascular brain disease and

behavior change. Being African-American per se, however, does not increase the

risk for severe mood disorder, but being African-American does alter access to

health care.13

Social behaviors

Every culture fosters culture-specific normative behaviors. In diverse societies,

knowing the dominant cultural norms and the typical social behaviors of ethnic

groups in populations being served is necessary to provide good care. Social

behaviors can enrich or muddy the big picture.

A common ideal in many societies is “good manners” and “common courtesy”.

These social graces include saying please and thank you, appropriate turn-taking,
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sharing, waiting in line, and not interrupting others in conversation. Public

spitting, nose picking, loud flatulence, nose blowing without a tissue, wiping

one’s face on one’s sleeve are frowned upon in most cultures. Once acquired,

social behaviors last a lifetime. The loss of social graces is associated with

degenerative brain disease and behavioral disorders such as alcoholism and

chronic drug abuse, and schizophrenia.

In Western countries, it is expected that, upon meeting, adult males will shake

hands with brief eye contact. In many parts of Asia, hand-shaking is not the rule,

and new adult male émigrés to the West reluctantly accommodate the Western

standard. Western women in professional situations are increasingly adopting the

adult male greeting ritual. In Japan, a simultaneous bow is preferred.

Permitting a visitor to enter a room first, a man holding a door open for awoman,

standing when a person enters a room or approaches a seated person in a public

setting are still common social graces in the West. These behaviors are also observed

in the waiting room area, and when the patient is ushered to the examination room.

The standard culture-norm greeting, however, is often altered, depending on the past

relationship with the patient, and the patient’s present illness acuity. For example,

A 60-year-old professional woman with a severe depressive illness was waiting to be seen by a

psychiatric consultant. The physician approached the patient, introduced himself, and

extending his hand in greeting. The patient rose and, rather than taking the proffered hand

and responding with the customary “hello”, immediately apologized for taking the doctor’s

“valuable time”, saying that seeing someone like her was a “waste of the doctor’s time”.

A 50-year-old physician from the UK was seen for a diagnostic evaluation. He greeted his

psychiatrist from India by theatrically raising her hand and kissing it. The patient had long

history of manic-depression and had recently stopped taking his medication.

Aspects of general appearance

Level of arousal

Normal alertness is recognized when the patient can focus attention and

responds to commands and requests promptly within the limits of the patient’s

physical strength and understanding of the instructions. Ambient room noise and

minor activity are not distracting. The patient will not doze during lulls in the

examination.

Increased arousal typically elicits increased motor behavior and verbal output.

When arousal is mildly increased, the patient is somewhat distractible, restless,

and may speak more rapidly than usual. When arousal is moderately increased,

the patient appears excited, agitated, and may be hyperactive. Speech is rapid, and
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thought associations are distracted by ambient room activity. When increased

arousal is severe, excitement is extreme, and the patient appears delirious. The

patient may move and speak continuously. He may shout, scream, and require

restraints to keep from self-injury. General analgesia may be present. Severe

distractible speech (rambling), or flight-of-ideas, is observed. Sympathetic ner-

vous system signs can be extreme, and before the development of sedative drugs,

such patients were said to have Bell’s mania, more than half succumbing to fatal

arrhythmias or cardiovascular collapse. The modern term is delirious mania.

Such patients will also have catatonic signs that may evolve into malignant

catatonia. Increased arousal is associated with anxiety, mania or hypomania,

the frontal lobe disinhibited syndrome, and stimulant drug intoxication.

In 1828, George Burrows described manic delirium that is instantly recogniz-

able to an experienced psychiatric hospitalist.

some positive delusion exists; the patient is very loquacious and vociferous, raving incessantly,

or with short intervals, during which, perhaps, a transient ray of reason gleams; or he laughs,

cries, whistles, shouts, screams, or howls; is restless, full of antics, mischievous, tearing his

clothes, and destroying all he can reach; is malicious, swears, prays, perhaps desperately

intent on violence to himself or others; is lecherous, obscene, shameless, nasty, and indifferent

to the calls of nature.14

Decreased arousal, due to metabolic disturbances, sedative–hypnotic, or other

sedating drug intoxications is associated with reduced movement and verbal

output. When arousal is mildly reduced, the patient looks fatigued and is

sluggish. When arousal is moderately reduced, the patient drifts into sleep during

lulls in the examination, and focuses on strong stimuli with effort. Responses are

slow, speech is rambling, and examination requests are not fully understood or

followed. In coma, analgesia is profound. When the reduced arousal is part of a

delirium, agitation and fearfulness are commonly observed. When partial com-

plex epilepsy is the cause, automatic motor behavior may be seen. When the

reduced arousal represents benign stupor (the patient mute, immobile, and

staring), depressive illness and catatonia are considered.

Stupor is also seen with brainstem lesions, infection (e.g. encephalitis lethar-

gica), metabolic disorders, and normal pressure hydrocephalus. In benign and

other stuporous states, the patient is persistently unresponsive, and general

analgesia is present. When associated with melancholia, the stupor may represent

severe psychomotor retardation. Melancholia attonita was the term used by

Kahlbaum to describe this syndrome. When the stupor is part of the catatonic

syndrome, an IV dose of a benzodiazepine can temporarily relieve the condition.

A dreamy state during which the patient is mobile and may speak and interact

to a limited extent is termed oneiroid state, oneirophrenia, or oneiroid syndrome.
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It occurs in both manic and depressive episodes, and has been recognized for

over two centuries. Such patients appear restless and frightened. Their fears may

lead to hiding in small spaces or fleeing into the street. When recovered, they

describe a nightmarish experience characterized by derealization, the feeling that

the world is unreal, part of a dream, flat and insubstantial. Catatonic features

(stereotype, grimacing, posturing, echolalia and echopraxia) are common.

Negativism and automatic obedience are almost always present. Sleep–wake

cycles are perturbed and fantastic confabulations may be elicited, the patient

describing grotesque events and activity outside physical possibility (e.g. a patient

said “I remember my skull being removed with pliers”). Sympathetic arousal is

substantial, and without appropriate treatment death due to cardiovascular

collapse is reported.15

Hypersomnia is defined as over nine hours of sleep per day, but such patients

may sleep for many more hours daily. They are difficult to arouse, and act as if

drunk when awakened. Such sustained drowsiness has been associated with seda-

tive drug intoxication, gross obesity, and low blood oxygen levels (Pickwickian

syndrome), disease of the midbrain, the Klein–Levin syndrome (associated with

megaphasia and mood disturbances), depressive stupor, and catatonia.16

Dissociation

The DSM and ICD recognize four types of dissociative disorder: amnestic, fugue,

identity, and depersonalization. There is no support for these constructs as

independent disease states, and they are best considered features of other estab-

lished conditions (e.g. dissociative fugue as a feature of seizure disorder). The

reliability and validity of dissociative identity disorder has been questioned.

Dissociative states are seen in non-ill sleep-deprived persons and those with

illness (e.g. anxiety disorder, seizure disorder). Because patients commonly

describe the experience as dream-like, being befogged, drugged, or “in a daze”,

a dysfunction in the sleep–wake cycle has been proposed as a pathophysiologic

final common pathway. EEG changes during these states are similar to patterns

seen in non-REM sleep, but not while dreaming.17 The subjective experience of

dissociative phenomena is also likened to severe “jet lag”, where sleep patterns are

disrupted. In addition to the association with sleep-like EEG changes, patients

that frequently experience dissociation have an increased prevalence of sleep

disorder.18 During the dissociation, the sufferer’s level of awareness is discon-

nected from the activation mechanisms associated with the fear response.19

Hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal hyperactivity dysregulation during dissociation

is a consistent finding.20 Functional imaging studies point to right cerebral

hemisphere involvement.21
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Depersonalization and derealization

Dissociative experiences are linked to depersonalization and derealization, and

these phenomena can be considered to have a similar pathophysiology. They

represent alterations in the normal integration of attention, thinking, emotion

and memory, patients experiencing an altered reality so that they feel separated

from themselves (dissociated), unreal, or “not themselves” (depersonalization), or

that their immediate environment is altered, unnatural, and unreal (derealization).

Depersonalization is the subjective experience of feeling detached from oneself

as if an outside observer of one’s subjective experiences and actions, while simul-

taneously maintaining adequate accuracy of perceptions of the immediate environ-

ment. Depersonalization also involves estrangement from immediate surroundings.

Episodes are unpleasant and typically brief. Depersonalization is identified by the

following questions:

“Have you experienced brief episodes when you felt as if you were detached from yourself . . . as

if you were watching yourself . . . as if you were floating above yourself more like an observer

than the normal you . . . that you were detached from what was happening around you?”

“How often do these episodes occur? How long do they last? Are they vague experiences,

or definitely different from the normal you? Does anything trigger them or warn you that one is

about to happen?

Derealization is often associated with depersonalization, and is defined as

experiencing the immediate environment to be strange, unfamiliar,22 or unreal.

Derealization is identified by the following questions:

“Have you experienced brief episodes when you felt that the world around you was somehow

different . . . strange . . . unfamiliar . . . unreal . . . as if you were in a dream but you knew you

were awake? When this happens, does the world seem like a cartoon . . . flat . . . dreamlike . . .

flimsy, as if things weren’t solid?”

“How often do these episodes occur? How long do they last? Are they vague experiences, or

clearly different from the way things normally look and feel to you? Does anything trigger

them, or warn you that one is about to happen?”

Depersonalization and derealization are symptoms, not disorders, and they do

not warrant a special classification category. Depersonalization and derealization

are seen in patients with anxiety disorders, early in the initial psychotic episodes of

schizophrenia, in patients with chronic mood disorder, in toxic and drug-induced

states (particularly hallucinogenic agents), traumatic brain injury, seizure disorder

(often with a temporal lobe focus), migraine, vertigo (often associated with a

panic attack), and cerebral tumors and vascular disease (often involving the left

temporal lobe).23 Other psychopathology associated with depersonalization and

derealization are those classically linked to definable neurologic disease. These
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included Capgras syndrome, olfactory hallucinations, déjà vu and jamais vu,

dysmegalopsia, and autoscopy (or heautoscopy).

Hemidepersonalization refers to the experience that one side of one’s body is

unreal, odd in shape or color, composed of material other than flesh and bone,

or belongs to someone else. It is akin to the passivity delusion of experience of

alienation. Hemidepersonalization is associated with contralateral brain disease

(usually on the right with the left side of the body perceived to be different), and

anosagnosia (non-recognition of illness).24

Dissociative amnesia

The concept of psychogenic amnesia has been challenged, and a historical review

finding no evidence of such a syndrome before the nineteenth century concluded

that it is a cultural, not a natural phenomenon.25 Psychogenic or dissociative

amnesia is said to be precipitated by stress and to involve profound retrograde

amnesia. Memory for personal events is said to be more affected than is memory

for public events. Autobiographic memory is reported to be substantially

impaired.26 But a recent literature review concluded that: “it may be impossible

to distinguish among dissociative, factitious, and malingered amnesia. In addi-

tion, elements of each may coexist in the same patient. Suffice it to say that all

three conditions are disorders of behavior, not diseases of the brain.”27

In the neurologic literature the concept of transient global amnesia (TGA) comes

closest to the description of dissociative amnesia, and all patients with the

complaint of sudden recent memory loss should be presumed to have a neurologic

explanation for their memory problems. TGA is defined as abrupt onset, tempor-

ary anterograde amnesia without focal neurologic signs. Language, perception and

procedural memory are intact.28 Retrograde amnesia is variably affected.29 Despite

its image as a benign condition, long-term cognitive impairment occurs in verbal

fluency, memory for new events, and autobiographical memory.30 TGA is associ-

ated with migraine, epilepsy, and cerebral vascular disease. These etiologies,

however, may not be initially clinically obvious and each is associated with altered

arousal, encouraging the dissociative amnesia diagnosis.31

A recent literature review and presentation of 142 additional patients with TGA

prospectively examined over a 10-year period clarifies the syndrome.32 Two-

thirds were women, although in the literature, gender representation is about

equal. The majority of attacks occurred between ages 50 and 80. The typical

attack lasted about 4h. All of the studied patients underwent careful neurologic

examination, and the majority was also assessed with EEG and CT scan. Some

had a Doppler scan of their supra-aortic blood vessels. Twenty-five percent of

the EEG studies were abnormal, but non-specific. About 8% had abnormalities

on CT scan, and only one of 41 Doppler assessments revealed an abnormality.
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The lack of a clear association between a defined brain lesion and the amnesia is

consistent with other studies. Functional imaging is the most productive laboratory

aid for such patients, but this technology was not typically used. When imaging was

done in this case series and in other case series, abnormalities in the hippocampus

and frontal circuitry are reported. Of the 142 patients, 129 had a possible contrib-

uting medical history, including hypertension and migraine. Previous psychiatric

disease was present in about 40% of the sample, particularly personality problems.

Almost 90% of attacks followed an event considered stressful (e.g. a medical

procedure, coitus, family conflict, physical labor, and a period of exhaustion).

Although focal neurologic signs preclude the diagnosis, other symptoms were

found, including headache, nausea, and emesis, dizziness, chills or flushes, and

severe sudden anxiety. The authors concluded that migraine was the most likely

neurologic cause of TGA in younger patients, and personality deviation and stress

was a contributing factor in women.

Dissociative fugue

Fugue refers to a sudden loss of all autobiographical memory and sense of

personal identity, with a period of wandering for which there is an amnestic

gap upon recovery. Documented fugue states last several minutes to a few hours.

The most common cause of fugue is seizure disorder or other defined neurologic

disease (see Patient 6.2). Mood disorder is the next most likely associated condi-

tion, and such patients will often have features of catatonia and the fugue state an

example of benign stupor. Dramatic stories of a person suddenly losing all

biographical memory, disappearing and returning months or years later with

a different identity in a different community are fraudulent.33 An example of a

fugue associated with neurologic disease follows.

Patient 6.2

A middle-aged man found himself in a van by the side of the road nearly

30miles from his home. He had no memory for how he got there. Although

this experience occurred several times yearly, he said nothing about it to his

family or to his physicians. Finally, the police saw his van weaving erratically

along that county road and when the van stopped, they found the man to

be disoriented and making no sense in his responses to questions. His blood

alcohol level was zero, and a subsequent urine drug screen was negative. Further

evaluation identified a seizure disorder and his traveling as a post-ictal fugue.

Dissociative identity disorder (multiple personality disorder)

The existence of dissociative identity disorder (DID) is controversial. Its psycho-

dynamic understanding is not validated. The notion thatDID represents a fluctuation
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in one of two aspects of the sense of self relies on a few methodologically weak

studies.34 This construct envisions a “core sense of self” (a cerebral representation of

one’s momentary body state that lacks a sense of past and imagined future) and an

“autobiographic sense of self” (long-term memories influenced by environment

and disease). When dysfunctional, the latter elicits different autobiographic selves,

i.e. DID.35 In a review of the DID literature, Piper and Merskey36 concluded that it

was not a valid condition and that over the next decade it would have “a steep

decline . . . and a gradual fall into near oblivion thereafter”. They point out that

most such patients fluctuate over time in meeting criteria for DID, and that only

20% have any features meeting criteria at initial evaluation. Diagnostic criteria

are vague and over-inclusive so that it can “be defined anyway imaginable”. The

alleged increase in its prevalence is also artificial, the associated legal proceedings

in many such patients hinting at malingering or manipulation of the patient by

a treater.

Other studies indicate that some patients with the DID diagnosis have

conditions that explain their sudden shifts in temperament, particularly manic-

depression.37 Depression is reported in nearly 90% of such patients,38 and seizure

disorder is found as the source of symptoms in many.39 Mesulam (1981) reports

12 patients with DID, finding them to have partial complex epilepsy with likely

temporal lobe involvement. Devinsky and associates (1989) identified six patients

with DID, but could not find them to have active EEG seizures during their

dissociative episodes. However, Ahern and colleagues (1993), finding an associ-

ation between DID and temporal lobe epilepsy, point out that the temperament

changes in DID are not dependent on the seizure discharge per se, but are related

to dominant versus non-dominant cerebral hemispheric changes in activation.

They stress that in documented cases of DID in the neurologic literature

two temperament patterns are the rule, not patients with high numbers of

“personalities”. The patients reporting high numbers of “personalities” are likely

the product of therapist influences.

Differences in hemisphere activation as assessed by EEG is reported in patients

with the DID diagnosis, but the meaning of these findings is unclear.40 Hippo-

campal and amygdala volumes are also reported to be smaller in patients with

DID, but these findings are also seen in patients who, like the DID samples

studied, experienced sustained substantial stress in childhood.41

Patient 6.3 illustrates the needless diagnosis of DID in a patient with migraine

and co-occurring seizure disorder.

Patient 6.3

A 36-year-old woman was referred to a consultant with the diagnoses

of bipolar mood disorder and identity disorder. She experienced her first
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depression at age 8, a second at age 11, and then many episodes of depression

and mania afterward. Her depressions were characterized by profound anergia

with social isolation, despondency, and apprehension. In later episodes, hal-

lucinated voices encouraged her to kill herself. Her manias were characterized

by irritability and grandiosity.

In her late teens she drank alcohol heavily, but after age 20 she rarely drank.

She denied all illicit drug use. Her father was an alcoholic. Two of her three

brothers were alcoholic. Her mother had manic-depression, as did several

members of her father’s family. The patient had no significant general medical

problem, and never had a head injury. Her development was normal, but her

periods were never regular, and she had been taking five-day courses of

progesterone every three months for many years to induce them. She showed

no other signs of an endocrinopathy or developmental problem.

Since her teens, the patient suffered from migraine, ranging from one to

seven monthly. Her headaches often began with scotoma, but at other times

with a panoply of sensory experiences. Her headaches began over the right

temple and then generalized. Associated nausea and photophobia often incap-

acitated her for a day or more. Her mother also had migraine.

Beginning in her late teens, the patient began to experience multiple

episodes of hallucinosis usually lasting a few minutes. When looking in the

mirror in the morning, and occasionally at other times, she sometimes clearly

saw that she had a different person’s face. Sometimes she experienced great

anxiety before seeing the image, but not always. At other times she saw

“ghosts”, vague shadowy ominous figures walking to and fro in front of

her. She also saw “bugs” that sometimes looked “real” and at other times like

“sci-fi creatures”. The bugs sometimes covered her body. She could feel as well

as see them. These experiences were often preceded by headache different

from the migraine, sudden anxiety, a feeling as if intoxicated, or intense total

body skin discomfort leading her to remove her clothes. Sometimes she fell to

the floor for no apparent reason, but only recalled losing consciousness twice.

At other times she lost periods of time, usually for several minutes, but she

believed one or two lasted for “weeks”. Many of her longer memory lapses

occurred during an exacerbation of her mood disorder.

Because of her erratic moods her job history was poor. When describing

her changing moods, some of her sensory experiences and time losses to an

employment counselor, she was advised that she had multiple personality

disorder. When she saw this phrase in a note by her psychiatrist she concluded

the diagnosis was confirmed. Based on the different faces she saw in the mirror

and the frequency of time losses, she estimated that she had 140 different

personalities and gave names to those faces in the mirror that recurred.
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In addition to antipsychotic medication and lithium for her mood disorder

and “psychosis”, she had been receiving therapy for her “identity disorder”.

Other than having substantial extrapyramidal side effects from rispiridone

and mild circumstantiality, the patient was without psychopathology on

examination. She seemed to be a mild-mannered, dependent and easily influ-

enced person. Anticonvulsant and adjunct management strategies for seizure

disorder were recommended and the patient made a slow recovery over the

next several months.

Grooming, hygiene and dress

Although the degree of grooming and hygiene and what a person wears is

influenced by social class, and culture, appearance may also reflect personality

deviation and brain disease. The histrionic person dresses more flamboyantly and

sexually provocatively. The person with antisocial personality disorder may wear

the intimidating black leather, metal-studded costume of “the biker”. Elaborate

tattoos, body piercing and complicated hair design (e.g. the Apache with brightly

colored spikes) reflect at a minimum high novelty seeking and non-conformity.42

Perfectly lacquered finger and toe nails, carefully applied facial make-up, highly

styled hair-do, all-year tan take substantial time and effort to accomplish and

represent at best vanity and self-absorption. The sloppiness of Oscar Madison and

the neatness of Felix Unger, the characters in Neil Simon’s The Odd Couple,

represent their deviant personality traits.43

Being reasonably clean and neat is an accepted norm in many societies. A loss

of this standard implies disease. When a person no longer adequately self-grooms

and cleans despite the means, general medical functioning, and visual acuity to

do so, the most likely cause is poor executive functioning and self-monitoring.

The disheveled and unclean patient has lost interest or the ability to attend to the

task and the recognition of the problem. Severe and chronic mood disorder, brain

damage from trauma and illicit drug use, and dementing conditions are common

causes. Unilateral grooming and hygiene problems indicate contralateral brain

disease. A patient with a right parietal lobe lesion failed to shave the left side of

his face. He first denied any asymmetry in his beard. When pressed to explain it,

he said “I’m letting my sideburns grow”. When shown that only one side of his

face was involved he became irritable and uncooperative.

Persons with substantial perseverative behaviors may collect debris and other

items, hoarding them on their person – pockets bulging, shopping bags filled to

the bursting with useless items. In the 1950s in New York City, the homeless

women of that era were called “shopping bag ladies”. Playing with, smearing, or

ingesting feces (coprophagia) is seen in patients with severe mood disorder,

psychosis, dementia, or mental retardation.
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Self-decoration that includes tattoos, body piercing, make-up and clothing are

acceptable adornments in moderation in Westerners raised after 1960. When

excessive and beginning early in life, these choices reflect personality deviation.

When they occur for the first time after maturation and are strikingly different

from previous appearance, they indicate disease. For example,

A Euro-American physician whose demeanor and appearance had always been that of the

stereotypic middle-class Mid West suddenly let his hair grow long and dressed in loose-fitting

clothes of African patterns. He lost substantial weight. A year latter his erratic behavior was

clearly evident and subsequently he was arrested for using and selling illicit drugs.

Excessive self-decoration has been recognized since the nineteenth century in

association with manic-depressive illness. Staid European women overwhelmed by

mania are described wearing brightly colored turbans, drapery, beads, and feathers.

Manic men are pictured wearing decorative flowers and military paraphernalia.

Manic patients continue to excessively self-decorate. Patient 4.3 dressed as Robin

Hood is an example. The following vignettes also illustrate.

A middle-aged manic man calling himself “a preacher” was hospitalized for loud public

orations and irritability during the height of the summer heat. He spoke rapidly, his words

overflowing each other. He was wearing 12 overcoats and several hats.

A middle-aged manic-depressive man dressed himself in a paper suit and hat made from the

cartoon section of a Sunday paper. In this garb he loudly and intrusively harangued passers-by

in the street. In the hospital, he stood on a chair in the dayroom “addressing” other patients.

An elderly, chronically ill manic-depressive man prowled the hospital grounds wearing a

raincoat, every inch of its surface covered with campaign and other novelty buttons. He clinked

as he walked and on fair days the sun reflected off his buttons as if they were electrified.

A middle-aged manic-depressive man dressed entirely in black leather, including a black leather

helmet, ran down Fifth Avenue in New York City with long kitchen knives attacking sky-

scrapers, mimicking Don Quixote attacking windmills.

Sudden changes in culture-specific behaviors in émigrés that cannot be readily

explained by efforts at acculturation may also reflect illness.

A 46-year-old timid housewife from India who always spoke to her elder brother-in-law in a

soft voice and with downcast eyes, and who covered her hair in deference, when manic

abandoned the head cover and started calling her brother-in-law by his first name, a highly

unusual interaction for Indians. She also publicly blamed him for her marital failure.

Manic patients often decorate their heads. Men shave one side of their head

hair or beard. Women manic patients place their hair in exaggerate styles. They use

elaborate make-up schemes with garish colors not typical of their euthymic taste.

They wear bedsheets and towels as if togas, or scanty, sexually provocative clothing
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untypical of their usual dress. The semi-nudity is associated with inappropriate

sexual advances to staff and other patients. One manic-depressive physician came

to work only in her white coat and high heels. Patients who suddenly remove all

their clothes without apparent sexual intent, however, are more likely to be deliri-

ous or demented, or in a post-ictal state.

When ill, manic patients cannot give a clear reason for the change in their

appearance. They may cite a delusional belief or become irritable and threatening.

An early sign of treatment response is the attempt to normalize the decorative

changes made during the height of the mania. Manic men who shave one side of

their head or beard suddenly shave the other side. When asked about the change

toward norm they often respond “It looked silly”.

Body size and shape

A person’s body build may communicate personality traits and disease. The body

builder’s exaggerated musculature conveys histrionic traits. The skeletal look of

the anorectic is defining. Bulimic and manic-depressive patients tend toward

obesity; the latter may also be large-framed and big-boned (endomorphic).44 The

rounded “moon face” and fatty deposit at the base of the neck (“buffalo hump”)

characterizes Cushing’s disease. A wasted musculature and large abdomen sug-

gests chronic alcoholism. Developmental and genetic disorders such as Down’s

syndrome (short stocky stature, thick neck, wide-spaced eyes with an epicanthic

fold), fragile-X syndrome (long, narrow face, prominent ears, other large facial

features, velvety skin and large gonads),45 Marfan’s syndrome (long thin skeleton

with disproportionately long arm span, and large hands and feet), XYY syndrome

(unusually tall man with acne), and many others have been associated with

behavioral syndromes. Dysplastic features (disproportionate size of body parts

such as limbs too long or short for the torso, small head circumference, ectopic

features such as low-set ears and wide-spaced eyes) are associated with develop-

mental problems and behavioral symptoms emerging in childhood.

Examination of the patient’s skin is also important. Scars may indicate violence,

surgery, self-harm and IVor subcutaneous drug use. Abnormal tanning is associated

with Addison’s disease. Jaundice is associated with liver dysfunction. Lyme disease,

syphilis, and other infectious agents produce tell-tale lesions. Dry skin, brittle nails,

and sticky hair suggest depression or hypothyroidism. Palmar erythema, broken

nasal blood vessels and rhinophyma, and spider angiomata indicate alcoholism.

Assessing for minor physical anomalies is also revealing. These mostly cosmetic

reflections of either a genetic or gestational perturbation are recognized in infancy

and are stable over the person’s lifetime. Many non-ill persons exhibit one or

two. The presence of four or more, however, suggests that an adverse obstetrical

event occurred that may have contributed to the present psychopathology.
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Schizophrenic patients and persons with conduct disorder and violent criminal

behavior are found to have such features. Table 6.1 displays the commonly seen

minor physical anomalies.46

Manner

Manner refers to the general characteristic tenor of the patient’s interactions with

the examiner. The degree of cooperativeness is noted. Suspiciousness and hostility

suggests delusional thinking or lack of candor.47 Indifference to the examination

despite obvious dysfunction suggests apathy or avolition, or denial of illness.

Failure to make eye contact is seen in depression, catatonia, and autistic spectrum

disorders. Over-eager persistent questions and demands (importunate behavior)

is seen in mania and other frontal lobe disinhibited syndromes. When associated

with agitation, importunate behavior suggests depressive illness. The process of

personality assessment begins by broadly characterizing the patient’s tempera-

ment (e.g. mild mannered, shy, outgoing).

Gestures, facial expression and body language

As people converse they also communicate non-verbally. Facial expression

changes with mood. The norm is modest variability during social interaction.

An expressionless face throughout most of an evaluation is abnormal. Reduced

Table 6.1. Minor physical anomalies

Head

Abnormal circumference (norm for adult males 21–23inches; for females 20.5–22.5inches)

More than one central hair whorl

“Electric” hair (remains erect despite combing)

Low-set ears (entirely below the plane of the pupils)

Malformed or asymmetrical ears

Close-set (hypotelorism) or far-set (hypertelorism) eyes

Abnormal epicanthic folds

Wide-spaced nares and upper lip furrow hinting of subthreshold cleft lip

Furrowed tongue

High arched palate, bifurcated uvula

Hands and feet

Curved small finger (clinodactyly)

Single palmar crease

Wide gap between the first and second toe

Third toe larger than second toe

Partial syndactyly of toes
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facial expression is associated with reduced arousal, catatonia, Parkinsonism,

depressive stupor, schizophrenia and frontal lobe apathetic syndromes, and

motor aprosodia. The patient with melancholia may have an unwavering gaze,

as if staring into an abyss. Patients who are toxic from antipsychotic medication

will have a blank, stiffened look, with a greasy skin sheen from sebaceous gland

hypersecretion. Manic patients will have increased skin turgor and a wide-eyed

animation. Schizophrenics will offer little facial expression and will indifferently

shift their attention.

Body language is an aspect of interpersonal communication. When persons

converse they assume similar postures as their listeners, and these postural behav-

iors are considered to have evolved as enhancers of communication and cooper-

ation among primates.48 Body language also conveys the person’s emotional state

and aids in the interpretation of facial expression. It is easier for an observer to

correctly identify a person’s emotional state when facial expression and body

language are congruent. For example, a person who paces vigorously, shouts in a

language unknown to the observer, and is wide-eyed with clenched jaw and tight

fists, is angry. If the same person is laughing rather than shouting, the valence of the

person’s emotional expression is unclear. Body language can convey happiness,

sadness, fear, pain, and anger.49 The importance of body language as an expression

of a patient’s emotional state is recognized by dentists, nurses managing pain in

patients who are cognitively or verbally impaired, clinicians caring for potentially

violent patients, psychotherapists, and assessors of psychopathology.50

Intense mood of any valence is a state of heightened arousal, and thus typically

associated with increased activity. Anger is also associated with approach behav-

iors. The angry person stands and assumes the largest posture possible while

looking directly at the person who may be the target of aggression. Feet are wide-

spaced, hands may be clenched into fists, the upper body may be thrust forward,

as is the head and jaw. Manic patients may stand too close to the examiner or

prolong eye contact. The fearful person withdraws and will try to appear small,

look down and away, and when terrified, tensely huddle. The sad person will

slump and also make little eye contact.

Hand gesturing during conversation is linked to speech production as these

movements have overlapping neurologic underpinnings. Speech-related gestures

vary in intensity across cultures and ethnic groups, but hand gesturing during

speech production is universal and occurs even when the speaker knows that others

cannot see the gestures (e.g. during a phone call).51 Congenitally blind persons

gesture when speaking with each other.52 Speech-related hand gestures freeze at the

same time speech is disturbed in persons who stutter while non-speech-related

hand movements continue normally.53 Speech gesturing is seen in infants, and is

hypothesized as an early step in language development and learning.54 Adults show
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laterality differences in speech gesture during conversation, men when listening

making increased left-hand gestures, while women show no laterality, a finding

consistent with other gender differences in cerebral laterality.55

Larger arm movements during speech are hypothesized to facilitate spatial

representations in working memory during the conversation and close scrutiny

of persons conversing reveals that these larger gestures mimic the shape or spatial

idea of what is being discussed.56 One schizophrenic man with formal thought

disorder repeatedly used the neologism “glob” while making a hand movement

indicating putting on a glove, thus providing the meaning of his phonemic para-

phasia. Such representative hand movements are helpful clues to understanding

patients with word-finding difficulties.

A patient who does not gesture during the conversational aspects of the

evaluation has dysfunction in the motor system, the language system, or both.

Left hemisphere strokes in pure right-handed men are associated with loss of

gesture laterality.57 Manic patients exaggerate their speech gestures, while depressed

patients and those with Alzheimer’s disease have reduced gesturing.58

Summary

The form of the psychopathology of behavioral syndromes is consistent across

cultures and, for many syndromes, across centuries. The image of melancholia,

mania, neurasthenia, and obsessive–compulsive disorder is recognizable world-

wide and from texts from antiquity. The patient’s dress, hygiene, manner,

and general behaviors are all reflections of brain function as well as culture and

subculture, and when deviant, shape differential diagnosis.
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7

Disturbances of motor function

If the proper study of mankind is man, the proper study of mental illness starts with the

description of how he thinks and feels inside – chaos of thought and passion, all confused.1

Abnormal movements have been recognized as aspects of behavioral illness for

millennia, and all severe psychiatric conditions are associated with changes in

motor functioning. Changes can be subtle and non-specific, limited to restless-

ness that suggests anxiety, or dramatic and diagnostic, such as the classic postures

indicating catatonia. Kraepelin and Bleuler both describe choreiform movements

of the face and fingers, tremor, dysdiadochokinesia, and ataxia as features of

schizophrenia, Kraepelin referring to “a cerebellar form” of dementia praecox.2

A modern study of 100 patients with the diagnosis of schizophrenia found

98 exhibited motor disturbances before the antipsychotic era.3

Abnormal movements are often associated with problems in executive and other

cognitive processes, and frontal lobe structural and metabolic abnormalities.4

Intense emotion adversely affects this brain region, and there also is a strong

association between motor function and mood.5 Several investigators consider

melancholia a disorder of both mood and motor functioning.6 The most common

associations of motor and mood disturbance are listed in Table 7.1.

Without movement there is no emotional expression, which is recognized only

with changes in facial muscle positioning, gestures, body language and vocal

inflection. Fear-circuitry and flight/fight processes link fear and anger to motor

responses necessary for species survival.7 The triggering of avoidance or approach

behaviors requires the correct processing of facial recognition and the emotional

expressions of others.8

The motor system, linked to emotional expression, also plays a role in mot-

ivated behavior: most basic are drives to seek food, and eating and drinking

behaviors.9 When this system is dysfunctional, as in catatonia and melancholia,

patients are avolitional and apathetic, and may starve and become dehydrated.

The cerebellum, another component of the motor system, is implicated in the
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pathogenesis of autistic spectrum disorders and schizophrenia.10 Both conditions

are characterized by abnormal emotional expression, including the movements of

emotions (e.g. facial expression, hand gestures), and in the recognition of the

emotional valence expressed by others.11 The examinations of motor and emo-

tion systems are conjoined. Understanding their related psychopathology is

essential to diagnosing behavioral syndromes.

Disturbances in activity

Abnormal activity level is common among patients with behavioral illness.

Determining what the patient does during a typical day or observing the patient

in the waiting area, examining room, or in the common areas of the inpatient

unit reveals many of these disturbances.

Hyperactivity

Hyperactive patients exhibit many actions simultaneously or in a short period of

time. They rush from one undertaking to the next. Severe hyperactivity appears as

frenzy, the patient failing to complete even simple household or personal hygiene

tasks. The lack of an apparent goal in the plethora of activity, however, does not

delineate syndromes. It is a sign of severity, not of specific pathophysiology.

Hyperactivity is the motor equivalent of distractibility and flight-of-ideas

(thought associations that jump from topic to topic). It is a classic feature of

mania and stimulant drug intoxication.

When severe, hyperactivity is associated with excitement (extreme hyper-

arousal and intense emotional expression), a state termed manic delirium.

Almost all such patients will have catatonic features.12 A hyperkinetic state is also

seen in children with complex partial seizures. This state can be intense, involving

frenetic movements of the extremities and trunk. Flailing, kicking, screaming,

Table 7.1. Diseases commonly associated with motor and mood disorder

Parkinson’s disease Encephalitis

Huntington’s disease Demyelinating disease

Wilson’s disease Stroke

Alzheimer’s disease Autoimmune disease

Epilepsy Toxic encephalopathy

Migraine Endocrinopathies

Traumatic brain injury Melancholia

Schizophrenia Mania

Autistic spectrum disorder
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and shouting occur. Intense fear may be present. Alteration in consciousness

is minimal, making recognition challenging, and sufferers can be misdiagnosed as

having attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder, conduct disorder, mood disorder,

or non-epileptic (pseudo) seizures. A developmental history and video moni-

tored EEG assessment are helpful in recognizing the syndrome.13 An example of

manic delirium follows.

Patient 7.1

A 33-year-old man was brought to an emergency room by the police who

found him running through the streets nude on a cold, wintry night. He was

yelling at imaginary persons and fought the police, who had to restrain him.

Urine drug screen was negative and other laboratory test results were normal.

His rapid-fire speech was of flight-of-ideas and strings of clang associations

(associations by sound rather than meaning). His mood was labile, shifting

rapidly from euphoria to irritability, to laughing while crying. Any distraction

elicited a comment and a new string of associations. When directly questioned

(whispering the questions helped to temporarily gain his attention) he auto-

matically repeated the question and then laughed. He required seclusion and

restraints, sedation having little effect. When tied into a chair with a bed sheet

as an alternative to seclusion he struggled to walk about the unit, the chair on

his back, like a snail shell. His constant speech left him hoarse. He refused all

food and drink. High doses of sedatives had no effect. ECTwas prescribed, and

two bilateral ECTon two consecutive days broke the manic delirium. ECTwas

continued in the usual schedule and he made an uneventful recovery.

Hypoactivity

Hypoactive patients do little. When severe, the patient remains idle for hours,

accomplishing little, even the simplest of household or personal hygiene chores.

Reduced speech and thought and a paucity of ideas are typically present. Hypoac-

tivity is a feature of avolition and apathy, stupor, depressive illness, and schizo-

phrenia. When due to sedative drug intoxication, alertness is also reduced.

Severe anxiety also elicits immobility, and thus hypoactivity, the patient

appearing terrified. Hypoactivity is distinguished from motor retardation (slowing

of movement) and stupor (hypoactivity with reduced arousal). All stuporous

patients and patients with substantial motor slowing are hypoactive, but not all

hypoactive patients are slow in movement and most are not in a stupor.

Agitation

Agitation is increased frequency of non-goal-directed movements as opposed to

the increased actions of hyperactivity. Agitation is the motor expression of an
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intense mood. It can be mild, with restlessness and fidgeting, and picking at

bed sheets, or it can be severe, such as constant hand wringing, head and face

rubbing, pacing, and frenzy. Agitation is observed in depression and mixed mood

syndromes, states of anxiety and excitement, delirium, and drug intoxication.

Agitation and hypoactivity may occur simultaneously in melancholic depres-

sion, and combined with reduced interactiveness identifies this depressive

illness.14 Psychomotor disturbance is the most recognized feature in almost all

studies that identify melancholia,15 and is as fundamental to melancholia as are

vegetative signs.16 In a review of factor and cluster analytic studies of depression,

Nelson and Charney (1981) concluded that psychomotor change was the clearest

and most consistent feature associated with melancholia. Among nine operational

definitions of melancholia, Rush and Weisenberger (1994) reported psychomotor

retardation to be the single feature common to all. Five of the nine definitions also

included agitation.

Akathesia

Akathesia is a state of motor restlessness, the patient unable to sit or be still.

Akathesia can be mistaken for anxiety, but sufferers describe a subjective feeling

of jitteriness or terrible restlessness of the muscles, rather than apprehension.

They say “I can’t sit still . . . I’m jumping out of my skin”. Motor stereotypy is an

associated finding, including purposeless self touching, picking at clothing,

rocking, and repeatedly shifting position. Patients may continuously retrace their

steps, march in place, and sit, then stand, and then sit again. When drug-induced,

akathesia occurs early in treatment, and antipsychotic drugs and SSRI are

common offenders. When it persists after the offending agent is stopped, it is

termed tardive akathesia. Akathesia occurring early in treatment presages future

tardive dyskinesia.17

Gait problems

The patient’s gait reflects general medical health, the presence of musculoskeletal

disease, neurologic impairment, and psychiatric disorder. The ability to walk

affects treatment outcome and disposition.18

Many conditions affect gait. Slowed gait is seen in depressive illness, hypothy-

roidism, frontal–temporal dementia, and sedative drug intoxication. A jerky,

bird-like gait is seen in persons who chronically abuse stimulant drugs. Cerebellar

ataxia (unsteady trunk, wide-based gait with leg intentional tremor) is seen in

intoxications and destructive disease of the cerebellum. A spastic gait (abnormally

stiff and awkward) is seen in myelopathies and upper neuron disease. A wide-

based gait suggests peripheral nerve disease or proprioception problems, both

often the results of alcoholism. A hesitant gait, as if hit in the chest by a strong
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wind, is characteristic of Huntington’s disease. Small, rapidly increasing steps

(festination) with loss of arm swing signals Parkinsonism.19 A flexed posture

of the trunk while walking and decreased arm swing without rigidity are seen

in patients with frontal lobe dementias. A gait apraxia, the slipping clutch

syndrome, is recognized when a patient with adequate elementary neurologic

function has difficulty starting to walk and then does so in bursts of small steps.

Many musculoskeletal diseases elicit difficulties in walking.20

Disturbances of motor regulation

Difficulty regulating one’s movement despite adequate muscle strength is a

hallmark of many behavioral syndromes and includes “soft neurologic signs”,

features of neurologic disturbance, but less localizing than classic aphasias and

paralysis.21 When these features dominate the clinical picture, the evaluation

should first focus on the identification of structural brain disease.

Pathological inertia

When adequate limb function is present and the patient understands the task,

movement should be started quickly and ended immediately when the task is

completed. Failing to promptly start, hesitation and false starts as if to gain

momentum, and persisting of movement when no longer appropriate define

pathological inertia. Pathological inertia is seen in patients with frontal lobe

dementia, Parkinsonism, depressive illness, and schizophrenia. Catalepsy with

its prolonged immobility is an extreme form of pathological inertia.

Perseveration and impersistence

Motor perseveration is the unnecessary repetition or continuation of movement

or position beyond what is needed and despite injunctions that the movement

should stop. Impersistence is the inability to continue a movement or maintain

a position until told to stop (15s). Assessment includes asking the patient to

make a fist, keep his eyes closed, and hold his arms out. Motor overflow is also

considered with these tasks.

Adventitious motor overflow

Unneeded extra movements that occur during a task are signs of motor dys-

regulation. A young child sticking the tip of his tongue out while practicing his

letters is an example of overflow that usually resolves with maturation.

Choreiformmovements, involuntary sudden brief twisting jerks, may occur when

a patient is asked to hold his arms out in front, palms down. When pronounced, as

inHuntington’s disease, the patientmay try to disguise themovement by continuing
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it as a voluntary or habitual act such as brushing hair from the forehead. Overflow is

also elicited by having the patient walk. Pronounced extension of the fingers (fork

hand) or other unnecessary hand posturesmay be seen. In its severest form, chorea is

seen as writhing, dancing movements.

Fine motor problems

Rapid finger tapping requires sustained attention and fine motor control. The

patient is asked to tap his index finger as rapidly as possible for 20s, palm flat on

a table or thigh. When motor strength is adequate and arthritis is minimal, 40 or

more taps with the preferred hand is an expected performance in persons under

70 years of age. Healthy older persons achieve 30 or more taps in 20s. As one

hand performs, the other, also palm down on a thigh or table, is watched for

overflow. Drumming one’s fingers in sequence from little to index finger com-

bines finger tapping with motor sequencing. Patients with chronic behavioral

conditions commonly have problems with finger tapping and motor sequencing.

Poor performance is a sign of basal ganglia disease, hypothyroidism, and depres-

sive illness.22

Motor sequencing difficulty

The completion of a task requires a sequence of movements. Skilled sequences

(e.g. suturing) are over-learned. The ability to create novel motor sequences is

necessary in learning new tasks, and is tested by asking the patient to perform a

simple continuous movement. Motor strength must be adequate and the patient

must understand the task. The patient is instructed to use one palm, a thigh or

table top as the surface and then to rapidly place the other hand in a fist on that

surface, raise it, come back down with the side of the opened hand, raise it, and

come back down with the palm on the surface. The sequence of fist, hand edge,

palm is repeated five times with each hand. Abnormal performance includes

slow, awkward and hesitant movement, out of sequence movements, repeating

a movement (perseveration), and combining movements (e.g. hitting the surface

with the hand edge as the fingers flex into a weak fist). Patients with depressive

illness will have problems with sequencing that resolve with episode remission.

Sequencing problems persist in patients with chronic psychotic disorders and

disease in the frontal lobes.

Catatonia23

Catatonia is a syndrome of motor dysregulation. Variations of catatonia range

from patients with a few features to those whose catatonia dominates the clinical

picture. Many conditions elicit catatonia. The most common sources are mood
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disorder, toxic metabolic and drug-induced states, seizure disorder, disease or

trauma to frontal lobe circuits, and psychotic disorders. Why only some patients

with these conditions develop catatonia is unclear.24

When systematically examined, about 10% of consecutive admissions to acute

psychiatric hospitals exhibit two or more catatonic features.25 Forty percent or

more of manic patients meet criteria for catatonia. Many patients with melancholia

exhibit several catatonic features. Institutionalized persons with developmental

disabilities commonly exhibit catatonic features.

The classic image of catatonia is the Kahlbaum’s syndrome, named to honor

Karl Ludvig Kahlbaum who first defined catatonia in 1874. The patient is mute,

immobile, stares off into space, and is in a prolonged posture (often mundane). But

there are many gradations of this picture which can fluctuate with other behaviors,

particularly depressive and manic symptoms. So-called “catatonic excitement” is

the emergence of an underlying mania and not a unique syndrome.

Catatonia can be profound, presenting with extreme rigidity, the patient frozen

in a posture and mute. Fever is common in such patients and can be high. Vital

signs fluctuate dangerously. When described in the nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries as lethal catatonia, most sufferers died from renal or heart failure. Now

termed malignant catatonia, the syndrome responds to proper treatment.

Malignant catatonia is induced by the sudden withdrawal of dopaminergic

drugs, or the inappropriate prescription of antipsychotic and related D2 blocking

drugs or serotonergic agents. The neuroleptic malignant syndrome (NMS) is

indistinguishable from malignant catatonia that occurs for other reasons. Muscle

rigidity and other catatonic features are always present. Fever, unstable vital signs,

elevated serum creatinine phosphokinase, and a dropping serum iron are common

findings. The serotonin syndrome is identical but may also be associated with

cramping and diarrhea. NMS and the serotonin syndrome are successfully treated

as catatonia.26 A recent case report illustrates.

Patient 7.2

A 15-year-old girl suffered a 5–25min period of asphyxia following attempted

suicide by hanging. In the ER, a CT scan of the head and neck were considered

normal. Blood toxicology was negative, and serum alcohol was not present. On

examination she could open her eyes, but not follow amoving target.Muscle tone

and tendon reflexesweremildly increased. Plantar stimulation elicited extension,

bilaterally. Over the next several days she had several daily 2–15min episodes of

extreme posturing into opisthotonus, hyperextension of the hips and “catatonic

posturing of the upper extremities” associated with tachycardia and hyperten-

sion. She became diaphoretic, with hyperthermia and tachypnia. A repeat head

CTshowed generalized sulcal effacement, and an MRI revealed abnormalities in
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the left frontal subcortical areas with a fifth cervical vertebral fracture. A repeat

MRI demonstrated thalamic and cerebral cortical abnormalities. Serum creati-

nine phosphokinase was 659U/L and an EEG showed diffuse slowing without

epileptiform activity. Continuous dystonia and chorea developed. Dantroline

treatment did not help. After 2months her symptoms gradually abated. The

authors concluded that her condition was malignant catatonia.27

Many catatonic patients are simultaneously manic. Sometimes, these patients

exhibit echolalia (repeating the examiner’s words) and echopraxia (repeating

the examiner’s movements). Other catatonic features can be demonstrated.

Some manic patients are so excited that they appear to be in frenzy, constantly

moving and shouting, never resting or sleeping. They are disoriented. They may

confabulate with fantastic stories. Their speech is so rapid and their associations

are so jumbled that they cannot be understood. This form of delirious mania was

originally termed Bell’s mania. These patients are not rigid, and so catatonia can

be missed. Associated grimacing, echophenomena, and mannerisms, however,

alert the examiner to the presence of catatonia.

Other catatonic patients are in an oneiroid state.28 They appear frightened and

agitated, thrashing, hurting themselves and others. Stereotypy, grimacing, posturing,

echolalia and echopraxia are common. Negativism and automatic obedience are

almost always present. Fever may develop, and a malignant catatonia may unfold.

Some patients rapidly shift from delirious mania into an oneiroid and akinetic

state and back again. When shifts are gradual, periodic catatonia is diagnosed.

Periodic catatonia was first metabolically studied by Gjessing, who wrongly con-

cluded it was an expression of fluctuations in nitrogen balance.29 Such patients

experience cycling periods of stupor and excitement, each with catatonic features.

Although the original reports described phases that lasted for weeks, rapid shifts

also occur, as illustrated by Patient 7.3.

Patient 7.3

Over the course of a weekend, a 47-year-old man became increasingly agitated,

excited, and suspicious. He told his wife people were looking at him through

their second-storey bedroomwindow. He stopped sleeping, paced and chattered

continuously as he described his “great gifts”. Frightened, his wife brought him

to an emergency room on Monday morning. There, the patient was agitated,

despondent; expressing ideas that he was a bad person and deserved to die.

In the hospital, he was found to be in a stupor, almost mute, staring, with

automatic obedience and Gegenhalten. Several hours later he was in bed,

unresponsive except to substantial painful stimuli. When so stimulated, he

slowly turned to the examiner, and in a slurred voice said “Get thee from me,
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Satan”. He remained somnolent for several hours, with stable vital signs. He

then suddenly jumped out of bed and began tap dancing up and down the unit

hallway. When his efforts brought him to the nurses’ station, he danced in

place and continuously sang, told jokes and commented on anything a staff

member did. After several hours in this excitement, he returned to bed and

into his stuporous state. This cycle continued for several days. When stupor-

ous he also became cataleptic.

Lithium carbonate was prescribed. The periods of agitated despondency,

euphoric excitement, and stupor resolved over the next week and the patient

was discharged fully recovered. The patient had never used illicit drugs and

rarely ingested alcohol. Other than type II diabetes controlled with diet, his

general medical health was good. Hypertensive on admission, his blood pres-

sure normalized without medication in parallel with his resolving mania and

catatonia.

Other variations of catatonia have been proposed. Karl Leonhard (1979) formu-

lated a unique classification system based on his understanding of the importance

of motor features in delineating psychotic disorders. These states, however, are

best seen as catatonic variants and not different illnesses. Cataphasia was charac-

terized by alternating phases of excitement and inhibition, the former similar to

delirious mania and the latter like the Kahlbaum syndrome. Parakinetic catatonia

referred to excitement with extreme fluctuating mood states and continuous

movements throughout the body, such as shaking, shoulder shrugging, facial tics

and twitching, odd hand and finger movements, and jerky arm and leg move-

ments. It is a form of delirious mania. In children and teenagers, these motor

features of catatonia can be difficult to distinguish from tic disorder.30 Dysmetria

and other cerebellar signs are also described. Kraepelin called this condition

manneristic dementia.

Mutism and other catatonic speech disturbances

Verbal unresponsiveness, or mutism, is not always associated with immobility.

The neurologic term is aphemia. Many mute patients are ambulatory, but

typically slowed in their movements (bradykinesia). Mutism is often incomplete,

the patient occasionally uttering a few whispered words, or only speaking to

selected persons. This may be misunderstood as feigned, but is a form of

negativism (Gegenhalten of speech). When mutism is complete and the patient

rigid and immobile, akinetic mutism is diagnosed.31 The patient may follow the

examiner about the room with his eyes, but unlike the locked-in syndrome does

not communicate by responding to questions with eye blinks. The face is mask-

like, and blinking will not be elicited by glabellar tap.32
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In speech-prompt catatonia, the patient briefly speaks only when spoken to.

The speech is typically hesitant and slow, and may be limited to “I don’t know”, or

with a “yes” or “no” often as contradictory statements. For example, the question

“Do you like ice cream?” is answered “I don’t know”. The question “You do like

ice cream, don’t you?” is answered “yes”. The question “You don’t like ice cream,

do you?” is answered “no”. This is an example of verbal automatic obedience.

Other catatonic patients will respond with non-sequitive answers or seemingly

silly answers (Vorbeireden). The question “How many legs does a three-legged

stool have?” is answered “Four”. The question “What was the color of George

Washington’s white horse?” is answered “Brown”. These responses are forms of

verbal negativism. When occurring in an oneiroid state, the condition is termed

Ganser’s syndrome. Ganser’s original patients had many other catatonic features.33

These patients often act “silly” or in opposition, and are misunderstood as malin-

gerers or histrionic manipulators. It was originally associated with prisoners or

persons whose illness appeared to provide for some legal or monetary gain.

Prosectic speech is whispered, mumbled speech that slowly declines in audibil-

ity and speed until it stops, like a car running out of gas. Stereotypic speech,

Verbigeration, is filled with repetitive phrases and sentences. Repeating the last

phrase or word of a sentence with increasing frequency is termed palilalia.

Speech mannerisms are also observed. The patient may speak robotically (like a

computer voice), or with an accent inconsistent with the patient’s background.34

Echolalia, a stimulus-bound phenomenon in which the patient constantly repeats

some or all of the examiner’s utterances,35 and echopraxia, in which the patient

spontaneously copies the examiner’s movements or is unable to refrain from

copying the examiner’s test movements (e.g. raising an arm above the head)

despite instruction to the contrary, are seen in manic patients or those with

frontal lobe disease and disinhibition.

Stupor

Stupor is extreme unresponsiveness and hypoactivity associated with altered

arousal during which the patient fails to respond to questions. When severe, it

is associated with immobility and the patient does not withdraw from painful

stimuli (generalized analgesia). Stupor may last for hours, days, or longer. The

patient in stupor seems unaware of the happenings around him.36

Negativism and Gegenhalten

The negativistic patient resists stimulation. Resistance to limb manipulation is

with equal and opposite force (Gegenhalten). Attempts to move the patient’s

head or open his eyes are met with equal resistance. The eyes look away with only

the whites showing. Directly facing the patient leads to greater resistance, another
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form of Gegenhalten. Questioning the patient from the side in a whispered voice

reduces negativistic responses.37

Some patients do the exact opposite of the instruction. When asked to stand,

they sit. When asked to walk, they stop. When asked to face the examiner, they

turn away. The same question is answered with opposite responses. An action is

stopped at an obviously inappropriate moment (e.g. going to the bathroom when

asked but then urinating on the floor or without removing the necessary

clothing). The patient uses the back end of a key to open a lock, tries to write

with the wrong end of a pen, pours water onto the floor instead of into a cup, and

when going to bed, sleeps at the edge of the mattress or with feet on the pillow.38

Catalepsy and posturing

Maintaining positions for prolonged periods of time defines catalepsy.39 This

immobility was termed obstruction, and is a variant of pathological inertia. In

addition to posturing, the patient may freeze in the middle of a movement, or

is unable to start a movement when asked but later performs it. For example, they

do not answer the examiner’s questions until the examiner is about to leave the

room (“The reaction at the last moment”).

Catatonic postures can be mundane or strange. A catatonic teenage girl sat

immobile for hours in a chair with a writing tablet on her lap, pen in hand and

point in contact with the paper and head bent as if deep in thought.40 Other

patients sit with their heads tilted and arms raised as if resting on an imaginary

desk. Others stand for hours at attention, saluting, or lying in bed, upper body

raised as if on an imaginary pillow (psychological pillow). Some precariously lie

on the edge of the bed, squat for hours on the bed or in a hallway, twist their

upper body into an almost right angle to their lower body, or sit with arms and

legs extended as if falling. Postures may involve only the hands (e.g. the fingers

held like a fan in front of the mouth, the hands held as if they were pistols) or the

face (e.g. grimacing, puckering the lips, wrinkling of the nose with an exaggerated

pouting of the lips, Schnauzkrampf).

Waxy flexibility (Cera flexibilitas)

Cataleptic patients can be moved into different positions, but with difficulty.

They offer initial resistance before gradually allowing themselves to be repos-

itioned as if made of softened wax, thus the term waxy flexibility. Waxy flexibility

is not observed, it is demonstrated by manipulating the patient’s limbs.

Stereotypy

Stereotypy is the automatic repetition of mundane movements such as tapping,

gesturing and grooming. Constant head and face rubbing is a common example.
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The patient is often unaware of these behaviors. Psychotic patients with stereo-

typic behaviors can be mistaken as having obsessive–compulsive disorder.41

Stereotypic movement disorder has been given a separate category in present

classification when its onset is in childhood.42 Head shaking and banging,

rocking, self-biting, picking at skin or body orifices, and hitting oneself are

described, often in association with mental retardation. These stereotypes, how-

ever, also occur in adults without mental retardation. When the patient exhibits

the tendency to make automatic movements seemingly in response to an external

stimulus, the term is proskinesis.43

Automatic obedience

Automatic obedience is the inability to resist tactile stimulation, despite instruc-

tions to the contrary. The patient is encouraged to hold the arm of a chair or the

bed sheets tightly and to not let the examiner open the grasp and move the hand.

Despite this continued encouragement, the patient submits to the examiner’s

gentle manipulations.

Mitmachen is observed when there is only mild initial resistance to the examiner’s

efforts.When the examiner releases the patient’s arm it returns to its resting position.

Mitgehen is observed when the patient responds to the slightest touch, even to

following the examiner about the room (magnet reaction). In another example, the

patient is told to keep his arm “limp” as if asleep and let the examiner do “all the

work”. The patient, however, cannot resist the stimulus of the examiner’s manipula-

tions or the light stroking of the hand, and the patient’s arm follows the stimulus and

can be postured by this technique. When asked, “What is your arm doing up there?”

the patient may look at it in bewilderment, saying, “I don’t know.”

Forced grasp may be elicited by lightly stroking the patient’s finger tips, despite

repeated instructions not to grasp the examiner’s hands. The rigid patient may

be lifted from his bed by the finger tips. At other times, the examiner moving the

patient’s hand in a repeated simple motion (e.g. rotating the wrist while holding

the fingers) elicits a perseveration of the movement that continues after the

examiner releases the patient’s hand.

Ambitendency

Catatonic patients cannot make choices. Competing stimuli requiring opposing

actions elicit indecisive movements, hesitancy, or the appearance of being stuck

between movements. The examiner offers the patient his hand as if to shake

hands, while stating “Don’t shake my hand. I don’t want you to shake it.”

Ambitendency is present when the patient extends his hand as if to shake hands,

moves his hand back-and-forth unable to complete the movement, or lightly

touches the examiner’s hand.
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Mannerisms

Catatonic patients make odd movements. When asked about these they may

become angry or mute. When recovered, some cannot explain the behavior and

have only a vague memory of what occurred. Others associate the mannerism to a

delusional idea. A young catatonic man said he was trying to balance special

fluids in his body when in response to questions he blew three times over his left

shoulder before offering a delayed whispered answer.

Catatonic mannerisms look like compulsions, and catatonia should be

suspected when a psychotic patient or a patient with mood disorder is also

diagnosed as having obsessive–compulsive disorder. Table 7.2 lists the many

mannerisms associated with catatonia.

Catatonic cultural variants

Several syndromes linked to specific cultures are better considered variations of

catatonia. Ganser’s syndrome, detailed above, is reported in Western culture.

Latah, reported in Arcadian Maine but linked to Malaysia, is characterized

by echolalia, echopraxia, coprolalia (repetitive use of profanity), and automatic

obedience within a manic delirium (shouting, yelling, hitting, jumping, and

running). Its association with an excessive startle response and its sporadic nature

suggests an infectious etiology or manic-depressive illness.45

Amok is a culture-related syndrome associated with south-east Asia, although

cases are reported from North America, Britain, and Europe.46 It is characterized

by sudden, frenzied, violent, and often murderous attacks on strangers in public

settings with multiple victims. The episode may last hours. Depressive illness or

Table 7.2. Catatonic mannerisms

Tiptoe walking, skipping, hopping, high-stepping gait44

Hand or finger movements, not typically dyskinetic, such as repeatedly touching the extended

index finger to the lips as if “shushing”, making gun-shooting hand movements, and

idiosyncratic hand signals

Inconspicuous repetitive actions, such as making clicking sounds before or after speaking;

automatically tapping or touching or handling of objects or body parts; tongue chewing,

licking, lip smacking, pouting, teeth clicking

Odd robotic speech like a child learning to read; speaking without common contractions

(e.g. “I can not” rather than “I can’t”). Using foreign accents not typical of the patient

Rocking, shoulder shrugging, sniffing and wrinkling of the nose, opening eyes wide and then

squeezing them shut, grimacing, frowning; continuous irregular movements of the entire

musculature including the face, resembling Sydenham’s chorea (parakinesia)

Rituals, such as tapping the dishes and eating utensils in a specific order before eating; tapping

the buttons before buttoning a shirt
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vertigo with visual hallucinations are common prodromes. “Amoks” that are not

themselves killed are found in stupor and are amnestic for the attack. Systematic

examinations of Amok perpetrators have not been done, but case literature suggests

the presence of catatonic features similar to those seen in Latah. Seizure disorder

and psychotic mood disorder are possible etiologies.47 William Hammond offered

a nineteenth-century example of Amok that he considered a form of monomania

with depression:

Within a recent period several such cases have occurred in this city [New York], one of which

I had the opportunity of investigating. It was that of a Frenchman . . . who, having for several

years been affected with delusions of wrongs and injuries being done to him, and having made

several assaults on persons whom he imagined had conspired against him, finally rushed through

a crowded street, striking right and left with a pair of carpenter’s compasses at every woman he

met. Some seven persons were stabbed by him, one of whom died. The only reason he could give

me for his conduct was that “the women were talking about him” . . . the affliction is often

transformed into melancholia, and it is then, doubtless, the tendency to suicide is exhibited.48

Lycanthropy, associated with eastern European lore of wolf-men, is the com-

bination of catatonia with the delusional belief of being changed into an animal

due to the influence of the devil. Delusional memories of eating children, killing

domestic animals, having coitus with the devil, and interacting with demons were

related by sufferers. Associatedmanic excitement, or “dancingmania” or tarentism

is described. Sufferers acted as if wild animals. Epidemics of the syndrome were

reported in eastern Europeans during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

Many sufferers were tortured and burnt as witches, accused by their neighbors

out of spite or greed.49 Fink and Taylor describe a man who was found by the

New York police scurrying around the streets on all fours, roaring, snapping, and

biting at passers-by. In the hospital, the man became mute and immobile with

generalized analgesia and automatic obedience. He said later that he thought he

was a tiger.50

Dyspraxia

Dyspraxia in a patient with a psychiatric syndrome suggests structural brain

disease.51 Dyspraxia is the inability to perform simple motor tasks despite

adequate motor strength, the somatosensory guidance of movement, and an

understanding of the task to be performed.

Ideo-motor dyspraxia

Ideo-motor dyspraxia is the inability to link the idea of the motor task (ideo) to

the movement (motor). The resulting action is incorrect, awkward, or cannot be
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performed without the patient self-guiding his movements by first speaking each

step. The patient is asked to silently demonstrate how to use an imagined key,

comb, and hammer. “Hand as object” is an example of ideo-motor dyspraxia, the

patient mimicking the object rather than how to hold and use it (e.g. extending

the index finger as the key, making a fist to represent the hammer head).

The inability to open one’s eyelids on command while retaining the ability to

spontaneously do so is termed eyelid apraxia, and is associated with Parkinson’s

disease,52 frontal lobe lesions, right hemisphere disease, and catatonia.53

Kinesthetic dyspraxia

Kinesthetic dyspraxia is the inability to repeat the examiner’s simple movements.

The patient is asked to mimic hand postures (left and right) such as making a fist,

pointing with the index finger, and the “OK” and “stop” signs. The examiner next

places one of the patient’s hands in a posture out of the patient’s view, and asks

the patient to make the same posture with the other hand. To accomplish this, the

patient’s corpus callosum must be functional.

Dressing dyspraxia

Dressing dyspraxia is the inability to dress oneself. It may be observed in the

patient’s failure to properly dress, or tested by asking the patient to put on a

hospital gown.

Construction dyspraxia

Construction dyspraxia is the inability to copy simple geometric shapes

(e.g. intersecting pentagons, diamond, square, and mushroom), or to draw the

face of a clock from memory, the hands at 2:45.54

Abnormal eye movements

Abnormal eye movements are seen in patients with behavioral syndromes.

Schizophrenic patients with classic emotional blunting, formal thought disorder

and childhood neurodevelopmental and behavioral abnormalities have difficul-

ties with smooth eye pursuit. Jerky movements lagging behind the target are

characteristic, and are demonstrated by asking the patient not to move his head

while following the examiner’s finger.55 Such movements are also seen in

Huntington’s and other basal ganglia disease, and in patients with frontal lobe

disease.56 Asking the patient to move his head from side to side while focusing on

a stationary target may also reveal subtle ophthalmoplegia.57

Abnormal saccades are also reported in patients with manic-depression, schizo-

typal disorder,58 and in the first-degree relatives of these patients and those
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with schizophrenia.59 Associated poor executive functioning and frontal circuitry

abnormalities are noted.60 Patients with OCD have subtle oculomotor perturb-

ations, and these are associated with poor executive functioning.61

Jerky and chaotic eye movements (opsoclonus and ocular flutter) occurring

when the eyes are at rest are associated with cerebellar disease. Horizontal and

vertical gaze nystagmus are also cerebellar signs. Nystagmus and abducen’s nerve

(sixth cranial nerve) palsy (the patient cannot look up and laterally) are seen

in Wernicke’s encephalopathy (an acute delirium most often seen in patients with

chronic alcoholism and associated low thiamine levels).

Apraxia of gaze is the inability to move the eyes to the examiner’s requests while

spontaneous eyes movement is preserved (an aspect of Bailint syndrome).62 Abnor-

mal gaze is also reported in thalamic, pontine, and brainstem lesions that can best

be identified by positron emission tomography (PET), not standard MRI.63

Rare syndromes with disturbance in gaze that can elicit the diagnosis of hysteria

are the Miller–Fisher syndrome from brainstem involvement (progressive upward,

lateral, and downward gaze paralysis with ataxia and areflexia),64 Parinaud’s syn-

drome from midbrain involvement (intermittent tonic gaze upward or downward

deviations),65 and Claude’s syndrome involving the dorsal midbrain (ipsilateral

third nerve palsy with horizontal gaze problems and contralateral ataxia).66

Movements associated with seizure disorder

Seizure disorder is common, and about 10% of epileptics are hospitalized for

psychiatric reasons, while another 20% are regularly treated in psychiatric outpa-

tient settings.67 Most movement features of seizure disorder are sudden in onset,

repetitive, and of short duration (Table 7.3). None is pathognomonic. Myoclonus,

for example, is also seen in toxic states, early in the course of Creutzfeldt–Jakob

disease, and late in Alzheimer’s disease, in several genetic storage disorders,

following cerebral anoxia, disease in the central tegmental tract (e.g. infarction,

neoplasm, inflammatory), and in disorders of voluntary movement (e.g. Ramsey

Hunt syndrome with associated intension tremor, dysarthria, and ataxia). Asterixis

differs from myoclonus, and represents a flapping movement of the outstretched

arms due to lapse in postural tone, and is seen in toxic states.68

Sleep-related abnormal movements

About a third of the general population at any given time suffers from sleep

difficulties, and sleep disturbance is a common feature of neuro-psychiatric illness.69

Melancholic patients have prolonged sleep onset and shortened REM latency.70

Some seizure disorders typically emerge at night, while some sleep disorders are
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expressed during wakefulness.73 Not recognizing or ignoring the sleep disorder leads

to misdiagnosis, inappropriate treatment, and exacerbation of any co-occurring

behavioral syndrome.

The dyssomnias are associated with excessive daytime sleepiness or complaints

of insomnia. The parasomnias are associated with behavioral, movement, and

sensory disturbances. Some sleep disorders are identified solely by their motor

manifestations. Table 7.4 displays the present classification of sleep disorders with

associated specific abnormal movements.

Movements associated with the dyssomnias74

Periodic limb repetitive flexion movements during non-REM sleep affecting

most commonly the legs are involuntary and are seen in persons without disease,

Table 7.3. Abnormal movements seen in epilepsy

Dystonia: With generalized seizures, dystonia occurs as a sudden full body spasm (tonic) that

may progress to a period of full body myoclonic movement (tonic–clonic or grand mal).

In focal seizures, all of the dystonias described below can occur, often at night. These are

termed nocturnal paroxysmal dystonias, and attacks include tonic and choreoathetoid

movements, and oculogyric crisis.71

Atonia: Sudden and brief (a few seconds) loss of all motor tone (drop attacks) is a form of

generalized epilepsy. In absence seizures (petit mal), tone is maintained but the patient

becomes unresponsive and stares for 20–30s. Slow blinking may occur.

Myoclonus: Myoclonus is a sudden, automatic rhythmic or jerky movement, often repetitive.

It is associated with focal and generalized seizures (including absence) as well as other

neurologic conditions and medication toxicities.72 In children, myoclonic seizures (typically

in the morning) can be mistaken for “clumsiness”.

Catalepsy and posturing: All forms of catatonia occur in epilepsy. Ictal posturing is usually of

short duration. Post-ictal catalepsy can last for hours. Stereotypy occurs in both these phases

of seizure disorder. Hand and arm postures are typical of some frontal lobe seizures.

Speech disorders: Frontal lobe seizures may elicit speech arrest (transient mutism), forced

vocalizations and coprolalia, screaming, grunting and mumbling, muttering, and palilalia.

These vocalizations are sudden and transient. Brief classic aphasia syndromes occur.

The patient is not fully alert.

Automatisms: Automatisms are classic signs of partial complex seizures, but may occur after

generalized clonic–tonic seizures as the patient awakens. Automatisms are repetitive

behaviors performed in an automatic fashion such as chewing, lip smacking, pedaling and

kicking, grimacing, foot stomping, pelvic thrusting and other coital behaviors, and rubbing

and scratching of body parts. The patient is not fully responsive.

Complex actions: Aimless walking (or fugue that is typically post-ictal), drinking, urinating

and defecating, undressing, and all forms of so-called conversion disorders and hysterias are

associated with epilepsy. The patient is not fully responsive during these events.
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particularly the elderly. Movements are repetitive, occurring at regular intervals.

Patients with sleep apnea often have the syndrome. Thirty percent of patients also

experience restless leg syndrome.

Restless leg syndrome is exacerbated during inactivity and is worse at night,

particularly the first half. It is characterized by leg movements during sleep that

may throw the covers from the bed. Patients also experience an urge to move with

associated uncomfortable sensations (dysesthesias) such as burning, itching,

grabbing, “worms” moving under the skin, and an inner restlessness. Patients

try to relieve these sensations by rubbing, stretching, or getting out of bed and

standing or walking. A family history of restless leg syndrome is reported in half

of sufferers. The syndrome is also associated with narcolepsy, sleep apnea, Hun-

tington’s disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, and myelopathies and peripheral

neuropathies. Twenty percent of patients with Parkinson’s disease have the

syndrome. About 80% of patients with restless leg syndrome also have rhythmic

movement disorder described below.

A nocturnal eating and drinking disorder has been described. It is a form of

sleep automatism. Patients exhibit eating and drinking movements immediately

upon waking and may get out of bed and eat compulsively. Other procedural

movements such as washing dishes, getting dressed and undressed, and driving

a vehicle are reported. Continuous oral–facial automatisms with chewing and

swallowing, and lip-smacking are also seen during sleep. Disorganized utter-

ances occur. One to several episodes nightly last a few minutes each, and

most patients report experiencing the episodes while “half asleep”. Partial or

complete amnesia in the morning for the events is common. Some patients will

have other dyssomnias or narcolepsy.

Table 7.4. International classification of sleep disorders

Dyssomnias

Periodic limb movement disorder

Restless leg syndrome

Nocturnal eating and drinking disorder

Parasomnias

Arousal disorders: confusional arousal, sleep walking, sleep terrors

Sleep–wake transition disorders: rhythmic movement disorder,

sleep starts, nocturnal leg cramps

REM-related parasomnias: sleep paralysis, REM behavior disorder

Other parasomnias

Sleep bruxism, benign neonatal myoclonus
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Movements associated with the parasomnia

Parasomnias occur during sleep, but are not due to the process responsible for

sleep and wakefulness. They are most common in children, and involve the

autonomic and motor systems.

Arousal disorders expressed as “confusional” states, sleep walking or somnam-

bulism, and night terrors have no characteristic motor features. Sleep–wake

transition disorders occur at the transition between wakefulness and sleep, and

between sleep and wakefulness, or between different stages of sleep.

Rhythmic movement disorder (periodic limb movements) is characterized by

stereotyped, repetitive movements, typically involving large muscle groups like

the head and neck, and occur from just prior to sleep onset into light sleep. They

last minutes to hours, and consist of head banging, rolling, side-to-side move-

ments, body rolling, leg banging, leg rolling, humming, or chanting. Patients are

usually unresponsive during the events. Severe movements can cause injury.

Frequent episodes are associated with daytime sleepiness. Mild forms and most

episodes in children are seen in non-ill persons, but severe movements and adult

onset episodes are associated with Gilles de la Tourette’s syndrome, and other

neurologic disease. About 30% will also have restless leg syndrome.

Sleep “starts” (hypnopompic and hypnogogic jerks) are short, non-periodic,

intense whole body myoclonic jerks of the large axial muscles or one or two limbs

associated with the subjective feeling of falling. Vocalization may accompany the

jerk. Sleep jerks occur in normal persons as they fall asleep or awaken, during rapid

eye movement sleep, and as hiccoughs. When severe and frequent, sleep myoclonus

can elicit insomnia. Although myoclonus as a result of disease can occur alone

(essential myoclonus), it is more often associated with other neurologic features.75

Nocturnal leg cramps are involuntary strong and painful contractions of the

posterior muscles of the lower leg and foot lasting for seconds to minutes that

interrupt sleep and that can be relieved by stretching. It may be familial and is

most common in women and the elderly. It may have no clinical significance or

be associated with hypertension, renal and vascular disease, diabetes, electrolyte

disturbances, thyroid disease, Parkinson’s disease, and cancers.

Somnambulism – sleep walking – is seen most commonly in children. It

usually consists of brief, aimless wandering associated with purposeless repetitive

behavior. Any vocalizations are short and monosyllabic. The patient is not fully

alert, but injury is unusual. Sleep walking occurs in deep non-REM sleep and thus

typically during the first third of the night.

Night terrors also occur in deep sleep early in the night. It is co-morbid with

sleep walking. Episodes are brief, usually occur only once nightly, and are

characterized by intense, inconsolable fear with signs of heightened sympathetic

arousal. Like episodes of sleep walking, the sufferer is amnestic for the event.
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Narcolepsy is a non-REM sleep disorder characterized by periods of semi-

wakefulness at night with associated hypnogogic and hypnopompic halluci-

nations (see Chapter 10) and sleep paralysis. Daytime episodes of cataplexy

(a sudden loss of tone and collapse that can elicit injury) and overwhelming

sleepiness also occur.

REM-related parasomnias occur in the second half of the night and rarely after

daytime naps. They include episodes of violent and dramatic motor activity

such as talking, yelling, swearing, kicking, punching, and jumping out of bed

and running. Bed partners can be hurt. Acute onset conditions are associated

with the use of antidepressant medications and cholinergic agents, barbiturates,

alcohol, or excessive caffeine. Chronic conditions are idiopathic or associated

with Parkinson’s disease, Lewy body dementia, and olivo-ponto-cerebellar and

multiple system atrophy.

Movements associated with other parasomnias

Sleep bruxism is the forcible grinding, clenching, or tapping of the teeth by

rhythmic contractions of the jaw muscles during sleep, sometimes producing

audible sounds. It can lead to complaints of jaw and facial pain mistaken for

somatization disorder, and the grinding may lead to dental damage. It is common

and its cause unknown. Benign neonatal sleep myoclonus occurs during the first

few months after birth and is characterized by intervals of repetitive jerks of the

distal limbs lasting up to 20s. No associated pathology has been demonstrated.

Dystonias can occur during periods of non-REM sleep, particularly during the

first third of the night.76

Cataplexy and sleep paralysis

Cataplexy and sleep paralysis (transient weakness or inability to move) are

features of narcolepsy. Cataplexy occurs during wakefulness and can be triggered

by sudden emotion and excitement, the patient suddenly collapsing without loss

of consciousness. Sleep paralysis occurs on sleep onset as the patient immediately

enters a REM period. It may be associated with hypnogogic and hypnopompic

hallucinations. Excessive daytime sleepiness is a typical feature of narcolepsy.77

Basal ganglia motor signs

“Extrapyramidal” motor signs are described in never medicated patients with

psychosis. In a recent study of never medicated schizophrenics, 35% exhibited

dyskinesia, and 15% Parkinsonism. These features are considered part of the

disease process and are associated with cognitive impairments.78
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Resting and postural tremor

Resting and postural tremor results from involuntary dysregulation of opposing

muscle groups. Resting tremor is typically fine, worsens with anxiety and increased

arousal, and decreases during sleep. Pill-rolling (continuous finger movement as if

rolling a pea between one’s finger tips) is an extreme form. Unilateral tremor is seen

from a contralateral stroke, in the early stages of Parkinson’s disease, and in drug-

induced tardive dyskinesia. Postural tremor is associated with anxiety, and essential

tremor, and when coarse and irregular, encephalopathy.

Postural tremor is a side effect of many psychotropic drugs. Placing a piece of

paper between the patient’s index and middle fingers while the arm is extended

can reveal subtle postural tremor.

Tremor also occurs with orthostasis, unmedicated patients (primary ortho-

static tremor) experiencing a rapid tremor and a severe sense of unsteadiness.

Walking, sitting, and lying down are unaffected, and the remaining neurological

evaluation is unrevealing.79

Dystonia

Sudden prolonged muscle spasm characterizes dystonia.80 Acute dystonias are

terribly painful, and when they continue for more than a few hours can lead to

muscle breakdown and renal damage from myoglobinuria. Acute dystonias are

generalized or focal. Oculogyric crisis, in which the patient is in a pronounced

and prolonged total body and head exaggerated extension (opisthotonos), is life-

threatening. Respiratory muscles are also in spasm and cannot aid ventilation.

Respiratory stridor with cyanosis occurs. Extra-ocular muscles are affected and

vision is compromised. Spatial disorientation occurs.

Focal dystonias include blepharospasm, Schnauzkrampf or “snout spasm”, the

patient’s mouth in an exaggerated pucker (also seen in catatonia), torticollis when

the sternoclidomastoid muscle is in spasm and the patient’s head and neck are

twisted as if looking over the shoulder, other segmental dystonias of axial muscle

groups, laryngopharyngeal dystonia producing labored and vocally distorted

speech, and writer’s cramp. Acute dystonia may be induced by antipsychotic

drugs and some SSRI agents. Young men and older women with previous

neurologic disease are at highest risk.81 When drug-induced, acute dystonias

occur during the first several days of treatment.82

Chronic dystonia results in rigidity. Facial expression is masked, eye-blink may

be minimal, speech becomes difficult, head and neck movements are stiff and

reduced, and the patient walks looking at the floor, chin almost on the chest.

Secondary arm movements while walking are reduced as the shoulder girdles are

frozen; gait is stiff and shuffling, arms are held stiffly at the sides or in front of the

torso as if carrying wood. The patient looks “frozen”. Manipulating the patient’s
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limbs is difficult and cog-wheel can be elicited in the elbows and other joints.

Writing deteriorates and becomes small (micrographia) and choppy. Monitoring

writing assesses the effect of antipsychotic medication on the basal ganglia.

Parkinsonism

Bradykinesia with increased muscle tone, features of rigidity, a resting and

postural tremor, a flexed posture, and a shuffling or propulsive gait, define the

Parkinson syndrome. Postural difficulties occur, and falls are common. When

drug-induced, it occurs early in treatment and rarely after three months of

exposure. The syndrome is associated with a greasy sheen (sebaceous gland

secretion) when induced by a typical antipsychotic agent.

The “on–off” effect seen in many patients with Parkinson’s disease has been

attributed to long-term L-DOPA treatment. Following a gradual decline in the

drug’s effectiveness and rapid dosing adjustments, the on–off phenomenon

emerges. The abrupt swings in activity are unrelated to the timing of dosing,

occurring many times daily. Transition between states occurs over several min-

utes, the patient going from “frozen” to a flurry of stereotyped dyskinesia, with

flexion–extension leg movements, foot stamping, head turning and hand wring-

ing. Patients sense the change. The “on” state lasts several minutes to hours,

with a rapid return to the “off” state that follows on the heels of a return of

tremor. Autonomic associated signs are pallor, profuse sweating, palpitations, and

extreme lassitude.83

Dyskinesia

Dyskinesia is involuntary, repetitive, and sometimes distorted movement of

muscle groups, not due to tremor. Dyskinesias include choreoathetoid (writhing)

movements of the fingers, head twisting or overextension, shoulder shrugging,

oral–buccal puckering and perioral tremor (the “rabbit” syndrome), lip

smacking, licking, tongue flicking, chewing, blinking, pelvic thrusting, rocking,

weight shifting from one foot to the other. Hemiballismus and myoclonus are

other examples.

Unlike other basal ganglia signs, ballismus is typically associated with a spe-

cific, usually vascular, lesion in the subthalamic nucleus or its outflow tracts. The

movement is a sudden, violent and random flinging of limbs. Hemiballismus is

unilateral. Facial and throat movements also occur at these moments. In chron-

ically ill psychotic patients with tardive dyskinesia, the emergence of ballismus

can be mistaken for additional antipsychotic drug toxicity and not a new stroke.

Pre-ballismus hyperanalgesia of the affected limb, and the associated agitation,

altered arousal, and speech difficulties84 can be misunderstood as psychogenic

and not a newly emerging brain vascular disease process.
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Athetosis is the continuous movement of a limb due to instability of posture.

Athetosis of the arm is a slow, sinuous flexion and extension of the fingers and

wrist, the thumb opposed and flexed with variable degrees of forearm pronation

and supernation. The foot and neck can be similarly affected.

Some movements, previously considered tics or psychogenic, may be focal

forms of athetosis. These include blepharospasm, spasmodic torticollis, oroman-

dibular and orofacial dyskinesia, writers’ and other occupational “cramps”, and

axial dystonia.85 They also occur in tardive dyskinesia.

Dyskinesia occurs following beta-hemolytic streptococcus infection, particu-

larly in children. Associated mood disorders, obsessive–compulsive disorder,

attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, and tic disorder have been described

as PANDAS (Pediatric Autoimmune Neuropsychiatric Disorder Associated

with Streptococcal infection; see later).86 Choreoathetoid movements are reported

in heavy cocaine users, and, when severe, termed “crack dancing”. It occurs

with akathesia, Parkinsonism and tremor.87 It is also reported in association with

rapid dosing changes with opioids,88 and in never-medicated schizophrenic

patients.89

Tardive dyskinesia (TD)

TD typically results from prolonged exposure to dopaminergic receptor-blocking

drugs. The inducing dose is highly individualized, and patients with previous

basal ganglia disease are at high risk.90 TD is associated with general slowing of

cognitive function (bradyphrenia), problems in attention, working memory and

new learning,91 and worsening of symptom severity.92 Diaphragmatic and

esophageal muscle involvement can lead to severe breathing and eating difficul-

ties, and aspiration of food. All the dyskinetic movements listed in the previous

section occur in TD, but their emergence after weeks or months of exposure to an

antipsychotic agent adds the term “tardive”. Early signs are vermicular move-

ments of the tongue while on the floor of the mouth and subtle choreoathetoid

finger movements in the preferred hand. Later features are protruding, twisting,

and curling tongue movements combined with sucking, pouting, and bulging of

the cheeks, severe choreoathetoid movements of the extremities, ballistic arm

movements, constant shifting of weight, lorodosis, rocking and swaying, pelvic

thrusting and rotary movements, grunting, and chest heaving. Inability to stand

fully erect, the “Pisa Syndrome”, is described. Persistent dystonic movements

occur, and sufferers can be left in a twisted posture, like a corkscrew. Meige’s

syndrome, a cranial dystonia with blepharospasm and oromandibular dystonia, is

considered idiopathic, but is also seen as a drug-induced movement disorder.

Rapid twitching and pouting movements of the lips is termed the “Rabbit
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Syndrome”. All antipsychotic agents are associated with drug-induced movement

disorder, high-potency typical agents the most likely offenders.93 Patient 7.4

illustrates a needless case of tardive dyskinesia.

Patient 7.4

A 12-year-old girl was brought by her mother from Texas to a university hospital

in another state for ECT. Texas does not permit the administration of ECT to

persons less than 16years of age. The girl had a several-year history of manic-

depressive illness without psychosis that had not responded to treatment, forcing

her to miss school. Atypical antipsychotics, prescribed because of their alleged

mood-stabilizing properties, led to tardive dyskinesia. Her abnormalmovements

consisted of theMeige’s syndrome, repeated blinking and squeezing her eyes shut

to blepharospasm and twisting, pouting of her lips, and forward thrusting of her

jaw. She also had a vocal dystonia reducing her speech to a halting frog-like

croaking. Twelve bilateral ECTresolved hermood disorder and her drug-induced

movement disorder and she returned home and to school.

Tic

Tics are sudden involuntary twitches of small muscle groups. Blinking, distor-

tions of the forehead, nose and mouth, teeth tapping, clearing of the throat, and

twitching of the shoulders are most common. Vocalizations, clicks, snorts, hisses,

shouts and bursts of profanity (coprolalia) are other examples. The tic is often

associatedwith a subjective feeling of needing tomove and relief after themovement.

Myoclonus is more rhythmic than tic and is not associated with these subjective

feelings. Tics and compulsions are the hallmark of Gilles de la Tourette’s disease.94

Tics are also seen in children with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, all

the anxiety disorders, and in some persons with mood disorder.95

Compulsions

Compulsions are repetitive, often ritualistic actions commonly driven by obses-

sions.96 Sufferers are aware that they are performing a needless or maladaptive

task, but cannot resist the urge to act. Checking the household to insure safety,

hand washing and showering, and performing tasks in a specific manner and for a

specific number of times to ward off an undefined danger are most common. For

some patients, the compulsions take on a life of their own, and are experienced as

autonomous acts such as sniffing, squinting, touching, tapping, throat clearing,

smelling one’s hands or objects, foot stamping, pulling out one’s hair (trichotil-

lomania), scratching, nail biting, and chewing on one’s lips and the inside surface

of one’s cheeks.
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Repetitive ritualistic behaviors like compulsions can be inhibited only briefly.

Sufferers are compelled to perform these behaviors, often in a formulaic manner.

Repetitive self-mutilating behavior includes cutting, burning, hitting, head

banging, and eye gouging. Speech compulsions include automatically repeating

words or phrases. Stock words is another speech compulsion. Echolalia and

echopraxia occur. Echolalia is also associated with receptive transcortical aphasia,

autism, abnormal startle reactions (seen post-encephalitic states), Gilles de la

Tourette’s syndrome, and catatonia.97

Utilization behavior in which the patient compulsively manipulates, takes, or

uses objects not his own is reminiscent of the unwanted release of procedural

memories. It is associated with echopraxia. The patient sees a pen, takes it and

writes with it. The patient sees a bed and lies on it. The patient sees an object in a

store and takes it (kleptomania). The patient sees an attractive person and inappro-

priately touches the person. This exaggerated dependency on environmental cues

is associated with a deficit in self-monitoring.

A rare variant of compulsion is abulomania. It was originally described as a

paralysis of will without accompanying obsessions in which the sufferer was unable

to perform certain actions despite the strong desire to do so and adequate motor

and sensory capacity. There was no associated psychosis or acute mood disorder,

and no other features suggestive of catatonia or a focal neurologic disruption.

Examples are: a notary who could no longer write his signature, despite great effort

to do so, raising his hand, making writing movements but unable to put pen to

paper; a woman who could carry out all needed minor activities but was immobi-

lized when faced with making a decision that she thought important; and a man

who could not make decisions about dressing or undressing and so remained in the

same clothes for days unless assisted.98

Cerebellar motor signs

The classic motor features of cerebellar disease are ataxia, poor coordination of

movements, unstable gait, impaired speech articulation, and difficulties with eye

movements and swallowing.

Speech and language problems associated with cerebellar disease, discussed in

Chapter 9, include scanning dysarthria with slowing of utterances, irregular rhythm

and volume, slurring, intention tremor in the voice, and ataxic respirations.

Many pharmaceuticals affect cerebellar function. Cerebellar dysfunction is also

associated with schizophrenia, autism, dyslexia, alcoholism, and multiple sclero-

sis.99 Kraepelin recognized a “cerebellar form” of dementia praecox.100
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Intention tremor

Intention tremor is coarse and is observed by asking the patient to reach for

objects. There is no tremor when the limb is at rest. It is seen in cerebellar disease,

essential tremor, and exposure to many pharmaceuticals (e.g. caffeine and other

stimulants, alcohol, lithium).

Past-pointing (dysmetria)

Past-pointing is difficulty in accurately directly one’s hand to grasp an object,

missing and going past the object. It can be observed, or tested by asking the

patient to touch the examiner’s index finger with his index finger, the examiner’s

finger moving into high, low, left and right positions. The patient touching the

examiner’s finger and then his own nose is a variation of the test. The heel to shin

test is another example.

Dysdiadochokinesia

The inability to perform rapid, alternating movements such as pronation and

supernation of one palm against the other (10 trials) defines dysdiadochokinesia.

Another test is asking the patient to rapidly touch the tip of his thumb with the

tip of each of his fingers in sequence, while his arms are extended, palms up.

Mistakes in placement, breaks in movement, jerky irregular movement can occur.

Other errors in movement regulation can be observed during this testing.

Asynergy

Asynergy is the inability to smoothly perform simple movement. Jerky, robotic

movements occur. Any of the hand tests of movement can be used to observe for

asynergy.

Coordination problems

Poor coordination is observed while the patient performs other motor tasks.

Movements are awkward and jerky. When severe, ataxia, weaving movements of

the head, trunk, and gait is seen. The gait becomes wide-based, turning is difficult

and can result in falls, and high-stepping, staggering, and side-to-side lurching

occurs. Ataxia is tested by asking the patient to heel-to-toe walk across the

examination room with eyes open (tandum gait). Dystaxia is elicited while the

patient is standing erect, feet together and eyes open, a slight push to his back

causing swaying or staggering.

Procedural memory problems

Declarative memory is memory for facts and events. Memory for skills is termed

procedural memory and is a form of implicit memory. The demonstration of
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knowing the “information” is not declared but demonstrated, and by the

demonstration the knowing is implied. Driving a vehicle correctly through city

streets from home to work demonstrates implicit knowledge of how to drive a car,

the rules of the road, and the route from home to work. Activities of daily living

(buttoning shirts and dresses, tying shoelaces, preparing a meal), playing sports

(swinging a golf club, serving a tennis ball), performing a skill (playing the piano,

typing, knitting, conducting the medical physical examination) are complex

movements that must be over-learned to be done efficiently, and must be

practiced continually to be fully maintained. The more complex the skill,

the more fragile its procedural memory, and the more likely it will be affected

by brain disease.101 It is, however, less affected by aging than other cognitive

processes.102 Conditions associated with disturbed procedural memory include

basal ganglia structural disease,103 cerebellar atrophy,104 and obsessive–compulsive

disorder.105 Patient 1.1 with carbon monoxide poisoning was misdiagnosed as

depressed. The clue to the correct diagnosis of carbon monoxide poisoning was

his loss of the motor skills for knitting and playing the guitar.

Conversion, hysteria, and idiopathic abnormal movements

(“psychogenic movements”)

The mind–body notion is reflected in behavioral syndromes being divided into

“organic” (with demonstrated pathology) and “functional” or “psychogenic”

(without identified pathology and of assumed psychological origin). The “hys-

teria” of past eras continues to be given a psychological interpretation, and is

conflated into the categories of conversion and psychogenic movement disorder,

non-epileptic or “pseudoseizure”, and dissociative disorder. The reliability and

validity of these categories, however, are challenged, and nervous system path-

ology is identified in many such patients.106 Chronic impairment is common,

particularly when symptoms are unilateral.107

The DSM offers the following examples of conversion symptoms: impaired

coordination and balance (astasia–abasia), paralysis or localized weakness, apho-

nia (a whisper), difficulty swallowing or the sensation of a lump in the throat

(globus hystericus), urinary retention, loss of touch or pain sensation, double

vision, blindness, deafness, and hallucinations. Although the DSM cautions that

the diagnosis of “conversion” should be made only when symptoms do not

conform to known anatomical pathways and physiological mechanisms, in prac-

tice the attending physician’s weak database or bias are the most likely sources of

the diagnosis of conversion.108 The manual demonstrates this limited database

by offering stocking-glove anesthesia as an example of a symptom without a

neurologic basis,109 although it is a well described sign of neuropathy.110
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Many other classic symptoms of hysteria are shown to result from specific disease.

At one time, Parkinson’s disease, St Vitus’ dance, tetanus and eclampsia were

considered neurotic disorders.111 Denial of illness, la belle indifference, and hemi-

anesthesia, classic signs of conversion, are associated with thalamic disease. Many

non-epileptic fits are in fact partial complex seizures identified by laboratory studies.

Anatomically inconsistent pain patterns are often prominent early signs in multiple

sclerosis, and astasia–abasia, the “classic” hysterical gait and walking difficulty, is

associated with dementia,112 and midline cerebellar and corpus callosum lesions.113

Many examples of motor conversions and psychogenic movement disorder are

understood as features of catatonia or specific neurologic disease. Patient 1.7, the

78-year-old woman who was said to have psychogenic “confusion” and catatonia

(diagnosed by a university hospital neurology team, and then a psychiatrist), was

found to be in non-convulsive status epilepticus. Patient 4.1, the 56-year-old nurse

who was said to have a psychogenic movement disorder (diagnosed by a psychiatric

resident, his faculty supervisor, a neurologist, and several other psychiatry faculty

members), was found to have familial cerebellar–pontine degeneration.

Patient 7.5 also illustrates the value of not assuming symptoms to be “psycho-

genic” even if they appear associated with so-called primary or secondary gain

(psychological or tangible, respectively).114

Patient 7.5115

A 30-year-old woman was referred to a psychoanalyst by her primary care

physician because of neck and head pain of six months’ duration keeping her

from going to work, and for which no medical cause was determined in a

cursory evaluation. She was pain-free most of the time, except when riding the

commuter train to work. The train ride took about 25min, and her pain began

shortly after she boarded and worsened as the train approached the terminus

and her workplace, forcing her to return home. She had been at the job for

about six months, and found it “stressful”.

Obtaining a careful history (the story of the illness), the psychoanalyst

discovered that by the time the patient boarded the train all the seats were

taken and she had to stand on the platform near the car exit, receiving the full

energy of the car bouncing over the tracks. He surmised that the car’s up and

down movement affected a cervical spine abnormality leading to nerve root

inflammation and the pain. This was confirmed on CT scan and a neck brace

worn during the commute resolved the patient’s difficulties.

Patient 7.6 also illustrates the dangers of automatically accepting the patient’s

symptoms as “psychogenic” if they do not fit the examiner’s understanding of

neuroanatomy and function.
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Patient 7.6

A 28-year-old man came to an emergency room because of left-sided numb-

ness and “loss of feeling” that had progressed over several hours. The man

appeared anxious and said he was under substantial work-related stress.

Examination revealed the numbness ending at the midline contrary to the

anatomic distribution of dermatomes. The findings of the remainder of the

basic neurologic and general medical examination were reported as “normal”.

A “psychogenic” disorder was considered, and the patient sent home with

several doses of an anxiolytic and the recommendation to follow-up with his

primary care physician in the next few days. The patient died that night and an

autopsy revealing a ruptured aneurysm that had bled into his right thalamus.

The emergency room physicianmay also have been swayed by the patient’s symptom

being left-sided, because of the long-held notion that unilateral psychogenic move-

ment and somatosensory disorders will be more common on the left because of

influencesof the right cerebral hemisphere, theputative site of unconscious processes.

This left bias has been questioned, and a review of 121 studies totaling 1139 patients

considered to have conversion disorder could find no left–right difference.116

Many studies reinforce the need for careful consideration of alternative expla-

nations to conversion and psychogenic disorders.117 Gould et al. (1986) reported

30 patients with documented structural nervous system damage who were mis-

takenly said to have symptoms that were not understood by their treating

clinicians and therefore considered signs of hysteria. La belle indifference (a calm

unconcern for the disabling features), introduced by Janet as a pathognomonic

sign of conversion hysteria, was found to be an unreliable feature. Extracts from

the case presentations are instructive.

Patient 7.7

“A 56-year-old woman” experienced “double vision and facial numbness . . .

diminished sensation on the right side of her face . . . with exact midline split

of the forehead and jaw but the sensory loss spared the nose . . . less sensation

of vibration (to a tuning fork) on the right side” and “apparent giveaway

weakness at the left biceps and deltoid.” The patient’s symptoms were eventu-

ally understood as arising from a nasopharyngeal epidermoid carcinoma.

Patient 7.8

A 59-year-old woman with a “history of complaints involving many organ

systems but no medical diagnosis except hypertension” had recent “left-sided

weakness . . . She was euphoric . . . denying any weakness or numbness.

Examination did not reveal any motor deficit but decreased appreciation of
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pinprick . . . over the left body and extremities . . . sensory loss was patchy with

inconsistent borders; she expressed no concern.” Her symptoms were eventu-

ally understood as arising from a recent infarction of the right parietal and

temporal lobes.118

Gould and colleagues reported that persons most likely to be misdiagnosed as

“hysterical” were women, homosexual men, patients with previous psychiatric

diagnoses, and those with a plausible psychological explanation for their condi-

tion. The biases in the application of the hysteria label are patent.

Devinsky et al. (2001) described 79 patients previously diagnosed with

conversion disorder who were then found to have defined brain disease. Sixty

patients (76%) had unilateral cerebral abnormalities, of which 85% were struc-

tural. Ictal or inter-ictal EEG abnormalities were found in 78% of these patients.

A right hemisphere lesion was found in 78% of the patients with a defined

abnormality.

A four-year follow-up of children and adolescents with the diagnosis of conver-

sion found the conversion features had fully resolved in 85%, but 35% suffered

from mood or anxiety disorder.119 Among 103 patients with dystonia considered

psychogenic or a feature of somatization disorder, most were explained by previous

peripheral injury or the presence of other psychiatric conditions. For some patients,

no cause, including psychiatric, could be identified.120

Motor conversion and pseudoseizure diagnoses are most likely to presage a

definitive neurologic diagnosis, and dystonia and chorea are features of disease

most often misunderstood and labeled “psychogenic”.121 Among patients said to

have psychogenic non-epileptic seizures based on video-EEG monitoring, common

features are clonic and exaggerated movements of the extremities, pelvic thrusting,
head movements, and tonic posturing of the head, a “trembling” syndrome of all
extremities, and an “atonic” condition, the patient falling to the floor as the only
feature.122 As illustrated by Patient 7.9 and other reports,123 such patients, although
reported as having a “psychogenic” condition, often have a seizure disorder.

Patient 7.9

A 22-year-old active-duty military service woman was hospitalized for possible

malingering to avoid work responsibilities. Her difficulties were described as

“nightmares” during which she was observed by her roommates to get out of

bed, scream for several minutes, and then return to sleep. She had similar

episodes during the day and these continued in the hospital. She was noted to

suddenly stop the activity in which she was engaged, flex both her arms with

clenched fists, start screaming and then repeat the phrase “It’s okay, it’s okay . . .”.

Her arms moved up and down symmetrically as if she were pounding a table.
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She looked tense, with clenched teeth and tension in her general muscula-

ture. She had several episodes daily, lasting several minutes, and these were

followed by the desire to lie down and sleep. On one occasion she was

incontinent of urine. Although “conversion hysteria” was diagnosed by the

attending psychiatrist, the resident considered seizure disorder likely,

obtained a prolactin blood level 20min after such an episode which was

four times the patient’s baseline and diagnostic of a seizure. Anticonvulsant

treatment resolved the episodes.124

The tell-tale signs of pseudo- or non-epileptic seizure are well known. All,

however, are also expressions of true seizures.125

In an extensive review, Krem (2004) details many severe neurologic conditions

presenting with features initially eliciting the diagnosis of conversion disorder.

More than 60% of such patients were young women. Common psychiatric

co-morbidities were depression and personality disorder. Among the identified

causes of motor conversion were amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, Guillain–Barré

syndrome, Huntington’s disease, intracranial hemorrhage, malignancy, multiple

sclerosis, myasthenia gravis, Parkinson’s disease, post-encephalitis syndrome, and

systemic lupus erythematosis.

Mood disorder is another common co-morbidity among patients defined with

a psychogenic movement disorder.126 Further, just as epilepsy is a common

finding in patients who also have non-epileptic seizures,127 many patients with

the diagnosis of psychogenic movement disorder also have a movement disorder

secondary to a neuropathologic process.128

Diagnostic and treatment considerations alone indicate that if a defined illness

explaining the movement disorder cannot be determined it is best to consider

such patients as having idiopathic movement disorders, not “psychogenic” or

“conversion” disorder.

Psychogenic movement disorder, however, is typically diagnosed when other

causes are not apparent, the movements are inconsistent with the clinician’s

understanding of neurologic functioning and disease, and the movements tend to

worsen when the patient is under stress and improve with distraction or placebo.

Idiopathic movement disorder is also commonly associated with sensory symp-

toms or pain. La belle indifference is not a consistent or specific finding. Thalamic

lesions, however, can elicit motor disturbance, sensory symptoms and neglect or

“denial” of dysfunction, and such lesions are not always considered in the evalu-

ation of patients with idiopathic movement disorder.129 Female patients are more

likely than men to receive the diagnosis. Most patients remain symptomatic for

years, and few consider their condition as primarily psychiatric in origin, despite

many having a psychiatric co-occurring condition.130
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Specific idiopathic movement disturbance

Themany idiopathicmovement disturbances are broadly categorized as those where

movement is inhibited, such as weakness and paresis without atrophy,131 and those

where an abnormal movement occurs but the etiology is deemed psychological,

e.g. “psychogenic” myoclonus,132 tremor,133 dystonia (spasmodic, fixed, torticollis,

torsion), globus hystericus (difficulty swallowing), and Parkinsonism.134

In specialty clinics, conversion dystonia and tremor are the most common

(>50%), followed by tic, myclonus and Parkinsonism.135 Among persons in the

general population with a conversion disorder diagnosis, over half have an

idiopathic movement problem, commonly weakness and paresis without atro-

phy.136 Studies of neurologic patients estimate the diagnosis of conversion dis-

order between one and 9%.137

The pathophysiology of idiopathic movement disturbances

The pathophysiology of idiopathicmovement disturbance is unclear. There are three

alternative considerations to the psychogenic model. The movement disturbances

represent: (1) subtle motor system regulatory dysfunction and is a distinct patho-

physiologic disorder, (2) feigned behavior, or (3) features of a primary psychiatric or

neurologic condition and do not exist independent of these conditions.

The subtle motor system model proposes that idiopathic movement disturb-

ances are expressions of a subtle but specific abnormal neurologic process. The

evidence for this understanding is weak. Neuropsychological studies focus on the

right hemisphere, because as the “non-language” hemisphere with arousal and

emotional expression and receptive functions it is hypothesized as the site of the

dynamic unconscious. A few studies report bi-frontal and non-dominant hemi-

sphere impairment in patients with conversion diagnoses.138 Others propose a

disconnection between sensory processing and awareness,139 a disconnection

between pre-conscious processing of emotion, perception and memory,140 and

a defect in mapping of the body state.141 The disconnections are presumed

functional not structural, resulting in disrupted motor–perceptual coordination

leading to neglect and abnormal or non-movement.142 The preparation to move

and the attempt to move fail to activate the sensory motor cortex to properly

guide movement.143 This loss of feedback is also proposed as an explanation for

catatonia, a condition that is often misinterpreted as conversion disorder.

Neuroimaging studies consist of small samples and case reports. Patients with

motor conversions are reported to exhibit cortical hypometabolism and are

unable to properly generate144 or fully use motor programs145 because of cortical

functioning being disrupted by limbic system over-activation.146 The disruption

is between the brain systems of intention and motor execution and the result is

non-movement.147 The metabolic dysfunction also appears contralateral to the
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affected limbs.148 For example, when attempting to move, a patient with left-

sided idiopathic paralysis was found to have loss of activation of the right

primary motor strip and hypermetabolism in the right orbitofrontal and anterior

cingulate cortex.149 This is not willed inactivity, because voluntary inhibition of

limb movement is associated with increased, not decreased, cortical activity.150

The factitious/malingering model posits that patients with the conversion

diagnoses are feigning illness. In a report of 37 persons identified as having

“psychogenic” stance and gait disturbances, video study revealed characteristic

signs of factitious impairment, including momentary fluctuations in the abnor-

mality, excessive slowness or hesitation without any associated neurologic or

psychiatric explanatory findings, Romberg sway amplitudes that were delayed

and subsequently improved by distraction, a “walking on ice” gait with the

person taking small steps with fixed ankle joints, and sudden buckling of the

knees without falling.151

Among patients admitted over a 27-year period to a rehabilitation department,

less than 1% (N¼34) were identified as having “conversion motor paralysis”.152

The investigators identified 4 “malingerers” and the remaining 30 are offered as

examples of possible psychogenic movement disorder. Five illustrative vignettes

are presented. Two of these were also clearly malingering or exaggerating their

symptoms, and a third, a man with a head injury and L1 and L2 vertebral

fractures and associated right hemiplegia, stuttering, rage attacks and “confusion”,

was said to have an “organic brain syndrome” (possibly a seizure disorder). The

fourth, a woman who fell, sustaining a C8 injury and peripheral nerve injury

followed by left-sided weakness, was also said to have “a genuine organic prob-

lem”. The fifth patient, a 22-year-old woman who lost consciousness after being

hit by a motor vehicle and had posttraumatic amnesia, developed weakness in all

limbs and clonus temporarily relieved by traction. Her spastic weakness without

sensory or autonomic deficits resolved after a week of rehabilitation. This last

vignette is the only one presented that can be seriously considered to have

symptoms without an identified adequate neurologic or malingering explanation.

Considering the review covered almost three decades of admissions, that less than

1% of the admissions were considered psychogenic, and that most of those

patients had explanatory pathology or were malingering, the independence of

psychogenic movement disorder is doubtful.

The non-independent model of conversion disorder proposes that such condi-

tions are symptoms that reflect neuropathology or a psychiatric disorder with

established validity. This view is consistent with the studies cited previously and

numerous case reports.153 Patient 7.10 describes a man with a movement disorder

associated with melancholia.
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Patient 7.10

A 50-year-old man was hospitalized for melancholia. He was noted to have

jerky neck and shoulder movements more pronounced on his left side that

were said to have begun with the emergence of his depressive illness, five years

earlier. His wife said “He looked like a fish out of the water . . . His whole body

would jerk. His neck, arms, and legs would jerk until he was exhausted.”

At that time, the patient was extensively evaluated separately by two

neurologists who concluded that the “jerky motor movements” were due to

his melancholia. MRI showed periventricular ischemic changes that were

unlikely to explain his condition. Various antidepressant drug trials were

unsuccessful. A course of 10 BL-ECT then resolved the melancholia and the

abnormal movements. A year later, the patient relapsed and his movement

disorder returned. A second course of ECTagain resolved the melancholia and

the “jerky motor movements”. The patient remained well for the next two

years until the index admission where he again received ECT, again leading to

a resolution of the melancholia and movement disorder.

Patient 7.11 illustrates the misidentification of catatonia as a conversion disorder.

Patient 7.11

A 23-year-old woman with a long history of generalized seizure disorder was

brought to an emergency room by the police who found her wandering the

streets “confused”. She was only intermittently responsive to questions. Over

the last 4months she had been to that ER 8 times for a generalized seizure, the

last fit 10days before.

The patient was admitted to the neurology service, where she was found to

be slow to answer or to just stare mutely at the examiner. She was said to be

oriented to the month and year, to know her mother’s name, to follow simple

commands and when speaking to be fluent and not dysarthric. She “would not

count or say the alphabet”. She moved all extremities. She performed the

finger–nose-to-finger test without difficulty. She “could not give a good

history”. Her initial EEG showed generalized slowing and spike and waves in

left temporal areas. Repeated EEGs showed improvement over a few days,

with the last showing “mild slowing” and a few “bi-frontal sharp waves”

consistent with diffuse, mild encephalopathy. The patient, however, was said

to “refuse to participate in her care” (meaning she stopped moving) and she

stopped communicating. Conversion paresis or malingering was considered

and a psychiatrist consulted.

The consultant found the patient to be mostly mute with stereotypy,

negativism, automatic obedience, arm rigidity and a mild grasp reflex.
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The consultant diagnosed post-ictal catatonia following a period of status

epilepticus and prescribed lorazepam. Eight milligrams daily resolved the

catatonia and the patient was discharged on a new anticonvulsant drug

regime.

Rare motor syndromes mistaken for conversion hysteria

Apraxic agraphia

Apraxic agraphia is a language-related motor disturbance. “Pure” apraxic agra-

phia is the inability to construct letters in the absence of a disturbance in spelling,

reading, or substantial praxis or visual–constructional difficulties.154 In its

mildest form, handwriting is deteriorated but legible. Cursive writing may be

lost, the patient reduced to child-like printing. The alignment of the writing may

also be askew. Apraxic agraphia is associated with lesions in the left superior

parietal lobe155 Patient 7.12 illustrates.

Patient 7.12156

A 78-year-old, right-handed man, referred for a follow-up evaluation of a

depression-like syndrome, was in his usual state of health until age 61, when

he had what was described as a “transient ischemic attack”. The patient said

that at that time his speech was not impaired, but he experienced transient

weakness in both arms. Since then he noticed that he was unable to write in

cursive, but he could print upper and lower case letters. Because the patient

had a pacemaker, an MRI could not be done. Functional neuroimaging

(SPECT), however, revealed bilateral hypoperfusion of the parietal and occipi-

tal lobes. Uptake in the basal ganglia was normal and symmetrical. Carotid

Doppler imagery showed no hemodynamically significant carotid arterial

stenotic or occlusive disease. The patient was discharged home still unable

to write in cursive. At his bank his new signature (Figure 7.1) was accepted and

the patient did not feel that his deficit affected his daily living.

Alien hand syndrome

The alien hand syndrome is characterized by the patient not recognizing the

actions of one of his hands as self-generated, instead experiencing the hand’s

actions as autonomous and elicited by an outside agency. The patient may ignore

the hand or delusionally conclude it belongs to another. Typically the non-

dominant hand is the alien hand. Case literature describes one hand grasping

unneeded objects and refusing to release them, constantly groping bedclothes,

objects and body parts, and the compulsive manipulation of tools or objects. The
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non-dominant alien hand may be experienced in conflict with the patient’s stated

purposes, the patient grabbing or slapping the alien (the “bad”) hand to prevent

an action, angrily shouting at the alien hand, and the alien hand attacking the

sufferer. This uncommon delusion of alienation and control is most commonly

associated with anterior brain lesions: the anterior corpus callosum, the mesial

frontal cortex contralateral to the alien hand, the supplementary motor area,

anterior cingulated gyrus, and medial prefrontal cortex of the dominant cerebral

hemisphere, or in the thalamus.157

Periodic paralysis

Periodic paralysis is a hereditary disorder (usually autosomal dominant) character-

ized by episodic muscle weakness associated with abnormal potassium levels

(hypo- and hyperkalemia) or sensitivity to changes in serum potassium. Attacks

last minutes to days. They are triggered by exercise that is quickly followed by

sustained rest, excitement, or cold temperature. Episodes typically begin in prox-

imal muscles spreading distally. After several years, permanent weakness occurs.158

Startle disease

Startle disease, or recurrent exaggerated startle (a flexed crouch, blinking, and

grimacing), represents a group of conditions associated with many etiologies.

Startle epilepsy is one form, mostly seen in children with other signs of neurologic

disease. Triggered by unexpected stimuli, the startle can progress to a generalized

or partial complex seizure.159

Stiff person syndrome

Stiff person syndrome is also elicited by sudden tactile or emotional stimuli or

startling noises. The sufferer suddenly develops painful spasms of the axial

muscles that become “board-like”. Spasms can last weeks, although brief spasms

Figure 7.1 The signature of a patient with apraxic agraphia
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are most common. Spasms are reduced during sleep, and motor and sensory

functioning appears otherwise normal. An autoimmune process is the likely

etiology.160

Astasia–abasia

Astasia–abasia is the inability to walk, stand or sit upright without assistance and

without any other neuropsychiatric abnormality. When prone or sitting the

patient can move his legs. Some patients may walk like the “Scarecrow” in the

Wizard of Oz, limbs flopping about haphazardly, the patient teetering on falling.

When they do fall, the decent is slow and rarely causes injury.

Astasia–abasia has been reported in patients with identifiable illness such as

Sjogren’s syndrome,161 the Bailey–Cushing syndrome involving midline cerebellar

lesions,162 and corpus callosum lesions.163 In a rare follow-up of patients with astasia–

abasia, 27 children and adolescents who received the diagnosis between 1965 and

1979 were re-examined from 5 to 22years later. Most were symptom-free.164

Camptocormia

Camptocormia is a forced posture with a forward-bent trunk which appears

during standing or sitting, as if the patient had abdominal pain. It was described

among soldiers and interpreted as psychogenic or as an effort to avoid responsi-

bility. Recent studies identify it as a segmental dystonia of abdominal muscles

associated with several neurologic and psychiatric disorders.165

Paroxysmal dyskinesia

Paroxysmal dyskinesia is characterized by episodes of sudden, usually short (less

than 30min and often less than 5min), painful dyskinesia that may include chorea,

athetosis, and ballismus. Orobuccal movements can cause tongue-biting, and leg

movements can lead to falls with injury, eliciting the consideration of seizure

disorder. Consciousness, however, is maintained. For most patients the cause is

unknown, and many are said to have psychogenic movement disorder. Many such

patients also have co-occurring behavioral and sensory features such as numbness,

paresthesia, electrical sensations, and painful burning. In a study of 46 patients

identified as having paroxysmal dyskinesia, no specific cause could be identified in

21. Two others had a family history of paroxysmal dyskinesia, but no other

pathology was noted. Among the rest, nine were said to be psychogenic, four had

cerebral vascular disease, two multiple sclerosis, two encephalitis, two cerebral

trauma, two peripheral trauma, one migraine, and one kernicterus.166 A study of

20 new patients and a review of 130 case reports concluded that identified causes

are more common than previously thought, although still the minority of patients.

Multiple sclerosis, cerebral vascular insufficiency, stroke, head trauma, metabolic
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abnormalities and encephalitis were the most likely defined etiologies.167 Many

such patients, however, have non-specific EEG abnormalities, and a seizure spec-

trum disorder has been suggested as an underlying factor in these patients.168

Conclusion

Almost all psychiatric disease is associated with disturbances in motor function-

ing. Almost all patients with movement disorder also experience behavioral

disturbances. Because the brain’s motor system is extensive, many brain diseases

impinge on that system, eliciting abnormal motor signs and symptoms. All the

motor signs and symptoms detailed above are seen in psychiatric and in neuro-

logic patients, and this common experience illustrates the artificial nature of

separating these patient groups as either “neurologic” or “psychiatric”. The

presence of cerebellar or basal ganglia signs, for example, does not exclude the

likelihood that the patient has other features that warrant a psychiatric diagnosis.

The presence of the movement disorder increases that likelihood. The presence of

depressive illness or psychosis also increases the likelihood that the patient may

also have a recognized neurologic disorder. Evaluating the motor functioning of

a patient with disturbed behavior thoroughly is essential to diagnosis and treat-

ment. The evaluation of a patient with a movement disorder for the presence of

a behavioral disturbance is also necessary for proper diagnosis and treatment.

The identification of co-occurring movement and behavior disorder has diag-

nostic and treatment implications. The presence of motor features consistent with

epilepsy, for example, suggests that if such a patient has a depressive illness or

psychotic disorder, that anticonvulsants might be the best treatment options. The

presence of catatonic features warns against the rash use of antipsychotic agents.

Examining the patient from the three-way view perspective of the motor system

(see Chapter 3) may reveal circumscribed disease that radically alters the differen-

tial diagnosis (e.g. identifying a right-sided subcortical stroke as the etiology of

the psychotic disorder). The presence of motor signs in a person who chronically

abuses illicit drugs suggests brain damage that involves higher cognitive function-

ing and the limits of disposition and behavioral intervention. The emergence of

new motor features may reflect an adverse medication effect or the harbinger of a

progressive pathophysiology.
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8

Disturbances in emotional experience

During that long process, or rather succession of processes, in which the sexual organs of the

human female are employed in forming, lodging, expelling, and lastly feeding the offspring, there

is no time at which the mind may not become disordered; but there are two periods at which the

body is sustaining the effects of labour, the other several months afterwards, when the body is

sustaining the effects of nursing. I have repeatedly seen the commencement of mania and of

melancholia in women who were in childbed, or who had recovered from their delivery . . .

Nearly all these cases were instances, not of mania, but of melancholia . . . There was an incipient

stage in which the mind was wrong, yet right enough to recognize that it was wrong . . .1

The origin of human “awareness of self” and the recognition of a personal past

and future has been attributed to experiencing emotion. Normal emotions are

transient and context specific. This awareness leads to recognizing previous

emotional experiences of similar valence (e.g. quality of the emotion, such as

happy, sad, and angry), that the present emotional experience is self-generated

and uniquely personal, and that the emotion will end but there will be others.

Past, present, and future are understood subjectively within the context of

emotional experience.2 For millennia, sufferers of a derangement in this emotional

life were recognized as separated from the human experience and were said to be

maniacal, mad, or delirious.

While all non-ill persons experience sadness, irritability, anger, and happiness,

the emotions endured and expressed in depressive illness, mania, and anxiety

disorder are subjectively and objectively distinct. This chapter describes the

psychopathology of these states.

Terminology of emotional experience

The terminology of emotion is confounded by the blending of expressions of

common usage (e.g. feeling), neuroscience (e.g. emotion) and psychology (e.g.

affect). Mood can be considered “disordered” and a category of illness, but being

in a “bad mood” or “good mood” describes a normal occurrence. Present-day
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mood disorders were once termed affective disorders. However, mood and affect

are considered different aspects of emotional life, and thus the change in termin-

ology implies incorrectly a new understanding of these conditions.

Taber’s medical dictionary defines affect as “an emotional reaction with an

experience”, blunted affect as “greatly diminished emotional response”, and flat

affect as the “virtual absence of emotional response”. Emotion is defined as a

subjective experience with associated physiological changes: “a passion or sen-

sibility marked by physical changes in the body such as alteration in heart rate

and respiratory activity”. Also included in the definition of emotion is “a mental

state or feeling such as fear, hate, love, anger, grief, or joy, arising as a subjective

experience rather than as a conscious mental effort”. Emotion is considered

“a drive”. Empathy is the “objective awareness of and insight into the feelings,

emotions, and behavior of another”, while feeling is “the conscious phase of

nervous activity”. Mood is “a pervasive and sustained emotion” with the same

examples that were used to illustrate emotion. Mood disorder is “any mental

disorder that has a disturbance of mood as the predominant feature”. Emotion

and mood are considered as the same construct, emotion being brief and mood

sustained. Affect is also defined as emotion.3

Psychopathology texts offer similar imprecise and overlapping terms. Sims, for

example,4 defines feeling as a transient positive or negative reaction to an experi-

ence. Affect is “differentiated specific feelings towards an object”. Affect is said

to be momentary while mood is “a more prolonged emotional state”. Emotion is

related to “the physiological and psychosomatic concomitants of mood”. Sims

recognizes the interchangeability of these terms.

The DSM-IV is better organized, but equally confusing. It uses “mood” to

characterize emotion throughout the mood disorder section, while in the schizo-

phrenia section “affective flattening”, “negative symptoms” and “inappropriate

affect” are employed. But what is observed in identifying negative features is

the diminution in intensity or the absence of moods or emotional expression.

No term is used in the anxiety disorder section other than anxiety, fear, and

panic.5 The psychoanalytic literature further roils terminology by the addition of

anhedonia (loss of the ability to experience pleasure), and alexithymia (difficulty

expressing and recognizing one’s emotional state).

The confusion in terminology reflects the lack of a clear structure for examining,

understanding, and organizing the psychopathology of emotion. Overlapping

traditional terms are poorly formulated and imprecise. In contrast, the neurobio-

logical literature of emotion offers some guidance in delineating emotional

experience. The term most used is emotion, and when possible, the perturbations

of emotional life are discussed here with this designation.
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Disturbances in emotional expression

Table 8.1 displays the aspects of emotional expression considered in the examination.

Disturbances in intensity

Perturbed intensity of emotional expression can be increased as in rage, panic, and

euphoria, or substantially decreased as in stupor, apathy, and emotional blunting.

Decreased expression

Emotional blunting (affective flattening or stiffening)

Emotional blunting is the loss of emotional expression in gesture, facial expression,

and tone of voice. It is characteristic of schizophrenia and structural frontal lobe

disease.6 Emotional blunting combines the two independent dimensions of volition

and emotional expression.7 The loss of volition without a loss of emotional

expression is also seen in patients with chronic manic-depressive illness.8

Emotionally blunted persons appear stiff or still, their faces mask-like and

their voice monotone. Chronic schizophrenics typically have profound loss of

emotional expression. In contrast, patients with severe depressive illness express

apprehension and distress unless in a stupor or catatonic state.9

Kraepelin emphasized the presence of emotional blunting as characteristic of

dementia praecox, stating that patients have “no desire . . . no visible effort of the

will”, being “languid and expressionless . . . quite dull, experiencing neither fear

nor hope nor desires . . . this peculiar and fundamental want of any strong feeling

of the impression of life, with unimpaired ability to understand and to remember,

is really the diagnostic symptom of the disease before us.”10

Emotional blunting can be reliably assessed and there are several rating scales

that facilitate the evaluation.11 Table 8.2 displays features common to the scales.

Table 8.1. Aspects of emotional expression

Intensity: from absent (in apathy, stupor, catatonia, emotional blunting, and motor aprosodia)

to intense (in rage, panic, despair)

Quality (valence): happy, sad, angry, anxious

Variability: from extremely labile (as in metabolic and manic delirium) to continuous

expression of a single emotional state for weeks (as in mania) or months (as in melancholia)

Appropriateness: from congruence between the expressed quality and the situation to no

connection (as in melancholia, mania, panic attack)

Recognition: poor self-recognition is an aspect of denial of illness (anosagnosia);

poor recognition of the emotional expression of others is receptive aprosodia
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Unlike patients suffering with motor aprosodia (see later), the emotionally

blunted patient also loses subjective emotional experience, described as emotional

dullness.12 The patient is indifferent toward family members and other previously

close persons. They experience little or no pleasure, grief, joy, satisfaction, or

disappointment. They are without sentiment or sympathy, and are indifferent to

their circumstances. They may laugh suddenly, but offer no reason for the

outburst, and deny any sense of associated joy, an ataxia of feelings.13 When asked

if a prolonged hospital stay would interfere with their plans, they commonly

respond “Well, if I have too”. When asked what they would do if they won the

lottery, their response is often limited to “Put the money in the bank”.

The emotional dullness is associated with a loss of social graces, and such

patients become rude and ill-mannered, but usually without aggression. When

suddenly assaultive, violence is unemotional, and may be related to a delusional

idea or a hallucination. Many of the features of emotional blunting reflect deficits

in executive functioning.14

Motor aprosodia

Motor prosody is the expression of emotion in spoken language, facial expres-

sion, gesture and body language. Receptive prosody is the ability to recognize

the emotional expression of others. Motor aprosodia is associated with disease in

the non-dominant cerebral hemisphere, particularly in frontal circuitry. Motor

aprosodia is descriptively identical to the loss of emotional expression described

as emotional blunting/flat affect. Motor aprosodia is described in autistic spectrum

disorders,15 schizophrenia,16 and depression.17

Avolition

Avolition is reduced interest and activity associated with an absence of emotion,

interest, and concern. Avolition is associated with schizophrenia and frontal lobe

Table 8.2. Emotional blunting

Loss of emotional expression Avolition

Absent, shallow, incongruous mood Indifference or unconcern for own

present situationConstricted expression

Indifference or unconcern for own future

(lacks plans, ambition, desires, drives)

Unvarying expression lacking

modulation

Expressionless face

Unvarying monotonous voice
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disease.18 Such patients have a paucity of ideas and reduced interests, ignore

once-cherished hobbies and skills, are indifferent to their situation, and take little

interest in work, interactions with others, or their medical care. When asked what

their typical day is like they are at a loss to provide details, their days empty of

activity unless prodded by others. Prodding may lead to irritability and angry

outbursts.

A schizophrenic patient when asked what he did on a typical day said “I go and

get the paper every morning and bring it back to the house (a halfway facility).”

When asked what he liked in the paper he said “I don’t read it.” “What do you do

then?” “I sit in the day room.” Offering no other details, he said he was not bored

and had no desire to do anything else.

Such patients offer no plans beyond the next meal or cigarette. They lack long-

range goals, and the plans they mention are unrealistic or never pursued. One

young schizophrenic said his hobby was the guitar. When asked what music he

liked to play he responded “Well, I don’t have the guitar yet. I’m thinking of

getting it.” Another patient with limited education who had been in the hospital

for several years said he wanted to be a doctor. Another chronically hospitalized

patient, when asked what his future plans were, said “I’ll get an education.” He

could not elaborate other than saying “English and things.” Avolitional patients

have a paucity of thoughts and ideas. They cannot elaborate or provide a detailed

history of their lives or illness.

Apathy

The apathetic patient appears listless, does little, makes minimal effort on assigned

tasks or needed chores, and is indifferent to his situation. Will and initiative are

lost. Abulia is a synonymous term. The minimal expression of emotion may

be distorted. A proposed mechanism is the disruption of emotion-cognition

processes so that emotional life no longer drives thinking and the generation of

ideas, leading to waning of interests and actions (sometimes referred to as “psychic

akinesia”). The inability to generate ideas leads to loss of interest and thus

hypoactivity.19

Increased emotional expression

Sustained and substantially increased intensity in emotional expression is seen in

manic-depressive illness. Brief, but equally intense, emotional expression is seen

in panic and phobic disorders, angry outbursts associated with epilepsy, trau-

matic brain injury, catastrophic reactions of persons with cognitive disorders,

delirium, and in some persons with personality disorder, and in association with

pathologic crying and emotional incontinence. Manic-depression and anxiety

states are described at the end of the chapter.
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Disturbances in the quality of emotion

Witzelsucht

Witzelsucht is a happy-go-lucky carelessness and silly facetious humor.Moria is a

synonymous term. The patient cannot refrain from making light of any situation,

makes inane jokes and puns, and can rarely be engaged in a serious conversation.

The jocularity, however, is shallow. No other signs associated with hypomania

need be present. Witzelsucht is associated with lack of foresight and the ability to

plan. It is a sign of frontal circuitry and cerebellar disease, and is an aspect of the

frontal lobe disinhibited syndrome.20

Pathological laughing and crying, and emotional incontinence

Pathological laughing and crying and emotional incontinence entail the sudden,

socially inappropriate and embarrassing release of intense emotion-related motor

sequences. Involuntary emotional expression disorder has been offered as an official

term.21 In pathological laughing and crying, there is no or only a mild correspond-

ing subjective experience. The brief paroxysms occur without an apparent motivat-

ing stimulus or in response to a stimulus that would not elicit the emotion in the

past. The facial expression and associated movements of the emotion are exagger-

ated, and the quality of the emotion can be typical or may seem feigned. These

sudden emotional “release” phenomena are associated with cerebellar–pontine

and non-dominant cerebral hemisphere disease.22 Associated conditions include

stroke, dementia, traumatic brain injury, multiple sclerosis, and amyotrophic

lateral sclerosis.23 In emotional incontinence, the observed emotion is congruent

in quality but not in the intensity to the subjective experience, which is milder.

Emotional paroxysm is also a sudden and brief expression of an emotion, but the

paroxysm is accompanied by the intense corresponding subjective experience.

Emotional incontinence and paroxysms are associated with manic-depression,

seizure disorder, and brain damage from trauma or chronic hallucinogen drug use.24

Disturbances in the variability

The valence of emotional expression normally changes as circumstances change.

Constricted emotional expression (also termed constricted affect) is the loss of

normal variability. Constricted emotional expression is independent of the qual-

ity or intensity of the expressed emotion. The melancholic patient does not vary

his/her apprehension and gloom despite reassurances that his/her life circum-

stances are fine. The agoraphobic patient remains fearful regardless of the reality

outside his/her home. The manic patient is irritable, defying placation. The

schizophrenic is indifferent, regardless of his circumstances. Lability of emotional

expression is experienced in manic-depression. For example:
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A manic woman was shouting angrily at the nurses in the nursing station. She abruptly screamed

and ran down the inpatient unit’s long hallway. The nurses and unit psychiatrist gave chase. The

patient darted around the corner of the L-shaped unit. As the pursuers came to the corner, they

almost collided with the patient who was standing looking out the large window. She was in tears,

sobbing uncontrollably, and saying how sad it was that she was “locked up” on such a sunny day.

A manic, euphoric man stood on a chair in the day room of the inpatient unit declaiming

in loud theatrical tones his fantastic accomplishments. Another patient, annoyed at the noise,

lightly slapped the orator and told him to be quiet. The orator burst into tears, stepped down,

and began relating why he was “no good”.

A manic patient was laughing and expounding on his “great ideas” about life. Coming to a sad

personal topic, he suddenly burst into tears. The examiner commiserated with the patient, and

then said, “But just before, you were so happy and about to tell me a joke”. The patient, face still

tear-stained, immediately brightened, smiled and began to tell a joke.

Some patients with dementia also exhibit lability in emotional expression.

An elderly woman with Alzheimer’s disease was giggling girlishly and flirting with the examiner.

Not understanding something she said, he asked her for clarification, upon which she scowled

and angrily told him he was “an idiot”. She tried unsuccessfully to hit him. He distracted

her with a comment about a piano in the room, knowing she had once played piano. She

immediately brightened, laughed and moved to the instrument.

Appropriateness of emotion

Normal emotional experience is commonly a response to what is occurring in the

immediate surroundings, or to a recollection. The expressed emotion is congruent

to the situation. In patients with mania and severe depression, emotional expression

may become “stuck” in one valence. The apprehension and despair of the melan-

cholic clouds all thoughts and cannot be relieved, despite the presence of loved ones

or attempts at engaging the patient in a previously enjoyable activity. The manic

patient rages or declaims euphorically despite his mundane circumstances.

Transient emotions (seconds or a few minutes), usually of great intensity, that

are incongruent to the situation are associated with complex partial seizures

(sudden intense fear, uncontrollable laughter).25 Episodes of incongruent fearful-

ness that last from minutes to a few hours are seen in patients with panic and

phobic disorders.

Parathymia

The expression of an emotion that is the exact opposite of what is expected under

the circumstances (e.g. laughing at tragic news), or the expression of emotions that

appear unnatural, exaggerated or theatrical is termed parathymia. The expression is

shallow and flat. Emotional rapport is poor. Bleuler considered this an important
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sign of schizophrenia.26 Senseless laughing without mirthfulness is considered

a sign of hebephrenia.

Pathological anger

Irritability is associated with several psychiatric syndromes, most commonly

depression and mania. Persons with paranoid personality disorder and delusions

of persecution are typically angered in response to their view of a hostile world.27

Patients who have abused chemical inhalants are prone to sudden, potentially

lethal violent anger.28 Pre- and post-ictal aggressiveness is typically not goal-

directed. When frustrated or denied a demand, persons with antisocial personal-

ity can be lethally and criminally violent.29 Irritability and anger is also observed

in patients following stroke in frontal–temporal brain regions.30 This irritability is

associated with difficulties with speech and language, and mobility.31

Recognition of emotion

Subjective awareness of emotion

The subjective awareness of one’s emotional state is a human trait. The concept of

alexithymia (from the Greek alexis [no words] and thymos [emotion]) was

formulated to define a deficit in which the affected person has reduced capacity

to experience, identify, verbalize, think about, and fantasize emotion.32 Overlap-

ping forms have been described.33 In one, there is an absence of the emotional

experience (can’t feel it), and consequently the absence of the cognition accom-

panying emotion (can’t describe it or fantasize about it). A second is a deficit in

the cognition of emotion, sparing the capacity to experience emotion. A deficit

in corpus callosum transfer of non-linguistic information (i.e. the subjective

emotional experience) is another formulation.34 Alexithymia is presumed to be

a personality trait,35 but it is also considered an aspect of emotional blunting,

and reported in persons with Parkinson’s disease, depression, anxiety disorder,

substance abuse, and eating disorder.36

Empathy and receptive aprosodia

Empathy is the capacity to experience the emotional state of others by “putting

oneself into their shoes”. Recognizing the emotion expressed in the other person’s

face and body language is a prerequisite for empathy. High empathic responses

are associated with the tendency to imitate others during social interactions.37

Receptive prosody is the capacity to recognize and understand the emotional

expression of others. Poor receptive prosody undermines the capacity for

empathy, but they are not synonymous constructs. Persons with antisocial per-

sonality disorder, for example, recognize the emotional state of other persons, but

do not experience their distress.38
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Strokes in the right basal ganglia and temporal lobe, and the parietal opercu-

lum are associated with poor recognition of the emotions expressed by others.39

Poor receptive prosody in patients with schizophrenia is associated with deficits in

the recognition of facial emotion.40 The deficit is reflected in patients with perse-

cutory delusions concluding that others “look angry” or are about to hurt them.

Examining for disturbances in emotional expression

The emotional state of the patient is recognized in his/her facial expression and

body language. Some patients cry, laugh, threaten, or shakily scan the room wide-

eyed and fearful. Changes in emotion are accompanied by changes in motor

behavior. Severely depressed patients are agitated and perseverative. They pace the

hallway of the inpatient unit. They rock when seated and may perseveratively rub

themselves, excoriating their skin. They may pull or twist their hair. Others are

slowed and in stupor or a catatonia. Manic patients and other patients experi-

encing substantially increased arousal are hyperactive.

Facial expression varies little in severe depression. The eyes are downcast.

The corners of mouth are lowered. The brow is furrow (Omega sign) and the

folds of the upper eyelid are prominent (Veraguth’s folds).

In mania, the eyes are opened wide. Facial skin turgor is heightened. In light-

skinned persons the face is flushed. Depressed patients may smile, but it is a forced

social smile with a widening of the mouth but no crinkling around the eyes.

Anger is reflected in facial expression and body language, with a clenching of

jaws, baring of teeth, tightening of fists, and agitated shouting. Subtler expres-

sions of anger are a tightening of lips, avoiding eye contact, and reduced commu-

nication. Anxious persons may over-respond to unexpected sudden noise with

a startle reaction. When severe, the eyes are forcefully closed, lips are tight, head is

bent, shoulders are hunched and knees are drawn up.

The examiner also tries to elicit emotion. Strong emotion is often linked

to family members, reasons for hospitalization, and general health concerns.

Discussing these topics in history-taking probes for strong emotion. Humor,

however, is the best all-purpose probe for testing the patient’s ability to express

emotion appropriately. Using humor to assess for the presence of severe depres-

sion is invaluable. Patient 8.1 illustrates.

Patient 8.1

A 55-year-old Scottish woman required a liver transplant. Following the

procedure, she developed a severe infection. Her infection required extended

ICU care and she was intubated and under sedation for several weeks.

As she was being weaned from sedation and increasingly aware of her

circumstances, she became tearful and related (by brief whispering efforts
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and writing) her pessimism about her future. She communicated that she was

having thoughts of wishing she were dead.

A psychiatry resident diagnosed depression, and as was common practice,

recommended low doses of an SSRI for “mild” depression. An attending

physician, however, suggested the patient was likely demoralized, was not

melancholic, and that no medication was needed.

After introducing himself to the patient he opened the examination by

saying he was particularly sorry to find her unable to speak in her normal

voice because he “loved a Scottish accent”. The patient broke into a big grin,

weakly laughed and quipped that she too was sorry she couldn’t speak in her

normal voice. By the end of the examination it was clear the patient was not

suffering from depressive illness. Several follow-up supportive visits resolved

lingering psychiatric concerns.

Classic syndromes of disturbed emotion: manic-depression

Melancholia is the core syndrome of manic-depressive illness, and sufferers of

manic-depression experience depression more often than forms of mania. The

classification of manic-depression and mood disorders is presented in Chapter 16.

Hypomania

In the classic psychopathology literature, hypomania is not simply heightened

feelings of optimism or increased energy; it is the expression of disease. A patient

described the unfolding of the illness as if “I’m running fast down a steep hill. At first

it’s fun, exciting, great. I love the feeling. But then I’m running too fast and start to

lose control and I’m in danger of falling. Then I’m afraid I won’t be able to stop.”

Kraepelin noted that at first the hypomanic patient “may appear livelier, even

more capable than formerly [producing] witty remarks and fancies, puns, start-

ling comparisons . . . Nevertheless even in the slightest degrees of the disorder the

following features are characteristic, the lack of inner unity in the course of ideas,

the incapacity to carry out consistently a definite series of thoughts, to work out

steadily and logically and to set in order given ideas . . . Mood is predominantly

exalted and cheerful, influenced by the feeling of heightened capacity for work . . .

Increased busyness is the most striking feature . . . he is a stranger to fatigue, his

activity goes on day and night; work becomes very easy to him; ideas flow to him . . .

the tendency to debauchery usually becomes especially fatal to the patients. He

begins to get drunk frequently, to gamble foolishly, to frequent brothels.”41

Acute mania

All criteria for acute mania42 require the presence of abnormal emotional expres-

sion with increased or fluctuating intensity and emotions ranging from giddiness
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to ecstasy and irritability to rage. Intense emotion colors thinking and the patient

is expansive, loudly and dramatically expressing a sense of great self-importance.

Outlandish dress and self-decoration occur. Kraepelin offers a photograph of one

of his manic patients, corsage in his lapel, smoking a cigar and a pipe simultan-

eously. He carries a baton with which, we are told, he insists on conducting other

patients in song.

When emotional expression is labile, periods of despair, apprehension and

tearfulness intermingle with euphoria. These intense “mixed” states are not distinct

forms of mania; they are mania.

The intense emotion of acute mania is associated with increased arousal

that elicits hyperactivity. Flooded with racing, multiple lines of thinking and

great energy, the patient rushes from one chore to the next. Anything that catches

his eye is immediately attended to. At its height frenzy occurs. Psychosis is

present.

The patient’s many thoughts are expressed in a torrent of speech. When this

pressured speech is substantial, it is difficult to interrupt the patient, who

typically becomes angered by attempts to lead him back to the examiner’s

question or nursing care effort. Such patients are unpleasant and can be danger-

ous, often requiring temporary seclusion, where the reduced external stimulation

modulates their excitement. When emotional expression is mixed, hyperactivity

and press of speech yield to periods of psychomotor slowing. When slowing is

severe, stupor and catatonia ensue. Table 8.3 displays the psychopathology seen

in acute mania. The numbers in parentheses indicate the proportion of acutely

hospitalized manic patients found to have the feature.43 Nearly 50% will also have

a history of alcohol abuse. Acute mania is similar in presentation worldwide.44

Patient 8.2 is an acute manic patient described by Taylor and Abrams.45

Patient 8.2

A 69-year-old woman was brought to the hospital in restraints by the police.

She had entered a restaurant, threatened the patrons, and demanded $500 000

from the owner. In a prior similar episode she was said to have paranoid

schizophrenia. On admission she was animated and overactive, dressed in a

bright, theatrical fashion. Her emotional expression was intense and labile.

She was euphoric and irritable, with angry outbursts requiring seclusion.

Her speech was rapid, pressured, and circumstantial. She spoke constantly

to several hallucinated voices which “provoked” her to speak up for her rights

and to claim her “billions”. She described the voices as clear, continuous, and

coming from two people above her. She believed she was the richest woman in

the world, and that there was a plot to harm her. Lithium monotherapy

resolved her mania and she remained well for over a year.
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Acute manic episodes typically emerge rapidly over a few days to several weeks.

Psychotic features are commonly expressed and catatonic signs often can be elicited.

Kraepelin describes the typical onset:

The beginning of the illness is always fairly sudden; at most headaches, weariness, lack of

pleasure in work or a great busyness, irritability, sleeplessness, precede by some days or weeks

the outbreak of the more violent manifestations, when a definite state of depression has not,

Table 8.3. Features of acute mania

Irritability (80%)

Expansiveness (65%)

Euphoria (30–70%)

Emotional lability (70%)

Mixed emotional state with substantial depressive features (25–60%)46

Extravagant (25%)47

Assaultive or threatening (40%)

Hyperactivity (80–100%)

Intrusive (25%)

Delirious (30%)

Pressured speech (80–100%)

Flight-of-ideas (70%)

Head or body decoration (30%)

Singing or dancing (30%)

Nudity or sexual exposure (20%)

Fecal incontinence or smearing (10%)

Catatonia (20% plus)48

Grandiose delusions (50%)

Persecutory delusions (40%)

Auditory hallucinations (50%)

Visual hallucinations (15%)

Olfactory hallucinations (10%)

Experiences of control or alienation (10%)

Suicidal thoughts (5%)

Racing, jumbled, or “too many” thoughts, “out of control” thoughts (80%)

Perseverative ideas about religion (40%), wealth (5%), sexual activities (10%), being

persecuted or in danger (40%), political concerns (10%)

Hypersexuality (30%)

Reduced sleep time (90%)

Increased alcohol consumption (35%)

Cognitive impairment [distractibility (90%), disorientation (10–30%),

substantial executive function and memory difficulties (30–50%)]
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as is very frequent, formed the prelude. The patient rapidly becomes restless, disconnected in

their talk, and perpetrate all sorts of curious actions.49

John Haslam,50 recognizing the “stages of mania” more than 170 years before

Carlson and Goodwin brought them again to the attention of psychiatry,51

detailed the unfolding symptoms. This is important for diagnosis, because in its

most severe stage mania can be mistaken for a metabolic or toxic delirium or for

paranoid schizophrenia, resulting in inappropriate treatments.52

On the approach of mania they first become uneasy, are incapable of confining their attention,

and neglect any employment to which they have been accustomed; they get little sleep, they are

loquacious, and disposed to harangue, and decide promptly and positively upon every subject

that may be started. Soon after, they are divested of all restraint in the declaration of their

opinions of those, with whom they are acquainted. Their friendships are expressed with fervency

and extravagance, their enmities with intolerance and disgust. They now become impatient

of contradiction and scorn reproof. For supposed injuries, they are inclined to quarrel and

fight with those about them. They have all the appearance of persons inebriated . . . At length

suspicion creeps in upon the mind, they are aware of plots, which had never been contrived, and

detect motives that were never entertained. At last the succession of ideas is too rapid to be

examined; the mind becomes crowded with thoughts, and confusion ensues. (Haslam, 1809/

1976, pp. 41–3)

Hammond also recognized that an episode of mania emerged with “a prodro-

matic stage” that lasted “several days, or even weeks.” Then:

The most prominent symptoms which others observe in a person about to become the subject

of acute mania are excessive irritability of temper from very slight causes, a general condition

of unreasonableness, suspicions against those he has always esteemed and trusted, and marked

changes in his modes of feeling and of expression. His subjective symptoms are pain or

uneasiness in the head, vague fears, for which he cannot account, an indisposition to indulge

in mental efforts, and often an impossibility of concentrating the attention on any matter

requiring any considerable amount of thought, wakefulness, and sleep, when obtained, inquiet

and disturbed by morbid dreams.

As the affliction advances to fuller development, these symptoms are all increased in

violence, and others make their appearance . . . His dislike of friends and relations becomes

pronounced, and he either treats them with unnatural indifference, or exhibits a degree of

active hostility productive of ill feelings and quarrels . . . From having been economical, he

becomes prodigal; from having been temperate and sedate in language, he becomes extravagant

and profane; from having held the most moral sentiments, he expresses licentious and obscene

views; his ideas are expressed in incoherent language, and often the ideas themselves are illogical

and incomprehensible. His handwriting becomes more or less illegible, words are omitted, letters

are dropped, he misplaces the date and signature, and introduces phrases which have no relation

to the subject . . . (Hammond, 1883, p. 53)
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Delirious (Bell’s) mania53

Luther Bell first systematically described delirious mania in 1849 as an acute

mania with fever and delirium. Kraepelin described delirious mania as an

uncommon, rapidly emerging state characterized by extreme excitement, hallu-

cinations and delusions (often fantastic and grandiose), clouding of conscious-

ness, lability of mood with shifts from exaltation to despair to simultaneous

moods, and catatonic features including posturing with waxy flexibility, and

echolalia and echopraxia. Periods of stupor, excitement, and despondency were

followed by a gradual resolution. Kraepelin maintained that the more intense the

manic attack the shorter its duration.54 Delirious mania with its commonly

association catatonia has been described repeatedly.55

Cyclothymia and the manic-depressive spectrum (“soft bipolar spectrum”)

The image of manic-depression is of dramatic episodes of illness interspersed

with periods of quiescence. Episodes of mixed symptomatology or of substantial

frequency are also recognized. Long-standing, low-grade features, however, were

also defined by Kraepelin in the nineteenth century and re-affirmed by Akiskal

80 years later.56 These “affective temperaments” are the earliest and most subtle

expressions of manic-depression and include cyclothymia and traits identified

as dysthymic, hyperthymic, and irritable. The various presentations of manic-

depression that have been artificially separated into bipolar I, II, rapid cycling,

seasonal, and mixed disorders and other low-grade forms constitute a manic-

depressive phenotypic spectrum.

Cyclothymia is characterized by gradual and modest mood swings lasting

weeks or months. When the mood is elevated, the person is extroverted, out-

going, cheerful, optimistic, impulsive, restless, talkative, and uninhibited. The

need for sleep is reduced and appetitive behaviors increase, the latter often

leading to interpersonal and social indiscretions. When the mood is depressed,

the person is irritable and short-tempered, lethargic and inactive and over-sleeps,

taciturn, shy, unsure, pessimistic, and slow in thinking. Table 8.4 displays the

behavioral patterns observed in patients with cyclothymia.

Hyperthymia is characterized by continuous overtalkativeness, extroversion,

being uninhibited, bombastic, optimistic, restless, meddlesome, vigorous, needing

only a few hours of sleep nightly, and cheerfulness to the point of hypomania.

Such persons are “hard workers, hard drinkers, and hard players”. Dysthymia is

characterized by hypersomnolence, brooding, anhedonia, self-blame, passivity,

and indecisiveness. The irritable condition is characterized by being hypercritical,

brooding, complaining, dysphoric, restless, sarcastic, irritable, and choleric.

In children with manic-depression, episodes are less distinct and sufferers

exhibit many spectrum features. Problematic distractibility, rage attacks, and severe
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depression are commonly experienced. During their brief periods of mania, elation,

grandiosity, and racing thoughts are reported.58 Such persons can be misdiagnosed

as having borderline personality disorder.59

Melancholia

Melancholia is a syndrome that has been recognized for millennia, and a recent

review of the mood disorder literature finds it to be the core depression in

classification.60

Pathological emotional state is always present from the onset and is experi-

enced as unease, inner agitation, irritability, or tearfulness. Some patients initially

experience a dulling of emotion. In its severe form, a pervasive and unremitting

apprehension and gloom colors all cognitive processes, resulting in a loss of

interest, decreased concentration, poor memory, slowed thinking, feelings of

failure and low self-worth, and thoughts of suicide. The patient may become

terror-stricken and tormented by delusions of guilt or by condemning hallu-

cinated voices, or the hallucinated screams of their “victims”. Some cognitive

disturbance is always present. The experience is unremitting, and the patient

cannot be consoled.

Psychomotor disturbance, either as retardation or agitation, is always present.61

Retardation varies from a reluctance and hesitation to participate in daily activities,

to prolonged inactivity and stupor.62 Agitation is expressed as restlessness, hand-

wringing, and inability to remain still. Patients pace and are in continuous

movement progressing to purposeless activity.

Vegetative functions, basic physiologic processes, are severely affected. Sleep is

disrupted, appetite and weight lost, sex no longer arouses interest, and the response

to stress and chronobiologic functioning are disturbed. The signs of illness are

obvious in a loss of weight, unkempt appearance, body odor, and haggard look.

Table 8.4. Behaviors defining cyclothymia57

Mood: periods of irritability lasting several days; explosive and aggressive outbursts; grandiose

overconfidence followed by periods of low self-esteem and confidence

Cognition: periods of sluggish thinking and poor concentration interspersed with periods of

creative, focused and rapid thought

Vegetative symptoms: Hypersomnia alternating with periods of decreased need for sleep;

periods of increased food, illicit drug, and alcohol consumption interspersed with periods of

abstinence and indifference to such consumption; periods of hypersexuality and promiscuity

followed by periods of low or no libido

Activity: Buying sprees and financial extravagance, erratic work efforts from great intensity and

productivity to little interest; periods of intense involvement in new often unusual topics

followed by periods of profound disillusionment
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Patients describe these changes as beyond their understanding or control. Neu-

roendocrine dysfunctions are identified in laboratory studies.63

In his memoir, the novelist William Styron describes his illness.64 After years of

alcohol abuse “as a conduit to fantasy and euphoria, and to the enhancement of

the imagination”, he was suddenly unable to drink without experiencing nausea,

“wooziness”, and epigastric distress. He first experienced malaise; the shadows

of nightfall seemed more somber, the mornings less buoyant. Insomnia and a

host of bodily fears followed and everything “slowed down”. He became suicidal,

explaining that “The pain of severe depression is quite unimaginable to those who

have not suffered it, and it kills in many instances because its anguish can

no longer be borne.”65 Frightened of these thoughts, he turned to a hospital for

asylum where he slowly recovered.

Simple melancholia

Simple melancholia (melancholia simplex) was melancholia without delusions or

what was then termed “delirium”.66 It was recognized as a “mental depression”

that appeared gradually with the earliest symptom of exaggerated emotional

responsiveness that coalesced into fretful unhappiness, silent brooding, loss of

mental clarity, and social withdrawal. The patient exaggerates the nature and

consequences of his acts and those of others. Inadvertent slights become proof of

animosity. Guilt over past indiscretions is re-experienced. Mundane financial

concerns become looming disasters. Melancholia progresses into a state of agita-

tion or sluggishness. Concentration becomes difficult. Thoughts may race or be

sparse. Everyday chores become overwhelming burdens. A continuous cloud of

pessimism envelops all experience.

From the beginning the patient sleeps poorly. Dreams are vivid. Awakenings

are frequent and associated with great anxieties, tachycardia and diaphoresis.

The morning hours are particularly fitful. Fatigue is constant. Tears and saliva dry

up and the patient may experience a constant bitter taste. Appetite is diminished

and eating becomes an afterthought. Modest aches and pains become intolerable.

Constant complaints elicit repeated and unfruitful medical evaluations and

intervention. In women, menstrual function is perturbed. Suicide becomes the

solution to ending the experience.

George Man Burrows offers the following descriptions:67

From whatever remote cause this affliction proceeds, before any specific hallucination is

developed, the patient manifests great susceptibility and nervous agitation, lowness of spirits,

and groundless apprehensions; is anxious about trifles, sighs deeply, and perhaps sheds tears.

He falls into long reveries, with look fixed on vacuity; neglects all former favourite pursuits,

seeks solitude, and shuns intercourse with his nearest and dearest friends . . . There is a sense of

weight about the stomach, praecordia, and head . . . the bowels are disposed to be constipated.
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Melancholics are much addicted to biting their nails, picking their fingers, or any pimple or

abrasion . . . the attending pain is unheeded.

Not to be outdone, Kraepelin describes:

The total absence of energy is very specially conspicuous. The patient lacks the spirit and

will-power, like a wheel on a car, which simply runs but in itself has no movement or driving

power. He cannot rouse himself, cannot come to any decision, cannot work any longer, does

everything the wrong way about, he has to force himself to everything, does not know what to

do. A patient declared that he did not know what he wanted, went from one thing to another.

The smallest bit of work costs him an un-heard-of effort; even the most everyday arrangements,

household work, getting up in the morning, dressing, washing, are only accomplished with the

greatest difficulty and in the end indeed are left undone. Work, visits, important letters,

business affairs are like a mountain in front of the patient and are just left, because he does

not find the power to overcome the opposing inhibitions. If he takes a walk, he remains

standing in the house door or at the nearest corner, undecided as to what direction he shall

take; he is afraid of every person whom he meets, of every conversation; he becomes shy and

retiring, because he cannot any longer look at any one or go among people.68

When this state of severe psychomotor retardation worsened, stupor was

recognized. When hallucinations and delusions emerged, melancholia gravis

was defined. When persecutory delusions were prominent, paranoid melancholia

was diagnosed. Fantastic melancholia was identified when hallucinations became

intense experiences with visual and auditory phenomena merging into spirits,

monsters, body parts, wild beasts, and the devil, and other hallucinatory phenom-

ena (e.g. tastes of soap, excrement; odors of rotting flesh, mildew).

Hammond wrote about the onset of “simple melancholia”:

The patient is indisposed to either physical or mental exertion, he shuns the companionship

of others, is averse to speaking, frequently remains silent for hours, and if forced to respond

to questions put to him does so in the fewest possible words, and without change of

countenance . . . his conversation is entirely in regard to himself, of his horrible feelings,

his despair, his weariness of life, and the unhappy hours he passes, his mind filled with the

most dreadful thoughts . . . His eyes are scarcely raised to look at those who address him, and

the most exciting events do not engage his attention. The pupils are dilated, the brows

contracted, the corners of the mouth drawn down, his whole aspect that of a person plunged

in the deepest sorrow. (Hammond, 1883, p. 562)

Delirious melancholia

Delirious melancholia is a severe episode characterized by clouding of conscious-

ness, delusions and hallucinations, and catatonic features including mutism,

immobility with posturing, and automatic obedience alternating with “anxious

resistance”. Stupor alternates with restlessness, agitation, and hand-wringing,
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crying, and begging for forgiveness. The risk of suicide is heightened during this

agitation.69

Psychotic depression

Psychotic depression has been understood for centuries as a form of melancholia.

Kraepelin defined it as melancholia gravis. Systematically collected data support

that view and that the treatment of choice for psychotic depression is ECT.70

Approximately one-third of melancholic patients are psychotic.71 Psychotic features

in melancholia are reported at all ages, although the recognition of psychotic

depression increases with age. In some reviews nearly all patients with psychotic

depression are melancholic.72 The congruence or non-congruence of the delusional

content does not define the condition.73 Patient 8.3 had a psychotic melancholia

with catatonic features.

Patient 8.3

A 52-year-old woman with a history of manic-depressive illness was hospital-

ized after experiencing four months of depression with increasing severity and

suicidal thoughts. She spent her time in bed or on a sofa, mostly unresponsive.

She ate little and never appeared to sleep deeply. When manic, she drank up to

a case of beer daily. On the day of hospitalization she was found wandering

along a railroad track contemplating jumping in front of a train.

On admission she said her problems were because she hadn’t “been keeping

up with the news”, that “retarded people are smarter than me”, that her arms

were not “connected correctly to her body” and were not working properly.

She believed she had parasites. She said she heard muffled voices enumerating

the bad things she had done. She said she emitted a foul odor that was making

others sick. On the second day of hospitalization she said patients on the unit

were dying because of her odorous poison.

On examination she moved as if drained of energy. She looked frightened

and perplexed, and was perspiring heavily. Her muscle tone was normal and

she was not tremulous. She said she was anxious and guilt-ridden for harming

so many people. She exhibited automatic obedience and her arms could

be postured, despite repeated instruction to “be limp and floppy” and to let

the examiner “do all the work”. She was surprised to find her arm raised

and affirmed that she understood she was to be limp. Speaking took great

effort. There were long pauses before her responses, which were sparse and

limited to her delusional concerns. Her voice was monotone and just above

a whisper. If not engaged she sat or lay motionless, staring. After her sixth

bilateral ECT she was discharged home and after nine treatments she was fully

recovered.
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Other examples of the delusions of psychotic depression are:

“A piece of food is stuck in my throat . . . I can’t swallow.”

“I am putting my shit on the walls and it will make people sick.”

“My brain waves are killing people.”

“My guts are filled with garbage . . . they give off a foul odor.”

“The devil rapes me every night.”

“We have lost all our money and will be thrown out onto the street.”

Other examples of the perceptual disturbances experienced by patients with

psychotic depression are:

“The voices yell at me, call me ‘a whore’, ‘a bitch’ . . . dirty things.”

“I hear them [my victims] screaming in agony in the street below.”

“The voices call me the devil.”

“I see a green, bad smelling gas around me . . . It makes me sick.”

“I see a man who is trying to kill me.”

William Hammond described a patient with psychotic depression and from his

words the condition is unmistakable.

The individual affected with melancholia with stupor presents a very striking picture. He sits

motionless, his hands clasped before him, his head bent forward, his eyes closed or staring

vacantly, or fixed upon the floor. His half-opened mouth allows the viscid saliva to drop from

his lips. If spoken to, he does not answer or even give any sign that he has heard, and he rarely

speaks spontaneously. If he does, he is very apt to utter some irrelevant word or sentence, and

may go on repeating it for hours at a time, day after day. His movements are torpid, and rarely

spontaneous. If told to rise, he takes no notice of the direction, but if pulled up from his chair,

makes only passive resistance, or none at all. His cutaneous sensibility is greatly diminished,

both to sensations of touch and pain. His expression is either one of absolute apathy or

vacancy, or is indicative of astonishment or terror. The pupils are, as a rule, widely dilated . . .

At times tears flow from his eyes, and he exhibits all the evidence of grief; and again he

appears to be under the influence of extreme fear. As stated by patients who have recovered

from their disease, these and other signs of intense emotional disturbance were due to terrible

hallucinations of sight and hearing, of events taking place from which they were powerless to

escape. (Hammond, 1883, p. 472)

Melancholia associated with mania

Efforts to distinguish the depressions associated with mania or hypomania from

those without such episodes has been unsuccessful.74 Some reports find “atypical”

features of hypersomnia, motor retardation, apathy and leadened paralysis to be

characteristic, but most studies find melancholia to be the characteristic depression

of manic-depression. Table 8.5 displays the features of depressive episodes observed

in the manic-depressive patients reported by Winokur et al. (1969, pp. 84–91).
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Their patients described the experience as “a black cloud or shadow coming over

me” or as “a heavy weight on me”, and their features are classic for melancholia.75

Classic syndromes and features of anxiety

Acute anxiety

Acute anxiety is an adaptive physiologic state associated with flight/fight mech-

anisms responsive to external threat. In humans it occurs with the subjective

experience of fear. The subjective emotion, physiologic signs of sympathetic

surge, and the behavioral expression of acute anxiety is the same whether the

person is facing real, sudden danger or a phobic situation. Chronically experi-

enced anxiety differs from acute anxiety in its persistence and lower intensity, but

it is similar in other behavioral and physiological aspects to acute anxiety, and is

the same whether the person is facing real and persistent danger or experiencing

constant amorphous unrealistic worry.

Precisely what triggers abnormal acute and chronically experienced anxiety is

uncertain, but once triggered, the anxiety cascade is a shared final common

pathway. There are no laboratory tests that distinguish normal from abnormally

Table 8.5. Symptoms of the melancholia in manic-depression

Distinct quality of mood different from grief (100%)

Irritability (75%)

Anxiety attacks (60%)

Gloomy ruminations (90%)

Abnormal and inappropriate pessimism (100%)

Psychomotor retardation and prolonged latency of response (80%)

Poor concentration or memory (90%)

Diminished speed and clarity of thought (90%)

Guilt (100%)

Hopelessness (50%)

Worthlessness (95%)

Delusions (33%)

Excessive concern for finances (45%)

Fear of losing mind (50%)

Suicidal thoughts (80%)

Suicide attempts (15%)

Insomnia (100%)

Anorexia (95%)

Decreased libido (70%)

Symptoms worse in the morning (60%)

Headache (60%)
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elicited anxiety. Persons with abnormal anxiety, however, are sensitive to blood

pH change and agents that accomplish this (e.g. sodium lactate, carbon dioxide)

induce panic attacks in patients with anxiety disorder but not in comparison

persons.76

Panic attack

Although panic disorder has been established as a separate entity within the

anxiety disorder category in the DSM and ICD, panic attacks occur in other

anxiety disorders as well as in general medical illness (e.g. hyperthyroidism),

neurologic conditions (e.g. seizure disorder), and mood disorder (particularly

during an episode of melancholia). Recurrent panic attacks without an apparent

reason constitute panic disorder.

Panic attacks emerge suddenly without an obvious trigger. The attack develops

over several minutes, peaks quickly and lasts for minutes to hours. It is charac-

terized by feelings of intense fear and apprehension, the sufferer commonly

believing death is imminent. Arousal is heightened with tachycardia, palpitations,

shortness of breath, air hunger, sweating, and trembling. Table 8.6 displays the

features of a classic panic attack.

Panic attacks are incapacitating, often leading to an emergency room visit, exten-

sive but unproductive evaluation, and hospitalization. Following an attack the

sufferer feels exhausted. Jitteriness typically lingers for several hours to several days.

Specific phobia

A phobia is an unrealistic or exaggerated fear of a specific object (e.g. an animal),

place (e.g. a public space), situation (e.g. being in a thunder storm), or activity

(e.g. public speaking). Fearing the sight of blood or receiving an injection are

other specific phobias. About 12% of the general population has a life-time risk

Table 8.6. Panic attack

Emotion: Apprehension, fear, terror

Flight/fight features: Dilated pupils, exophthalmus, piloerection, increased muscle tone,

tachycardia, sweating, vascular shunting away from the periphery and gut to large muscle

groups

Nonadaptive features: Tremors, inner shakiness, dry mouth, blurred vision, chest pain or

discomfort, palpitations, vascular throbbing, air hunger, feeling of choking, dyspnea,

hyperventilation, dizziness and syncope, paresthesia, flushing or chills, weakness, sudden

increased bowel motility with abdominal distress or incontinence, nausea

Cognition: Thoughts of impending doom, fear of dying, losing control, going crazy; inability to

concentrate; depersonalization and derealization
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for specific phobia and commonly identify the following phobias: animals, being

alone, closed places, heights, storms, water, blood, injuries and injections, flying,

elevators (lifts), driving, physical exams, doctors, vomiting.77 Terms for some

phobias are listed in Table 8.7.78

Specific phobic disorder is defined as a circumscribed, unrealistic fear. While

persons with a specific phobia may be anxiety-free at other times, they are more

likely to also have other anxiety disorders and somatoform disorders, and experi-

ence non-melancholic depression.79 About 15% will have more than one phobia.80

The phobic fear-response can be mild or severe, the terror-stricken patient

attempting to flee the phobic situation. Patients often go to great lengths to avoid

the phobic situation. Animal phobias emerge before puberty. While many mild to

moderate phobias gradually resolve through repeated exposure, some phobias

become chronic, waxing and waning in intensity over decades.81

While most phobic patients have co-morbid anxious–fearful personality traits,

some late onset phobic conditions are associated with metabolic disorders and

toxic states.82

Chronic anxiety

Some persons experience continuous anxiety that cannot be attributed to a mood

disorder. These patients are said to have Generalized Anxiety Disorder (GAD).

Table 8.7. Specific phobias

Acarophobia: fear of itching from infestation

Achluophobia: fear of the dark

Aichmophobia: fear of needles or pointed objects

Acrophobia: fear of heights; being on a ladder

Astraphobia: fear of lightning

Anthropophobia: fear of being with a group of people (Enochlophobia: fear of crowds)

Aviophobia: fear of flying

Claustrophobia: fear of closed in spaces (elevators, closets, public vehicles)

Gephyrophobia: fear of being on a bridge

Hydrophobia: fear of water

Hemophobia: fear of blood

Monophobia: fear of being alone

Mysophobia: fear of being contaminated

Pyrophobia: fear of fire

Thanatophobia: fear of death or dying

Zoophobia (animal phobia): defined by specific animal (e.g. Ailurophobia: fear of cats;

Arachnophobia: fear of spiders, Acarophobia/parasitophobia: fear of bugs, Cynophobia: fear of

dogs or of rabies; Herpetophobia: fear of reptiles or “creepy, crawly things”)
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Persons with GAD experience daily, non-specific, or “free-floating” anxiety. The

intensity of the daily distress waxes and wanes, but is generally mild to modest,

and sufferers are less housebound than persons whose illness has progressed

to agoraphobia. Social phobia, although given separate identity in the DSM, is

a likely variant of GAD and agoraphobia. Neurasthenia and chronic fatigue

syndrome have overlapping clinical features and can also be considered variants

of GAD. All experience chronic anxiety (Table 8.8).

Neurasthenia and chronic fatigue syndrome

Neurasthenia as originally understood consisted of long-standing fatigue and

weakness, and low-grade anxiety. It was first defined by George Beard in 1869

as a “functional” disorder involving a “weakness in the nerves”.83 Sufferers

fatigued easily after minor exertion and experienced panic attacks. The condition

worsened under stress.84 Musculoskeletal and gastrointestinal complaints (e.g.

nausea) were reported.85 Low-grade anxiety with palpitations, shortness of breath,

dizziness, and muscle pain were commonly occurring features.

The neurasthenia construct was recently conflated in the chronic fatigue

syndrome (CFS), also characterized by chronic fatigue that waxes and wanes, unre-

lieved by rest.86 Onset is acute or subacute and is ascribed to follow a viral infection

with low-grade fever, sore throat, tender and periodically enlarged lymph nodes,

muscle and joint pain, headache, sleep disturbances, anxiety, irritability and weepi-

ness, and visual scotomata and photophobia. Cognitive impairment, particularly

in attention and new learning, and work difficulties occur. The features of CFS

overlap with those of generalized anxiety disorder. Half or more of patients with

CFS are also said to have mild to moderate non-melancholic mood disturbances.87

Social phobia, agoraphobia, and generalized anxiety disorder (GAD)

Patients with social phobia or generalized anxiety often find most comfort at

home, resulting in a reluctance to leave it and the emergence of agoraphobia.

Table 8.8. Common symptoms of chronic anxiety

Apprehension and the constant experience

of “feeling tense”

Palpitations

Irritability

Dry mouth

Worry over trifles

Nausea

Poor sleep

Urinary frequency

Muscle tension

Abdominal discomfort and bowel

movement problems

Tremor Sweating

Dizziness and syncope Cold skin
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These conditions are variations of the same syndrome, and overlap with neurasthe-

nia. Persons with these conditions may also experience specific, multiple phobias.

Persons with social phobia are fearful of public speaking, talking on the tele-

phone, and any novelty, including meeting new people. The notion that they are

fearful of being scrutinized or judged is unproved. Persons with agoraphobia

are fearful of being away from home, particularly in unfamiliar places, and of

having a panic attack. Persons with GAD have continuous unspecified anxiety.

Phobic-anxiety-depersonalization syndrome (PAD)

Martin Roth first described a variation of GAD that is characterized by initial

episodes of depersonalization, usually following acute stress. As the episodes

of depersonalization became less frequent, anxiety becomes more prominent.

Dizziness and syncope are often experienced. Episodes of panic also occur. The

more severe and frequent the symptoms, the more likely agoraphobia will

emerge.88 PAD is a variant of GAD.

Conclusion

Human emotional expression and its subjective experience represent an evolu-

tionary change from the fight/flight protective function common to many

species. The psychopathology of emotional expression and experience reflects

deficits in stimulus perception and the generation of emotion and its subjective

and observable expression. The distinction between emotional expressions that

represent normal adaptive processes from those that are pathological is the

clinical challenge.

Prolonged and intense states of emotion are associated with disruption of

adrenocortical–hypothalamic pituitary functions and related neurochemical cas-

cades that alter brain structure and function. Persons with melancholia, mania and

anxiety disorder have features of an abnormal response to stress. The abnormal

emotional states are themselves stress-inducing and elicit further stress-related

brain changes. Several general medical and neurologic disorders produce neuro-

chemical changes or involve neuroanatomic lesions in the circuitries subserving

emotional experience, also causing abnormal behavior and emotional expression.
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9

Disturbances in speech and language

For every twisted thought there is a twisted molecule.1

Abnormalities in speech and language occur in several psychiatric disorders.

Although these abnormalities overlap with verbal thinking and memory functions,

the speech and language problems identified in schizophrenia and other psychiatric

conditions are true language impairments related as much to aphasia as to cogni-

tive dysfunction. Thus, speech and language is examined separately from cognition,

and also considers aphasia, as patients with cortical strokes often have initial

behavioral changes that may be misinterpreted as emergent psychiatric illness.

The examination relies on the standardized bedside techniques of the neurolo-

gist. The focus is on the form of the abnormalities as expressions of disturbances

in the mechanisms underlying language. The diagnostic question is whether the

patient’s language is normal, aphasic from a stroke, seizure, or degenerative brain

disease, or consistent with schizophrenia, delirium or manic-depression.

The overall appraisal of the conversation with the patient begins the examin-

ation of speech and language. Attention is paid to the patient’s turn-taking,

spontaneity of speech, speech fluency, articulation, auditory comprehension,

ability to repeat words and phrases, word usage, and in what ways the patient’s

speech deviates from grammatical and syntactic rules. The patient’s abilities to

read and write are also assessed at this time, because loss of these abilities further

demarcates the brain language-based systems involved in the patient’s illness. The

organization of the patient’s utterances is considered. Are they to the point, or

circumstantial, or do they stray from the topic as in flight-of-ideas? Is formal

thought disorder present?

Aspects of conversational speech

The psychiatric evaluation is a semi-structured conversation between the patient

and the examiner. In this conversation there is a give and take. The examiner asks
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questions or makes comments encouraging the patient to continue or to elabor-

ate. The patient listens and responds, and spontaneously asks questions and

makes comments. The examiner listens. This “turn-taking” is part of every

normal conversation. Gestures, facial expression, and body language enhance

communication. Tone of voice conveys meaning.

Abnormal conversational behavior is associated with behavioral disorders.

Patients with substantial psychomotor retardation or a paucity of thoughts will

not “take their turns”. Manic patients will not easily “give up their turns”.

Catatonic patients with negativism literally turn away from conversation. Hallu-

cinating patients stop attending to the conversation and listen to the hallucinated

voices. Some patients repeatedly return to the same topic regardless of the

examiner’s focus. Other patients cannot stick to the topic and repeatedly lead

the conversation astray to seemingly irrelevant considerations.

Examiners experience thousands of conversations in everyday life and know

“a bad one” when they hear it. The challenge is parsing the conversation into its

components to determine what makes it “bad” and what are the diagnostic and

neurologic implications of the findings. Table 9.1 displays the areas to consider.

Aphasia

Psychiatric illness does not protect a sufferer from other disease and care-givers

cannot assume that a recent behavior change is a recurrence and not the expres-

sion of new brain pathology. Patient 9.1 illustrates the point

Patient 9.1

A 55-year-old chronic alcoholic man was hospitalized on a psychiatric service

because over the previous week he had become “uncooperative” at his nursing

home. He no longer followed the facility’s rules and was repeatedly found

smoking in his room. When confronted he said “I’m a very special person”.

When forced to comply, he became irritable.

In the hospital, he was alert and cooperative, but did not appear to under-

stand instructions. His interactions were pleasant and he could recognize

individual staff members, and use objects appropriately. When shown in

pantomime what to do, he could do it. He could dress himself and perform

personal toileting tasks. He remembered his way about the unit. He could copy

geometric shapes. When told what to do, or when asked a question, his

response was typically “I am a very special person”. At other times his

utterances varied, but all were fluent, short, and well articulated. Pure word

deafness from a left temporal lobe stroke was diagnosed and behavioral care

strategies recommended rather than pharmacotherapy.2
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Several aphasia syndromes are recognized (Table 9.2). “Neighborhood” signs,

additional features associated with some aphasic conditions, are not always

present, but their appearance aids in identifying lesion location. They include

paresis and paralysis (Broca’s, conduction, global, basal ganglia) and sensory loss

(conduction). In Broca’s aphasia, left hand ideo-motor apraxia may also be

present as the left hand is disconnected from the ideational information of the

Table 9.1. Aspects of conversational speech

Spontaneity: Comments should occur spontaneously, not only as responses to questions. Lack

of spontaneous speech is observed in expressive cortical aphasias and left basal ganglia and

thalamic strokes, drug-induced and abnormal metabolic states leading to reduced arousal,

some ictal and post-ictal states, depression, catatonia, schizophrenia and other psychotic

disorders, states of anxiety and fearfulness, and guardedness due to personality deviation or

concern for self-incrimination.

Fluency: Reduced speech output is not synonymous with poor speech fluency. Non-fluent

speech is also halting and the patient labors to make utterances, often with poor articulation

as in Broca’s and transcortical motor aphasias, and some ictal states.3

Turn-taking: Comments are made or questions asked and then the speaker stops, awaiting a

response. Not taking an appropriate “turn” suggests a lack of spontaneity and the conditions

associated with it. Lack of spontaneity may be coupled with a paucity of speech. Not allowing

the other person to take a “turn” and monopolizing the conversation is associated with

mania and hypomania, stimulant drug intoxication, and the frontal lobe disinhibited

syndrome. Speech will be intrusive. Anxious persons and persons with histrionic or

narcissistic personality traits also monopolize conversation.

Mutual topic: Constantly straying from the focus or topic is associated with mania

and hypomania, stimulant drug intoxication, and the frontal lobe disinhibited

syndrome. Repeatedly and inappropriately returning to the same topic (perseveration

of theme) is seen in mood disorders, delusional and paranoid personality disorder, and

obsessive conditions.

Comprehension: An adequate conversation requires each participant to understand the

utterances of the other. When auditory comprehension is poor, the patient may respond with

non-sequitive speech.

Making sense: Speech that is not understandable despite adequate articulation indicates an

inability to follow grammatical or syntactic rules or a cognitive problem.

Associated behaviors: Facial expression, gestures, and body language convey conversational

information. Absent facial expression and gesturing is associated with neurologic disease

affecting motor systems, depression, catatonia, and sedative drug intoxications. Exaggerated

expression and gesturing is associated with states of excitement, anger, drug intoxication,

and histrionic personality traits.
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motor task. Behavioral changes (e.g. agitation, irritability, features of depression)

are common early features of many aphasic conditions.4

Spontaneity, fluency, syntax, grammar, word usage, and conversational audi-

tory comprehension are assessed by listening to the patient’s responses and

comments during history gathering. Lapses in grammar and syntax or in word

usage are immediately addressed:

“What did you mean when you said . . .? I didn’t get that. What was it you just said?”

“You seem to be having trouble getting words out, true? You seem to be having trouble

finding the words you want to say, is that so?”

Word finding and naming are also examined by asking the patient to identify

common objects (e.g. keys, a coin, a pen) and then finding named objects in the

room: “Can you show me a (phone, lapel or cuff, button, cup).”

Repetition is tested by asking the patient to repeat phrases such as “No, ifs,

ands, or buts . . . Methodist-Episcopal . . . Massachusetts Avenue.”

Auditory comprehension is further tested by observing if the patient can follow

the examiner’s verbal instructions without non-verbal cues (e.g. nodding or

pointing to the object): “I’d like you to take the piece of paper on the desk, fold

it in half and then hand it to me”, and suggestions “Why don’t you take a seat in

the blue chair next to my desk?”

Reading and writing

Newly emerged difficulties in reading or writing, or the partial or complete loss of

these abilities, reflects brain disease and helps delineate behavioral illness. When

asked to read the cover of a bedside magazine, manic patients often embellish

with flight-of-ideas. When asked to write a simple sentence they elaborate and

give long fanciful writing samples, often in an untypical flowery hand, or with

enlarged lettering that fills the page. Patients with chronic limbic disease write

copiously, filling notebooks with repetitive, sometimes delusional discourses on

religion, science, philosophy, and cosmic events. This hypergraphia may be

adorned with strange images and designs that the patient insists reveal universal

mysteries or other conundrums.5

Micrographia, small, choppy lettering, is seen in Parkinsonism. Writing samples

are regularly assessed for subtle basal ganglia effects of patients receiving anti-

psychotic medication. Dysgraphia, the loss of the ability to properly construct

letters, is seen in the loss of cursive writing. The patient prints as if a child or

creates distorted or reversed lettering that cannot be constructed on the horizon-

tal, the writing rotating away from the usual alignment. Dysgraphia is a sign of

dominant parietal lobe disease.6
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Dyslexia, problems with reading, is associated with neurologic disease and is a

feature of developmental deviation. Patients with lesions in the dominant angular

gyrus of the parietal lobe, for example, may have a disconnection of visual

perceptions from language systems. They can write spontaneously, but not read

what they have written (alexia without agraphia). When both reading and writing

are affected, the patient is said to have visual asymbolia.7

Patients with frontal lobe disease may have difficulty reading and understand-

ing complex sentences.

Disturbances of speech articulation

Dysarthria

Dysarthria is abnormal speech articulation. Speech sounds are distorted and speech is

typically slow and labored. Dysarthria is characteristic of Broca’s aphasia and isolated

lesions in the dominant precentral gyrus of the insula, a cortical area between the

frontal and temporal lobes. This area is involved in motor speech planning.

Acute dysarthria is associated with oral–buccal dystonia, often from antipsych-

otic drugs but also from some SSRI agents. When laryngeal muscles are dystonic,

speech becomes husky, gravelly, or strained, disrupting the flow of speech and

making any utterance difficult. Primary dysarthria is associated with impaired

hearing. The slurred speech of alcohol intoxication is a form of dysarthria that

represents ataxia of the muscles of speech. Slurring also occurs with basal ganglia

disease and pseudobulbar palsy. Increased muscle tone is associated with the

former and dysphagia, drooling, and emotional incontinence are associated with

the latter. Brainstem lesions cause dysarthric speech that appears “breathless” and

nasal. Scanning speech is characterized by the over-emphasis of all syllables, stretch-

ing out their sounds, and is a sign of cerebellar–pontine disease.

Manneristic speech

Manneristic speech is characteristic of catatonia and basal ganglia disease. Speech

mannerisms include using foreign accents inconsistent with one’s language or

background,8 robotic and stilted speech, speaking as if a child learning how to read

(slow and halting, not using combined verb forms [e.g. “can not” rather than

“can’t”]), speaking in odd rhythms, falsetto, staccato or nasally, with unexpected

stress on some words or syllables, and as if engaged in great oratory (seen in mania).

Stammering and stuttering

In stammering the normal flow of speech is interrupted by pauses and the

interjection of repeated words or parts of words. Stammering is associated with
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tic disorder. Stuttering is difficulty in uttering speech sounds at the beginning of

words. Utterances are repetitious, sounds prolonged, and pauses while speaking

are common. Stuttering can be primary, occurring in childhood with the devel-

opment of speech, or as the result of stroke, traumatic brain injury and

extrapyramidal disease. In primary stuttering, dysfunction is reported in the left

basal ganglia, supplementary motor area and cerebellum, suggesting stuttering

is a speech dyscontrol syndrome.9 Primary speech and language areas are not

involved.10

Modulation

Normally, speech modulation varies with the emotional content of the conversa-

tion. The appropriate linkage facilitates communication. Many behavioral condi-

tions are associated with a disturbance in modulation. Manic patients shout and

speak loudly despite being close to the listener. Melancholic patients loudly whine

or scream as if being tortured. Catatonic patients whisper and mumble. Manic

patients in mixed states affect all of these derangements. Histrionic patients may

also speak loudly and dramatically. Patients with anxious–fearful personality

traits are often barely audible.

Disturbances of speech production

Pressured speech (logorrhea)

Pressured speech is defined as speaking too much, too often and with too many

words. The patient cannot keep silent and speaks without regard for turn-taking.

When associated with rapid speech it is a classic sign of mania, but speed and

logorrhea also occur independently. Pressured speech is also observed in agitated

depression, anxiety states, intoxications, the frontal lobe disinhibited syndrome,

and chronic limbic system disease.

Paucity of speech and mutism

The amount of speech is independent of speech fluency. Although patients with

non-fluent aphasia have reduced speech output, non-aphasic patients with sub-

stantially reduced speech output may speak fluently. This combination is seen

in schizophrenia and depressive illness. In patients with schizophrenia, paucity of

speech is associated with loss of emotional expression and avolition (i.e. emo-

tional blunting or negative symptoms).11

Aphonia is the inability to vocalize. The patient may be mute or speak in a

whisper or in a “strangled” voice (Wurgstimme). Dysphonia is abnormal fluctu-

ations in speech sound levels, or hoarseness without mutism. Both occur in
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disease of the peripheral speech apparatus, stroke, and catatonia. Mutism can be

elective, complete or partial and also occurs in depression, sedative drug intoxi-

cation, stroke in several brain regions, and conditions that affect arousal.

Thought blocking and speech arrest

Thought blocking is the sudden cessation of speech as if “the plug were pulled

from a machine.” It is reminiscent of petit mal seizures, but in thought blocking

the patient appears “stuck” or as if his mind has gone blank, rather than being

in an altered state of consciousness. When speech again begins it is often on a

different train of thought. When asked “What just happened?”, the patient will

not know or offer a delusional explanation. When asked “What were we just

talking about before?”, the patient will not recall the previous train of thought.

Unlike patients with seizure disorder, schizophrenics who have thought blocking

may recall the experience as thoughts and words suddenly being inaccessible.

Thought blocking is one of the classic first rank symptoms of Kurt Schneider.

However, it occurs in other psychotic disorders, mood disorders and dementia.12

When speech suddenly stops as a feature of a seizure disorder, it is almost always

associated with a dominant frontal lobe focus and is referred to as speech arrest.

The sudden cessation of speech described during psychoanalysis or the sudden

loss of train of thought in an exhausted or anxious patient is distinguished from

thought blocking. These persons do not appear as if without thought and they

are aware of the experience. The psychotherapy patient will reluctantly remember

the previous train of thought.

Stereotypic speech (Verbigeration, palilalia, and logoclonia)

In perseveration of theme the patient repeatedly returns to the same topic

regardless of efforts to change the subject. This “adhesive speech” is associated

with melancholia, mania, seizure disorder and in persons with developmental

disorder and autistic spectrum conditions.

In stereotypic speech, words and phrases are delivered repetitively and automat-

ically, as if speaking was no longer fully under the patient’s control. Verbigeration

is the increasingly rapid repetition of words or phrases usually at the end of

a sentence, such as “Doctor when can I leave the hospital? When can I leave,

leave, leave . . .?” Palilalia is the neurologic term for the same phenomenon.

In logoclonia the last syllable of the last word is repeated, such as “I don’t want to

go into the hospital, hospital, tal, tal, tal . . .”. Verbigeration, palilalia, and logoclonia

are similar phenomena and are not expressions of different pathophysiologies.

Verbal stereotypy is most commonly associated with basal ganglia disease and

catatonia.
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Perseveration of speech

Perseveration of speech is identified when the patient repeats phrases and sen-

tences beyond the point of the conversation. It sometimes appears as a compen-

sation for the inability to think and articulate ideas clearly, and is most commonly

associated with degenerative brain disease and mood disorders. It can be mis-

taken for stereotypy of speech, which is more autonomous with words and

phrases uttered automatically. Speech associations by sound (clang speech) are

commonly perseverated. An example of perseveration follows:

“I have wondered about why I’m here and so on and so forth. It’s a strategic move. My business

and so forth and so on . . . I was working in the city, with the food service and that’s how I got

involved, and so forth and so on . . .”.

Disturbances of speech organization

Circumstantial speech

In circumstantial speech associations are linked, but are interspersed with non-

essential details and asides. Speech takes a circuitous route before reaching the point.

The goal or themain idea of the expressed thoughts is not lost. Circumstantial speech

is associated with the early stages of mania, hypomania, personality changes associ-

ated with chronic epilepsy and manic-depressive illness,13 the chronic use of drugs

that elicit limbic system sensitization (e.g. cocaine, alcohol), and in the frontal lobe

disinhibited syndrome. Fish also associated mild circumstantiality with “dullards

who are trying to be impressive, and pedantic obsessional personalities.”14

Example:

Q: “What happened that you had to be hospitalized last year?”

A: “Well, you know, all that’s been going on with my health, and the work at the

factory, business has increased enormously since we got the newmachines, and then

problems that I was having with my wife, and she’s got that new job, I wasn’t getting

enough sleep and sort of slipped, became irritable and needed my meds adjusted.”

Flight-of-ideas, tangential speech, and looseness of associations

Flight-of-ideas is speech that jumps from topic to topic. The patient appears

distracted by his own associations and ambient stimuli, and may incorporate

what is taking place in his immediate surroundings into his speech in a seemingly

unrelated string of utterances. When most severe this word salad is incompre-

hensible. It is unhelpful in delineating patients with mania from those with

schizophrenia. In Manic-Depressive Insanity and Paranoia, Kraepelin described

flight-of-ideas:15
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they [manic patients] are not able to follow systematically a definite train of thought, but will

continually jump from one series of ideas to a wholly different one and then let this one drop

again immediately. Any question directed to them is at first perhaps answered quite correctly,

but with that are associated a great many side remarks which have only a very loose connection,

or some not at all, with the original subject (page 13) . . . the flight-of-ideas only represents

a partial phenomenon of heightened distractibility (page 14).

Fish wrote: “the thoughts follow each other rapidly, there is no general direction

of thinking and the connections between successive thoughts appear to be due to

chance factors, which can easily be understood” and that the train of thought is

determined by “chance relationships, verbal associations of all kinds, such as

assonance, alliteration . . . clang associations” (page 36).16

Flight-of-ideas is also associated with drug intoxications (phencyclidine, ecstasy,

cocaine and other stimulants), and the frontal lobe disinhibited syndrome. The

more quiet and controlled the situation, i.e. the fewer distractions, the less likely

flight-of-ideas will be elicited. Conversing with such patients in inpatient common

areas rather than a quiet examination room can stimulate flight-of-ideas.

Example:

Q: “How are you feeling today Mr. Jones?”

A: “The food here is terrible. I’ve been dieting to keep the red meat out of my

body. I’m no commie, but it’s like the Berlin wall in here. You’re drugging me . . .

ruining my health, my wealth. I’m gonna buy the hospital, fix social security.

I wrote many books on the subject. I’ve written mysteries and novels. Oh many

novels . . .”.

Because the flight-of-ideas continuously leads the speaker away from the topic,

it is sometimes described as tangential speech. Because it may incorporate many

themes, it is sometimes described as interpenetration of theme. Because the flight-

of-ideas reflects a distractibility that prevents the patient from focusing on one

topic and its salient details, it is associated with speech that includes many topics

and details, sometimes described as over-inclusive thinking. Tangential speech,

interpenetration of theme, and over-inclusive thinking are descriptors that define

aspects of flight-of-ideas, not separate forms of speech problems. Some clinicians

also infer schizophrenia from these descriptors rather than mood disorder,

making diagnostic discrimination unnecessarily difficult.

When the flight-of-ideas is an expression of an excitement state the patient

may repeatedly alliterate, clang, pun, speak in a series of proverbs, old saws, and

clichés. Echolalia occurs.

Jaspers offers this example of flight-of-ideas:

When a patient was asked if she had changed during the past year, she

responded:
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“Yes, I was dumb and numb then but not deaf, I know Mrs. Ida Teff, she is dead, probably an

appendicitis; I don’t know whether she lost her sight, sightless Hesse, His Highness of Hesse,

sister Louisa, His Highness of Baden, buried and dead on September the 20th 1907, when I get

back, red–gold–red . . .”.17

Looseness-of-association is another term linked to the diagnosis of schizophrenia.

Bleuler defined it as associations which lose their continuity and are

incorrect, bizarre, and utterly unpredictable: Often thinking stops in the middle of a thought . . .

(blocking) instead of continuing the thought, new ideas crop up which neither the patient nor

the observer can bring into any connection with the previous stream of thought.18

Bleuler considered associational looseness a fundamental feature of schizophrenia,

but his descriptions are also consistent with flight-of-ideas:

Clang-associations receive unusual significance as do indirect associations . . . the tendency to

stereotypy produces an inclination to cling to one idea . . . blocking . . . echopraxia . . . pressure

of thoughts . . . increased flow of ideas19 . . . “pressure of thoughts” can continue for years . . .

many patients complain that they think too much, that their ideas chase each other in their

heads. They themselves speak of “thought-overflow” . . . because too much comes to mind at

one time.20

Bleuler attempted to distinguish flight-of-ideas from looseness of associations

by claiming that the associational leaps in flight-of-ideas can usually be under-

stood while in looseness of associations the steps are unintelligible or appear

so “bizarre that they would never have entered his [the examiner’s] mind.”21

He offers the examples of a patient referring to Brutus as an Italian rather than

a Roman, and a patient who in response to the query “Are your thoughts heavy?”

said “Yes, iron is heavy.” 22 Thus, if the examiner understands the associational

leaps the speech is flight-of-ideas, whereas if the examiner cannot understand the

leaps, the speech is looseness of associations. This reliance on examiner idiosyn-

cratic abilities, however, insures poor reliability. For example, Bleuler considers

the phrase “Blossom time of Horticulture” from a patient as incomprehensible

and thus looseness of associations and the patient to be schizophrenic.23 From an

aphasiologist’s perspective, however, the phrase can be understood as meaning

“springtime” and an out-of-class paraphasia or private word usage (see formal

thought disorder below) and has several diagnostic implications.

Bleuler offers the following letter from a patient to his mother as a classic

illustration of what he means by looseness of associations. But it best illustrates

flight-of-ideas.

Dear Mother: Today I am feeling better than yesterday. I really don’t feel much like writing. But

I love to write to you. After all, I can tackle it twice. Yesterday, Sunday, I would have been so

happy if you and Louise and I could have gone to the park. One has such a lovely view from
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Stephan’s castle. Actually, it is very lovely in Burgholzli. Louise wrote Burgholzli on her two last

letters, I mean to say on the envelopes, no, on the “couverts” which I received. However, I have

written Burgholzli in the spot where I put the date. There are also patients in Burgholzli who

call it “Holzliburg”. Others talk of a factory. One may also regard it as a health resort.

I am writing on paper. The pen which I am using is from a factory called “Perry & Co.” The

factory is in England. I assume this. Behind the name of Perry & Co. the city of London is

inscribed; but not the city. The city of London is in England. I know this from my school days.

Then, I always liked geography. My last teacher in that subject was Professor August A. He was

a man with black eyes and other sorts too. I have heard it said that snakes have green eyes. All

people have eyes. There are some, too, who are blind. These blind people are led about by a boy.

It must be very terrible not to be able to see. There are people who can’t see and, in addition,

can’t hear. I know some who hear too much. One can hear too much . . .”24

Talking-past-the-point (Vorbeireden)

In talking-past-the-point, the patient appears to understand the question, but to

be deliberately giving incorrect answers, such as the response “Four” to the

question “How many legs does a three-legged stool have?” Vorbeireden is associ-

ated with Ganser’s Syndrome and other forms of catatonia. Pseudologia fantastica

and hysterical pseudodementia are analogous terms, all representing forms of

verbal negativism. Ganser’s original papers detail the many catatonic features seen

in these patients.25

Clang associations

Clang associations are linked by the sound of the words more than their meaning.

The linkage may seem playful as in hypomania, or driven as in mania and stimulant

drug intoxication. Clang associations are often interwoven in flight-of-ideas.

Example:

Q: “Did you go for your MRI Mr. Smith?”

A: “Ha, MRI. It was into the cellar fella. It’s a hella a deal. Look in your brain and

drain it. A Draino commercial. A TV deal, a feel, a peal. Like a bell. Ha, ha.”

Rambling speech

Rambling speech is non-goal-directed, distractible speech. Meaningful connec-

tions are lost between phrases and sentences, but the syntax and meaning of the

fragments may remain intact. It differs from flight-of-ideas in the degree of

jumping from topic to topic (fewer topics but bigger jumps between topics)

and in the number of words uttered (less). Rambling speech is the classic speech

of delirium and intoxication, and is associated with reduced arousal. It is also

seen in patients in delirious mania.
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Example:

Q: “Mrs. Brown, where does it hurt?”

A: “I’m away . . . She didn’t come here . . . She didn’t see . . . It’s over there by the

tree . . . I can’t get this water on.”

Formal thought disorder (FTD)

The thought disorder literature traditionally blends the concepts of disorders of

thinking with disorders of language.26 FTD, however, is best described and

applied to the discrimination of clinical syndromes as a form of aphasia. Once

termed schizaphasia or cataphasia because of its presumed specificity to schizo-

phrenia,27 FTD is recognized as consistent with the diagnosis of schizophrenia,

but not pathognomonic of the condition.28 When it occurs in schizophrenia, FTD

is associated with emotional blunting, frontal lobe executive function problems,

poor response to standard pharmacotherapy, long-term chronicity, and similar

pathology in relatives.29

A historical perspective

Nineteenth and early twentieth century psychopathologists identified FTD by the

patient’s characteristic speech abnormalities. Later writers assumed that the dis-

ordered speech reflected disordered thinking, thus the term “thought disorder”.30

“Thinking disorder” became the clinical euphemism for schizophrenia, as opposed

to “mood disorder” as the term for manic-depression. This aspect of the field of

psychopathology has never recovered from this error, as investigators vainly search

for the specific cognitive process distinguishing the two classes of illness.

The focus on the thinking behind the speech rather than the speech itself adds

to the confusion as disparate findings are reported for the same term that is used

to mean different things. Some investigators apply validated cognitive tests of

various aspects of thinking, while others rely on projective tests with poor

reliability and validity, such as the Rorschach Test. Still others focus on the lexical

aspects of speech rather than the form of speech from an aphasiologist’s perspec-

tive.31 The last approach is taken here.

Bleuler considered the thinking behind the speech as basic to his understanding

of schizophrenia. Looseness of associations reflected a proposed autistic or dereis-

tic thinking, the patient’s thoughts non-goal-directed, the content fantasy, and the

patient associating by sound, alliteration, or non-essential details until the central

idea was lost.

Cameron continued the search for the characteristic schizophrenic thinking

problem, and used the term asyndetic thinking to describe a lack of causal linkage
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in thinking, the patient uttering clusters of more or less related sequences along

with unnecessary information. His descriptions and formulations of interpene-

tration of themes and over-inclusion, however, suggest he was observing patients

with flight-of-ideas.32 This focus on “the trees” resulted in missing “the forest”.

Many present-day clinicians incorrectly continue to see these elements as inde-

pendent forms of speech assumed associated with schizophrenia, and thus when

presented with a patient who has other features of mania, they are compelled to

invoke the schizoaffective diagnosis.

Goldstein interpreted schizophrenic speech to reflect concrete thinking and an

inability to abstract. The patient was said to be unable to generalize, and words

ceased to have generic meaning. Goldstein associated concrete thinking with

rigidity of thinking and distractibility. The past practice of testing the patient

by asking him to interpret a proverb was an attempt to assess for schizophrenic

concrete thinking.33 This idea led to decades of defining as schizophrenic almost

any patient who did poorly on proverb testing or gave odd responses to projective

psychological tests.34

Kurt Schneider also focused on thinking, not speech.35 Driveling, a term still in

use, was defined as speech which has the preliminary outline of a complicated

thought, but the organization is lost so that all the constituent parts get muddled.

Derailment was defined as grammatically and syntactically correct speech sud-

denly interrupted by seemingly unrelated ideas. Schneider’s examples, however,

are suggestive of flight-of-ideas and not the aphasic-like speech of schizophrenic

patients.

“He’s been that way forever. I wonder what became of his dog? Some people didn’t like him,

but I thought he was OK although too Teutonic. I was in Italy with the Gardners at the time.

I get seasick, you know!”

Frank Fish championed the idea of negative and positive formal thought

disorders, the former similar to the present notion of “negative symptoms” the

latter consistent with the definition of FTD used here.36 These terms are still

employed, but positive symptoms has been broadened to included hallucinations

and delusions.

Karl Kleist was the first to compare the speech problems of schizophrenics to

that of patients with aphasia.37 He recognized paraphasias (approximate words),

agrammatisms (disordered word sequence) and paragrammatisms (normal word

sequence but non-sequitive or mixed-up content) in such patients, and used the

term stock word to denote words that were used repeatedly throughout the speech

of schizophrenics as if the stock word had changing meanings. An example of a

stock word follows:
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“Well, I tried to progress. A progress can vary. Your progress is different from mine. I’m not

progressed, but I tried it.”

Kleist’s separation of thinking problems from speech and language problems

has been adopted by many others.38 Structural and functional brain imaging

studies also find abnormalities in traditionally recognized language-related brain

structures in patients with FTD defined from this perspective.39

FTD as a form of aphasia

The lack of a clear association between the language and cognitive problems

of psychotic patients is an important distinction, and is analogous to what is

observed in patients with aphasia. Aphasic patients have speech and language

problems, but these difficulties result from disruption in the neurologic systems

subserving language. Thinking difficulties also occur in aphasic patients and

contribute to their overall decline in function and to some of their language

deficits, but do not cause the bulk of their language problems.40 The speech

abnormalities of patients with schizophrenia are, however, associated with loss of

emotional expression and avolition (i.e. negative symptoms), but not with the

presence of hallucinations or delusions (i.e. positive symptoms).41 FTD is also

associated with impaired executive function.42 The combination of emotional

blunting, avolition, and impaired executive functioning as associated findings in

patients with FTD is consistent with the prevailing view that schizophrenia is a

condition that involves frontal circuitry problems. These problems are bilateral

and are also consistent with the neuropsychological findings in patients with

schizophrenia.43 The relationship between FTD and frontal circuitry also suggests

a neurologic model for understanding FTD.

Although the speech of schizophrenic patients contains many elements of

aphasic speech, it can be distinguished from the speech of aphasic patients with

cortical lesions.44 The speech of schizophrenic patients with FTD, however, is

similar to that of patients with left-sided basal ganglia or thalamic strokes, and

subcortical aphasia is a model for the “formal thought disorder” of psychiatric

patients (Tables 9.3 and 9.4).45 Similar to patients with FTD, patients with

subcortical aphasia have associated apathy and avolition, indifference to their

situation, personality change, attentional deficits, poor word generation, and

executive function impairment, particularly with working memory, planning

and self-monitoring.46

The construct of FTD as a form of subcortical aphasia is consistent with present

understanding of the neurology of speech. Schizophrenics and psychotic patients

with brain dysfunction from illicit drug use exhibit FTD, often associated with

motor dysregulation and cerebellar motor signs. Patients with manic-depressive
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syndromes also have speech and language problems, but these are phenomeno-

logically distinguished from FTD.48 One factor analytic study of 170 schizo-

phrenic and 62 manic patients found that the degree of verbal output (high in

manics and low in schizophrenics) and the presence or absence of FTD (observed

in schizophrenics) captured 44% of variance of the sample, and that using the

derived factors in a discriminant function analysis correctly classified 91% of the

sample.49 Manic patients who meet criteria for schizoaffective disorder exhibit

some elements of FTD as well as the classic speech of mania, and the presence of

FTD in a manic patient is associated with poor long-term outcome.50 Descrip-

tions follow of the forms of FTD.

Elliptical and non-sequitive speech

Elliptical speech is speech that is fluent and mostly grammatically and syntactically

normal, but which skirts the topic rather than getting to the point or straying

Table 9.3.47 Characteristic speech patterns of patients with

subcortical aphasia

Initial mutism and non-fluent speech followed by adequate fluency

but a paucity of speech

Diminished spontaneous speech

Dysarthric speech

Preserved repetition and naming

Phonemic and semantic paraphasia

Preserved auditory comprehension

Word-finding difficulties

Impaired lexical–semantic processing

Table 9.4. Characteristic speech patterns of schizophrenia

Preserved speech fluency despite a paucity of speech

Reduced spontaneous speech

Able to repeat simple words and sentences (“No ifs, ands, or buts”)

Adequate auditory comprehension

Adequate use of complex (polysyllabic) words

Mild word-finding problems

Reduced use of nouns (speech seems empty)

Circumloculatory speech

Elliptical and non-sequitive speech

Private word usage (out-of-class semantic paraphasia)

Intermittent use of neologisms, paraphasias, portmanteau words,

strings of jargon speech, derailed speech, perseveration
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from it as in flight-of-ideas. The patient with elliptical speech appears to under-

stand what has been asked, but does not directly answer the question. Elliptical

speech is vague, contains few nouns and little information.

Example:

Q: “Where were you living when you came into the hospital?”

A: “It was OK there.”

Q: “And where is that?”

A: “I lived there without him.”

Q: “But where exactly is your place? What’s the address?”

A: “I came here from there.”

Non-sequitive speech refers to the patient uttering unrelated responses to the

examiner’s questions or comments. It is observed in schizophrenia and receptive

aphasia. Such patients are not aware of the disconnection of their responses.

Patients who perseverate a theme may return to their subject rather than the topic

at hand, and manic patients may make unrelated statements as part of their

flight-of-ideas, but such patients can sometimes recognize their non-sequitive

speech and can be briefly brought back to the topic.

Example:

Examiner: “You were telling me about your family . . .”

Patient: “The clock tower is near my house.”

In- and out-of-class paraphasia (private word usage)

Paraphasia is the imprecise use of words. A phonemic or literal paraphasia is a

misuse of the sound of a word, sometimes creating a new word (neologism), as in

“glob” for “glove”. A semantic or verbal paraphasia can be in- or out-of-class,

depending on how close it is to the appropriate word or phrase. Semantic para-

phasia is more common in cortical than in subcortical aphasia or in schizophrenia.

In-class semantic paraphasias are close in general meaning to the correct word

and are often understandable substitutes for the correct word, such as “writer” for

“pen” or “moving machine” for “automobile”. Out-of-class paraphasias are far

removed from the correct word or phrase and meaning is often lost. Another term

for an out-of-class paraphasia is private word usage. Kraepelin used the umbrella

term “incoherence” to describe some of the speech problems of his patients with

dementia praecox, and illustrates with examples of private word usage:51

“A patient said ‘Life is a dessert-spoon’ . . . another ‘We are already standing in

the spiral under the hammer,’ . . . and a third ‘Death will be awakened by the

golden hammer’. . .”. “Dessert-spoon”, “spiral under the hammer”, and “awakened

by the golden hammer” are real words, but used in such an idiosyncratic private

way that they lose meaning.
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Kraepelin recognized various aphasic-like speech problems in patients with

dementia praecox, defining these as akataphasia. This speech was described as

problems in word-finding, and included derailments, substituted homonyms for

the correct words, and misusing words. Kraepelin offered the following examples

which today are recognized as paraphasias:

Instead of “under the protection of the police” a patient said he “lived under protected police”.

Instead of saying that “his fiancée continued to speak to him” a patient said “his fiancée always

in speech”.52

Circumloculatory speech

Circumloculatory speech is identified when the patient refers to an object, event,

or person by descriptive terms (e.g. its function or physical characteristics) rather

than by its name. Circumloculatory speech is associated with paraphasias and

observable difficulties in word-finding.

Example:

When describing how he made breakfast, a patient said: “I put the jelly on the

burnt bread [semantic paraphasia for toast]. I make it in the . . . you know . . . the

metal box with the heating thing” [toaster].

Neologism

Neologisms are new words that do not convey meaning. Some slang words were

once new words (e.g. boogie-woogie, jazz, hep, jo), but they now convey meaning.

Shakespeare is purported to have created hundreds of new words. Neologisms can

be phonemic paraphasias, clang words, or portmanteau words. Malapropisms

are also new words or misused but without clinical significance. They reflect

failed efforts to sound educated and are often humorous as personified by

Mrs. Malaprop, a character in Sheridan’s play The Rivals (1775).

“. . . promise to forget this fellow – to illiterate him, I say, quite from your memory.” [obliterate]

“I have since laid Sir Anthony’s preposition before her;” [proposition]

“I am sorry to say, Sir Anthony, that my affluence over my niece is very small.” [influence]

Portmanteau words

A portmanteau is a satchel. It holds many things. A portmanteau word is a

neologism constructed from two or more words, such as parastantial as a combin-

ation of parallel and circumstantial. In addition to patients with schizophrenia, it is
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observed in Wernicke’s and mixed aphasias and in subcortical aphasia involving

dominant basal ganglia and thalamic structures.

Jargon agrammatism or driveling speech

The neurologic term “jargon speech” and the psychiatric term “driveling speech”

refer to the same phenomenon. This speech is fluent and associations appear

tightly linked and to follow grammatical rules, but the meaning of the speech is

lost, as if the patient were speaking a language unfamiliar to the examiner. Driveling

speech is similar to the comedic “double-talk”, but it is not feigned. When associ-

ated with schizophrenia, subcortical aphasia, or chronic illicit-drug-induced psych-

oses, driveling speech is sporadic and interspersed with understandable utterances,

the driveling increasing with the complexity of the conversation, the examiner’s

persistent questioning, or the patient’s anxiety. When associated with Wernicke’s or

mixed aphasia, driveling is fairly constant, and any understood speech that the

patient utters is often non-sequitive.

Example:

Q: “Tell me about your family. What are they like?”

A: “There are three substitutes, one beyond the two. The smaller fidget doesn’t

get round about, if the peach instructucates.”

In this example, the patient’s driveling speech includes paraphasias (“substi-

tutes” for children, “beyond” for older, “smaller” for younger). “Fidget” is a

descriptor for the youngest child, a boy with attention deficit disorder. “Peach”

refers to the boy’s teacher (a phonemic paraphasia). “Doesn’t get round about” is

an out-of-class paraphasic phrase and “instructucates” is a portmanteau word

combining instruction and educates. Driveling speech can usually be parsed into

elements of aphasia.

Derailment

Derailment refers to the sudden disrupted switch from one line of thought to a

new parallel line of thought. Mild derailment, or cognitive slippage, is described

in patients with schizotypal personality disorder. Severe derailment is observed in

patients with schizophrenia, some chronic illicit-drug-induced psychoses, sub-

cortical aphasia, and cerebellar neocortical lesions.

Example:

To the comment: “Your situation at work would be stressful for most people”, a patient replied:

“The head person [store manager] is often rude and I may not go on vacation.” To the

question: “How come you switched schools?” a patient replied: “I had a heavy course load.

My sister was good at math, but not me.”

Sometimes derailment follows blocking: “They were talking about me in a threatening way . . .

I was hospitalized before.”
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Schizophrenia

For years, schizophrenia was referred to as a “thinking disorder” with characteris-

tic speech and language features. The term delineated it from mood disorders,

also recognized as having associated hallucinations and delusions. The distinction

was not satisfactory, and schizophrenia remains a problematic construct.

Kraepelin merged early onset dementing conditions, catatonia, hebephrenia,

and dementia paranoides into dementia praecox based on his acceptance of a

tripartite mind concept and that such patients exhibited deficits in all three

domains of will, emotion and thinking. Such patients also had a common chronic

course.53 This formulation was vigorously criticized by others, but it was

broadened by Eugen Bleuler to included, regardless of course, many patients that

were understood to share the proposed three mental deficits.

Excessive numbers of patients, however, satisfied Bleuler’s psychological view of

the condition’s primary and secondary features. To accommodate the resulting

heterogeneity and the variability of illness onsets and outcomes, he offered the term

schizophrenia, which is now standard usage.54 But the clinical heterogeneity of the

newly formulated schizophrenia was recognized, eliciting attempts to identify sub-

groups of patients. These efforts resulted in constructs such as schizophreniform,

schizoaffective, good and poor prognosis schizophrenia, and positive and negative

symptom schizophrenia. None of these proposals defines a valid diagnostic class.55

The need to delineate schizophrenia into a more homogeneous population,

however, is important. Do all such patients require antipsychotic agents? Do the

biological markers associated with the diagnosis pertain to all sufferers, or only to

a specific subgroup? Is the proposed genetic vulnerability to the disorder specific

to all persons with the diagnosis, a subgroup, or does it reflect a general vulner-

ability to psychosis?

Recent scholarship has paid scant attention to the above questions, but until

the boundaries of schizophrenia are clearly distinguished, scientific effort to

answer them will be unsuccessful. The boundaries, however, can be roughly

ascertained from the psychopathological literature and studies of the longitudinal

pre-psychotic features of the condition.

Delineating schizophrenia

Kraepelin’s construct of an early-onset psychotic disorder associated with cogni-

tive impairment and negative symptoms is still recognized clinically.56 Such

patients function poorly in their daily living efforts. Males with emotional

blunting and avolition have little interest in sexual activity,57 and the association

between absent sexual activity and schizophrenia in male patients is as strong as

that for first-rank symptoms and schizophrenia. The sexual activity of women with
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schizophrenia is more variable, as are their long-term outcomes. Schizophrenics

distinguished by negative features and early-onset are most likely to develop a

chronic illness.58 Such patients, however, are not commonly identified and separ-

ately assessed in studies of treatment response and pathophysiology. A delineation

of such patients follows.

Characteristic psychopathology

The psychopathology consistently associated with a non-mood disorder psych-

otic condition that typically emerges in the second or third decade of life are

emotional blunting with avolition (also referred to as negative features), and formal

thought disorder.59 These signs are found together in 60–80% of psychotic patients

who have no mood disorder or accepted neurologic disease.60

Negative features are stable over time, even between exacerbations of psych-

osis.61 They reflect deficits in executive functioning,62 and are associated with

years of poor general functioning and chronic, treatment-resistant illness.63

Formal thought disorder is also associated with frontal lobe executive function

problems, poor response to standard pharmacotherapy, long-term chronicity,

and similar pathology in relatives.64

In contrast, the phenomena used in present criteria are minimally distinguish-

ing. While auditory hallucinations (hearing sustained voices) and passivity

delusions (being controlled by outside forces) are characteristic of the psychotic

episodes of schizophrenia,65 alone these features do not assure the diagnosis.66

They also do not predict outcome.67 “Grossly disorganized” behavior and

catatonia is also one of the DSM criteria options for the diagnosis. Catatonia,

however, is inappropriately linked to schizophrenia in present classifications and

while found in some schizophrenics should not be used to define the condition.68

This was one of Kraepelin’s fundamental errors.69 Defining an illness by the impre-

cise descriptor “grossly disorganized” further lowers the diagnostic bar, eliciting

too many false positive conclusions.70 The criterion option should be deleted.

Present classifications also offer the schizophrenia subtypes of paranoid, disor-

ganized, catatonic, undifferentiated, and residual. Without first identifying patients

by the presence of emotional blunting and formal thought disorder, these sobri-

quets do not distinguish schizophrenia from other conditions with psychotic

features by treatment response, biological correlates, or family illness pattern. Many

patients with manic-depression are paranoid, catatonic and behaviorally disorgan-

ized, but few are emotionally blunted, avolitional, and exhibit FTD.71

Associated features

A review of the numerous studies of the pathophysiology of schizophrenia is

beyond the scope of this book. The neurology of hallucinations and delusions is
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discussed in Chapter 3. In addition, there are neuromotor, cognitive and morpho-

logic abnormalities that are consistent but not pathognomonic of schizophrenia

that can be identified on examination.

Both basal ganglia and cerebellar motor signs are described by Kraepelin who

discussed a “cerebellar form” of dementia praecox,72 and cerebellar volume loss

is reported in patients with schizophrenia associated with negative features.73

Cerebellar and motor “soft signs” are reported in never-medicated schizophrenic

patients.74 Cerebral cortical and subcortical abnormalities in structure and meta-

bolic function are also reported,75 and basal ganglia signs are seen in unmedicated

schizophrenics.76 The abnormalities are associated with the negative features

of the condition.77 Schizophrenics also exhibit problems with smooth eye move-

ment pursuit of objects, a difficulty linked to frontal circuitry disease.78 The

problems are found early in the condition.79

While dementia is not the inevitable outcome of schizophrenia, cognitive prob-

lems are recognized early in the condition. The deficits, even when mild, involve

many cognitive processes, executive functioning the most dramatically affected.

The deficits are associated with negative features and formal thought disorder, but

not with hallucinations and delusions.80 Some researchers propose cognitive deficits

to be a diagnostic criterion for schizophrenia, but while most sufferers have cogni-

tive problems consistent with frontal circuitry dysfunction, these are not specific.81

Structural anomalies of body parts (e.g. clinodactyly, small head circumfer-

ence, ectopic eyes, ears and nares) are reported to be more common in schizo-

phrenic patients. These are reflections of a genetic or gestational perturbation, are

recognized in infancy, and are stable over a lifetime. Many non-ill persons exhibit

one or two, while schizophrenic patients and persons with conduct disorder and

violent criminal behavior are found to have more.82

Pre-psychotic features

Over 40 years of research has demonstrated that schizophrenia is not merely a

series of characteristic psychotic episodes. Children who later in life experience

psychotic episodes characterized by emotional blunting with avolition and formal

thought disorder are found to have abnormal emotional expression, inappropri-

ate social interactions, cognitive inflexibility, and neuromotor problems. Sub-

stantial genetic and intrauterine factors (e.g. maternal malnutrition, influenza)

contribute to the condition. The more substantial is the evidence of these factors,

the more severe are the childhood abnormalities and the later psychoses.83 These

findings, particularly seen in children with a mother with schizophrenia, are

considered by many researchers to support the idea that schizophrenia is a

developmental disorder.84
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Schizophrenia spectrum conditions

Traditionally, schizoid personality has been considered a pre-psychotic feature of

schizophrenia and the low levels of emotional expression and volition associated

with the schizoid construct are consistent with the pre-psychotic features previ-

ously described. Patients with schizoid personality are also reported to be awkward

in their movements.85 Schizoid behaviors are best considered early and mild

expressions of schizophrenia.

Schizotypal and avoidant personality are also proposed as part of a schizo-

phrenia spectrum. Both are associated with low emotional expression and

reduced volition. Schizotypal personality is also associated with perceptual and

cognitive disturbances. The risks for these conditions are also reported to be

elevated in the first-degree relatives of patients with schizophrenia.86 While

schizotypal behaviors are best considered low-level signs of illness, avoidant

behavior is heterogeneous and encompasses patients with schizoid and other

pre-psychotic behaviors as well as others with anxious–fearful personality traits.

Table 9.5 displays the features of schizophrenia that best define the syndrome.

Conclusions

The speech and language functioning of a patient, if understood from a neuro-

logic perspective, is diagnostically discriminating, and indicates prognosis. Pre-

sent classification reduces this entire chapter to two terms: “disorganized” to

indicate a psychotic disorder, and “flight-of-ideas” to indicate mania. A paucity

of speech is further recognized as associated with schizophrenia and a press of

speech with mania. This rudimentary structure fails many patients and encour-

ages poor treatment choices. Table 9.6 offers a more refined approach.

Table 9.5. The defining features of schizophrenia

Loss of emotional expression (monotone, no facial expression, reduced gestures)

Avolition (no interests or plans, reduced interactions, apathy)

Indifference to present situation

Formal thought disorder

Executive function and other cognitive deficits (poor sustained attention and working memory,

cognitive inflexibility, new learning problems, problems in reasoning, planning and

self-monitoring)

Motor disturbances (poor sequential and fine hand movement, stereotypy, poor coordination,

past-pointing, dystonia, dyspraxia, poor eye tracking)

Delusions of passivity

Complete auditory hallucinations

Childhood features of cognitive, emotion, and neuromotor problems
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NOTES

1 This quote is widely attributed to Ralph Gerard, a noted mid-twentieth-century neuro-

physiologist, but its exact citation has not been established.

2 Patient 1.5 also illustrates a patient whose stroke and associated aphasia was attributed to

her manic-depressive illness.

3 Fluency of speech and fluency of ideas are different. The former is a speech function, the

latter is a cognitive function.

4 Damasio and Damasio (2000).

5 Hypergraphia, circumstantiality, hyposexuality, and pseudo-profundity (a superficial,

stereotypic interest in science or philosophy) comprise the “Psychomotor Quartet” associ-

ated with chronic limbic system disease (Bear and Fedio, 1977; Mungas, 1982).

6 Dysgraphia in Asian writers in the vertical has similar characteristics (Yin et al., 2005) as

does dysgraphia of specialized script such as in stenography (Miceli et al., 1997).

7 Berthier et al. (1988).

8 Foreign accent syndrome has also been associated with lesions in the dominant frontal lobe

(Berthier et al., 1991).

9 Mertz and Ostergaard (2006).

10 Ludlow and Loucks (2003).

11 Bowie et al. (2004).

12 Taylor (1972); Abrams and Taylor (1973).

13 Bleuler (1976), pages 102–7.

14 Fish (1967), page 37.

15 Kraepelin (1976).

16 Fish (1967).

17 Jaspers (1963), page 209.

18 Bleuler (1950), page 9.

19 Bleuler (1950), page 14.

20 Bleuler (1950), page 32.

21 Bleuler (1976), page 710.

22 Bleuler (1976), pages 374–5.

23 Bleuler (1976), page 376.

24 Bleuler (1950), page 17.

25 Fink and Taylor (2003).

26 Caplan et al. (2000); Goldstein et al. (2003); Vaever et al. (2005).

27 Schizaphasia was considered associated with excitement, while cataphasia was thought to be

associated with reduced speech (Leonhard, 1979, p. 1103).

28 Landre and Taylor (1995).

29 Faber et al. (1983); Jampala et al. (1989); Caplan et al. (2000); Goldstein et al. (2003);

Vaever et al. (2005); Lesson et al. (2005).

30 Others use the term formal thought disorder to mean abnormal thinking as interpreted

from the Rorschach test (Meloy, 1984) or as measured by specific cognitive assessment

(Harrow et al., 2003).
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31 Faber and Reichstein (1981).

32 Cameron (1947).

33 Goldstein (1944/1964).

34 Andreasen (1977).

35 Schneider (1942).

36 Fish (1968), pages 46–7.

37 Kleist (1914).

38 See references above by Taylor and associates. However, many investigators have found that

schizophrenic patients with speech and language problems also have cognitive difficulties

(Arbelle et al., 1997; Rodriguez-Ferrera et al., 2001; Kerns and Berenbaum, 2002; Harrow et al.,

2003). But the evidence that this association is causal is weak. For example, schizophrenic

patients with formal thought disorder make semantic errors on tests of language functioning,

but these errors are unrelated to general intelligence (Oh et al., 2002). Schizophrenic patients

identified as having the characteristic speech abnormalities of the illness have been shown

to have aphasic-like speech, to do poorly on tests used to assess aphasia, and have deficits in

general thinking ability. The thinking deficits and disturbed thought content are not correl-

ated with the language problems, but the language disorder is associated with attentional

difficulties. Others have associated the speech disorders in schizophrenia with negative

symptoms (Peralta et al., 1992; Taylor et al., 1994).

39 Shenton et al. (2001); Kasai et al. (2003a,b).

40 Damasio and Damasio (2000).

41 Landre et al. (1992).

42 Kerns and Berenbaum (2002).

43 Taylor et al. (1981); Taylor and Abrams (1984); Goldstein et al. (1999); Mitchell and Crow

(2005).

44 Faber et al. (1983).

45 Crosson (1985); Crosson and Hughes (1987).

46 Radanovic et al. (2003); Carrera and Bogousslavsky (2006); De Witte et al. (2006).

47 Kuljic-Obradovic (2003); Radanovic and Scaff (2003). Some studies find different impair-

ment patterns associated with different subcortical structures. A combination of striato-

capsular and thalamic dysfunction best fits the FTD pattern.

48 Jampala et al. (1989); Cuesta and Peralta (1993).

49 Taylor et al. (1994).

50 Jampala et al. (1989); Wilcox (1992).

51 Kraepelin (1971), page 56.

52 Kraepelin (1971), page 70.

53 Chapter 2 reviews the evolution of Kraepelin’s thinking.

54 Also see Chapter 2.

55 Chapter 2 provides a discussion of these constructs and Chapter 16 offers a reformulation

of the psychotic disorders class.

56 Bellino et al. (2004).

57 Fan et al. (2007).

58 Lasser et al. (2007).
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10

Perceptual disturbances

For decades psychiatry has been struggling for a new orientation but can obviously not find it,

the diversity of opinions in psychiatry today being greater than ever. Kraepelin’s teachings have

been rejected, but whenever nosological questions are raised, his dichotomy of the endogenous

psychoses reappears . . . While the related neurological discipline recognized hundreds of

endogenous diseases and continues to describe more, psychiatry perceives only two.1

Perceptual aberrations are common features of psychiatric and neurologic illness.

Non-ill persons also experience occasional perceptual disturbances, but the pres-

ence of frequent or intense aberrations indicates serious nervous system disease.

Perceptual disturbances occur in all sensory modalities. They include misinter-

pretations and distortions of environmental stimuli, as well as self-generated

hallucinations. The pathogenesis of these phenomena is largely unknown, but

disturbances in specific sensory modalities have diagnostic implications. The

diagnostic challenge presented by the patient exhibiting perceptual disturbances

is to distinguish a primary psychiatric syndrome from one associated with more

specific brain disease.2 Psychosensory features described below, for example, are

associated with seizure disorder, migraine, chronic hallucinogenic drug use and

manic-depressive illness. Extracampine hallucinations, perceptions outside the

possible sensory field, and autoscopy, the hallucination of self, are also associated

with seizure disorder and limbic system dysfunction. Although auditory hallu-

cinations of sustained voices are not pathognomonic of schizophrenia, their

presence increases the probability of that diagnosis. Frequently experienced visual

illusions suggest schizotypal disorder. Olfactory and gustatory hallucinations also

suggest limbic system dysfunction. Visual hallucinations are most commonly

associated with disease within the visual system and with delirium.

Perceptual distortions

Perceptual distortions are alterations in the perception of external stimuli.

Distortions occur in all sensory modalities, and the more frequent, intense, and
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multimodal the distortions, the more likely the patient will have an identifiable

neurologic disease.

Hyperesthesia and hypoesthesia

These phenomena are distortions of stimulus intensity. In hyperesthesia the

stimulus appears more intense (e.g. a dim light appears “glaring”). In hypoesthe-

sia, the stimulus appears diminished. Hyperesthesia is associated with disorders

of emotion, drug intoxications, migraine, and histrionic personality traits.3

In somatosensory hypoesthesia the patient experiences “numbness”. In visual

and auditory hypoesthesia, colors appear “washed-out” and sounds are dulled,

muffled or perceived as coming from a distance. Hypoesthesia occurs in severe

depressive illness and many neurologic disorders.4

Synesthesia

Synesthesia is the stimulation of one sensory modality eliciting a perception in a

different sensory modality, as in “seeing a sound”. It is associated with toxic states,

and is considered the classic perceptual disturbance of LSD intoxication.

Dysmegalopsia

Dysmegalopsia is a distortion of the size of objects and body parts. In micropsia

objects appear smaller, farther away or retreating into the distance. In macropsia

or megalopsia, objects appear larger or closer. Images are perceived to fluctuate

from large (like a zoom lens) to small (as if looking through the wrong end of a

telescope). Dysmegalopsia occurs in seizure disorders, chronic manic-depressive

illness, retinal disease, and disorders of accommodation and convergence. When

associated with left-sided spatial neglect of the left side of the body and environ-

ment, it indicates right parietal lobe disease.5 Memory for shapes, the location of

objects and direction are also impaired in such patients.6

In retinal swelling the image falls on a smaller part of the retina than usual,

eliciting micropsia. Retinal scarring with retraction elicits macropsia, but also

visual distortions or metamorphopsia. Dysmegalopsia also occurs in anticholinergic

delirium and degenerative brain disease affecting the visual associational cortex.7

Dysmorphopsia

Dysmorphopsia is the visual distortion of shape and is associated with dysmega-

lopsia. Objects or body parts appear twisted and bent as if viewed through a glass

of water, or as distorted in Fun House mirrors.8

Color spectrum distortions

Toxic states and degenerative disease of the visual associational cortex are associ-

ated with change in color perception. In degenerative brain disease objects and
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people seem darker than in fact. In digitalis toxicity, green hues predominate.

In caffeinism, blue or yellow hues predominate. In migraine, colors may fade and

the environment appears gray.9

Illusions

Illusions are false perceptions or misinterpretations of environmental stimuli.

They arise from a lack of perceptual clarity resulting from diminished or ambigu-

ous stimuli or from perceptual distortion due to intense emotion. Non-ill persons

experience illusions. “Seeing” a “face” or other recognizable images in a cloud is

illusory when the experience is intense (a pareidolic illusion). Non-ill persons also

experience illusions when clarity is diminished as at night and when anxiety is

heightened as when walking down a dark street and perceiving a swaying bush

behind a tree as a crouching figure.

Delirium and manic-depressive illness are conditions that diminish perceptual

clarity and elicit illusions. In delirium, innocent gestures by hospital personnel

may appear threatening. Depressive delusions distort the interpretation of sounds

and gestures as dangerous or as confirmation of misdeeds. Manic patients

perceive car horns as heavenly trumpets and interpret adoration or jealousy in

the faces of passers-by. Patients exhibiting persecutory delusions and experiences

of self-reference detect conspiracies in the innocent gestures and conversations

of persons who are nearby. Patients with schizotypal illness misperceive objects

in their peripheral visual field as scurrying animals, supernatural creatures, or

body parts.

Auditory illusions usually involve mishearing speech, the distortion often

shaped by the person’s emotional state. Tactile illusions are rare and typically

relate to temperature, the weight of objects, or the character of surfaces. Gustatory

and olfactory illusions are also rare and vaguely unpleasant.10

Fantastic illusions are perceived extraordinary modifications of the environ-

ment. The psychopathologist Frank Fish refers to a patient of Griesinger’s who

looked in the mirror and saw his head as that of a pig. Fish describes his own

patient who during an examination saw Fish’s head change into a rabbit’s head.

The patient also expressed fantastic confabulations.11 Muller–Lyer illusions refer

to perceptions that do not agree with the physical stimulus (e.g. Fish’s patient).

Fantastic illusions are forms of misidentification, and when present suggest right

cerebral hemisphere disease.

Psychosensory phenomena

Psychosensory phenomena differ from other perceptual disturbances in that they

are brief (rarely longer than a minute), intense and paroxysmal, and repetitive.
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They involve all senses, emotions, memory and cognition. They accompany

complex partial seizures, manic-depressive illness, migraine, and hallucinogenic

drug use. They are also features of epilepsy spectrum disorder, a seizure-related

syndrome with the perceptual changes characteristic of partial complex epilepsy

Table 10.1. Psychosensory phenomena

SENSORY

Dsymorphopsia: Distortions in shape

Dysmegalopsia: Distortions in size

Gustatory hallucinations: Experiencing odd (metal), unpleasant (blood), or illogical (death) tastes

Macroacusia and microacusia: Illusions of sound intensity

Olfactory hallucinations: Smelling odd (intensely sweet flowers), unpleasant (burning rubber),

or illogical odors (death)

Tactile (haptic) hallucinations: Somatosensory experiences (feeling electricity or insects on one’s

body, sensations of being hit, poked, or pushed)

Visceral hallucinations: Empty or cold gastric feelings, warmth about the head or body; feeling

internal foreign objects; a body part composed of alien matter (wood in a limb, chemical

fluids coursing through the body)

Complex formed visual hallucinations (autoscopic and panoramic hallucinations): Perceiving two-

or three-dimensional images as if scenes in a move. An image of oneself is termed autoscopic

COGNITIVE

Experiences of false familiarity

Déjà vu: Intense false feeling of “I’ve seen it before”. Differs from the commonly experienced

similar phenomenon by its increased frequency, intensity, and conviction. Similar experiences

are “knowing” what will happen (déjà vécu) or what will be said or heard next (déjà entendu)12

Experiences of false unfamiliarity

Jamais vu: Non-recognition of familiar objects, sounds, and familiar persons’ voices

(jamais entendu), or events and places (jamais vécu)

Forced thinking: Intrusive and repetitive thoughts that are often upsetting in content and

attributed to external sources

Thought withdrawal: Sudden removal of thought, the “mind” experienced as “going blank”,

attributed to external influences

EMOTIONAL FEATURES

Emotional incontinence: Emotional expression of unintended laughing or weeping, unrelated

to or an exaggeration of the subjective experience

Paroxysmal and transient euphoria or sadness: Elation or despondency without an immediate

obvious cause

Fear: Most common emotional psychosensory experience

Rage: Commonly non-goal-directed

Erotic: Unexpected sexual climax (rare)
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but without stereotyped spells.13 In patients with complex partial seizures,

specific psychosensory features facilitate the identification of the seizure focus.

In manic-depressive illness psychosensory phenomena are signs of severity and

emerging chronicity,14 but do not predict response to anticonvulsant rather than

lithium therapy.15 Psychosensory phenomena include sensory (autonomic per-

turbations, dissociation), emotion (incontinence), memory (false familiarity and

unfamiliarit y), and perceptual distor tions and hallucinations ( Table 10.1).

Hallucinations

Esquirol defined hallucinations as perceptions without an object. Jaspers defined

hallucinations as false perceptions which are not sensory distortions or misinter-

pretations, but which occur at the same time as real perceptions.

Pseudo-hallucinations

Pseudo-hallucination is a misnomer. It is a hallucination that is experienced as

unreal. It is vivid but circumscribed from other accurate perceptions. Pseudo-

hallucinations tend to localize to a part of the body or a point in near-by space.

They differ from “mental images”, which are recognized as subjective and not

vivid. Pseudo-hallucinations are associated with identifiable neurologic disease

more than with the primary psychotic disorders.16 Patient 10.1 illustrates.

Patient 10.1

An 85-year-old man with long-standing cardiovascular disease had a flu-like

syndrome that lasted about a week. Toward the end of this discomfort, he

awoke one morning to the sound of a radio playing popular music from his

youth. The music was clear and fully recognizable, but the patient knew that the

radio was not “on” and that he was “hearing things”. He had no other psycho-

pathology. Brain imaging identified a new right-sided temporal–parietal ische-

mic lesion. Over the next several weeks the hallucination gradually resolved

without psychotropic medication.

Hypnogogic and hypnopompic hallucinations

Hypnogogic hallucinations occur as the person is falling asleep. Hypnopompic

hallucinations occur as the patient is awakening. These phenomena are not vivid

and are experienced as distinct from dreams. Visual experiences are the most

common and include seeing shapes, figures, and scenes. Auditory experiences

include music, brief voices (e.g. one’s name being called) and environmental

sounds (e.g. a dog barking). In non-ill persons they are associated with periods

of sleep deprivation. When frequent, they suggest narcolepsy.17
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Extracampine hallucinations

An extracampine hallucination is a false perception outside the limits of the

normal sensory field (e.g. hearing plotters in another country). Extracampine

hallucinations are associated with manic-depressive illness, seizure disorder, illicit

drug use, and delirium.18

Elementary hallucinations

Elementary hallucinations are unformed. Flashes of light, undefined shapes and

patterns, and non-specific sounds such as buzzing, whirring, and clanking are

examples. These phenomena are associated with toxic states andmigraine. Migraine

scotomata include false perceptions of moving lights, zigzag lines, stars, shimmering

lights like the sun’s reflection off a body of water, and a gray or dark fog. Hallucin-

ations of well-defined geometric shapes are associated with cocaine intoxication.19

Functional hallucinations

A functional hallucination is elicited by an environmental stimulus in the same

sensory modality. A particular pitch (e.g. the whine of a rusty faucet turned on)

can trigger a hallucinated voice. A wallpaper pattern can change into the heads

of demons or other false visual perceptions. Both the triggering stimulus and

the hallucination are perceived. Functional hallucinations are associated with

delirium and toxic states, seizure disorder, and focal brain vascular disease.20

A reflex hallucination is a form of synesthesia, the stimulus triggering the hallu-

cination in another sensory modality. For example, a patient hears footsteps and

then hallucinates lurking figures in the corner of the room.

Palinacousis (auditory perseveration) and palinopsia (visual perseveration) are

rare forms of functional hallucinations. Palinacousis is the hearing of words,

sounds, and fragments of sentences continuously for minutes to hours after the

stimulus is removed.21 Palinopsia is seeing images continuously for minutes to

hours after the visual stimulus is removed. The phenomena are associated with

temporal and occipital lobe dysfunction. Palinopsia is associated with LSD use.22

It is also reported in patients taking paroxetine, mirtazepine, and nefazodone,

and this rare side-effect must be differentiated from endogenous psychosis.23

Experiential hallucinations

Experiential hallucinations were first described by the neurosurgeon Wilder

Penfield, who elicited them by stimulating various parts of the exposed cerebral

cortex, particularly the temporal lobe, of his patients prior to neurosurgery.

Penfield likened them to vivid memories.24 Experiencing a telephone conversa-

tion with a friend, a frightening situation, or a snippet of a family gathering are

examples.
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Panoramic hallucinations

Panoramic hallucinations are similar to experiential hallucinations. In panoramic

hallucinations the patient sees animated scenes as if watching a film strip.

Panoramic and experiential hallucinations are associated with psychosensory

epilepsy, particularly with a temporal lobe focus, and delirium. The “flashbacks”

of PTSD, when validated, are likely experiential hallucinations that include vivid

memory in all sensory fields.25

Lilliputian and Brobdignagian hallucinations

Lilliputian hallucinations are visual hallucinations of small objects or creatures.

Seeing tiny blue men and small bowls of fruit are examples. These phenomena are

associated with delirium, particularly delirium tremens, and persons with Lewy

body dementia, migraine, seizure disorder, and schizophrenia.26 Brobdignagian

hallucinations, visual hallucinations of gigantic objects or creatures, are also

associated with delirium and dementia.27

Peduncular hallucinations

Peduncular hallucinations are cartoon-like visual hallucinations without depth.

They are typically colorful and non-threatening images of animals or people.

They occur in full wakefulness and last a few seconds or minutes, and rarely for

hours or days. Sleep disturbances co-occur. Peduncular hallucinations are associ-

ated with vascular and white matter lesions in the rostral brainstem or projection

sites in the basal ganglia, pulvinar, or medial and posterior thalamic nuclei.28

Autoscopic hallucinations29

Autoscopy is the hallucination of one’s own image. Other terms are phantommirror-

image, heautoscopy, and reduplicative hallucination. The image is usually perceived

slightly to one side and can be vague or vivid. Kinesthetic and somatic sensations are

reported with the vision. Autoscopy is associated with seizure disorder, focal disease

of the parietal–occipital cortex and toxic states. An extreme version of autoscopy

is the Doppelgänger phenomenon, the patient seeing his “double” and elaborating

the hallucination with an explanatory delusional story. Anosagnosia, denial of

illness, occurs. One patient arrested for disturbing the peace by throwing garbage

on local church steps on Sundays and spitting and cursing at parishioners, insisted

that the culprit was his twin brother whom he frequently saw in his house.

The patient, an only child, was also avolitional, had reduced emotional expression

and elements of formal thought disorder, and was diagnosed as schizophrenic.

Tactile hallucinations

Tactile hallucinations are experienced as emanating from inside the body (haptic)

or from the skin. The patient with parietal lobe disease may experience a body
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part in his abdomen and may feel it move. A falsely perceived limb may be

experienced ectopically or as an extra limb (e.g. a third arm).30 This differs from

the phantom limb phenomenon following amputation which results from con-

tinued afferent stimulation of the sensory homunculus corresponding to the

amputated limb.31

Patients with parietal lobe seizure foci experience electric shocks as auras.

Parietal lobe strokes are associated with the false perception that a limb is not

of flesh and blood but is made of wood or metal, or is a body part of a another

person or an animal.32 These experiences of alienation were considered pathogno-

monic (“first rank”) of schizophrenia by the psychopathologist Kurt Schneider

when no specific brain disease could be detected.

Some seizures begin with a perception of emptiness and cold in the abdomen

that pushes upward into the chest. Patients with frontal lobe seizure foci experi-

ence an aura of heat over their upper body or head.33 Chronic stimulant use

is associated with hallucinated insects crawling on or under the skin (cocaine

bugs). Such formication hallucinations34 elicit intense scratching, resulting in

scarring excoriations. The experience also accompanies alcohol withdrawal and

toxic states.

Paresthesia, a tingling pins-and-needles sensation, may be a hallucinated experi-

ence, but is most commonly due to peripheral nerve compression or disease. It is

also experienced during panic attacks from hyperventilation.35

Some psychotic patients describe elaborate tactile hallucinations of sexual

assault or electric or magnetic forces controlling their body, forcing them to

perform actions against their will. One patient felt tingling over his body that

made him continuously sweep the inpatient unit. Others describe a wind or a

hand that pushes or pokes, making them move a certain way. Kurt Schneider

considered these experiences of control to also be first rank when specific brain

disease could not be detected.

Secondary delusional ideas are often associated with tactile hallucinations.

A catatonic patient experienced the perception of alien fluids coursing through

his blood vessels and related his stereotypy as efforts to balance the flow.

A schizophrenic man felt his brain being physically manipulated and recognized

it as a persecuting force at work.

Gustatory and olfactory hallucinations

Sudden, intense, and brief gustatory or olfactory hallucinations are classic signs of

psychosensory epilepsy. These perceptions are unpleasant: foul or metallic tastes,

the odor of rotting flesh, feces, burning rubber, or a cloying sweetness. Gustatory

and olfactory hallucinations are also experienced at the onset of some migraine

headaches.36
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Sustained hallucinations of taste and smell are reported in manic-depressive

illness and psychotic disorders. The depressed patient experiences a foul odor

emanating from his body that he “knows” sickens others, or he smells the lethal

disease his doctors are denying he has or the rotting garbage in his bowels.

He smells the poisons that are being pumped into his room or sprayed on his

furniture. He tastes ashes and bitterness, metal and blood. The schizophrenic

smells poison and the by-products of imagined sexual assault.

Rarely, peripheral nerve disease elicits a hallucination. Phantosmia is the brief

(seconds) sensing of a vague odor without the scent being present. Phantosmia can

begin following sniffing or sneezing, and is associated with damage to peripheral

neurons that inhibit or stimulate olfaction. It is also experienced following trigem-

inal nerve excitation inducing excitation in brain areas regulating olfaction, con-

tralateral frontal, insular and temporal regions.37 Phantageusia is a sudden, vague

taste without the presence of the substance normally causing the sensation.38

Phonemes (voices)

Carl Wernicke, the German neurologist, introduced the term “phoneme” in 1900 to

mean hallucinated voices. Phonemes are the commonest form of hallucinations

among patients with manic-depressive illness or schizophrenia. Hallucinated

voices vary in intensity from vague whispers or muffled utterances, as if coming

through a thin wall, to sustained, clear voices perceived as originating from a

source external to the patient’s sense of self. Voices are also perceived as originat-

ing from body parts (e.g. the abdomen), imagined implants (e.g. transmitters in

a tooth filling, or in the brain), electronic devices (e.g. TV sets and radios) and

near-by locations (e.g. heating ducts, the street in front of the patient’s house).

Experiencing constant, mostly low-intensity phonemes without substantial

deterioration in functioning, personality, and emotional expression defines phon-

emic paraphrenia. The paraphrenias, a concept still found useful in Europe, are

discussed with other delusional syndromes in Chapter 11.

The content of hallucinated voices is not diagnostic and the most common

voices are angry and abusive. Rarely, the voices are comforting. Some content,

however, is diagnostically suggestive. Patients with psychotic depression hear

voices calling them “evil . . . damned . . . whores . . . blasphemers . . . and

degenerate”, and encourage suicide. One patient heard the tortured screams of the

victims of his “brain waves” coming from outside his home. Another heard devils

and angels arguing over her evil actions and the need for her to die. Both these

patients fully recovered with a course of bilateral ECT. Patients with mania hear

“God’s voice” or angels. Patients with psychosis associated with frontal lobe

disease experience fantastic hallucinations of extraterrestrial transmissions and

the sounds of machinery controlling the planets and stars.
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Phonemes are assessed for their specific features:

Clarity: “Do you hear whispers or muffled voices as if they are coming from

another room? Can you hear them as clearly as you hear my voice now?”

Perceived source: “Where does the voice come from?”

Constancy: “Do you hear only a few words here and there, or is the voice

constantly bothering you?”

Pattern and frequency: “Is there a particular time of the day when the voices

are at their worst? Do you only hear them after something else happens?

Do you hear them all day long? Do you hear them every day? Are you hearing

them now?”

Musical hallucinations

Musical hallucinations are experienced as vivid familiar tunes, instruments and

lyrics. The most common cause is acquired deafness.39 Other causes include

stroke, epilepsy and neoplasm. When associated with seizure disorder, musical

hallucinations have an experiential element not reported in deaf patients (i.e.

a sense of remembering the hearing of the music in a particular setting as well

as hearing the sounds).40 They are uncommon in degenerative brain disease.

Temporal lobe and brain stem lesions are the commonest associations.41 Lesions

in both cerebral hemispheres are reported, but most commonly on the right.42

Musical hallucinations are also reported in patients with depressive illness,

obsessive–compulsive disorder, alcoholism, and schizophrenia. Commonest among

patients with OCD, it is unclear whether the experience is a true hallucination

or vivid mental activity as lyrics are experienced more so than musical sounds.43

Affected patient are typically middle-aged or older. In one large series, most were

women.44

First rank symptoms (FRS)

Kurt Schneider catalogued symptoms he believed pathognomonic of schizophre-

nia in the absence of evidence of coarse neurologic disease.45 The DSM permits

the diagnosis of schizophrenia with the presence of one of these phenomena and

no other features if there is also a decline in daily functioning.

FRS occur in patients with manic-depressive illness, delirium or intoxication,

dementia, seizure disorder, and stroke. They are not exclusive to schizophrenia.46

Delusions in this category are covered in Chapter 11.

Complete auditory hallucinations

Sustained hallucinated voices, clearly heard and perceived as originating outside

the patient’s sense of self, are the most common FRS. They are the classic phoneme.
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Secondary delusional ideas that “explain” or elaborate upon the hallucination are

common.

Voices commenting and conversing are given separate status in some classifications,

but the distinction is in content, not form, and of little clinical significance. Phonemes

constantly heard, comment on the patient’s actions, feelings, thoughts, and experi-

ences. Sometimes two or more voices converse about the patient. Typically, the

voice or voices are hostile, commanding acts of violence or self-harm. The number

of voices, their gender and identity have no diagnostic implications, other than the

more like a memory the experience seems, the more likely it represents temporal–

limbic disease.

Thought echo (écho de la pensée)

Thought echo is the experience of hearing one’s thoughts repeated aloud by

some outside source, as if an echo. A variation is the experience of hearing voices

that are saying what the patient is about to think or say (Gedankenlautwerden).

Thought echo is typically revealed by the patient’s delusional statements such as

“Everyone knows what I’m thinking.” The examiner’s response to such a state-

ment and other delusional statements is always “How do you know that?” The

question can be “sugar-coated” by sympathetic comments such as “That must be

upsetting.”

The details of the experience are ascertained by questions such as: “Do you

mean that you hear your thoughts repeated aloud to you as if listening to a radio?

If I were standing next to you, could I also hear them?”

Some patients are very specific: “I have the feeling, as if someone beside me

said out loud what I think . . . As soon as the thought is in my head, they know it

too . . . When I think anything I hear it immediately . . . everyone can read my

thoughts . . . When [I] read the newspapers, others hear it.”47

Further examination techniques

Patients who experience perceptual disturbances may not report the experiences

for fear of being labeled “crazy”. The examination for these features is facilitated

by framing questions within the context of other symptoms. For example:

“When people are as depressed as you are, they sometimes experience odd or disturbing things.

Does that happen to you? Do you ever hear other people talking about you?”

“Depression often makes the world seem different. Have you noticed anything like that . . .

Does food taste odd . . . do you smell disturbing odors . . . do people look at you in odd

ways . . .?”

Once the perceptual disturbance is identified, its contextual “story” is delineated.

Frequency, fluctuations in intensity, triggers, and the pattern of the experience are
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detailed. Such information distinguishes patients with epilepsy, schizophrenia,

migraine, sleep disorder and many other conditions.

Alterations in somatosensory experience

Alterations in somatosensory experience are common features of many disorders.

Patients with thalamic strokes experience increased pain perception, even to stimuli

not considered noxious. Patients with depressive illness report increased pain

perception that encourages delusions of hidden illness or persecution. Chronic pain

syndromes are common co-occurring conditions among psychiatric patients.48

Somatoform disturbances

For the diagnosis of somatoform disorder, present classifications require multiple

symptoms without a clear medical explanation in multiple organ systems. The

construct is based on unproven etiologic and pathophysiologic assumptions, and

the sobriquet Briquet’s syndrome, in honor of Pierre Briquet who first defined

the syndrome, is preferred by some.49 Among the 10 symptom groupings originally

offered by Feighner et al. (1972), many are classic descriptors of conversion and

hysteria (e.g. lump in throat, aphonia, anesthesia, trouble walking), and others are

consistent with a mood disorder (e.g. depressed feelings, anorexia, thinking about

dying, suicide). The associated histrionic personality traits seen in such patients

further undermine the validity of somatoform disorder as a distinct disease.

The recommended assessment for somatoform disorder includes a careful

review of systems, a detailed sensory and motor examination, and the reliance

on Waddell’s signs.50 Patients with migraine, when between headaches, also meet

the Waddell criterion of hypersensitivity to stimuli.51

Common concerns of patients given the somatoform diagnosis are dyspnea,

palpitation, chest pain, dizziness, headache, fatigue and weakness, anxiety, abdom-

inal discomfort, constipation, back and joint pain, memory loss and depression.

Women patients also report menstrual difficulties.52 There is a familial association

between the somatoform diagnosis and antisocial personality, with somatoform

features expressed mostly in female and antisocial personality mostly in male

family members.53 The presence of somatoform features is associated with

intolerance to and exaggeration of treatment side effects.54

Pain

Allodynia

Allodynia is pain elicited by a stimulus which typically does not provoke pain

(e.g. the light stroking of the skin or the feel of a soft cloth). For this reason,

patients with fibromyalgia are unable to wear tight clothes or rough fabrics.
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Hyperalgesia

Hyperalgesia is the increased response to painful stimuli. Patients with fibro-

myalgia report “pressure points” that are extremely painful to moderate pressure,

and these “points of tenderness” are offered as a diagnostic criterion for the

condition. Associated features include chronic fatigue, joint stiffness, poor sleep,

feelings of cold or numbness in the extremities, and reticular skin discoloration.55

Analgesia

Analgesia, the absence of pain to normally painful stimuli, is associated with some

strokes, stuporous states, toxic metabolic states, depressive illness, and catatonia.

Dysesthesia

Dysesthesia, or causalgia, is an unpleasant sensation that occurs spontaneously

or is evoked by typically non-noxious stimuli. When associated with peripheral

nerve disease, the experienced is of burning, numbness, tingling, paresthesia, and

weakness in the distal parts of the limbs that assumes a stocking-glove pattern

eliciting the misdiagnosis of conversion.56

Central pain

Central pain is associated with a lesion or dysfunction anywhere in the pain

pathways. About 90% of patients with central pain have had a stroke, but only 7%

of these patients experience the pain contralateral to the stroke. Other causes

include tumor, hemorrhage, and multiple sclerosis. About 85% of patients with

central pain experience constant pain while the remainder experience daily but

intermittent pain. These patients experience a spectrum of sensations including

burning (59%), aching (30%), pricking (30%) or stabbing (26%). Allodynia,

dysesthesia and paresthesia are also reported.57 As the lesion in central pain may be

quite small and the clinical findings subtle, physicians and family members may

misunderstand the patient’s experience as manipulative, histrionic, or psychogenic.

“Psychogenic pain”

Psychogenic pain is defined by the limits of the clinician’s knowledge, the patient

experiencing chronic pain without identified explanatory tissue pathology. Many

patients with chronic pain, however, have changes in the neurologic structures

subserving pain sensation. Many also have co-occurring depressive illness or

anxiety disorder that impact pain pathways.58 Alcoholism, illicit drug abuse,

and personality disorders enhance the expression of chronic pain.59 Efforts to

distinguish the determinants of the chronic pain of patients with co-occurring

psychiatric illness from the pain of those without such conditions have been

unproductive. The resolution of the co-occurring psychiatric condition ameliorates

the pain, but does not fully resolve it.60
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Chronic pain can be understood as an expression of neuronal plasticity at the

levels of the nociceptor neurons, spinal cord, and brain. Faced with repeated stimuli

from an injury, the brain compensates by adjusting its responses to it. At some

point the adjustment is sustained even if the injury resolves.61 The patient is not

histrionic or malingering, rather a form of long-term learning has taken place.

The underlying process in plasticity initially involves nociceptor and spinal cord

microglia sensitization. This is reported in inflammatory disease, diabetes and

injury.62 Long-term potentiation of dorsal horn neurons occurs, and underlies

such experiences as tactile allodynia and sensory hyperalgesia.63 “On” and “off”

cells in the rostral ventromedial medulla that modulate the transmission of pain

become “stuck” in the “on” position leading to further sensitization.64 Pain-specific

thalamic nuclei then become sensitized, effecting the cortical perception of pain.65

Anterior cingulate cortex metabolism increases in response to painful stimulation

and thalamic input.66 The somatosensory cortex reorganizes to accommodate the

increased input, highlighting the sensitization of involved body areas.67 Thus, what

appears to be chronic pain of psychological origin is more likely the result of

CNS sensitization leading to hypersensitivity. A co-occurring intense emotional

state as part of a mood or anxiety disorder exacerbates pain hypersensitivity,

but the resolution of the emotional state may not resolve the chronic pain.

Perceptual disturbances associated with migraine

Although migraine is classified as a headache disorder, it is a complex syndrome

that also includes perceptual, autonomic and other neurologic disturbances. The

perceptual features of migraine may be misunderstood as conversion disorder or

hysteria, malingering, or as part of borderline personality disorder resulting in

the sufferer being denied appropriate treatment. Patients with cluster headache

are so fearful of future attacks that they may threaten suicide to avoid the painful

experiences. This risk is high when headache control is poor and the threat

misinterpreted as manipulative. Patients with migraine are also most likely to

experience severe but treatable headache after ECT.

The psychopathology of migraine is similar to that of seizure disorder, and the

two conditions co-occur in patients and their first-degree relatives.68 In migraine

the visual phenomena are commonly experienced in the peripheral visual field,

while in seizure disorder perceptual symptoms are experienced centrally.69 Sixty

percent of migraineurs report a prodrome of several minutes, hours or days that

include non-melancholic depression, irritability, fatigue, drowsiness, sluggish-

ness, photo- and phono phobia, hyperosmia, neck stiffness, feeling cold, feeling

thirsty, a change in appetite, and abdominal distress.

About 20% of migraine sufferers report an aura of minutes to an hour that

immediately precedes the headache. Auras include visual phenomena such as
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scintillations, fortification spectra (or teichopsia of arcs of scintillating light that

form a herringbone or zigzag pattern or geometric shape in one visual field),

photopsia (light flashes),70 and scotoma.

Somatosensory phenomena include numbness or tingling, usually unilateral.

Dysarthria, vertigo,71 tinnitus, loss of hearing, double vision, bilateral paresthesia

and decreased level of consciousness occur with basilar-type auras.72 Other

phenomena include transient hemiparesis and aphasia (reduced speech produc-

tion without dysarthria or impaired comprehension, both with associated

paraphasia), depersonalization and derealization, and illusions that objects and

persons are split or fractured into two or more parts.73 Also reported is the Alice in

Wonderland syndrome (a somesthetic aura) of paroxysmal perceptual distortions

of one’s body, particularly of the head and arms, and the perception that objects

are substantially smaller than in reality. The experience is accompanied by deper-

sonalization and derealization.74 Complex visual hallucinations are reported in

children with migraine.75 Lilliputian hallucinations occur in basilar migraine.76

The classic migraine headache begins unilaterally and is throbbing. Tension

headache is a migraine variant. Migraine headaches occur at any time but are

most commonly experienced upon morning awakening. The pain lasts from

several hours to days, gradually peaks and then subsides. Nausea and anorexia,

vomiting, and intolerance to sensory stimuli occur. Sufferers seek a dark, quiet

room to lie down. Other features include blurred vision, nasal stuffiness, light-

headedness, feeling faint, abdominal cramps and diarrhea, polyuria, facial pallor,

hot or cold sensations, sweating, localized scalp, face, or periorbital edema, scalp

tenderness, temporal vein and artery prominence, and neck stiffness. Concen-

tration and sustained attention are impaired.

The migraine postdrome occurs gradually and is characterized by fatigue,

irritability, apathy, poor concentration, scalp tenderness, and moodiness that last

for hours or days. Attacks longer than three days are termed status migrainus.

The sensory experiences of migraine occur independently of headache and may

last days or longer. The features may be misconstrued as conversion, dissociative

neurosis, or somatoform disorder. Migrainous vertigo includes spontaneous

attacks, positional vertigo, and chronic dizziness and imbalance that is mistaken

for astasia abasia.77 Despite its name, transient monocular vision loss from retinal

migraine, which typically lasts several hours and is most often seen in women of

childbearing age, may become a permanent disability.78 Migraine with aura but

no headache is an exclusive pattern in about 5% of migraineurs, and many

sufferers with headaches early in the illness course go on to have fewer headaches

while the auras continue.79 These recurrent transient episodes without obvious

neurologic disease lead to the conclusion that they are psychogenic.80 The

misunderstanding of such phenomena is illustrated by Patient 10.2.
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Patient 10.2

A 56-year-old woman, well-known to a university hospital inpatient service

for having made many suicide attempts and for episodes of self-cutting,

was re-admitted for worsening thoughts of self-harm. Previous diagnoses

included depressive illness, manic-depression, schizophrenia, borderline per-

sonality disorder, conversion disorder, seizure disorder, migraine, diabetes,

and hypothyroidism.

The patient was living in a group home. Her ex-husband was dead, her

relationship with her grown daughter was stormy, and she was unable to fully

care for herself because of chronic loss of visual acuity leaving her with the

perception of shadows and movement only, as if in a darkened room or dense

fog. No medical explanation for her visual loss was seriously entertained as the

traditional neurologic examination was deemed normal and, as her physicians

said: “She is able to feed and dress herself”. The index hospitalization was

precipitated by her daughter’s announcement that she and her family were

moving out of state, and that the patient was not to join them.

On admission, the patient was wearing dark sunglasses and used a walking

cane to ambulate. She was in no distress. Other than mild psychomotor slowing,

she had no features of depressive illness. She was obese. She said she was

experiencing auditory and visual hallucinations, but that these were chronic.

In the past she had auditory hallucinations commanding her to kill herself.

Her cognition was said to be “intact”, although no serious assessment was done.

On the unit she was said to “split” the staff, being very fond of some and

nasty to others. Her treatment over many brief hospitalizations included

various psychotherapy programs. Her present medications included low-dose

valproic acid (100mg twice daily) and sumatriptin (25mg as needed). Past

medications included antipsychotics, antidepressants, and mood stabilizers.

A consultant noted that the patient had suffered a traumatic brain injury at

age seven when she was kicked by a horse, and that for several years afterward

experienced several types of seizures. The patient said she still occasionally

had seizures (from her description, partial complex with a frontal lobe focus).

Since her head injury she also suffered from weekly migraine attacks, her

latest the week before admission. An MRI showed mild diffuse cortical atro-

phy. There was no record that she had ever received an EEG at the university

hospital.

Although no further evaluation was done by the inpatient team, the con-

sultant recommended a visual field examination as migraine may lead to

persistent visual acuity loss that is experienced as “a fog”81 and migraine

may follow mild traumatic brain injury.82 An outpatient visual field exami-

nation revealed acuity loss in the 12 and 16Hz frequencies, a finding reported
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in migraineurs and one that can last up to 75days after a headache.83 Despite

this finding, the patient continued her previous treatments for borderline

personality disorder and conversion, and returned to her group home.

Summary

Perceptual disturbances commonly occur in patients with psychiatric and neu-

rologic diagnoses. Specific neurologic disease is more likely when (1) a hallucin-

ation occurs without other psychopathology and the patient recognizes it as a

symptom of illness or is not troubled by it; (2) multiple hallucinations in multiple

sensory modalities are experienced; (3) the perceptual disturbances are sudden,

brief, or occur at a specific time of the day; (4) a musical hallucination is experi-

enced; (5) illusions and other perceptual distortions or psychosensory features

predominated the clinical image; (6) recurrent transient visual hallucinations

predominate;84 (7) kaleidoscopic hallucinations of shifting geometric colored

patterns or visual fragments occur;85 (8) the perceptual disturbance occurs with

an alteration in arousal, awareness, or with repetitive motor features, and (9) the

patient has a history of traumatic brain injury, seizure disorder, or migraine.
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11

Delusions and abnormal thought content

Nevertheless, I am convinced that the only method by which we shall attain an insight into

the mysterious phenomena of unsound mind, is to keep ever before us the fact that disorder

of the mind means disorder of the brain, and that the latter is an organ liable to disease and

disturbance, like other organs of the body, to be investigated by the same methods, and subject to

the same laws. In speaking of the pathology of insanity, I have endeavored to keep this in view.1

The standard definition of delusion is: A false notion inconsistent with the

person’s background that is held with great conviction despite clear evidence

to the contrary. The definition does not characterize the delusional process,

only the end result.

Like delusions, obsessions and over-valued ideas are also false notions held

with great conviction despite evidence to the contrary. They also result from

faulty conclusions, but the connection between the evidence and the conclusion

makes better sense. Germs can be dangerous and extraterrestrial life may exist,

but a life consumed by these notions is maladaptive. What descriptively defines

a delusion is the greater leap from the evidence to the idea (e.g. “my poor

cell phone service means my neighbors are aiming electronic beams at my

house”), or the lack of any reasonable understanding of how the conclusion

was reached (e.g. “they are aiming the electronic beam because the neighbor’s

new dog has brown spots”). Karl Jaspers considered the lack of understand-

ability of how the patient reached the false conclusion to be the defining factor

of a delusional idea.2

The content of the delusional idea can be mundane (e.g. my spouse is unfaith-

ful) or fantastic (e.g. “my spouse is an alien here to conquer the earth”).

Compared to obsessions and over-valued ideas, delusional ideas are more often

culturally or class deviant (e.g. the stockbroker believes a witch inhabits his

computer), or overtly strange (e.g. the patient is convinced he is dead). Delu-

sional ideas also reflect a psychopathological process that distinguishes them from

obsessions and over-valued ideas.
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Sources of delusional development

Like perceptual dysfunctions that may arise from disease anywhere along the

sensory pathways, the pathophysiology of delusions may begin at any level of

the nervous system that ultimately leads to an articulated conclusion of thought.

While the neuropathology of the process is unclear, the progression to the

delusional conclusion is distinguishable.

Perceptual disturbance

Delusions that arise from other psychopathology are defined as secondary

delusions. The delusional process begins with the sufferer perceiving the immediate

environment in such a way that the delusional conclusion is inescapable. Hollywood

offers examples of this in films about the supernatural and extraterrestrials.

The images on the screen are compelling, and the audience is frightened. The

false images trigger a physiological flight/fight response over-riding cortical

modulation of the sham. The experience is emotional, not initially cognitive as

audience members are fully aware of the subterfuge.

Persons in other settings experiencing equally powerful but false perceptions of

their immediate environment (i.e. hallucinations or perceptual distortions) will also

be frightened. Intense and prolonged false perceptions over-ride cortical modulation

and, despite the protestations of others, the experience elicits false conclusions based

on “I saw it with my own eyes”. The delusional process unfolds, the false perception

eliciting a strong emotional response compromising judgment and self-assessment,

which in turn results in a false but inescapable delusional conclusion. The false

perception, however, need not be as dramatic as film images. The initiating percep-

tual disturbance needs to only be sufficient to trigger an emotional response strong

enough to overcome judgment, accepting the false interpretation of the experience:

“it’s real and dangerous” rather than “I’m hallucinating”. This mechanism has been

proposed to explain the delusions in persons with schizophrenia.3 Capgras, Fregoli,

and delusions ofmisidentification (see below for definitions) can also be understood

as reflecting an initial problem with perception.

The idea that subtle perceptual disturbances underlie delusional formation is

supported by studies that report that delusions are not always directly linked to

cognitive disturbance.4 Patients with schizophrenia, the most common diagnostic

class studied, also have subtle perceptual problems associated with delusions.

Deficits in processing the Gestalt of stimuli (e.g. shape, size, identity of the

object),5 and lateralized abnormal perceptual experiences6 in patients with

schizophrenia are particularly relevant because these visual perceptual problems

are similar to those seen in patients with right cerebral hemisphere disease and

associated delusional symptoms.7
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Intense emotion

If perceptual processing is intact, a secondary delusion may still develop if the

person’s self-monitoring ability is overwhelmed by intense and prolonged emo-

tion, the delusional content taking on the valence of the abnormal emotional

state. Delusions associated with depressive illness and manic states are examples.

Delusional patients with right cerebral hemisphere disease have associated visual–

perceptual disturbances and intense disturbances of emotion.8 Strong emotional

states compromise assessment of the validity of the statements of others9 and alter

memory function with recall bias toward memories with the same emotional

valence.10 The identification of emotionally salient stimuli related to persecutory

beliefs is associated with amygdala and anterior insula activation for threat and

adverse response.11 The abnormal emotional state evokes abnormal memories

and compromises judgment. The memory bias reinforces the abnormal emo-

tional state. The compromised judgment confirms the validity of the abnormal

memory and emotional experience, leading to the delusional idea. Delusional

memories are reported to be rated as perceptually and somatosensory richer

than memories of actual events.12

Faulty thinking and self-monitoring

If perceptual processes and emotional expression are intact, a delusion may still

emerge if thinking is faulty and self-monitoring is compromised. These delusions

are characterized as primary. The delusions associated with cognitive disorders are

examples. Compromised thinking is commonly associated with these delusional

ideas. Patients with delusions “jump to conclusions” and tend not to change the

conclusions in the “face of evidence” for emotionally neutral content.13

Memory disturbance

Delusions also occur when perceptual processing is normal but the memory of

what is being perceived is faulty or not fully accessible. The continuous mismatch

is first disturbing, then frightening and, compromising judgment, leads to the

delusional conclusion.

Unlike non-ill persons, delusional patients are reported to be unable to sup-

press non-relevant experiences. The experiences are incorporated into their

thought process and become part of their memory for the experience, distorting

its accuracy. They quickly attach importance to the irrelevant pieces of memory

which become intrusive. For example, a person with such a memory bias sees a

garbage truck in front of his neighbor’s house, but his memory of previous trucks

is altered, eliciting the consideration that the truck he sees is different and the

difference important. He sees his neighbor talking to the truck driver and gives
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further salience to the meeting. Does the conversation relate to him? Memories

about plots, neighbors, and garbage trucks (often used by Hollywood as sinister

images) become connected and a delusional idea forms.14

The above understanding of the development of a delusional idea shapes the

examination and emphasizes that delusional content is not diagnostically critical.

Each aspect of the delusional process is assessed as each is impacted by different

diseases (Table 11.1).

Examination of the sources of a delusion

When a patient expresses ideas that may be delusional, the examiner immediately

expresses concerned interest and asks “How do you know this? Tell me how you

figured this out?” Some delusional patients respond “I just know” or “I feel it to

be so”. Others offer proof that may reveal the source leading to the false idea.

These are systematically assessed.

(1) Does the patient have perceptual aberrations explaining his beliefs? Percep-

tual distortions and illusions are considered, as is the assessment of thalamic

integration problems.

“Do the things you see or hear seem out of sync, like a movie where the sound and picture

aren’t quite together? Are you experiencing any difficulty with your balance or coordi-

nation? Do you experience pins and needles in you hands and feet? Do parts of your body

feel numb or overly sensitive? Do they seem different from the way they should?”

Table 11.1. Differential diagnostic considerations of the different sources of delusional

development

Source of disturbance Conditions to consider

Perception Temporal–limbic disease (seizure disorder, traumatic brain

injury, hallucinogenic drug use, schizophrenia and

schizotypal disorders)

Thalamic and parietal lobe disease and related syndromes of

misidentification (injury, stroke)

Emotion Mood disorders, temporal–limbic disease

Self-monitoring Prefrontal cortex disease or dysfunction

Thinking Posterior non-dominant disease or dysfunction

Prefrontal cortex disease or dysfunction

Memory Alzheimer’s disease

Frontal–temporal dementia

All phases Alcohol-related dementias

Delirium and encephalopathy
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“Have you noticed anything unusual/unsettling/frightening about your neighborhood . . .

your neighbors . . . the physical appearances of your family members? Does everything

and everybody look and sound the same to you? When you look in a mirror, do you look

and sound the same as always?”

(2) Is the patient in a sustained and intense abnormal emotional state that

explains his beliefs? The examination of emotions guides this aspect of the

delusional process.

(3) Have the patient’s self-monitoring and other executive functions been com-

promised? Queries about the patient’s recognition of symptoms and illness

(i.e. does the patient exhibit denial of illness, anosagnosia), and self-assessment

of his performance on motor and cognitive tasks are considered.

(4) Does the patient have a primary problem in thinking or memory that accounts

for his false ideas? Cognitive assessment addresses this concern and is discussed

in Chapter 13.

Forms of delusions

Delusions that derive from an abnormal emotional state or that are based on

perceptual aberrations are characterized as secondary delusions. Delusions

emerging de novo from arbitrary conclusions or that are suddenly fully formed

are characterized as “primary”. Primary delusions were thought associated with

schizophrenia while secondary delusions were considered associated with manic-

depression. The DSM employs this old viewpoint by defining schizophrenia with

“bizarre” delusions that are primary in their form. Both primary and secondary

delusions, however, occur in many of the same conditions.

Present classification also defines delusions by their content. However, because

both primary and secondary delusions derive from faulty thinking and inad-

equate self-assessment, differing content is of less diagnostic significance than the

fact that the patient is delusional. Nevertheless, delusions of illness (hypochon-

driacal delusions), poverty, sin, and nihilism (termed Cotard syndrome) are

associated with melancholia.15 Delusions of grandeur, great wealth, power, status

or ability suggest mania.16 Delusional jealousy (Othello syndrome) is seen in

dementing conditions and seizure disorder.17 Delusions of familiar persons being

impostors (Capgras syndrome) or that one has a double (Doppelgänger) suggest a

definable neurologic process. Delusions that unfamiliar persons are celebrities or

persons from the patient’s life (Fregoli syndrome) also suggest a definable neuro-

logic process.18 Patient 1.4, the woman with a right-sided stroke, believed her

daughter looked and acted differently and was an alien. She had Capgras syn-

drome.19 A man with vascular dementia and depressive illness with Capgras
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syndrome thought his wife was a dangerous imposter, because he perceived that

she no longer had a southern USA accent. A woman with end-stage renal disease

thought one of her nurses was the housekeeper on the old Brady Bunch TV show.

A manic-depressive man thought a fellow patient was Charlton Heston, the actor,

and that another patient, a man, was Marilyn Monroe. Delusions of infestation

by micro-organisms, hair, insects, dust or parasites (Ekbom’s syndrome) is typic-

ally associated with tactile and visual hallucinations and identifiable neurologic

disease.

But delusions of persecution are the most common and are as frequent in

mood disorders as in schizophrenia.20 Patients with degenerative brain disease

also exhibit persecutory delusions.21 Paranoid delusions reflect persecutory con-

tent. The content involves government plots, spouse or neighbor cabals, being

spied upon by various nefarious agencies, infidelities, and imminent attack by

unknown forces.

Delusional mood

Delusional mood, or delusional atmosphere, is a state of unease during which the

immediate environment feels strange, threatening or ominously changed.

The sufferer is apprehensive, puzzled and at times bewildered, but “senses” that

“something odd is going on”. Delusional moods emerge in the early phase of a

psychotic episode and may persist for weeks before fully formed delusions evolve.

Idea of reference

Ideas of reference often emerge from a delusional mood. Ideas of reference are

typically based on biased perceptions that encourage a morbid self-reference.

A passer-by’s cough, an ad in the newspaper, a cloud in the sky are perceived as

being odd and then thought to have specific meaning for the patient. The actions

of others are understood as directed at the patient. They are being watched

or talked about; a public event assumes personal ominous significance. Ideas of

reference are common and occur in many different psychotic disorders.

Autochthonous idea and primordial delusion

A suddenly experienced, fully formed idea immediately accepted as true and

important, despite being unlikely or impossible, is labeled autochthonous.22

Primordial delusion is a synonymous term.23

The American neuropsychiatrist, William Hammond, describes a man who

while eating breakfast, suddenly realized that his wife had “endeavored to render

him impotent, in order that a condition of forced faithfulness might be induced”.

As he walked the streets, the man experienced ideas of reference about passers-by

and their awareness of his situation. He developed the delusion that his testicles
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had disappeared and that he had been castrated by the Pope, so that he would be

put into the choir at St Peter’s Basilica.24

Delusional perception

Delusional perception is one of Kurt Schneider’s first rank symptoms. It is a

delusion derived from a presumed accurate perception that is then given personal

significance, without an understandable connection between the delusional idea

and the perception. For example, a patient sees two new flower pots on a

neighbor’s window sill and concludes that he will be killed in his sleep that night.

Recent multivariate studies of delusions separate Schneider’s passivity delusions

(control, thought withdrawal, and insertion) from other forms and links then to a

poor long-term prognosis.25

Some primary delusions differ from delusional perceptions in that the evidence

the patient offers to account for the delusional idea is understandable. For

example, the patient concludes that he will be killed in his sleep because he has

noticed the same new automobile parked on his street for the past several days,

then he sees a man on the street who looked like a person who shouted at him

on the highway, and then he hears noises in the house suggestive of persons

sneaking about.

Dereistic thinking is thinking based on “feelings” rather than logic.26 It is the

thinking that permits myths or folktales to be accepted, e.g. the idea that the

mammalian Easter Bunny lays colored eggs. It underlies delusional perceptions,

such as the patient seeing an empty coffee cup on the conference room table as the

“proof” that the plot to kill him continues. He “knows” it without understanding

how he knows.

Passivity delusions

Experience of control and alienation are defined as passivity delusions because

the sufferer feels helpless during the experience, either being controlled by an

outside force or inhabited by another person’s thoughts.

Experience of control entails some outside force or agency experienced as

controlling the sufferer’s emotions, thinking or movements, forcing compliance.

One patient was forced to say and do things by “people watching” him through

the walls of the hospital as if they were “one-way” mirrors. Another insisted a

teacher was giving her hidden signals forcing her to assume certain postures.

Patients rarely can describe the consequences of resisting.

Experience of alienation is the experience that someone else’s thoughts are in

one’s mind, or that a body part is not one’s own but belongs to another person or

animal, or is made of other than human tissue. One patient insisted others could

erase his mind (thought withdrawal) and then fill his head with their thoughts.
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He was also compelled to act on the thoughts. Sufferers typically have secondary

delusions that elaborates their passivity experiences, such as being poisoned,

exposed to radiation or some electronic device, being hypnotized or possessed.

Misidentification delusions

Several misidentification syndromes are described (Table 11.2).27 Capgras, Fregoli

and reduplicative paramnesia are the most common and best studied.

Capgras syndrome

First described in 1923, more than 50% of patients with this delusion have

identifiable neurologic disease.28 Vascular lesions from stroke and micro-vascular

disease, traumatic brain injury, and degenerative brain disease are frequent

causes. Several different lesion locations are reported, most commonly right sided

and cortical.29 Non-specific EEG changes and visual–spatial and visual–memory

deficits are also described.

Capgras delusions may arise because of selective deficits of faces, processing

opposite of what is seen in prosopagnosia. In prosopagnosia, patients are unable to

Table 11.2. Misidentification delusions

Phenomena Description

Capgras A relative, spouse or familiar person is believed replaced

by a similar-looking impostor (most common form)

Reverse Capgras The patient believes others think he is an imposter (rare)

Fregoli Unfamiliar persons are thought to be well-known

to the patient

Reverse Fregoli The patient believes that he looks like a famous person

Intermetamorphosis Familiar persons are believed to be swapping identities

while maintaining the same appearance

Doppelgänger/subjective doubles The belief that one has a double who carries out

independent actions

Mirrored self-misidentification The belief that one’s reflection is of another person

Reduplicative paramnesia A familiar person, place, object or body part is believed

duplicated (e.g. the patient thinks his real home has

been moved and that he is living in an identical-looking

home; a paralyzed arm has a duplicate attached nearby

that is fully functional)

Delusional companions Inanimate objects are believed to be living companions

(when transient this is normal in childhood; always

abnormal in an adult)

Clonal pluralization of self The belief that there are multiple versions of oneself
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identify the face but show some emotional responses to familiar faces. In Capgras

syndrome, the patient recognizes the face, but the emotional information identi-

fying the face is unavailable and the patient is unable to connect the face to

the identity, eliciting the belief that the person is not familiar.30 The following

vignette illustrates.

Patient 11.1

After a traumatic brain injury to the right parietal area, a 30-year-old man

claimed that his parents were imposters when he was looking at them, but not

when speaking to them on the telephone. Unlike non-ill persons, the patient’s

skin conductance responses to photographs of familiar people, including his

parents, were not greater than his responses to photographs of unfamiliar

people. The patient also had difficulty judging gaze direction. When presented

with a sequence of photographs of the same model’s face looking in different

directions, the patient asserted that they were “different women who looked

just like each other”.31

Fregoli syndrome

First described in 1927 by Courbon and Fail and named after a famous Italian

impersonator and mimic Leopoldo Fregoli,32 this delusion is characterized by the

notion that familiar persons are disguised as famous people, or that an ordinary

stranger is in fact a famous person. A variant is the delusion of having “a double”

or Doppelganger.33 The Greek neurologist, Christodoulou offers the following

examples:

A man claimed that his aunt was his mother (who had died when the patient was 11 years old).

A man claimed that an aunt whom he strongly disliked had been transformed into his

mother in order to harm him.

A woman believed her lover acquired the physical characteristics of various persons she

knew, including her father.

A man believed that a neighbor’s daughter was in fact a Greek girl with whom he was secretly

in love, and that his dead brother was not dead but appeared in various “reincarnations”, his

brother “hiding inside other persons but detectable”.

A man believed his teacher could transform himself into various known persons.

A man believed a colleague had acquired the appearance of his brother in order to harm him.

Each patient’s Fregoli syndrome was associated with a contributing neurologic

disease,34 particularly right-sided.35 Christodoulou, reviewing all published case

reports, also found an association between misidentification delusions and fea-

tures of seizure disorder (e.g. depersonalization and derealization, and abnormal

EEG).36
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Cotard syndrome

Nihilistic delusions are beliefs of “being dead” or having “no brain, nerves, chest

or entrails, and” being “just skin and bone”. Identified in the late nineteenth

century,37 it is reported among manic-depressive patients38 and in patients after

brain injury.39 An analysis of 100 published cases found 89% of the patients to

be depressed, the others suffering from various brain disorders.40 Delusions of

nihilism are also reported in persons with migraine and brain neoplasms.41 The

most common nihilistic delusion concerned the body (86%), existence (69%),

and immortality (55%). Co-occurring anxiety, guilt, and hypochondriacal delu-

sions were frequent. The appearance of delusions of negation even in the presence

of a mood disorder syndrome does not preclude the possibility that the condition

is the result of structural brain disease.

Delusional disorder (monomania)

An older term for delusional disorder is monomania. Etienne Esquirol, a leading

French psychiatrist of the early nineteenth century, delineated the condition and

described erotomania or Clerambault’s syndrome, the delusion that one’s love for

another person is reciprocated.42 Hammond offered the definition: A perversion of

the intellect characterized by the existence of delusions limited to a single subject or to a

small class of subjects.43 Monomania, like delusional disorder, was understood as

emerging in the third decade of life or later, and was neither a mood disorder nor

hebephrenia. Prognosis was intermediate, but the illness was considered chronic.44

Although delusional disorder is presently classified as an independent psych-

otic condition, its range of psychopathology suggests substantial heterogeneity.

Old classifications considered two forms: those that involved delusions focused

on a single subject or class (present-day delusional disorder), and those that were

expressed in a single intense and prolonged emotional state of either depression

or exaltation (now conflated into mood disorders). Hammond referred to them

as intellectual insanities.45

Delusional disorder almost always begins with a prodrome in which “evidence”

mounts. One patient with erotomania, for example, erroneously thought he saw

the same woman over several weeks in several different places: at work, at a

hospital, and in the street near his apartment house. These and related experi-

ences eventually coalesced into the delusion that the woman at work was in love

with him and that their families were secretly arranging a marriage for them.

Erotomania, erotic delusions and delusions of jealousy

About 20–25% of patients with erotomania have associated general medical (e.g.

HIV, hypertension, alcoholism) or neurologic disorder (e.g. hemorrhage, seizure

disorder, and traumatic brain injury). Also reported are schizophrenia (35%),
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mood disorders (22.5%) and other psychiatric disorders (10%).46 While right-

sided temporal or parietal lobe lesions are the most common sites reported, left

temporal lobe lesions are also associated with erotomania.47

Delusions of jealousy are associated with cognitive executive function difficul-

ties.48 The frequency of these delusions in patients with schizophrenia and mood

disorder is less than 3% and 0.1%, respectively.

Delusional disorder with grandiose delusions

This combination of features was defined as monomania with exaltation. General

paresis was the common cause in the nineteenth century, the delusion of being

Napoleon the stereotype. It remains an indicator of frontal lobe circuitry disease.

Other features of frontal lobe dysfunction will be present if identifiable patho-

physiology is present (see Patient 11.2). Unlike the typical manic episode that

blossoms within a few days or weeks, delusional disorder with grandiose delu-

sions develops gradually with circumscribed ideas of self-importance, superior

accomplishments, bodily perfections, and the attention of others becoming more

pronounced and then coalescing into a single delusional conclusion. Despite the

grandiose delusion, the sufferer initially continues his usual activities and may

go unnoticed by the casual observer. Theatrical speech or manner may occur.

Hallucinations and illusions are experienced, but do not dominate the picture.49

Initial good humor, jocularity, and exaltation are characteristic, but as the illness

progresses the sufferer becomes more intense in his actions, persistent in his

demands and irritable if frustrated. These behaviors alert the authorities and may

force hospitalization.

Patient 11.2

A man in his twenties became convinced that he was someone special. He

concluded that his parents must have adopted him and that he was related to a

famous family whose name sounded similar to his. He claimed that he owned

their large corporation. At first elated, he became irritable when the corporate

managers refused to acknowledge him. He stalked the family and was arrested,

and then hospitalized.

Other than his delusional conviction and Witzelsucht he showed no psy-

chopathology. Cognitive assessment suggested an executive function decline.

Brain imaging identified normal pressure hydrocephalus, which was relieved

by surgical shunting. The delusional syndrome resolved. The patient, however,

was a periodic marijuana user and periods of heavy use were followed by a

return of his symptoms.
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The older literature also recognized monomania with depression. At present,

such conditions are considered as schizoaffective disorder, delusional disorder

with depressive content, or psychotic depression. The disorder was character-

ized by a fixed delusion with melancholic-like content that influenced

the sufferer’s actions (e.g. apprehension of impending catastrophe eliciting

the patient to take evasive actions when in public to avoid being followed,

or barricading himself in his home). The actions were described as circum-

scribed and other functions initially were undisturbed. Sufferers were not

incapacitated. As the condition progressed, ideas of reference emerged.

Hallucinations and illusions occurred but were not prominent. Delusions of

persecution also developed. Patient 11.3 illustrates the diagnostic ambiguity of

this syndrome.

Patient 11.3

A 40-year-old woman was hospitalized because of her family’s concerns. For

much of the past year she had been convinced that her husband was unfaithful

and was trying to poison her. She saw evidence in unfamiliar automobiles

driving past her home, strange odors emanating from the furniture, and her

possessions being “replaced” by similar but “different” ones. Despite these

ideas, she continued to adequately perform her family and household respon-

sibilities. When she expressed thoughts of suicide her family brought her to

the hospital.

The patient was neither manic nor depressed. Her emotional expression was

restricted, but she became irritable if her convictions were challenged. She had

no movement disorder. Her speech and language were normal. She had no

discernable cognitive impairment. Her general medical health was good and

her neurologic assessment normal. Twenty years earlier she had suffered a

postpartum psychotic depression that was incapacitating and which lasted the

better part of a year, resolving gradually without treatment.

Bilateral ECTwas prescribed for the index condition and after 12 treatments

the delusional syndrome fully resolved. Maintenance ECT kept her well for the

next six months, after which she was lost to follow-up.

Patient 11.3 illustrates the advantage of applying Sutton’s law and the Rule of

Parsimony to the diagnostic process when the duck principle fails (see Chapter 5).

The patient’s index presentation was ambiguous (failed duck principle), but

the postpartum depression 20 years earlier suggested that the present episode

reflected the same pathophysiology (the rule of parsimony). Psychotic depression

is also much more common than delusional disorder (Sutton’s law).
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Paranoia

In its original usage, the term paranoid included delusions of grandeur. Kahlbaum

introduced it in 1863 to replace the older term Verrucktheit. Paranoia referred to

an “insanity essentially affecting intellectual activity”.

Paranoia and delusions of persecution are synonymous in modern usage.

In lay terms it has also come to mean suspiciousness or prone to seeing conspir-

acies in everyday human affairs. Originally, paranoia referred to a disorder of

intellect leading to a fixed false belief, the patient normal in other respects. There

were no associated “negative” symptoms or hallucinations, and personality was

spared. Kraepelin conflated the syndrome into his dementia praecox construct,

but many writers continued to recognize a circumscribed delusional disorder

tending to occur in early mid-life without deterioration in other behavioral

domains. This view is reflected in the terms: paranoid reaction and paranoid

personality (DSM-I), paranoid states and involutional paranoid state or para-

phrenia (DSM-II), paranoid disorders, folie à deux (DSM-III) and delusional

disorder (DSM-IV).50

Paraphrenia

The paraphrenias are syndromes no longer recognized in classification and are

subsumed in the delusional disorders category. Their presence suggests definable

neurologic disease. If they differ from delusional disorder, it is only in their less

structured delusional story. Paraphrenias are of acute onset, occur in late adult

life, and are typically associated with intense emotional expression. Prognosis

relative to schizophrenia is good, and sufferers continue their daily activities and

employment as long as the intensity of the symptoms remains low.

Paraphrenias were classified by the predominating psychopathology (affect-

laden with rapid intense mood swings, hypochondriacal with delusions of organ

disease, incoherent with a delirious picture, expansive with grandiose delusions,

and fantastic with confabulatory delusions of experiences outside physical possi-

bility). The validity of these designations has not been adequately studied, and

they likely represent several different illnesses.51

Two forms, however, are usefully separated from delusional disorder. Phonemic

paraphrenia with continuous voices that gradually wax and wane is discussed in

Chapter 10.52 Late paraphrenia (“paranoid states of the elderly”) is a delusional

syndrome occurring after age 60. Deafness, visual impairment and general med-

ical disability are common co-occurring conditions. It is often a harbinger of

dementia. It is also seen in older men, previously abusers of alcohol, who become

increasingly suspicious and irritable, accusing wives of infidelity, family members

of stealing, and neighbors and local government of various infringements.53
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Delusional memories

Paramnesia

Paramnesia is false memories derived from illusions in association with intense

emotion. Past events become distorted by the present emotional state or associ-

ated delusions. When the patient is convinced of the validity of the clearly false

memories, the term is retrospective falsification or delusional memory. The schizo-

phrenic “remembers” the implanting of the transmitter in his brain. The melan-

cholic “remembers” past sins. The manic “remembers” being an infant in a palace

or great estate. Pseudo-memories can be described in great detail.

Reduplicative paramnesia is the belief that present surroundings are false and

represent a duplication of the real place. It is also a misidentification syndrome.

Patient 1.4 believed her neighborhood was not real but a duplication fabricated

by aliens.

State-dependent memory is the recall of events or learned material only when

the person is in the same drug or medication-induced state under which the

event was experienced or the material learned. Patients with psychosis or severe

mood disorder experience this phenomenon and, when well, will not recall

dramatic experiences that occurred when ill. When ill again, the memories are

again accessible and recalled.54 Patient 11.4, when depressed or euthymic, could

not recall events that occurred during manic periods.

Patient 11.4

During morning rounds, a 44-year-old manic man was examined. Every day

after the initial examination, the patient sought out, greeted the examiner, and

chatted with him for several minutes. After some months out of the hospital,

the same patient was re-admitted for an episode of depression. Seeing the

examiner, he made no effort to engage in conversation and did not remember

their meeting. Later that year, the patient was again re-admitted, this time in a

manic episode. As soon as the examiner entered the unit, the patient rushed to

greet him, saying he was the doctor that “knew what was going on”.

Retrospective falsification

Pseudo-memories are delusional falsifications of memory in which memory

engrams are distorted by illness and are offered by the patient as “proof” for

his present beliefs. One patient vividly described a childhood trip to the dentist,

during which a transmitter was placed in his skull that now was the conduit for

his “voices” and the efforts to control his thoughts. Another described in detail

the inside of a flying saucer that he had invented many years before. Once the

patient recovers, the memory distortions also resolve.
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Memory hallucinations

Chronically ill patients may recall hallucinatory experiences as if they were real

events. Bleuler used the term retroactive.55 Patients describe nightly rapes in their

hospital room, persons yelling at them from outside their homes, and FBI agents

ransacking their apartment.

Déjà vu, jamais vu, and similar phenomena

These phenomena reflect an error in matching what is being experienced with

recollections. Each is a false memory. Déjà vu is the experience of false familiarity:

“I have been here before” or “I have seen this before”. Many non-ill persons

have fleeting and vague déjà vu experiences. Frequent, intrusive, and intense

experiences of false familiarity reflect illness. Jamais vu is the experience of false

unfamiliarity: “I have never done this” or “I have never been here before”. It is not

commonly reported in non-ill persons. Déjà vécu is the feeling that a novel

experiencing has been experienced before. Déjà entendu is the experience of

hearing familiar sounds and voices as novel. These phenomena, when chronic

and persistent, are associated with limbic system disease or seizure disorder, use

of hallucinogenic agents, and in manic-depressive illness. When jamais vu is

frequently experienced, it is a harbinger of dementia.56

Confabulation and fantastic confabulation

In most instances, confabulation is an attempt to cover memory gaps. The false

information is mundane. The patient who confabulates is influenced by sugges-

tions of what transpired earlier in the day or the night before. Although classically

associated with Korsakoff ’s syndrome, confabulation need not be present in that

dementia. It also occurs in other amnestic states, and its presence may be influ-

enced by personality traits.57

Fantastic confabulation is a sign of substantial frontal lobe disease. Such

patients animatedly engage in the telling of clearly false tales that can go beyond

nature’s rules. Patients relate their experiences in outer space, flying like a bird,

and inside machinery that fills the center of the earth or surrounds it. These

fantastic confabulations are often intermingled with other false grandiose mem-

ories of great accomplishment.58

Pseudologia fantastica

Like fantastic confabulation, these are clearly false statements. Vorbeireden and

talking-past-the-point are other terms. The phenomenon was initially considered

a sign of hysteria and the Ganser syndrome, but it is mostly associated with

catatonia.59 Such patients believe the false statements, despite their obvious

silliness. For example, to the question, “What color was George Washington’s
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white horse?” the patient with Ganser’s syndrome might immediately and with

conviction respond “Brown”.

Folie à deux (folie communiquée, folie imposée, folie induite,

shared delusional disorder)

The French neurologists Ernest-Charles Lasegue and Jean Pierre Falret in 1877

first described a phenomenon of “psychological contagion” as mutually induced

false ideas formed by two or more people.60 William Hammond refers to the

phenomenon as La folie simultanée, restricted to two or more members of the

same family becoming ill at the same time, and not a psychological phenomenon.61

Case literature finds males and females equally affected, with the duos comprised of

married couples, siblings (often monozygotic twins), and mother–child dyads.

Common co-conditions are dementia, depressive illness and mental retardation.62

Although the occurrence is commonly in isolated dyads with one member said

to be dominant and the other submissive and suggestible, the conditions reported

as folie à deux typically have substantial heritability. Assortative mating in couples

with mental illness is also well documented, and these factors may account for

co-delusions.63 In one report both parties to a Doppelganger delusion had evidence

of cerebral dysfunction.64

Over-valued ideas

Over-valued ideas are beliefs that are plausible, may contain a “kernel of truth”,

and may be accepted by others. The ideas, however, intrude into the foreground

of thought at the expense of other considerations. The sufferer pursues the idea

despite the quest leading to interpersonal and financial difficulties, and does not

perceive the idea as unusual (conceded by some delusional patients), or as

incorrect (understood by obsessional patients). Once established, over-valued

ideas persist indefinitely.

The source of over-valued ideas was classically considered a remembrance of an

emotional experience, but there is no evidence for this interpretation. Patients

with over-valued ideas, however, have strong emotions about them. Eugen Bleuler

considered them to be exaggerations of personality traits that could become

delusional. In such instances, monomania was diagnosed.65

Obsessions (or compulsive notions) and ruminations66

Obsessions are ideas which continually intrude into the patient’s thinking with

or without external stimulation. The content is often recognized by the patient

as incorrect, except in states of intense emotion. The thoughts are perceived
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as self-generated, not imposed by an external source. While obsessions occur

primarily in obsessive–compulsive spectrum conditions, they are also observed in

patients with melancholia, mania, and to a lesser extent in schizophrenia.

Ruminations are similar to obsessions. They are repeatedly experienced and are

felt to be less intrusive. The sufferer occasionally recognizes the content as false or

exaggerated. Ruminations are linked to abnormal emotion, the valence typically

reflected in the content of the thoughts. Persistent ruminations are typical of

melancholia.

Non-delusional abnormal thought content

Suicidal thoughts

Recurrent suicidal ideas indicate psychopathology. The most common cause of

suicidal thought is mood disorder, and 50–70% of persons who kill themselves

are depressed at the time of suicide. Melancholic patients are most likely to kill

themselves.67 Suicidal thoughts are also expressed by persons with personality

and substance abuse disorders. Sixty-four percent of persons said to have border-

line personality disorder attempt suicide at least once.68 Transient suicidal

thoughts are seen in states of intoxication and are also expressed by patients with

severe general medical illness associated with chronic dysfunction or pain. Sui-

cidal thoughts are associated with sadness, despondency, overwhelming appre-

hension, or anger toward another person. While many studies delineate the risk

factors and circumstances of suicide attempts and completed suicides, similar

attention is not given to suicidal thoughts.

Reported prevalence rates for suicidal thoughts vary across studies and geo-

graphic region. In Asian countries, lifetime suicidal thought is reported in 6–8%

of the population. In one Norwegian study, the prevalence was found to be 40%.

Suicide is the third leading cause of death among adolescents in the USA. In one

study, almost one in five adolescents reported serious consideration of suicide in

the prior year.69 Some suicidal behavior is shaped by cultural pressures.70

Not everyone who experiences a suicidal thought attempts suicide, but the

presence of suicidal thoughts increases the risk of suicide. A thorough behavioral

evaluation always includes suicide risk assessment, and patients are asked directly

about self-destructive thoughts and actions. Chapter 5 details the examination for

suicide risk.

Homicidal thoughts

Homicide and aggressive behavior is better studied than are isolated homicidal

thoughts. The lifetime population prevalence of homicidal thought is unknown,
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but homicidal ideas do not always translate into murder. Persons engaged in

repeated illicit drug use, or who are alcoholics, psychotic, have a traumatic brain

injury, or antisocial personality disorder are most likely to harm others. Assess-

ment of risk of violence is presented in Chapter 5.

Culturally deviant ideas

Some thoughts and behaviors that appear deviant in the abstract are not con-

sidered psychopathology when they are culturally consistent.Harakiri and Kamikaze

were suicidal behaviors acceptable in World War II Japan and are still admired in

some segments of Japanese culture. During the Viet Nam War, Buddhist monks

immolated themselves to protest the policies of the American-backed South

Vietnamese government. Suicide killing in support of Islam is accepted among

some Islamists. In ancient India, some women committed suicide or Sati

following their husband’s death. In Africa, genital mutilation of young women

is still practiced. In the USA on any football day, the stands are filled with

colorfully body-painted and be-wigged screaming young men half naked even

in the worst weather. These behaviors are understood as unusual, but not as

illness by the respective cultures.

In the psychiatric evaluation, deviant culturally related behavior is elicited

during the focus on family relations, hobbies and interests, typical daily activities,

and social and interpersonal relationships. Whether the behavior represents

illness is based on the form of the ideas or emotions that elicit the behavior.

Summary

Delusions are associated with many psychiatric, general medical and neurologic

disorders. No form is pathognomonic and most often the delusion is a sign of

severity, not specific pathophysiology. Isolated delusions occurring without asso-

ciated psychopathology, however, are most often found within a general medical

or definable neurologic illness. Isolated simple persecutory delusions (e.g. “the

nurse is trying to kill me”) are associated with degenerative brain disease. Isolated

elaborate persecutory delusional stories are associated with encephalopathy and

temporal lobe involvement.71

Certain delusional content suggests diagnosis72 and involvement of specific

brain areas.73 Delusions of jealousy are rare in schizophrenia and are frequent in

alcoholics. Alcohol-induced psychosis is a likely diagnosis in a middle-aged

psychotic patient with delusional jealousy and full affect. Delusions of passivity

are more frequent in schizophrenia than in mood disorder, while nihilistic

delusions occur more frequently in manic-depression. Misidentification delu-

sions point toward right cerebral hemisphere disease.
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12

Obsessive–compulsive behaviors

It is not our business, it is not in our power, to explain psychologically the origin and nature of any

of [the] depraved instincts [manifested in typical cases of insanity] . . . it is sufficient to establish

their existence as facts of observation, and to set forth the pathological conditions under which

they are produced; they are facts of pathology, which should be observed and classified like other

phenomena of disease . . . The explanation, when it comes, will come not from the mental, but

from the physical side – from the study of the neuroses, not from the analysis of the psychosis.1

Obsessions are unrealistic, often odd ideas that derive from arbitrary conclusions.

When the obsessive ideas are particularly odd (e.g. “I feel like debris in the street

might be alive and I collect them just to be on the safe side”), they can be

mistaken for delusions and the distinction may become clear only in the context

of other psychopathology (e.g. the patient is also hallucinating or expresses other

clearly delusional ideas, or is an excessive hand-washer with many rituals). When

obsessions involve overwhelming concerns about health or contamination, they

can be confused with depressive ruminations. Obsessions can also be viewed as

subtle forms of procedural memory gone awry, as ideas of potential danger and

other content (e.g. compulsive swearing or coprolalia) spontaneously emerge into

awareness. Compulsions are more obvious abnormalities in motor regulation,

but persons with OCD also exhibit tics, echolalia, grimacing, and many repetitive

movements. Obsessive–compulsive disorder (OCD) and related conditions are

therefore expressions of motor (speech and other actions), thinking, memory,

and cognitive dysregulation. This multi-domain association is reflected in the

examination for OCD and related conditions which can begin when the evalu-

ation is focused on motor, emotion, thinking or thought content. As no one

domain lays claim to OCD, we place it in a separate chapter.

The OCD spectrum2

The OCD spectrum concept illustrates one of the problems with present psychiatric

classification. While most researchers and specialists recognize the association
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between the classic OCD syndrome and its variants, the DSM and ICD place

OCD in the anxiety disorders category and the recognized OCD variants in other

categories.

The decision to place OCD in the anxiety disorders category was based

primarily on the idea that obsessions lead to anxiety and associated avoidance

behaviors (phobic-like), while compulsions reduce anxiety.3 Anxiety, however, is

a non-specific phenomenon and most conditions listed in the DSM Axis I and

the ICD equivalent could be classified as an anxiety disorder by the criterion of

the presence of substantial anxiety. The recognized OCD variants were placed

into different categories based on a narrow focus on one aspect of the condition

(e.g. tics), or on the predominant content of the condition (e.g. hair pulling, not

eating), and not on the form of symptoms: uncontrollable repetitive thoughts

and actions.

The phenomenology, demographics, neurobiology, and treatment evidence that

define OCD, however, characterize it as a separate class from the other conditions

in the anxiety disorder category. The data show that the classic OCD syndrome has

substantial similarity to tic disorder, body dysmorphic disorders, and most of the

present impulse control disorders, such as trichotillomania.4 Anorexia nervosa and

some of the paraphilias are also best classified in the OCD category. Pathological

gambling, now in the impulse control class, appears to represent a heterogeneous

category, but some of these persons also have OCD features warranting place-

ment in the OCD class.5 Kleptomania and pathological gambling appear to be

co-occurring. Non-melancholic depression is also reported in patients with OCD

and its spectrum, but is not part of the OCD pathophysiology.6

The OCD spectrum is seen as several descriptive clusters.7 A somatic grouping

includes body image, body concerns and weight disorders, hypochondriasis, body

dysmorphic disorder, anorexia nervosa, and binge eating.8 An impulse grouping

includes pathological gambling, some paraphilias, trichotillomania, kleptomania,

and some forms of self-injury.9 A repetitive movement grouping includes Gilles de

La Tourette’s syndrome and Syndenham’s chorea.10 Table 12.1 displays the OCD

spectrum conditions. Support for the spectrum is detailed in Chapter 16.

Increasing numbers of conditions are proposed for the OCD spectrum. Some

of these have substantial validation (see below), others assumed to be co-morbid

with OCD are unlikely to share the same pathophysiology. Mood disorder is an

example.

Patients with depressive illness often ruminate and have repetitive, sometimes

stereotypic behavior. These behaviors, however, are understood to result from

the influence of the intense mood state on frontal circuitry regulation of motor

and cognition function. The repetitive behaviors resolve with the successful

treatment of the depression.11
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Manic-depression has also been linked to classic OCD12 based on problematic

data such as those collected by the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH)

ambitious Epidemiologic Catchment Area Study.13 Using a psychopathologically

simplistic structured interview administered by inexperienced examiners, the rates

of illness obtained in this study and the degree of reported co-morbidity would lead

to the conclusion that half the population of the USAwas psychiatrically ill during

their lifetime, and many also suffer from several conditions simultaneously.14

The classic OCD syndrome

Obsessions are recurrent, intrusive, and intense unwanted thoughts or impulses

that are irresistible. They are experienced as unpleasant, autonomous from the

sufferer, and senseless even if they have “a grain of truth” (washing hands to rid

them of germs). In contrast, delusions and over-valued ideas are experienced as

making sense. Compulsions are repetitive, ritualistic actions, often but not always

driven by obsessive thoughts. Compulsions are also experienced as autonomous,

as if the actions had “a life of their own”.

The idea that obsessions and compulsions are associated with fears of danger

and are attempts to ward off that danger focus on the content of these phenom-

ena, not their form, and needlessly invokes psychoanalytic theory. The form of

obsessions and compulsions is, respectively, that of forced thinking and the

uncontrolled release of associated procedural memories. Patients with OCD

spend hours daily overwhelmed by their hand washing (to the point of skin

Table 12.1. Obsessive–compulsive spectrum

The classic syndrome: overwhelming hand washing, checking, ordering, praying, counting,

silently repeating words, ritualizing, and repeating actions

Impulse control disorders: hoarding, trichotillomania, kleptomania, pyromania, pathological

gambling, self-injury and self-mutilation (some patients, and including skin picking and nail

biting), hypersexuality

Gilles de La Tourette’s syndrome

Pediatric autoimmune neuropsychiatric disorder associated with Streptococcus infection

(PANDAS)

Anorexia nervosa

Body dysmorphic disorder (and compulsive grooming)

Hypochondriasis

Paraphilia: exhibitionism, fetishism, transvestic fetishism, frotteurism, voyeurism, compulsive

masturbation, bestiality

Chronic posttraumatic stress disorder (some patients)
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abrasions) and their repeated checking to see if doors are locked, windows are

shut, stovetops are unlit, and lights are turned off. They are compelled to place

objects into special alignment to “straighten-up” the table settings, items on the

desk top, furniture in the room, and pictures on the wall. They automatically

utter prayers without thought, count the number of incidental things they see

(ceiling tiles, lines in the wall paper, chairs in the room, i.e. arithmomania), and

silently repeat trivial words or phrases. They are compelled to perform certain

acts or touch certain objects in a specific way for a specified number of times

(opening and closing locks, tapping the table setting objects in a specific order for

a specific number of times). When the act is completed, they are seized by doubt,

and must repeat the ritual again and again.15 The overwhelming impulse to ask

perpetual questions, seeking explanations for the most mundane circumstance

(folie du pourquoi) and the fear of uttering certain words (onomatomania) are rare

compulsions. Factor analytic studies of persons with OCD identify contamin-

ation/washing, symmetry/ordering/hoarding, and checking as common themes

in adult and child sufferers.16

Hoarding

In 15–20% of patients with OCD, the most prominent early feature of the illness

is hoarding.17 Useless objects, debris and unneeded purchases are amassed despite

the awareness that the piles of old newspapers, stuffed trash bags, appliances, and

everyday objects serve no purpose and are consuming the sufferer’s living space,

often leaving only narrow pathways to various parts of the house or apartment.

Patients with chronic manic-depression similarly hoard. Some manic-depressive

patients use these items to decorate themselves or stuff materials into their noses

and ears.18

“Impulse control disorders” that are OCD variants19

Impulsivity is a personality trait that also occurs following traumatic brain injury

to frontal brain regions.20 Most of the conditions listed in the DSM impulse

control disorder category, however, are best understood as compulsive behavior

associated with OCD.21 Trichotillomania, kleptomania, and pathological gam-

bling are compulsions. Obsessions do not define these behaviors, but many

patients with these compulsions have other OCD features. Associated anxiety

occurs when the compulsion is actively inhibited. Some authors consider these

conditions linked to addictive behaviors such as alcohol and substance abuse,22 but

alcoholics and abusers of illicit drugs do not have a greater risk for OCD or

anxious–fearful personality traits.

Trichotillomania is the compulsion to twirl and pull at one’s hair and can lead

to spotty baldness. It is associated with chewing, biting, licking and eating the
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hair.23 Kleptomania is the compulsion to steal unneeded objects. Pyromania is the

obsessive fascination with fire and the compulsion to set and watch objects burn.

Pathological gambling is a heterogeneous category. Some persons who exhibit

this behavior can be seen as suffering from OCD. Pathological gambling charac-

terized by obsessive thinking about gambling that leads to repeated excessive

gambling often results in bankruptcy and family disintegration.

Self-injury and self-mutilation is associated with several conditions. In the

elderly, it is an uncommon finding associated with neurodegenerative disease.24

Among adolescents, it is associated with mood disorder and environmental

instability.25 It is an all too common finding in persons with developmental

disorders, and when stereotypic may indicate catatonia.26 Chronic heavy-use of

cocaine is associated with severe self-injury.27 Psychotic patients also may inflict

terrible damage on themselves, but these are isolated acts rather than repetitive.28

Self-injury and self-mutilation is also associated with personality disorder

diagnoses and cultural expectations.29 Several African and Middle Eastern societies

traditionally mutilate the skin (e.g. tattoos, skin scarring) and anatomic structures

(e.g. nasal septum, external genitalia). In Western society many puncture their

earlobes and pierce other body parts to self-decorate. Counter-cultures also

extensively tattoo.30

When the self-mutilating behavior is not perceived as painful it is termed pain

asymboly (or asymbolia). Pain insensitivity differs from the generalized analgesia

seen in benign stupor and catatonia. In these conditions noxious stimuli are

perceived as painful, but only when intense.

A disconnection between sensory and limbic processes is proposed to explain

pain insensitivity, the patient perceiving the stimulus but having no associated

sensory–emotion experience.31 Pain asymboly is reported with insula lesions

(either hemisphere), parietal lobe or thalamic disease,32 and in patients with

schizophrenia33 and their relatives.34 One chronically ill schizophrenic patient

without apparent discomfort pushed metal screws into his shin bones to ward off

dangerous radiation.

Self-injurious behavior characterized by compulsions to repeatedly self-cut,

burn, scratch, nail and finger bite, cheek and lip bite or inflect other self-injury

without the desire to die are within the OCD spectrum and are responsive to

treatments for OCD.35 The most common expression is ritualistic cutting, the

skin usually slashed in symmetric straight lines avoiding areas with vital tendons

and blood vessels. Upper and inner aspects of the thighs and inner forearms are

commonly cut.

Self-mutilating behavior associated with OCD is perceived by the patient

as unwanted, embarrassing, and as a sign of illness. When scarring results,

these behaviors can result in the misdiagnosis of borderline personality disorder.
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When genital mutilation (e.g. “amputee fetish”)36 or limb amputation (e.g. “body

integrity identity disorder”)37 occur, patients may be misdiagnosed as psychotic.

The case literature of these extreme forms of self-mutilation, however, is superfi-

cial and there is little evidence presented in the published reports that a careful

differential diagnosis was considered.

OCD and psychosis

Many patients with the DSM diagnosis of schizophrenia are reported to have

one or more OCD features, and about 10% are reported to meet DSM criteria

for OCD. Such patients are also reported to have additional features of anxiety

disorder.38 An association between schizotypal and OCD behaviors has also been

reported.39 The co-occurrence is explained by data implicating frontal lobe dysfunc-

tion in both conditions. In schizophrenia dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPC)

dysfunction is reported, while in OCD ventro-medial prefrontal cortex (VMPC)

dysfunction is recognized.40 In patients with both features, overlapping brain

involvement is suggested. Functional MRI studies done in patients with schizo-

phrenia with OCD features report reduced activation in prefrontal areas.41

The reported relationship between OCD and psychosis, however, is weak.

Severe obsessions and compulsive rituals can be misunderstood as signs of a

psychotic disorder, interpreted to be delusions, stereotypes or catatonic manner-

isms, leading to the incorrect diagnosis of schizophrenia. Patients with OCD are

more likely to recognize their behavior and to understand it as abnormal.

Psychotic patients often deny illness (anosagnosia), or are unaware of some of

their symptoms or consider some necessary.

The simplistic use of DSM-based checklists to identify psychopathology also

encourages over diagnosis of co-occurrence. Schizophrenic patients reported to

have OCD are said to be less emotionally blunted and to have more depressive

features than those without OCD. They experience more compulsions than

obsessions.42 The pattern suggests that many of the “OCD” features observed in

these psychotic patients are catatonic features and not OCD, and the patients to

be manic-depressive. Discrete episodes of obsessions and compulsions are also

likely atypical presentations of mood disorder and may respond to electroconvul-

sive therapy.43 There are also several reports suggesting an association between

atypical antipsychotics, especially clozapine, and the development of “obsessive–

compulsive symptoms” in psychotic patients.44 Drug-induced movement disorder

is a well-known adverse effect of antipsychotic agents.

There is, however, some association between OCD features and manic-

depression.45 Patients with OCD and associated manic-depression are reported,

and these patients exhibit an increased prevalence of mood disorder in their first-

degree relatives and an OCD course reported to begin earlier in life,46 and that is
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more episodic and less severe than OCD patients without co-occurring manic-

depression.47 Childhood onset OCD is also associated with early onset mood

disorder.48 The pattern suggests the manic-depression dominates the clinical

picture.49 Patients with manic-depression, however, do not have an increased

risk for the OCD spectrum, although they do binge eat (see below).

The early emergence of OCD is also associated with PANDAS (see below),

developmental disorders, and chromosomal aberrations (fragile-X).50 When the

mania and OCD both are of late onset, secondary etiology such right-basal

ganglia stroke and stimulant abuse is found.51

Secondary OCD (other than PANDAS) typically emerges later in life than the

primary form. Secondary OCD is associated with Sydenham’s chorea, Parkinson’s

and Huntington’s diseases, and basal ganglia stroke.52

Gilles de La Tourette’s syndrome (GTS53)

In 1885, Georges Gilles de La Tourette described the syndrome named for him as

“a nervous affliction” expressed as lack of motor coordination with associated

echophenomena.54 GTS is now understood to be characterized by obsessions and

compulsions, tic disorder, and behavioral and sleep disturbances. Half of GTS

patients have classic OCD features.55

Tics are sudden, involuntary movements that can only be suppressed tempor-

arily and only with difficulty. Tics of the eyes and head are the most frequent

initial feature (about 50% of sufferers). They do not disappear during sleep.

Simple tics evolve into shrugging and neck twisting and then semi-purposeful

sniffing, squinting, touching, hitting or striking, jumping or foot stamping, head

banging, lip biting, eye gouging, smelling of hands and objects, twirling, squatting

and deep knee bending, and repeated retracing of one’s steps. A third of patients

sustain substantial injury from these actions. Most will also have uncomfortable

sensory experiences of the face, head, neck, and extremities, termed sensory tics.

These are temporarily relieved by performing a movement in the related body area.

Tic disorders phenomenologically lie on a continuum. Fifteen to 20% of

primary school children experience transitory tics problems, most commonly

prolonged blinking and other facial movements, and nose rubbing. Transitory

episodes of a few weeks or months of vocalizations such as excessive throat

clearing are less common. Repeated licking of the hands or touching the genitalia

is reported. For some children these tic episodes persist for years. Others progress

to the full GTS.

Forced vocalizations are the first sign of illness in one-third of patients and

consist of repeated throat-clearing, clicking, teeth tapping and then the utterance

of words and short phrases. Grunting, coughing, barking, snorting, hissing,

propulsive unintelligible sounds and screaming occur. Coprolalia, uncontrollable
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paroxysms of profanity, affects a third of patients. Echolalia and echopraxia occur

in one-third of patients.56

Behavioral disturbances including hyperactivity and attentional and other

cognitive problems, school and social difficulties, classroom disruption, fighting,

temper tantrums, and mood swings are reported in half of GTS sufferers. The

pattern may lead to the mistaken diagnosis of manic-depression. A small propor-

tion of GTS patients meet criteria for antisocial personality disorder, exhibit

sexually inappropriate behavior (e.g. compulsively groping or commenting), are

aggressive and assaultive, and cruel to animals and peers. Phobias occur in 20%

of GTS patients.

Sleep disturbances are common in patients with GTS, and include initial

insomnia, talking during sleep, nightmares and night terrors, somnambulism

(sleep walking), and bruxism (teeth grinding). Up to a third are enuretic.

Pediatric autoimmune neuropsychiatric disorder associated

with Streptococcus infection (PANDAS)57

Beta-hemolytic streptococcal A infection may be associated in the following

two months with the rapid emergence of PANDAS, particularly in patients who

early on in the infection develop chorea or tics. Boys aged 6–7 years, often with a

family history of autoimmune disease (e.g. Grave’s disease, rheumatoid arthritis)

are most often affected. Symptoms include GTS features, Sydenham’s chorea,

squirming and fidgeting that can be mistaken for ADHD, anorexia nervosa, and

mood disturbances. High levels of antineuronal antibodies leading to striatal

inflammation and the MRI finding of enlarged striatal volumes confirm the

diagnosis. While most patients fully recover, some become chronically ill, as

illustrated by Patient 12.1.

Patient 12.1

A 17-year-old boy with a history of Asperger’s syndrome and migraine was

psychiatrically hospitalized because of worsening OCD symptoms and the

development of catatonia. He recently stopped eating, losing 15 lbs in the

two weeks prior to admission. He spent hours ritually touching certain objects

in a certain sequence. He stood for long periods staring. He stopped doing his

school work and engaging in his interests. He complained of his migraine

headaches worsening during this period.

On admission, his muscle tone was increased and he could be postured,

briefly retaining the new position. He exhibited automatic obedience and

Gegenhalten. His speech was minimal, prosectic and he had echolalia. Loraze-

pam did not relieve his catatonia. He received 19 bilateral ECT which did

relieve the catatonia, and he was discharged on valproic acid and alprazolam.58
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He was re-hospitalized four months later, now age 18 years, again for

catatonia and an exacerbation of repetitive behaviors including repeatedly

getting in and out of bed, repeatedly putting his sunglasses on and off and

then on a precise spot on the table, signing his name and repeatedly retracing

his signature, and walking in circles. He refused being touched, describing the

experience as a shock or tingling. He rubbed his head repeatedly. His move-

ments were slow and stiff, and his ritual counting and re-arranging of objects

resulted in his taking hours to dress, wash, and eat. He exhibited echolalia.

He said he was “depressed” and exhibited minimal emotional expression. He

denied hallucinations and had no delusions. A lorazepam challenged had no

effect on his symptoms. The family refused further ECTwhich they said made

him cognitively worse without sustained improvement. Low-dose antidepres-

sants and antipsychotics were continued in his outpatient management.59

Because of previous strep throat infections and associated mild choreiform

movements, an evaluation was undertaken for PANDAS. A lumber puncture

before admission revealed elevated IgG protein, strep O titer was 1:1000 and

ASO titer was 249, both high. A PET study showed reduced bilateral temporal

lobe metabolism. He had a low red cell count (4.2) and a low hematocrit

(37.9). Repeat titers showed a high ASA titer of 270. He was begun on a

combination of amoxicillin and clavulanate which led to substantial but not

full relief, permitting him to return to school.

Eating disorders

Eating disorders are given a separate category in classifications based on a shared

problem with eating or body weight that dominates the clinical picture. This

determining factor, however, delineates a heterogeneous patient group. Anorexia

nervosa best fits within the OCD spectrum, although some patients have a delu-

sional disorder. Bulimia nervosa is commonly associated with manic-depression.

Anorexia nervosa

William Gull offered the first clear presentation of patients with anorexia nervosa

in 1868. In an 1874 address to London’s Clinical Society he described two patients

and presented woodcuts of their features during the illness and after recovery.

His note about one follows.60

Miss B., aet. 18, was brought to me Oct. 8, 1868, as a case of latent tubercle . . . The extreme

emaciated look . . .much greater indeed than occurs for the most part in tubercular cases where

patients are still going about, impressed me at once with the probability that I should find

no visceral disease. Pulse 50, Resp.16. Physical examination of the chest and abdomen dis-

covered nothing abnormal. All the viscera were apparently healthy. Notwithstanding the great
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emaciation and apparent weakness, there was a peculiar restlessness, difficult, I was informed to

control. The mother added, “She is never tired”. Amenorrhoea since Christmas 1866.

The prevalence of classic OCD in patients with anorexia is many fold higher than

population estimates, and in the more severe forms of anorexia as many as 40% of

sufferers also have OCD.61 About 25% of patients with bulimia have co-morbid

OCD and many others have OCD features, but many have a picture of manic-

depression.62 The presence of OCD traits in childhood is a risk factor for the

development of anorexia nervosa in later life,63 and the natural history of anorexia

often begins with the emergence of features of body dysmorphic disorder.64

Patients with anorexia nervosa who have sustained substantial weight loss are

unmistakable in appearance, evoking images of Nazi concentration camp sur-

vivors. They are skeletal. They move slowly, their fluidity of movement lost and

energy sapped. In light-skinned patients, the skin is gray and dry. Head hair is

dry, broken and drained of color.

Patients with anorexia nervosa have an intense fear of gaining weight or

becoming fat even though underweight. They deny the seriousness of their weight

loss. Most anorexic patients have a disturbed body image. They perceive them-

selves to be fat despite a cachetic appearance. For diagnosis, the DSM requires a

refusal to maintain at least 85% body weight for age and height and absence of

three menstrual cycles (a clear gender bias). About 10% of patients with anorexia

nervosa are male, and the incidence is estimated to be increasing, particularly in

male athletes, models, and actors. In adolescent male patients, stunted growth is a

presenting symptom.65 Males with anorexia nervosa have temperaments similar

to those of women with anorexia nervosa.66 Subtyping into restricting or binge

eating/purging groups is not meaningful.

Patients with anorexia nervosa often have associated brain gray and white

matter volume loss during the ill state that partially normalizes with recovery.67

Some of these abnormalities and associated cognitive problems may, however,

persist, eliciting concerns of an early-onset dementia. The observed parietal lobe

dysfunction may explain their altered body image.68

Bulimia nervosa

While the evidence is strong that anorexia nervosa is a variant of OCD,69 the

nature of bulimia nervosa is less clear.70 Although best fitting an association with

manic-depression, it is discussed here to minimize redundancy.

Unlike the patient with anorexia, the patient with bulimia nervosa is not

underweight and rather than having personality traits associated with OCD

(e.g. perfectionism, reduced expression of emotion), patients with bulimia exhibit

chronic problems with regulation of emotion.71
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Patients with bulimia nervosa have recurrent episodes of binge eating followed

by inappropriate efforts to counter weight gain. Excessive consumption of large

amounts of high-caloric sweet and fattening foods may be triggered by stress.

Subsequent purging includes vomiting, the use of laxatives, and excessive exercise.

Sufferers report feeling ashamed and guilty, triggering efforts to treat depression.

Those inducing self-vomiting may have dental caries and periodontal disease.

Esophageal or gastric rupture may occur. Hand calluses, perioral dermatitis and

swollen parotid glands are associated signs of purging. When purging is severe,

paresthesia and seizures occur.

Patients who both binge and purge often have co-occurring manic-depression,

illicit drug abuse, or anxiety disorder.72 Among the many studies that have

examined for the presence of eating problems in patients with manic-depression,

the vast majority report an increased prevalence of binge eating,73 but these

studies offer no evidence for an increased prevalence of OCD spectrum condi-

tions. Among the studies that have assessed the prevalence of manic-depression in

patients with eating disorders, the findings are inconsistent and unconvincing.74

Thus, while patients with manic-depression binge eat, particularly when hypo-

manic, they do not exhibit the obsessive–compulsive behaviors that are charac-

teristic of the OCD spectrum, and such binging is best considered and treated as

a symptom of the mood disorder.75

Secondary eating disorders

Binging occurring without other psychiatric illness suggests a circumscribed

disturbance of brain areas regulating eating behaviors.76 A review of all published

reports to 2005 of patients over age seven with eating disorders thought to be the

result of brain damage identified 54 patients. Body image concerns, obsessions,

binge eating, and aggressiveness were associated features. Twenty-three had

hypothalamic or third ventricle disease, and all but one of these was a primary

tumor. Seven others had primary tumors in the brain stem or fourth ventricle.

Thirteen had a cerebral hemisphere lesion, all frontal–temporal and most of these

right-sided. Epilepsy was seen in 12 patients.77

Body dysmorphic disorder (BDD)

Eating disorders are commonly seen in persons who are said to have body

dysmorphic disorder, and body dysmorphic disorder is commonly seen in per-

sons with eating disorders. In persons with both phenomena, the preoccupation

with body size and shape precedes the eating disorder.78 Body dysmorphic

disorder is a symptom, not a disease. Dysmorphophobia refers to an intense

subjective dissatisfaction with one’s body shape or form. In addition to weight

and overall appearance, body parts of concern include the nose and other facial
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structures, stomach, hair, teeth, buttocks and hips, and thighs and legs. Most

sufferers will also exhibit repetitive self-injurious behavior including skin picking

and excessive grooming. About 25% make a suicide attempt.79

The classification of body dysmorphic disorder among the somatoform

disorders is not supported by evidence. A better term is body dysmorphic ideas.

The preoccupation with imagined or slight defects in appearance is content, not

form. In half of such patients, the preoccupation is delusional and mood or

psychotic disorder the likely illness. Patients with a body dysmorphic delusion

are also more likely to have abused illicit drugs than those whose preoccupation

is due to other causes.80 In rare instances, an over-valued idea takes the form of a

desire to have a healthy limb amputated (apotemnophilia) and in pretending to be

an amputee. Associated sexual arousal is not necessarily present in such patients.81

Many patients with body dysmorphic ideas have many other associated

obsessive–compulsive features,82 and the preoccupation with body image is seen

as obsessive rumination.83 Sufferers also exhibit many repetitive, behaviors such as

mirror checking, excessive measuring and touching of body parts, and excessive

tanning.84

About one-third of persons with body dysmorphic preoccupations also have

co-occurring social phobia and many anxious–fearful personality traits.85 Some

have associated eating disorder.86 In Japan, body dysmorphic ideas are seen as a

phobic disorder, the content being anxiety over the perceived deformity of one’s

body part.87

The thalamus and parietal lobes are commonly involved in BDD associated

with structural brain disease. Patients experience body parts as being the wrong

size, shape, color, weight, or composition (e.g. made of wood rather than flesh

and bone).88 Phantom limb and phantom breast is commonly associated with

surgical amputation of these body parts and result from both continued periph-

eral nerve afferentation and a preserved sensory cortex schema for the body part.

Hypochondriasis

Hypochondriasis is a symptom not a syndrome.89 Its present-day definition refers

to a persistent preoccupation with exaggerated concerns about one’s health.90

The patient is preoccupied with bodily sensations, is phobic for disease, and

is convinced of ill-health. Minor body sensations and ailments are considered

ominous and the patient repeatedly seeks medical attention.

Hypochondriasis occurs in persons with anxious–fearful and negative affect

temperament traits, obsessive–compulsive disorder, and depressive illness. When

severe, hypochondriasis can represent the content of the ruminations and delu-

sions typical of psychotic depression.91 When an aspect of OCD, hypochondriasis

often involves a single focus: the potential dire consequences of a minor body
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imperfection (dysmorphophobia), itchy and dry skin being the result of infestation

(Ekbom’s syndrome), or disease in a specific organ.

Hypochondriasis is associated with compulsions such as checking body parts

for changes that might reflect disease (e.g. checking lymph nodes for swelling).92

Patients also seek repeated reassurance from physicians and others that their fear

is unfounded.93

Compulsive sexual behaviors

Deviant sexual behavior is reported in persons who have no recognizable illness

and in persons with neurologic and psychiatric conditions. Present classification

reflects social decisions more than science. For example, violent sexual offenses

are treated as criminal acts and there is no DSM/ICD diagnosis for these, but

many such persons have neurologic disease (often traumatic brain injury) that

may to some degree account for their actions.94 Homosexuality and bisexuality

are also not medical diagnoses and were voted expunged from classification by

the American Psychiatric membership, but before the weight of evidence indi-

cated that they are biological variants observed in many species.95 Sexual deviance

is also placed in several classes in the DSM, and the paraphilias are delineated

as if they represent a specific disorder with common determinants, but there is

little scientific support for such homogeneity. Compulsive sexual deviations are

considered here.

Most persons reported to exhibit sexually deviant behavior are male.96 Compul-

sive sexual behavior is reported in about 5% of the general population.97 Sexual

deviations that are OCD variants are characterized by co-occurring compulsive

behaviors, and deviant sexual obsessions and compulsions are both commonly

present.98 In one study of 36 persons with compulsive sexual behaviors, 60%

also exhibited other OCD variants including kleptomania, compulsive buying,

pathological gambling, trichotillomania, pyromania and compulsive exercise.99

In another study, in addition to other compulsive behaviors the patients had an

increased prevalence of anxiety disorder, depression (most likely non-melancholic)

and anxious–fearful personality traits.100

Definitions of compulsive sexual behavior vary, but can be condensed to:

repetitive sexual acts and intrusive sexual thoughts that are experienced as having

a life of their own, the person feeling compelled or driven to think and perform

the act. Lack of control is more important in the definition than the presence of

distress or any reduction in anxiety when the act is performed.101 Compulsive

sexual behavior includes: compulsive searching for multiple partners (Don Juanism,

satyriasis, and nymphomania), fixation on an unobtainable partner, compulsive

masturbation, and compulsive sexual activity with a partner. Paraphilia is diag-

nosed when the compulsive act is considered criminal (e.g. exhibitionism,
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pedophilia, voyeurism [“Peeping Tom”], and frotteurism [rubbing against a

non-consenting person]) or elicits substantial distress in the person or the partner

(e.g. because of fetishism, transvestic fetishism [cross-dressing], voyeurism, com-

pulsive masturbation, dependence on pornography, and bestiality).102 The sub-

jective experiences of such patients before, during and after the sexual compulsive

behavior are similar to those with more classic OCD, and also include distress at

the loss of control. The use of illicit drugs and alcohol at the time of the behavior

is common.103

Obsessive–compulsive personality

The place for obsessive–compulsive personality in classification is uncertain.

The association with OCD is modest, while the linkage to other Axis II conditions

is weak. Overall, the evidence indicates it can be considered a mild form of OCD

and part of the OCD spectrum. Obsessive–compulsive personality traits are

reported to commonly precede OCD and OCD spectrum conditions, and these

traits are also common in the relatives of patients with OCD and OCD spectrum

conditions.104

Much of the uncertain findings stems from the delineation of obsessive–

compulsive personality by psychoanalytic rather than by empirically derived

descriptors and the application of descriptors categorically rather than as trait

dimensions.105 “Anal character type” and the ICD anankastic personality disorder

are terms reflecting the theoretical pedigree of obsessive–compulsive personality.

Common descriptors of DSM and ICD (anankastic) obsessive–compulsive per-

sonality are: preoccupation with details (rules, lists, order, and schedules), excessive

conscientiousness, rigidity and stubbornness, and being overly controlling.

NOTES

1 Henry Maudsley (1874) cited by M.J. Clark in Scull (1981), page 271.

2 Yaryura-Tobias and Neziroglu (1997).
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4 Bartz and Hollander (2006).

5 Dannon et al. (2006).

6 Dannon et al. (2004a,b).

7 Hollander et al. (2005); Lochner et al. (2005a).

8 They also propose a “depersonalization disorder” which does not fit the data.

9 Compulsive shopping and Internet usage are also being considered as variants of this

cluster.

10 Autism is also being considered for this category.
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20 Chapter 14 provides a discussion of trait behavior and Chapter 15 the effects of brain injury
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13

Cognitive testing and the psychopathology
of cognitive dysfunction

The mistake of deriving all phenomena from one principle may occur in somatic and

physiological (materialistic) as well as in philosophical and psychological concepts; for instance,

when all psychic phenomena are reduced to the single scheme of the reflex process, it is no more

a lasting contribution to science than when the philosophical schools deduce this from the

principle of identity or that of polarity, etc. The psychic phenomena have first to be viewed and

compiled quite without prejudice, like individual phenomena in other sciences, and only when

substantial material comes to be available in at least a somewhat different form and in greater

abundance than hitherto will it be possible to attempt causal or physiological and anatomical

substantiation.1

Patients with behavior-altering brain disease often experience cognitive difficul-

ties, and the assessment of their cognitive functioning is essential in their diag-

nosis and management. Patients with melancholic depression, for example, have

profound cognitive difficulties which resolve with successful treatment. If

improperly treated, however, their cognitive deficits persist and result in chronic

poor functioning. Moderate cognitive difficulty in a patient with melancholia is

also an independent risk factor for suicide.2 Patients with schizophrenia have

persistent cognitive problems in working memory, fluency of ideas, and executive

function that influence long-term decisions on placement and socialization

rehabilitation.3 Patients with anxiety disorders and obsessive–compulsive syn-

dromes have cognitive difficulties in working memory and visual–spatial function

undermining treatment compliance.4

Different patterns of cognitive decline are recognized and point to specific disease

processes. In the early phases of Alzheimer’s disease, visual and episodicmemory are

affected. In Pick’s disease and primary frontal lobe degeneration, problems with

executive functioning are early features.5 Persons with basal ganglia disease have

deficits in working and procedural memory and visual–spatial functions.6

Several classic psychopathologic phenomena are also associated with specific

cognitive deficits. Capgras syndrome, the delusion of familiar persons being impos-

tors, is associated with poor facial recognition (prosopagnosia) and non-dominant
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temporal lobe lesions.7 The delusional experiences of alienation and control are

associated with non-dominant parietal lobe lesions and cognitive deficits in

spatial recognition and motor–perceptual functioning.8

Substantial substance abuse can cause chronic executive function and non-verbal

cognitive decline that affects disposition planning.9 The temporary cognitive dys-

function associated with the acute course of ECT is monitored to help determine

the frequency of treatments and termination of treatment.10

Integrating cognition and psychopathology

All behavior has a cognitive component and integrating cognitive and behavioral

assessments provides the most thorough evaluation of the patient’s strengths and

weaknesses, information needed for diagnosis and in disposition planning. Like

the rest of the behavioral evaluation, cognitive testing begins the moment the

examiner sees the patient. Whatever the patient does, part of that behavior

reflects a cognitive process and reveals something about the patient’s cognition.

The following vignette illustrates.

Patient 13.1

On greeting a 55-year-old patient in the waiting area and escorting her to his

office, a psychiatrist noted that the patient, from a bordering state, came alone.

As he usually did, he asked the patient if she had any difficulty finding her way

to the hospital and waiting area. She had not. He asked if she had driven herself.

She had. He asked if the referring physician had explained the reason for the

consultation and that he would be sending a report to the referring physician.

The patient said it had all been explained. As they entered the office, the

consultant said without pointing, “Have a seat in the uncomfortable looking

gray chair”. She smiled good-humoredly and complied appropriately.

In the brief “chat” while walking to the office, the consultant learned a great deal

about the patient’s cognition and neurologic functioning. He noted that she was

alert, neatly and cleanly dressed, and had appropriate greeting behavior. She was

oriented to the point of being able to come to the correct place on the correct date

and at the right time for her appointment. Her conversational speech appeared

normal. She was not obviously aphasic. She was not acutely ill or in acute distress.

Her movements and gait appeared normal during the walk to the office. She had

demonstrated the ability to follow directions from her home to the medical center

and then find the consultant’s office, requiring negotiating a complicated route.

By driving herself, she had also demonstrated the implicit memories of knowing

the rules of the road and the driving of an automobile. By sitting in the gray
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chair, she demonstrated language comprehension and likely no visual agnosia.

By genuinely smiling at the consultant’s lame but deliberate attempt at humor,

she demonstrated some emotional reactivity.

The usefulness of the information gathered in the brief exchange was clinically

relevant. The patient was referred for an evaluation of a “treatment-resistant”

depressive illness, and 10–15% of such patients are misdiagnosed as depressed

when in fact they have another condition that is not responsive to antidepressant

treatment. Apathetic syndromes from structural brain disease are commonly

misinterpreted as depression, but this consideration seemed unlikely from the

consultant’s brief initial assessment.11 Further examination found the patient to

have an atypical depressive condition. She had never been treated with a mono-

amine oxidase inhibitor, and that drug class was recommended.

The big cognitive picture

Each domain of the behavioral examination begins with an overview. That image

guides the gathering of the details. Establishing the big picture can be done

quickly. Is the patient alert? Is the patient having difficulty relating the story of

the illness or biographical information? Does the patient understand the exam-

iner’s comments and requests? Behavior is the most sensitive expression of brain

function. Patient 13.2 illustrates.

Patient 13.2

A 58-year-old man was hospitalized because he was becoming increasingly

irritable toward his wife, threatening her on one occasion. He also made vague

comments about harming himself.

The patient had been a successful business man and an energetic person

who “worked hard and played hard” until six years earlier, when he began to

lose interest in his work and other activities. For the two years prior to

admission he spent most of his time at home doing little and offering uncon-

vincing reasons for his inactivity. He seemed unconcerned about the change in

his behavior, becoming irritated only when excessively prodded by his family

who now considered him “lazy” and “resting” on his past success.

A consultant was asked to evaluate the patient for dementia and early-onset

Alzheimer’s disease. The consultant met the treatment team at the unit. The

patient had been admitted late Monday afternoon and it was now Wednesday

morning.When the entourage entered the patient’s room, the patient recognized

his outpatient geriatric psychiatrist and greeted her by name. He recognized his

resident, but did not recall her name. He remembered that he was to be seen by a

consultant and greeted him, shaking his hand while offering a social smile.
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The consultant suggested the group move to a larger room and asked the

patient if he knew the roomwith “the piano” and could he lead the group to it.

The inpatient unit was shaped like an H, with the patient’s room at the bottom

of the lower left section and the piano room in the top of the upper right

section. With a perfectly normal, smooth gait the patient led the team out of

his room. He immediately turned to his left, walked to the transept, turned

right, crossed to the other hallway, turned left and walked to the piano room

where he pointed to the piano. As the team was getting settled to observe the

consultant’s “bedside” cognitive testing, he turned to the patient’s geriatric

psychiatrist and whispered, “Well, I’ve just completed most of my evaluation.

The patient does not have Alzheimer’s disease.” Further assessment was

consistent with the clinical interpretation and indicated the patient had

modest impairment on tasks associated with frontal lobe disease. Functional

imaging confirmed mild primary frontal lobe atrophy without evidence of

vascular disease.

Patient 13.2 had been in slow decline for six years. Although there is an early-

onset form of Alzheimer’s disease it is virulent, associated with a strong family

history for the illness, and about 30% of sufferers will have associated increased

muscle tone or rigidity. Alzheimer’s disease typically begins with problems in

visual–spatial functioning and new learning. Patient 13.2’s facial recognition of

his physicians, learning the unit’s floor plan and being able to easily negotiate its

configuration, remembering where the piano was, and being able to lead the team

to the correct room with a smooth gait, eliminated Alzheimer’s disease from

serious consideration.12 Accomplishing all that while still maintaining social

graces further indicated that Patient 13.2’s cognitive decline associated with his

apathetic syndrome was likely to be modest. Functional imaging, other history

and examination findings also demonstrated that the apathy was not due to

vascular disease or depressive illness.

Many behaviors signal specific cognitive difficulties and their presence shape

the choice of standardized tasks. Table 13.1 displays the more common of

signature behaviors. Along with the assessment for patterns of abnormal motor

features, bedside cognitive testing helps identify the circumscribed brain lesions

that may underlie the behavioral syndrome.

Principles of bedside cognitive assessment

Reasons for assessment

Table 13.2 displays reasons for cognitive assessment. Relying on screening batter-

ies such as The Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) is of modest utility only
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because such instruments are designed for a general purpose rather than to define

specific dysfunction. Knowing a number of bedside tasks that can be applied

as needed for one or more of the purposes shown in Table 13.2 permits the

gathering of more specific information, helps resolve differential diagnostic

questions, and shapes treatment plans. Patient 13.3 illustrates the value of asses-

sing the patient’s cognitive strengths and weaknesses.

Table 13.1. Behaviors suggesting cognitive problems13

Behavior Likely associated cognitive problem(s)

Avolition and apathy Poor executive functioning; poor abstract

thinking and verbal reasoning

Loss of social graces and coarsening

of personality

Poor executive functioning and self-monitoring

Loss of motor skills (e.g. typing,

playing a musical instrument)

Poor working memory, recall, and visual–spatial

memory

Forgetting to remember (e.g. failing

to turn off the oven or to deliver a

message)

Poor working memory

“Poor historian” Poor recall and poor executive function,

or loss of long-term memory storage

Getting lost in familiar places Poor visual–spatial perception; poor visual

memory

Having several “fender benders” Poor visual–spatial perception

Not recognizing familiar people Poor facial recognition and visual–spatial

memory

Episode of melancholia or mania Poor working memory; recall distorted by quality

of mood

Obsessive–compulsive disorder Poor working memory and visual–spatial memory

Schizophrenia Poor executive functioning, abstract thinking,

verbal and visual reasoning

Chronic mood disorder Poor working memory and new learning, and

ability to organize and relate a sequential history

Table 13.2. Reasons for bedside cognitive assessment

To confirm or reject differential diagnostic possibilities

To obtain specific assessment of the patient’s cognitive strengths and weaknesses to shape

treatment and disposition plans

To obtain a baseline and then re-examinations to follow the illness progression or to monitor

treatments
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Patient 13.3

A 20-year-old student was hospitalized with an acute psychosis secondary to

illicit hallucinogen drug intoxication. He had a long history of such use as well

as the abuse of other types of drugs.

His psychosis quickly resolved and he was seen by the unit’s staff as an

intelligent, highly verbal, pleasant person whose major problem was his

substance abuse. A disposition plan centered on psychotherapy was proposed.

The unit psychiatrist, however, noted that in brief conversations about

topics the patient had studied in school, the patient’s comprehension appeared

limited and his thinking vague. AWAIS revealed the patient’s full-scale IQ to

be 88, although his vocabulary indicated a much higher pre-illness score.14

The patient’s test performance made it likely that he would have been unable

to successfully participate in the proposed psychotherapy program that relied

on high-level comprehension and abstract thinking. A more modest disposi-

tion was then planned that included the recognition that the patient had

suffered brain damage from his drug use.

Cognitive assessment is also used to monitor treatment. For example, as a

depressive illness resolves in a geriatric patient cognition should improve; if

not, dementia is considered. Cognitive assessment is regularly done throughout

the acute course of ECT to determine the presence and degree of anterograde

amnesia and the best frequency of treatments (twice or three times weekly).

Cognitive testing is repeated after the treatment course to determine when the

anterograde amnestic process has resolved and the patient can continue normal

responsibilities.

Assessment methods

Table 13.3 displays guidelines for cognitive assessment.

Cognitive assessment must be done systematically and precisely so the results

are reproducible. Instructions should be clearly stated and the assessment setting

non-distracting. The goal is to obtain the patient’s best performance. Encourage-

ment is often needed, particularly for depressed patients and those with apathetic

syndromes. Knowing the patient’s capacity encourages the best prognostic plans.

When psychomotor retardation is substantial or the patient has significant

peripheral handicaps, timed tests are still done, but the patient is permitted to

proceed past the time limit to see if the function being assessed is adequate to

complete the task. Aphasic patients are mostly assessed with non-verbal tasks.

The patient’s education and abilities in the language of the test are considered

in the choice of tasks and their interpretation. One of us successfully treated an
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Asian woman for psychotic depression and Parkinson’s disease who was left

in bed for several years following a neurologist’s incorrect diagnosis of Parkinson’s

dementia that was erroneously confirmed by neuropsychological testing adminis-

tered in English, her second language.

The patient’s general neurologic function is also determined prior to cognitive

assessment as most bedside cognitive tests require the patient to have adequate

peripheral neurologic and somatosensory functioning (e.g. visual and auditory

acuity, somatosensory acuity). For patients with compromised peripheral func-

tion, assessment is limited and requires greater reliance on behavioral cues.

An assessment of arousal and concentration are also always done before

other cognitive tests, as most cognitive functions are dependent on arousal and

concentration.

Test selection is based on the purpose of the assessment. To be performed well,

almost all tests require adequate function in several cognitive areas, so tests typically

“overlap” in what they are assessing and provide information beyond the specific

intent of the test. For example, animal naming (see below) is a timed test that

assesses fluency of ideas. It also requires a “plan” for proceeding in an efficient

manner from one group of animals to the next. However, this required executive

functioning is not the specific target of the test but is evaluated while the patient

performs the task. A manic patient with compromised executive function might be

able to haphazardly and rapidly rattle off a sufficient number of animal names to

“pass” the test, but the executive function problems will be obvious.

Selecting and using cognitive tests also requires working knowledge of neuro-

psychological functions and the relationships among functions and behavior.

A discussion of these relationships is beyond this text, and so the cognitive testing

presented here is within the framework of common clinical challenges.15

Table 13.3. Guidelines for cognitive assessment

The goal of assessment is the patient’s best performance

Choice of tasks should be based on the purpose of the assessment; one group of tests does not

“fit all” patients

Each task should be administered consistently and with precise instructions

Arousal and concentration should always be assessed first to determine if further assessment is

possible and will be valid

Peripheral neurologic and muscular–skeletal function (e.g. paresis, arthritis) determines what

tasks can be done

Patients with aphasia or language skills other than the language of the assessment require

special procedures
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Segues into specific assessment

The reason for cognitive assessment is to help alleviate the patient’s problems, not

the examiner’s. Thus introductions such as “I need to ask you questions you may

find silly” have no place in the evaluation. More helpful opening comments are:

“You were telling me about the problems you’ve been having with (concentration, memory,

thinking, etc.). How troublesome are they? For example, have you . . .?”

“With all the things that have been happening to you, have they affected your (concen-

tration, memory, thinking, etc.)?”

“Are the problems with your (concentration, memory, thinking, etc.) the kind where you get

confused about the date or the day of the week?”

“Is your concentration difficulty the type where when you are reading or watching TV

you realize you really aren’t paying attention or you don’t remember what you’ve just read

or seen?”

“Let me check your concentration, just to be sure. What I would like you to do for me is . . .”.

Testing concentration follows.

“Let me check your memory and thinking a bit . . .”. The rest of the formal cognitive

examination follows.

Assessing for general brain “power”: IQ

The patient’s present general intelligence influences the response to illness, and

the acceptance of treatments and behavioral strategies in long-term management.

Signs of cognitive decline also provide needed information. Although perform-

ance on standard IQ tests is influenced by education, aspects of such batteries are

used at the bedside in assessing general intelligence. Unless impacted by injury or

disease, general intelligence remains fairly constant over adult life.

Previous levels of employment functioning and present vocabulary and word

usage are associated with pre-morbid IQ. For example, a college professor with

hepatic encephalopathy was able to name only 8 animals in one minute (15 or

more is normal). His choices of “Aardvark” and “hippopotamus”, however, were

consistent with his past high level of function. A construction worker with a high

school education performed poorly on frontal lobe tasks while he was in an

acute mania, but despite his frequent periods of flight-of-ideas, he correctly used

such words as “persistent”, “theology”, and “transient”, indicating a pre-morbid

IQ level beyond his schooling, and a potential strength to rely on during his

long-term care.

Present intellectual functioning is assessed with many of the bedside tests

described below. In addition to the actual level of performance, general intelli-

gence level is suggested by the speed at which the patient grasps the instructions

and the efficiency with which the patient performs the task.
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Assessing for delirium

Delirium is a common concern when a patient with general medical or neurologic

disease exhibits an acute behavioral change.16 Although many deliria are character-

ized by substantial anxiety and agitation and some by delusions and frightening

hallucinations in multiple sensory modalities, many delirious patients only appear

sleepy, hesitant or unsure of themselves. They have trouble focusing attention and

responding promptly. Their thoughts wander and their speech appears vacant.

Few have characteristic features that identify the cause of the delirium.17

Delirium is suspected when the patient exhibits (1) unexplained failure to

participate in or to understand treatment efforts, (2) unexplained fluctuations in

behavior (particularly in emotional expression and arousal), (3) newly emerged

agitation, (4) newly experienced hallucinations, (5) unexplained failure to

remember recent events, and (6) unexplained lack of focused attention.

All delirious processes are associated with altered arousal. Other than the

patient’s behavior, the most sensitive assessments of arousal require the patient

to perform continuously for a minute or more. Figure 13.1 displays an auditory

letter cancellation test that serves this purpose.

The patient is asked to listen as the examiner reads aloud the letters in a

monotone at the rate of a letter per second. The patient is instructed to signal

(e.g. tap with a pen, raise a finger) whenever the letter “A” is said. The “A” is

randomly distributed and cannot be predicted. Other letters can be transposed

for “A” and so practice effects are avoided and the test can be repeated with the

same patient. Not responding when hearing “A” is an error of omission and is

often present when arousal is reduced and the patient is not able to focus

attention. Responding to a letter other than “A” is an error of commission and

is often present when arousal is heightened and the patient is distractible. Five or

more errors of any kind indicates poor attention and is consistent with a delirious

state and conditions that elicit distractibility (e.g. mania). Asking the patient to

say the days of the week backwards is a cruder measure of attention.

Figure 13.1 The auditory A test
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Assessing for dementia

Dementia is rare in persons under age 65 but the incidence increases substantially

in persons over age 70. As many as 40% of persons between the ages of 80 and

90 years have cognitive impairments in the dementia range.18 Not all elderly

persons, however, are demented, and many who are cognitively impaired have a

reversible condition associated with depression or medication toxicity.19

Dementia is diagnosed when the patient exhibits substantial cognitive impair-

ment with significant memory difficulties despite minimal deficits in arousal.

Once the dementia syndrome is recognized, the next step is to determine

the pattern of the dementing process. Once the pattern is delineated, ideology

may be established.

Identifying the dementia syndrome

Persons who are in the severe stage of a dementing process are not difficult to

recognize as their cognitive impairments are substantial and widespread.

Although in a state of normal arousal, they will score below 20 and typically

below 15 on the MMSE.20 It is much more difficult, however, to recognize the

early stages of degenerative brain disease and the “pre-clinical” phase of such

conditions.

The pre-clinical phase in dementing processes is termed MCI (mild cognitive

impairment). Once identified, over the next 4years, persons with MCI decline

further, 10–15% becoming clinically demented each year.21 Recognizing MCI can

lead to early intervention that may delay the progression of the illness, and several

bedside tests are sensitive to MCI and the early stages of dementia.

Most dementing processes interfere with working memory, new learning,

memory storage, and thinking. The tests below tap those functions and almost

all normal persons of all ages perform them within the age-corrected range.22

Early in the MCI stage, the patient may be able to successfully complete the

tests but will require extra time as efficiency is reduced. More than expected

errors will occur in persons who previously were high functioning. New learning

and recall will be mildly affected. The auditory A test is done first to establish

adequate concentration to continue.

Digit span: The patient is asked to immediately repeat a series of numbers, the

first number series forward and the next series backwards. Numbers backwards is

most sensitive to problems with working memory and normal persons under

55years of age should recall a minimum of 7 backwards. Normal persons over 70

should recall a minimum of 5 backwards. Asking the patient to say the days of

the week or the months of the year backwards is a less sensitive version of this task

because those items are over-learned and are easy to remember forward, while

digit span offers novel information.23
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Clock drawing: Asking the patient to draw the face of a clock from memory taps

recall and perceptual–motor coordination and is sensitive to temporal–parietal

dysfunction, an early feature of Alzheimer’s disease. In some versions the clock’s

shape (a circle) is provided. The patient is asked to place the clock’s hands at 2:45

to also assess for spatial neglect, with such patients often neglecting the left side of

space (see Figure 13.2). Asking the patient to judge the quality of his effort

assesses frontal lobe executive function. Some patients place all the left-side

numbers on the right side of the clock (see Figure 13.3).24

The patient’s inability to draw the face of the clock correctly on the first try

suggests poor planning consistent with frontal circuitry dysfunction. His improve-

ment on the second try suggests that he has no spatial deficit (Figure 13.2).

Copying and recalling shapes: Copying shapes and then recalling them taps

perceptual–motor coordination and visual memory. Almost any five simple

shapes are acceptable. Figure 13.4 shows some examples. After the effort to copy

the shapes, the patient is asked to immediately reproduce them from memory.

After this effort the five figures are reviewed and followed by a delayed recall

effort toward the end of the testing session.

Similarities and their recall: The understanding of the most fundamental

common denominator between two things assesses abstract thinking and is a

subtest of the WAIS. Recall of the word pairs assesses verbal memory. Almost any

five pairs of increasing difficulty can be used such as orange–banana, North–West,

Figure 13.2 Clock drawing in a manic-depressive patient who developed dementia
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airplane–bicycle, axe–saw, fly–tree. Errors range from recognizing a common

attribute of the items rather than their common category (e.g. “they have wheels”

for airplane–bicycle) to being unable to offer an answer. Three of the five pairs

should be recalled after a 10minute delay. Cuing can be used to distinguish patients

who can acquire new information but have difficulty recalling it from those who

cannot acquire the information. Cuing statements for the pairs are their similarity.

For the items above, the patient is cued with: fruit, directions, transport, tools, and

living things.

Verbal absurdities: Understanding verbal absurdities requires reasoning. The

patient is asked to consider if there is anything wrong with the following

statement, and if so what that might be:

“A man had the flu twice. The first time he died, but the second time he recovered.”

“The railroad company discovered that in train accidents the first and the last cars of the

train are usually the most damaged. So, to save money they are now going to send trains out of

the station without the first and last cars.”

These statements seem ridiculously obvious to the novice examiner, but experi-

enced clinicians know the poignancy of watching a PhD or CEO offer a concrete

answer such as “Well, you don’t need the last car, but you need the first one to

pull the train.”

Figure 13.3 Clock drawing indicating left-sided spatial neglect

Figure 13.4 Shapes to copy

After: Mesulam, M-M. (1985). Principles of Behavioral Neurology. Philadelphia: FA Davis.
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Assessing for frontal–temporal dementia

Frontal–temporal dementia is increasingly recognized. It is associated with many

conditions including chronic alcoholism, microvascular disease, HIV/AIDS, and

Lewy body disease.26 Frontal–temporal dementia is characterized by behavioral

change in emotional expression and personality, abnormal motor function, and

cognitive decline, particularly in executive function.

Behavior change is commonly the earliest sign of frontal–temporal dementia.

Personality alterations occur, the patient becoming disinhibited or apathetic,

depending on which frontal area is affected first. Socially inappropriate behaviors

emerge (e.g. sexual touching of self or others, seductiveness, blunt commentary, use

of profanity). Attention to grooming and hygiene is reduced. Tact and table

manners deteriorate. Suspiciousness and irritability occur. Efficiency is reduced

and a decline in planning ability leads to employment and interpersonal difficulties.

Atypical mood symptoms occur and may be misconstrued as depressive illness

or hypomania. Behavioral warning signs of frontal–temporal dementia are listed

in Table 13.4.

Motor signs are almost always found in patients with frontal–temporal

dementia. Prefrontal cortex disease is associated with motor regulatory prob-

lems. Basal ganglia disease is associated with mood and working memory

problems and classic basal ganglia motor signs. Disease in both regions elicits

catatonic features. Thalamic lesions are associated with mood and perceptual

changes. Left basal ganglia and thalamic lesions are associated with speech and

language problems. White matter disease is associated with bradykinesia and

bradyphrenia.

Cognitive deficits associated with frontal circuitry dysfunction occur early in the

illness progression of frontal–temporal dementia, and include decline in working

memory, new learning, thinking and reasoning, and executive functioning.

The auditory “A” testmay show errors of commission suggestive of distractibility.

Digit span performance may be mildly impaired. Performance on similarities will

Table 13.4. Behavioral warning signs of frontal–temporal dementia

Increasing disinterest and reduced engagement in hobbies

Decreasing efficiency noted in work and household routines not explained

by disease or injury

Any personality change (e.g. becoming uncharacteristically unreliable,

hedonistic, overly critical)

Altered emotional expression (e.g. moodiness, irritability, apathetic)

Deterioration in personal hygiene, eating habits, social graces and manners

Forgetting to remember (e.g. missing appointments, not doing a chore)
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decline as the difficulty of the task increases. Recall of similarities will be below

expectations, but may improve with cueing or by recognition of the just worked

on similarities when they are embedded in lists of novel choices. The patient may

understand the verbal absurdity of the “man with the flu” but may give a concrete

answer to the train statement.

Fluency of ideas and problem solving abilities deteriorate in frontal–temporal

dementia. Idea fluency is assessed with the animal naming test. The patient is

asked to name as many animals as he can. The time cut-off is one minute. Normal

persons with at least a high school education can name 15 or more animals. Ten

or more is acceptable for persons over 80years of age. Perseverative animal names

are counted only once, thus dog, poodle, retriever gains only one point, as does

white horse, black horse, and pinto. The most efficient strategy is to begin with

the first animal that comes to mind and staying with that category of animal until

recall slows and then quickly switching to another category until that too seems

exhausted, then switching again, and so on. Executive function and cognitive

flexibility must be adequate to perform the task well.

Problem solving is another assessment of thinking impacted by frontal circuitry

disease. It is assessed by asking the patient to solve the following:

“If I had three apples and you had four more than I, how many would you have?”

“If you had 18 books and wanted to place them on two different book shelves so that one

shelf had twice as many books as the other, how many would be on each shelf?”

Patients with a frontal–temporal dementia perform adequately on perceptual–

motor tasks. Early on in the course of illness, memory disturbances will respond

to cueing and recognition. Praxis is normal. An example follows.27

Patient 13.4

A 70-year-old man experienced decreased functioning over a two-year period.

He was becoming more forgetful, had trouble keeping the family accounts,

and was distressed that he could no longer remember the names of close

friends. His wife observed him urinating in the sink and when challenged, he

said that it was to “save water”. He purchased several hundred nut trees without

good reason, poured several boxes of detergent into the washing machine at one

time, wandered in his conversation and became irritable and stamped his foot

in anger when challenged. Irritability alternated with inappropriate jocularity.

Unlike his past behavior, he was openly amorous toward his wife. He had

paraphasic speech, echophenomena, and motor aprosodia. He became glut-

tonous, incontinent of urine and feces and unable to care for himself. His

visual and verbal memory, however, were initially normal. Reading ability was

preserved. Brain imaging revealed frontal atrophy.
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Assessing for early Alzheimer’s disease

The early signs of Alzheimer’s disease include a decline in visual–spatial func-

tioning and memory. Behavioral warning signs of Alzheimer’s disease are listed

in Table 13.5. Their frequency and intensity distinguishes them from similar

behavior seen in normal older persons.28

Visual–spatial function is assessed by asking the patient to copy shapes, and

testing for body and spatial orientation, and praxis. Both visual and verbal

memory is also assessed in the evaluation for Alzheimer’s disease.

Body and spatial orientation: Patients with pervasive parietal lobe disease

have difficulty with the perception of space and their body orientation within

three-dimensional space. When the non-dominant parietal lobe is affected they

neglect the left side of space and their body. Men fail to shave on the left side,

men and women fail to comb the left side of the head. They may crash into

objects on their left and may fall, injuring themselves as they “lose” the location of

their left limbs. They are unaware of the deficit, exhibit anosagnosia, and offer

feeble excuses when pressured to explain the problem. Some patients deny their left-

sided paralysis, and offer excuses such as “I sprained by arm . . . I’m tired today”.

Clock drawing and copying of geometric shapes also reveal left spatial neglect.29

Topographic orientation: Patients with visual–spatial problems have difficulty

orienting themselves to direction, such as correctly answering the question,

“If North were directly behind you, were would East be?” To successfully point

to their left, the patient must be able to have a representation of a map in their

visual memory and then be able to rotate the map from its usually “read” position

were North is “up” and East is to the right.

Table 13.5. Behavioral warning signs of Alzheimer’s disease

Conversational word-finding difficulties

Increasing reliance on circumloculatory speech

Losing train of conversational thought and not remembering

what point was trying to be made

Mixing memory details

Forgetting directions to familiar places

Confusing geographic direction

Frequent “fender-benders”

Misidentifying persons and faces

Forgetting to remember and increasing reliance on “to do” lists

Forgetting the purpose of a task once it is begun

Subtle personality changes, e.g. loss of motivation
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Right/left orientation: In addition to accurately perceiving the left and right

sides of the body, the person without brain disease can coordinate motor per-

formance with the perception. This is tested by asking the patient to place

his hand on a body part that requires crossing the midline with such questions

as, “Place your left hand on your right ear . . . place your right hand on your

left elbow.” Persons with dominant parietal lobe disease have difficulty with

this task.30

Praxis: Praxis is tested by asking the patient to do simple motor tasks (see

Chapter 7). Patients with dominant frontal–parietal disease will have difficulties

with these efforts.

Copying geometric shapes (see above) is used to assess visual–motor coordination.

Verbal and visual memory is assessed by asking the patient to recall some

aspect of a previously performed task, such as recalling the geometric shapes

previously copied and the objects considered in similarities. Recalling the types of

tests in the evaluation assesses memory for events, or episodic memory.

Assessing for amnestic syndromes

Amnestic syndromes are defined as a memory disturbance associated with sub-

stantial decline from previous social or occupational functioning. New learning

or recall of previously learned information is impaired. The disturbance does not

occur exclusively during a delirium or a dementia, and persists beyond the usual

duration of states of intoxication or withdrawal.

Memory, however, is not a single process easily assessed by one screening test.

The MMSE does not test visual memory. Its three-word immediate and five-

minute recall item is a perfunctory assessment of verbal new learning and recall.

It is also insensitive to the different patterns of impairment seen in the different

dementias. Patients with Alzheimer’s dementia have deficits in new learning,

whereas those with subcortical dementia have difficulty in retrieving informa-

tion previously learned.31 Small but strategically located lesions can cause

problems in one aspect of memory but not others. Transient global amnesia is

discussed in Chapter 6 as a reflection of several acute neurologic conditions of

short duration. When an amnestic syndrome is suspected, all the stages of

memory are assessed. A structured assessment is time-consuming and requires

expertise.32

It is also important to define the characteristics of the emergence of memory

deficits. Amnesia due to stroke occurs suddenly. Amnesia from degenerative

diseases emerges slowly. Table 13.6 displays the pattern of emergence of the

amnestic disorders.33
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Working memory

Working memory is a sensory perception34 or a thought that is “held” for about

30seconds while the person decides what to do with that information. Working

memory requires adequate attention. A common example of working memory is

asking for a phone number and “holding” the number long enough to go to the

phone and press in the numbers.

Working memory is assessed by digit span and similar tests. Attention is always

assessed before testing for working memory. Working memory is always assessed

before proceeding with other memory assessments, all of which are dependent on

adequate attention and working memory. Many psychiatric disturbances affect

working memory, including melancholia, mania, psychosis, and toxic states.

Declarative memory

Declarative memory is the process in which information is learned deliberately

and the learning explicitly demonstrated through recall of the information. It has

two forms: semantic and episodic memory.

Semantic memory is verbally based, detailed public information, the knowledge

of which can be explicitly demonstrated, such as naming all the countries in

South America, or the 12 pairs of cranial nerves.35 Semantic memory is often

Table 13.6. Patterns of onset of amnestic disorders

Onset Disorders

Sudden Amnestic strokes

Diencephalic or inferomedial temporal traumatic lesions

Spontaneous subarachnoid hemorrhage

Carbon monoxide poisoning and hypoxia

Post-surgical amnesia

Subacute Acute and chronic depression and mania are associated with substantial

deficits in frontal circuitry-related cognitive functions

Wernicke–Korsakoff ’s syndrome

Post-infection

Posttraumatic stress disorder and other anxiety disorders are

associated with problems in working memory, sustained attention

and new learning

Parkinson’s disease

Slow Alzheimer’s disease

Pick’s disease

Prion disease
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assessed by testing the patient’s fund of information. This information is greatly

influenced by education, and includes such things as naming the presidents or

prime ministers of the country, capital cities, and prominent geographic places

and their relationships. The new learning of semantic information is assessed by

asking the patient to learn and later recall several items.36 Recalling the items in

the similarities test is used for this purpose.

Episodic (autobiographical) memory is memory for information known only to

a person being tested and to “others who were there at the time”. Examples

include a particular birthday party and a first date. Episodic memory can be

assessed by asking the patient at the end of the testing procedures to describe the

tasks that were asked and other events that occurred during the evaluation.

History-taking also assesses the patient’s episodic memory.

Anterograde and retrograde amnesia

When episodic and semantic memories are poorly acquired or retrieved, new

learning is impaired. The patient is said to have anterograde amnesia. Mild to

severe anterograde amnesia occurs after closed head injuries. The longer the

period of anterograde amnesia following the injury, the more likely there will

be problems later in life (e.g. seizures, behavioral syndromes).37 The patient

appears unsure and interacts as if some recent events did not occur, or they are

unable to recall recent event-related information. Subjectively patient’s describe

feeling “fuzzy headed” and as if “in a fog”.

Delayed recall of rehearsed verbal (similarities) and visual information

(shapes) is one test for anterograde amnesia. Anterograde amnesia is associated

with lesions involving the temporal lobes and the diencephalon. Occipital lobe

lesions are also associated with visual anterograde amnesia.38 During a course

of ECT about half of patients experience temporary anterograde amnesia that

resolves in 2–6weeks following the last treatment.39

Retrograde amnesia refers to the loss of previously acquired information. Most

amnestic syndromes are defined by substantial retrograde amnesia.

Meta-memory

Meta-memory is the subjective judgment about one’s own memory capabilities. It

is influenced by the present state of emotion. Patients who are depressed subject-

ively experience their performance to be worse than in fact, while those in mania

or with the frontal lobe disinhibited syndrome experience their performance

to be better than in fact. Patients with temporal lobe epilepsy overestimate

their memory capacities and their self-monitoring is less accurate for verbal or

non-verbal recall depending on the side of the seizure focus.40
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Procedural memory

Procedural memory is information and motor-related skills that are learned

through repeated exposure and practice, such as riding a bicycle and performing

the medical physical examination. Unlike declarative memory, the acquisition of

procedural memory cannot be demonstrated by describing what is done, but only

by performing the procedure. The carrying out of the task or procedure demon-

strates the learning, thus procedural memory is implicit memory. Procedural

memory is assessed by asking the patient to demonstrate previously learned skills.

Free recall

Free recall is remembering spontaneously without cues. Free recall is demon-

strated when the patient relates his past hospitalizations and treatments without

undue prompting. Free recall is influenced by the state of emotion. Being sad is

associated with the spontaneous recollection of unhappy experiences, while being

happy is associated with the recall of happy events.41

Recognition

Recognition is remembering from cues. Examples are the patient remembering a

past medication only when the examiner mentions it, recalling rehearsed items

only when the examiner gives the patient several choices, and identifying the items

on the similarities test only when the examiner provides the category (e.g. “They

were tools” to cue the similarity hammer–chainsaw). Persons with cortical demen-

tias such as in the early stages of Alzheimer’s disease have impaired free recall and

recognition. Cueing does not help. Persons with subcortical dementias such as in

Binswanger’s disease (subcortical ischemic disease) or Parkinson’s disease have

impaired free recall but adequate recognition with cueing.

Assessing for cerebral hemisphere disease

Patients with traumatic brain injury, stroke, space-occupying lesions, and

seizure disorder often have circumscribed lesions and corresponding cognitive

dysfunction. Bedside tests of left cerebral hemisphere functioning are displayed

in Table 13.7. They reflect the substantial language functioning of the left

hemisphere.

Table 13.8 displays bedside cognitive tests of right cerebral hemisphere

functioning.42

Distinguishing cortical from subcortical disease43

There are characteristically different behavioral changes associated with cortical

and subcortical disease. The region of dysfunction shapes differential diagnosis.
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Cortical disease is more often associated with aphasia, agnosia, and apraxia, and

thinking problems. Subcortical disease is more often associated with bradykinesia

and bradyphrenia. Using the motor system to circumscribe the disease process is

particularly helpful in differentiating cortical from subcortical disease. In add-

ition to bradykinesia, subcortical disease is more likely associated with basal

ganglia or cerebellar features. Thalamic disease is associated with problems with

proprioception and somatosensory function.

Summary

Behavior change is the most subtle expression of brain function and dysfunction,

and all behavior has a cognitive component. Understanding the neurologic

implications of specific forms of psychopathology therefore facilitates the cogni-

tive examination. Common considerations in cognitive assessment are delirium,

Table 13.7. Bedside left cerebral hemisphere cognitive tests

Tests of the right hand for motor regulation

Ideo-motor praxis

Right/left orientation

Assessment for speech and lexical language including reading

and writing

Calculations

Finger gnosis

Verbal problem-solving (3 plus 4 apples, 18 books)

Abstract thinking (similarities)

Fluency of ideas (animal naming)

Verbal reasoning (absurdities)

Right hand stereognosia

Right hand graphesthesia

Table 13.8. Bedside right cerebral hemisphere cognitive tests

Motor and receptive prosody

Tests of motor regulation of the left hand

Copying shapes

Visual memory

Assessing for left-side spatial neglect

Facial recognition

Left hand stereognosia

Left hand graphesthesia
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frontal dementia versus Alzheimer’s disease, amnestic syndromes, subcortical

versus cortical disease, and left versus right cerebral hemisphere disease.

Many classic psychiatric syndromes are associated with cognitive difficulties

and some syndromes are delineated by the presence of cognitive impairment

(e.g.melancholia versus non-melancholic depression). Cognitive assessment is there-

fore part of a thorough behavioral evaluation and is not limited to those patients

suspected of having a brain lesion. Cognitive assessment is important for diagno-

sis, estimating prognosis, treatment planning, and the monitoring of treatments.
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14

Personality

People wished to reduce to calculus even the art of healing; the human body, this so complicated

machine, was treated by our medical algebraists as if it were the simplest machine and the

easiest to analyze.1

Each person has a unique personality, but personality types are recognized and

provide clinically useful information. Will the patient comply with treatments?

Does the patient have the perseverance to continue rehabilitation? Is the patient

likely to respond positively to the therapist’s praise? Will the patient take advice?

Some behaviors (e.g. alcohol, tobacco and illicit drug use, adopting a healthy

lifestyle, engaging in “safe” sexual practices) are predicted from the patient’s

personality. These concerns affect patient care and are relevant to all patients. This

chapter outlines the history leading to the present understanding of normal

personality, and details personality structure and how to assess for it.

Theories of personality

Formuch of the history of psychiatry, the humoral theory of illness and personality

dominated Western medical thinking and society’s views of what “made people

tick”. This construct prevailed until the nineteenth century when it was replaced

by phrenology. However, humoral constructs remain with us as descriptors of

personality (e.g. sanguine, choleric, and phlegmatic).

Phrenology and body type

Franz Joseph Gall was an early proponent of the idea that cognitive processes

reflected function in specific brain regions. He proposed that as brain structures

developed they influenced the developing skull and facial features, and that an

examination of the external aspects of the head would reveal the brain’s localized

differences and thus functions, including temperament. Gall’s phrenology domi-

nated nineteenth-century European thought about personality.2 Kretschmer and
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Sheldon’s empirical efforts (among many others) to relate body type to illness and

temperament (particularly Janet’s constructs of extraversion and introversion)

were outgrowths of phrenology.3 Their construct was that personality, like body

type, was the result of maturational processes. This idea foreshadowed present

understanding of personality.

Psychopathic constitutions

Nineteenth-century efforts at objective description of personality were inconsist-

ent. The term “moral insanity” mixed constructs of disease and trait, initially

meaning mood disorder and then antisocial personality.4 The prevailing view was

that deviant personality traits reflected a constitutional (i.e. biological) deficit.

Ernst von Feuchtersleben introduced the term psychopathy in 1845 to mean a

constitutionally disordered personality without psychosis. Julius Ludwig August

Koch elaborated this concept of psychopathic inferiorities in 1888, indicating a

constitutional degeneration (the source of the word “degenerate”) that expressed

itself not as psychosis but as various trait behaviors, such as a lack of forcefulness,

being weak-willed, and shy. Koch considered persons with these conditions at risk

for psychiatric illness. Pierre Janet added hysterical personality as a predisposition

to hysteria and neurosis in 1893.

In 1896, Bleuler opined about the “born criminal” and “pathological liars and

swindlers”. In 1915, his list of abnormal personality types included excitable,

irresolute, hedonistic, eccentric, liars and swindlers, “enemies of society” (anti-

social personality), and the quarrelsome. Kraepelin presented his classification of

psychopathic personalities in the 1904 seventh edition of his textbook. Kraepelin

also considered these conditions to be trait deviations.5

In the twentieth century, Kurt Schneider offered a descriptive classification of

personality disorders which he defined in the modern sense of maladaptive trait

behavior causing the patient or others to suffer. He considered personality and

personality disorder to reflect individual “constitution”, the result of biological

maturation modified by environment. Schneider used the terms “psychopathy”

and “psychopath” as generic terms for personality disorder. His efforts were based

on extensive clinical experience rather than empirical study.6 Schneider’s top-

ology influenced German and British clinicians for decades until replaced by the

ICD-10 formulation.

Psychoanalytic theory

Sigmund Freud offered another view of personality with three major components

interacting unconsciously in a dynamic tension, thus “the dynamic unconscious”.

The id represented inborn immutable instinctive drives seeking expression with-

out regard for reality. The ego represented mechanisms of adaptation to reality.
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The superego represented internalized social prohibitions modulating the instinct-

ive impulses. The ego was also hypothesized as an arbitrator between the id and

superego. Too much id or superego, or too fragile an ego, was said to cause

personality deviation and, when extreme, neurosis or even psychosis. The balance

or imbalance evolved over several psychosexual stages in childhood. Psychoanalysis

was envisioned as the process that would reveal the patient’s id, ego and superego

relationships and the reasons for them. Through an understanding of interactions

with the therapist that mirrored the patient’s relationships with parental figures

(transference), the patient would gain emotional insight and subsequent personality

change. Freud’s contemporaries such as Jung and Adler,7 and the “neo-Freudians”

such as Karen Horney, Harry Stack Sullivan, Erich Fromm, and Erik Erikson spread

psychoanalytic notions, but did not influence psychiatric classification.

In 1909, Freud gave a series of lectures at Clark University in Worcester,

Massachusetts, introducing psychoanalysis to the USA. No individual in the twen-

tieth century had a greater influence on American psychiatry and culture. For the

next 50 years, psychoanalytic thought dominated psychiatric research and treat-

ment in the USA, and psychoanalysts dominated training programs. From the end

of WWII until the 1970s, almost all academic chairs in psychiatry were fully trained

psychoanalysts. Despite few current psychiatrists in the USA considering themselves

psychoanalysts, the psychoanalytic movement still influences accreditation guide-

lines for psychiatric residency training programs and DSM and ICD formulations.

Pop culture, literature, the visual and performing arts also consistently present

a psychoanalytic view of reality and of human nature. Modern actors “analyze”

their “character” searching for “motivations” for the character’s actions, a direct

link to Freudian theory. Shakespeare, by contrast, indicates no interest in his

characters’ motivations, yet he is first among Western playwrights and is said to

have “invented” by demonstration the modern person. Elizabethan actors played

parts not characters.8

Learning theory and biology

The most serious early challenge to the Freudian view of human nature came

from learning theorists, who proposed that much of human behavior, including

abnormal behavior, was learned and therefore could be unlearned.9 They docu-

mented the poor efficacy of psychoanalytic-based treatments,10 and offered

classical and operant conditioning paradigms as processes underlying phobias

and other neurotic disorders.11 Behavior therapy, based on learning theories, was

quickly shown to be effective for phobias, and in the late 1970s, after years of

acrimonious debate, became the standard treatment for those conditions.12

The introduction of cognitive behavior therapy further narrowed the perceived

indications for psychoanalysis.13
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Early empirical studies of personality structure

None of the old theories of personality, however, with the exception of Kretchmer’s

work on body type, was empirically derived, and none was predictive of co-occurring

psychiatric illness, course, or treatment response. Empirical study of personality

development only became practical with the development of factor analysis, a

statistical method permitting a search for patterns of data within a large database.

The inquiry began with the recruitment of large samples of non-ill persons who

were questioned about their habitual responses and feelings in varying circum-

stances. The responses were subjected to factor analysis, and the factors that

emerged (patterns of behavior) were used to develop new questionnaires. The

process was expanded, repeated in different age groups, in both genders, and in

populations worldwide.14 Pioneers in this approach included Francis Galton, Cyril

Burt, Lloyd Thurstone, Raymond Cattell,15 and Gordon Allport. In parallel to this

work, the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) was developed

for clinical use and was widely adopted. However, it mixes illness categories such

as depression and psychosis with scales for hysteria and other traits.16

Early intelligence testing also evolved by similar methodology. In the early

1900s, Alfred Binet was the first to systematically employ such measures.

The work of Lewis Terman at Stanford University revised Binet’s scale as the

Stanford–Binet intelligence test that is still in use.

An extension of the empirical study of normal personality was the work of

Tyrer and Alexander, who used cluster analytic techniques to examine the natural

groupings of persons with personality trait deviation. Unlike the later DSM

formulations, they focused on psychopathology that could be observed, rather

than on the social and interpersonal consequences of abnormal behavior.17 Their

work influenced British psychiatrists, but is little known in the USA.

Recent study of personality

Statistical modeling studies of personality continue to refine the image of per-

sonality structure.18 The factors that have emerged are interpreted within the

conceptual framework that personality traits, like other behavior, are a product of

the brain and have biological meaning. Studies focus on the heritability of traits

and the neurologic structures and functions that underlie traits. Personality

traits are also studied using physiologic and other biologic measures.19 Although

there are no complete animal models of personality, researchers compare human

trait behavior to the highly heritable trait behaviors of laboratory animals.

Gray proposed three fundamental behavioral traits: behavioral activation, behav-

ioral maintenance, and behavioral inhibition as tendencies to react in specific

situations.20
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Several specific neural networks subserving the broad personality traits are

proposed. These networks roughly follow the distribution within frontal–limbic

structures of the major neurotransmitter systems dopamine, norepinephrine, and

serotonin. Behavior inhibition is said to be mediated by serotonin, behavioral

activation by dopamine, and behavioral maintenance by norepinephrine.21

These traits are found in many species, including humans and are strongly and

independently inheritable. Cloninger et al. (1993) further developed the concept

and proposed the temperament dimensions of novelty seeking, harm avoidance and

reward dependence. A centerpiece of this work is the application of behavioral

genetics to personality structure and to individual differences in personality traits.

Behavioral genetic investigators use large samples that permit analysis of small

but meaningful individual differences and complex multiple interactions that

further clarify trait patterns.22 Twin pairs, some reared together and other reared

apart, are assessed for personality trait similarities and differences. Adopted

children are examined to see if they are more like their biological parents and

siblings or more like their adoptive parents. Cross-fostering studies also examine

the similarities and differences among the foster and biological children in

families. Genetic models test the results of the family and twin studies, and

gene mapping assesses likely candidate genes.23 Traits considered to have high

heritability are examined for neurochemical and neuroanatomic relationships.24

Despite the gains made in understanding personality as a grouping of tem-

peraments that are dimensional, psychiatric classifications continues to formulate

personality disorder as categorical. If the person meets a set of criteria the

diagnosis is confirmed. If the person does not meet criteria, personality disorder

is not diagnosed. Based on the ideas of Theodore Millon, DSM-III and subse-

quent iterations offered three major categories, odd–eccentric, dramatic–histrionic,

and anxious–fearful, arranged from most to the least severe. Additional revisions

added organic personality disorder and personality changes secondary to an

identifiable cause. In the DSM-IV, this was changed to personality changes due

to a general medical condition.

However, despite severe criticism of this formulation25 (also see below), pre-

sent and proposed DSM and ICD iterations adhere to the categorical notion of

Axis II and the inclusion of the problematic conditions (e.g. odd–eccentric types)

more from inertia than a lack of understanding.26

Present-day image of normal personality

Personality is a pattern of stable, highly heritable, habitual tendencies to respond to

specific circumstances, particularly those involving reward or non-reward. The ten-

dencies predict how a person will respond most of the time when confronted with
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a new situation (novelty), praise, affection, monetary compensation (rewards), and

punishment, criticism, or disappointment (non-reward). The pattern is individually

characteristic and is formed during the person’s formative years and then changes

little, except when altered by traumatic brain injury or disease (stroke, epilepsy,

chronic mood disorder, degenerative brain disease, and chronic illicit drug use).27

Personality patterns are composed of quantified trait dimensions. The dimen-

sions have low and high poles, indicating the strength of expression. These

“higher-order” dimensions are in turn composed of a number of “lower-order”

subtraits, accounting for the many subtle differences among individuals.28

A person can have a score anywhere on a dimension, most persons scoring in

the middle or normal range for that trait. Low and high scores are by definition

abnormal, reflecting deviation from the norm, not pathology. A score on one trait

does not predict scores on other traits. Persons with several abnormal traits are

defined as having abnormal personalities.

Deviance, however, does not imply disease or dysfunction. Firefighters and

police officers score very high (i.e. abnormal or deviant) on dimensions that

measure exploratory behaviors in novel situations, traits needed to do their jobs.

Similarly, missionaries and relief workers are abnormally high on dimensions of

sentimentality and cooperativeness.29

Personality structure refers to the big traits and their component subtraits. This

structure is shared by all humans as are other body structures, such as the human

face and hand. Males and females have the same basic “floor plan”, and personal-

ity traits are normally distributed in both genders. Women, however, tend to

score higher on traits that measure cooperativeness and the tendency to maintain

behaviors that elicit external reward.30

The number of personality traits and subtraits delineated by research groups

varies, but there is substantial overlap on subtraits and unanimity on the hier-

archical big picture. Eysenck introduced the dimensional construct of personality

to psychiatric diagnosis over 40years ago, defining neuroticism, extraversion, and

psychoticism.31 The traditional factor analytic studies of personality generated

“The 5-factor model” that describes neuroticism, extraversion, openness to

experience, agreeableness, and conscientiousness.32 Cloninger and colleagues

offer a combination of temperaments and character traits. The temperaments

are harm avoidance, novelty seeking, reward dependence, and persistence. The

character traits are self-directedness, cooperativeness, and self-transcendence.33

Siever and Davis and colleagues define four dimensions: emotional dysregulation,

dissocial behavior, anxiety/inhibition, and compulsivity.34 Bedside testing for

personality simplifies this array of overlapping views of trait dimensions.

The neural systems for emotion and personality overlap and personality traits

modulate emotional expression, but emotional expression is also independent of
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personality, and normal persons with dramatically different personalities still

express the same range of emotions. Intelligence also modestly interacts with

personality, the higher a person’s intelligence the lower is the person’s score on

personality measures of conformity.35

Temperament traits have high heritability (about 50%) and each has a putative

neuroanatomic and neurochemical substrate. Two types of gene–environment

interactions are proposed.36

Shared environmental refers to common experience. Shared environment that

is considered culturally and interpersonally typical has only a weak affect on

individual differences in personality development. This includes mostly pre-

school, parent-related experiences. Shared environment, however, plays more of

a role when conditions are pathological, e.g. an abusive or chronically ill parent.37

Non-shared environmental experience substantially impacts trait development.

The impact can be on the phenotypic trait expression or directly on genes by

influencing transcription factors. Examples of non-shared environmental influences

include intrauterine events, illness-related childhood experiences, playground,

school and peer influences, viral infection, and illicit drug use. Individual differences

are explained by the astronomically high possibilities of the combined strengths of

expression of each trait, each the result of gene expression and unique experience.38

Table 14.1 displays some of the more easily recognized traits with high

heritability.

Examining for personality traits

Personality traits are long-standing behaviors. Questions that will accurately elicit

traits need to reflect the continuity of these behaviors. The patient needs to

understand that the examiner is asking about the patient’s typical, most-of-the-time,

everyday self when not ill. Obtaining information from the patient’s perspective and

Table 14.1. Behavioral traits with high heritability

Aggressiveness Nurturance

Altruism Persistence

Assertiveness Physicality

Constraint Reward dependence

Empathy Social closeness

Harm avoidance Sociability

Impulsivity Traditionalism

Leadership Wellbeing

Novelty seeking
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what others might think can provide a picture of the temperament pattern. For

patients with chronic illness, the task is more difficult and may only succeed with

information from family members. Using collateral information is standard in the

assessment of children and adolescents and for patients with cognitive difficulties,

and should not be thought a burden when assessing the patient’s personality.

Because personality traits represent tendencies to behave in circumstances of

reward (e.g. praise, affection, money, and position), or non-reward (e.g. criticism,

coldness, and non-recognition), these kinds of situations become the focus of

questions, rather than the social consequences of the behavior. Asking a person

who grew up in a gang-infested urban area about fighting and using a weapon

may not provide a reliable measure of how aggressive they are. Learning about the

patient’s response to meeting new persons will reveal more about their tempera-

ment than just determining the number of their friends. More specific tempera-

ment questions also focus on the person’s tendency to be irritable, impulsive, and

physical. Three broadly defined behavior areas frame the examination.

Behavioral inhibition. The tendency toward behavioral inhibition with avoid-

ance of situations that are novel, unrewarding or socially difficult is associated

with shyness and anxious–fearfulness (cluster C in Axis II of the DSM). Substan-

tial tendencies toward behavioral inhibition also associates with low assertiveness,

low impulsivity, low physicality and wellbeing, and high constraint and harm

avoidance. It is assessed with questions such as:

“Do you think you’re a nervous person? Are you high-strung?”

“Are you the kind of person who worries a lot . . . who usually worries about all the things

that can go wrong with a plan or activity?”

“Are you an overly cautious person? Do you think about things too much rather than acting?

Are you a timid or shy person?”

“Do others think of you as a nervous/shy/worrying/cautious person?”

“Do you prefer activities that are quiet with little physical activity? Do you get tired easily?”

Behavioral activation. The tendency toward behavioral approach and action

is associated with high risk-taking, novelty seeking, assertiveness and aggressive-

ness, leadership, sociability and being physical. It also associates with low con-

straint and harm avoidance. Persons in the DSM Axis II cluster B category tend to

be high on behavioral activation. It is assessed with questions such as:

“Are you the kind of a person who always likes to be busy . . . to be doing new and exciting

activities, even if there is some risk?”

“Are you a high-energy, enthusiastic person?”

“Are you the kind of person who acts first and thinks about it afterward?”

“Are you quick-tempered and excitable? Do others think of you as an impulsive, excitable,

risk-taking person?”
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Behavioral maintenance. Behavioral maintenance is the tendency to continue

behaviors that are rewarded. The type of rewards to which the person is sensitive

predicts associated traits. Thus some persons with a strong tendency toward

behavioral maintenance will also be high on altruism, empathy, social closeness

and nurturance. Others will be high on persistence. Persons said to have depend-

ent or avoidant personality disorder tend to be high on behavioral maintenance.

Behavioral maintenance is assessed with questions such as:

“Do you think of yourself as a friendly person . . . sensitive . . . unselfish . . . a good friend?”

“Do you prefer to be with people or do you prefer being alone? Do you prefer to work on

your own or with a group of co-workers?”

“Are you sentimental?”

“Are you a hard worker? Do you give up easily or do you stick to the job, even after others

want to give up?”

“Do other people think you’re stubborn . . . reliable . . . cooperative?”

Table 14.2 displays descriptors of persons who are high or low on behavioral

inhibition, activation, and maintenance. When the strength of the trait, high or

low, is substantially distanced from the norm, dysfunction and distress is likely

and the person will meet criteria for personality disorder. Persons high on

behavioral inhibition appear similar to those labeled “anxious–fearful”. Those

high on behavioral activation and low on behavioral maintenance appear similar

to persons with placed in the dramatic–emotional DSM category.

Table 14.2. High and low behavioral traits

Temperament dimension High tendency Low tendency

Behavioral inhibition Anxious, worried, cautious,

restrained, pessimistic, low-

energy, shy, timid, fearful,

full of doubt

Unrestrained, optimistic,

confident, risk-taking,

carefree, energetic, bold and

vigorous, daring,

undaunted

Behavioral activation Impulsive, exploratory and

curious, fickle, extravagant,

disorderly, excitable, quick-

tempered, easily bored,

enthusiastic and exuberant

Orderly, reflective, loyal,

frugal, rigid and

regimented, slow-tempered,

stoical, reserved,

unenthusiastic, tolerant

Behavioral maintenance Warm, good-hearted, loving,

sensitive, dedicated,

attached, industrious and

diligent

Cold, detached, unfriendly,

insensitive, indifferent,

independent, lazy, easily

deterred
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Deviance without psychopathology

Deviance indicates behaviors and characteristics that are not exhibited by the

majority of the population. It does not automatically denote psychopathology.

While psychopathology is always deviant, not all deviance is psychopathology.

AVegan has deviant eating behavior because the majority of persons are omnivo-

rous. In contrast, an individual who does not eat meat and other animal products

because he believes that all meat products are contaminated as part of a govern-

ment conspiracy is likely delusional, and his deviant eating behavior indicates

psychopathology.

In diverse societies, distinguishing deviance reflecting non-pathological variabil-

ity from deviance reflecting illness is challenging. Many deviant sexual behaviors,

for example, reflect obsessive–compulsive disorder and other illnesses. Many are

non-pathological variants, and some are discussed here.

Gender identity and sexual orientation

Normal human sexual development requires the compatibility between genetic sex

(sex chromosomes), gonads (testes or ovaries), genitalia (external and internal

sex organs), other secondary sexual characteristics, and the congruent subjective

experience of the gender. Gender consists of the identified sex of the person, and

the person’s gender role behaviors and sexual orientation (hetero- or homosexual).

While gender identity is modestly shaped by family and cultural influences

such as rearing practices, peer gender-specific behaviors and individual traits,

endogenous-generated developmental hormones elicit the process of sexual dif-

ferentiation in humans.39 Gender-specific steroids during the perinatal period,

particularly testosterone, are crucial for the dimorphism of sexual behavior (male

or female) in adulthood40 and sexually dimorphic human brain structures

develop between 4 and 7months of gestation.41

Subjective gender identity incongruent with the assigned gender based on

the appearance of the gentilia or their genetic sex is also under developmental

hormonal influences.42 In partial androgen insensitivity syndromes (a receptor

problem), gender identity may be male or female with incongruity eliciting

dysphoric states.43 Persons with complete androgen sensitivity disorder are raised

as females and do not exhibit confusion about gender identity.

Homosexuality

About 90% of humans are heterosexual, 1–2% are homosexual, and the rest are

somewhere on the spectrum between the two distinct sexual orientations.

Homosexuality is found in humans and many other species.44 A genetic effect

is proposed based on its presence in many species, and in humans the high
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concordance among twins, increased prevalence in families of homosexual per-

sons, and evidence of matrilineal heritability.45 Sexually dimorphic brain struc-

tures of homosexual persons are less masculinized in male homosexuals.46

A selective advantage of a “gay” genotype is proposed that parallels the construct

of sickle-cell trait versus sickle-cell disease, the heterozygote having some selective

advantage (e.g. being more attractive to the opposite gender). Among exclusive

homosexuals, kin altruism is the proposed advantage, gay aunts and uncles

without offspring providing extra resources to their nieces and nephews.47

Homosexuality is not a lifestyle choice, nor is it considered a form of illness by

most neuroscientists. Psychoanalytic explanations of homosexuality are discredited.

Homosexual persons, however, are at greater risk for sexually transmitted disease.48

Their suicide rates may also be higher.49 Studies comparing homosexual and hetero-

sexual drug abusers have foundmore severe drug abuse, anxiety and risk of suicide in

homosexuals.50 Homosexual men also have increased risk of suicide even without

substance abuse.51 HIV or AIDS status does not significantly increase rates of

depression in homosexual men, but homosexual men as a group do experience

increased anxiety and depression.52

Transsexualism

Transsexuals are persons whose subjective experience of gender identity does not

match their assigned gender at birth based on their normal external sexual

characteristics. Transsexuals that come to medical attention state that nature

has played a terrible trick on them and that they are “trapped” in a body of the

other gender. The condition is rare, with the assigned male feeling female

the more common situation.53

Transsexual persons experience their gender inconsistency early in life. Parents

of boys with gender identity disorders report that at a very young age the boys

insisting on being treated as girls and being dressed as girls.54 Twin studies find

increased heritability for gender identity disorder.55 Genetically male transsexuals

show a female pattern in sexually dimorphic nuclei of the hypothalamus, indicating

an effect occurring during a critical stage of fetal development. Non-transsexual

adult males who take estrogen for medical reasons do not show this pattern.56

DSM-IV uses the term gender identity disorder and requires the individual to

exhibit significant distress or impairment in functioning without a concurrent

physical intersex condition (see below). Increased anxiety and depression is

reported in some transsexual persons and is termed gender dysphoria. This usually

resolves after successful sexual reassignment surgery. Some patients, however, are

reported to have co-occurring psychotic disorder with the transsexualism con-

sidered an epiphenomenon of the psychosis.57 There is no significant increase in

illicit drug use or alcohol abuse.58
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Intersex

Persons identified as “intersex” have ambiguous external sexual characteristics.

The condition is defined as a “congenital anomaly of the reproductive and sexual

system”. Intersex persons are born with external genitalia, internal reproductive

organs, and endocrine systems that are deviant. There is no single intersex

condition, and the term includes a wide variety of degrees of abnormality.

Intersex is not an identity condition and intersex persons are biologically male

or female and have a male or female identity.59

Normal personality under difficult circumstances

Life is not without difficulties. Death, separation, illness, social adversity, natural

disasters are all stressful. Under stress, human behavior changes, sometimes

dramatically. Dramatic changes under such circumstances, however, should not

automatically be interpreted as deviant or psychopathological. That determi-

nation is made in the cultural context of the situation and the person’s previous

experience and circumstances. Patient 14.1 illustrates.

Patient 14.1

A psychiatry consult was requested by a surgical team to evaluate the capacity

of a 56-year-old man to “refuse” care. The patient, a cancer survivor, was

re-hospitalized because of fever of unknown origin, and after several days of

extensive testing a complicated biopsy was recommended. The patient, demor-

alized and fatigued by the days of fever and testing, initially agreed, but asked

his surgeons for a day or two advanced notification to “prepare” himself.

On each of the previous three days when he asked if the biopsy was scheduled,

he was told “not yet”. Then without notification, on a Monday morning, an

aide with a stretcher came to the patient’s room to bring him to the biopsy

suite. The patient, distraught and angry, refused. The psychiatric evaluation

found him to be behaviorally and cognitively normal.

Bereavement

Normal bereavement and melancholia share some features (e.g. sadness, poor

sleeping and appetite). Melancholia, however, is characterized by an abnormal

emotional state that has a “life of its own” and a subjective quality that differs

from the sadness following the death of a loved one. Motor, cognitive, and

vegetative signs also define melancholia. Abnormal bereavement as defined in

present classification is melancholic depression, transcends culture, and is a poor

term that confuses illness with normal mourning behavior.
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Normal bereavement is best understood within the context of the sufferer’s

family and culture. Cultural rituals, religious and family beliefs associated with

death and dying, and the person’s family role (e.g. dependent, head-of-household)

shape normal bereavement. The circumstances of the death also affect the bereaved

(e.g. suicide is less acceptable than accidental death). Patient 14.2 illustrates.

Patient 14.2

A 22-year-old Asian-American college student committed suicide by jumping

from a third floor balcony. He had seen a college counselor for depression,

who had recommended treatment. When the patient related his sadness to his

family, however, he was told to work hard and pray. Immediately before his

death, he asked his roommate to have lunch with him, but the roommate said

he was busy and unable to go. After his death, the family refused to admit that

he had committed suicide and erroneously maintained that his roommate and

best friend had accidentally killed him by pushing him off the balcony.

Bereavement is worsened when the death is unexpected, random (e.g. in drive-by

shootings), or involves other deaths (e.g. school shooting). The death of a long-

time spouse has adverse social network consequences as well as being a personal

loss. The death of a spouse may elicit greater sorrow than the death of a friend.

The death of a parent is more traumatic for young children and adolescents than

it is for adult children.60 The death of one’s child elicits a greater mourning than

the death of a parent.61

Bereavement also varies in intensity and in associated behaviors across cul-

tures, but is stereotypic within cultures. In Northern Europe, stoicism is the

norm. The Irish typically throw a party where the participants often cry and

laugh simultaneously. Telling humorous stories is in fashion at public memorials.

In the Middle East, mourners scream, beat their chests, tear their hair, and

collapse. Political and religious cults demand rapturous behavior in response to

the death of their leaders.

Cultures vary in their display rules and have varying degrees of tolerance for

expressing grief.62 For example, a comparison of grief symptoms in Spanish and

US men and women found that although both groups perceived loss of a loved

one similarly, persons in the USA reported a more negative impact of bereave-

ment, feeling more sense of loss, anger, loneliness, confusion, and guilt. Spaniards

were more likely to accept mortality.63

Terminal illness

Patients during the terminal phase of illness experience anxiety and sadness.

Cancer patients are the most studied. They, as other patients when terminally
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ill, also have concerns about family, friends, their body image, pain, finances,

and how they will die. They may express guilt about a low mood and sadness,

their anxiety and being slowed down and being unable to work and earn.64 They

may appear depressed, but demoralization is most likely, followed by depressive-

like syndromes due to paraneoplastic disease and malnutrition. Consultant

psychiatrists are often asked to see such patients to prescribe antidepressants

and anxiolytics as if the behaviors were always signs of pathology. Patient 8.1,

the Scottish woman who awoke weeks after her surgery to find her life dramatic-

ally altered, only needed “cheering up”. Another example of demoralization

follows.

Patient 14.3

A 49-year-old woman with incapacitating COPD was hospitalized for fever

and a possible lung tumor. At baseline she was mildly anxious and demoral-

ized. A bronchoscopy was advised, but in the discussion of potential problems

from the procedure, the patient was told that her pulmonary status was so

poor that the procedure might precipitate the need for intubation and that

should that occur she might never be off a respirator. That possibility led to

her refusal, even after being told that she might die in her present state.

A psychiatry consultant was asked to evaluate her capacity.65

The patient, in bed and receiving nasal oxygen, was found to be alert,

anxious, and tearful. She denied depression or being suicidal, but declared

her life was already too restricted and the risk of permanently being on a

respirator to be overwhelming: “The only thing left to me is talking to my

children.” Although she had some cognitive problems (e.g. poor animal naming

and delayed recall), she understood the procedure, why it was recommended,

her present state of health, and the possible consequences if the bronchoscopy

was not done and no further treatments prescribed. The psychiatry consultant

considered her to have the capacity to make the decision and recommended

counseling, which the patient readily accepted.

Divorce

In societies in which divorce is highly stigmatized, more shame and guilt is

experienced by divorcing couples. In male-dominated cultures the consequences

are greater for women. Societies where divorce is more accepted, persons experi-

ence relief or anger depending on the conditions under which the divorce is

taking place.

Divorced couples experience signs and symptoms similar to bereavement. The

conflict between parents, loss of daily contact with one parent, and disruption of

routines and place of residence associated with divorce affect children, who also
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experience signs and symptoms similar to bereavement. Children of divorced

parents, depending on their age, exhibit sadness and aggressiveness, and transient

academic difficulties.66 Unless persistent, these behaviors do not indicate

psychopathology.

Natural disaster

Acute stress reactions are common in persons who have been in a natural disaster

(e.g. flood, tornado, and hurricane). These reactions are characterized by anxiety,

sadness, and sleep disturbances, tremulousness, feeling of “shock” and numbness,

and health-related complaints.67

Typically, symptoms abate within a month and for most such persons com-

munity support is all that is needed. The symptoms should not be considered

psychopathology, as most persons under severe stress experience them and in

most persons the symptoms resolve. Only a small proportion of persons with

acute stress-related features develop chronic psychopathology following natural

disasters.68 The most salient risk factor for chronic PTSD is previous psychiatric

illness. Other risk factors are female gender and the intensity of the subjective

response to the acute trauma.69

Body injury

Painful and disfiguring body injury from accident, assault, and medical proced-

ures also elicit acute stress responses characterized by sleep disturbance, anxiety,

and sadness.70 In children conduct problems and cognitive difficulties also

occur.71 A third to a half of burn victims experience a disabling stress response,

particularly if the face is involved. Persons with pre-burn depressive illness or

abnormal personality traits of low behavioral activation and high behavioral

inhibition are at increased risk.72

Sexual trauma

Sexual traumas in childhood and adulthood have similar outcomes.73 Sexual

trauma in childhood is associated with subsequent depressive illness, eating and

chronic anxiety disorder, substance abuse, and lability of emotional expression,

impulsivity, and self-injury that elicits the diagnosis of borderline personality.

Likely contributing factors rarely considered in studies of such patients are the

high heritability of the behaviors and the effects of chronic trauma and substance

abuse on the maturation of brain systems subserving the behaviors.74 Assessment

by standardized personality scales finds women who experienced childhood

sexual trauma to be high on traits of behavioral inhibition and low on behavioral

activation.75 Chronic PTSD, non-melancholic depression, and to a lesser extent

eating disorder may follow rape in adulthood.76
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Combat, torture, and terrorist attack

Severe stress elicits a stress response in normal persons. A third to 50% of victims

experience persistent symptoms up to 18months post-trauma.77 Alcoholism is

common among combat veterans with persistent stress response symptoms, and

this may contribute to the smaller hippocampal volumes reported in these

persons.78 Dissociative experiences during and immediately after the trauma are

associated with intense panic during the event,79 and may predict chronic

symptoms, as does previous psychiatric illness,80 persistent memory difficulties,81

and brain injury from the event.82

Summary

Normal personality represents a complex interaction between maturational envir-

onment factors (e.g. parental care, nutrition and general medical health, unique

experience early in life) and substantial genetic influences (e.g. multiple small

genes with an additive effect83) that lead to characteristic individualized response

patterns. The maturation process mostly occurs during the first two decades of

life, and after that personality changes little.

Personality represents a pattern of behavioral traits that are dimensional and

there is no precise cut-off point for a low or high trait. Personality traits are

also hierarchical. Several broad, more easily described traits (e.g. behavioral

inhibition) are each composed of a number of more behaviorally refined traits

(e.g. restraint, pessimism). The refined traits are used as descriptors in the

examination of personality.

NOTES

1 Phillippe Pinel, appointed in 1793 as the director of the Bicêtre, Paris’ asylum for the insane,

is famous for his reforms and humane treatment of the mentally ill, literally releasing them

from their chains. He cited this quote from a well-known encyclopedist of that era in a 1791

monograph (Pinel, 1791) decrying the knee-jerk responses to the mentally ill. It could easily

apply to the diagnostic approach of present classifications.

Pinel introduced the procedure of daily rounds and careful note taking. He may have been

the first physician caring for the mentally ill to require psychiatric case histories and the

keeping of hospital records.

2 Kolb and Whishaw (1996), pages 6–8.

3 Kretschmer (1925); Sheldon and Stevens (1942). Sheldon’s ectomorph (lanky and fragile)

was associated with low energy, schizoid traits and schizophrenia. His endomorph (round

and soft) was associated with good humor and manic-depressive illness. Mesomorphs

(muscular) were associated with antisocial personality.
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4 Prichard (1833).

5 Shorter (2005), pages 213–14.

6 Schneider (1950; 1959, pp. 15–28).

7 Jung espoused the notion of a “collective unconscious”, a pattern of inborn predispositions

common to all persons that derive from an ancestral source. The collective unconscious

shaped all behavior via ancestral memories or “archetypes”. Adler considered a universal

striving to compensate for basic inferiority feelings (the “inferiority complex”) as the
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15

Abnormal trait behaviors: personality
disorder

Abnormal personality implies deviation from some notion we have of average personality.

The criterion for normality represents an average not a standard. Abnormal personalities merge

without any sharp dividing line into what is commonly described as normal.1

Abnormal personality is a distortion of normal personality traits. It derives from

similar influences as normal personality, maturating in a similar fashion as do other

physical attributes (e.g. height, body shape). Unless resulting from brain trauma or

disease, abnormal personality is not associated with identifiable neuropathology.

Thus personality disorder has substantial heritability (about 50–60%), with non-

shared environmental factors having an important influence on expression.2

Traits are dimensional, not categorical. There are no absolute cut-off points, for

example, for a small or large nose, a short or tall stature, or low or high strength of

a personality trait. The “average” person is in the median range for most traits.3

An abnormal trait is a statistical deviation from the average and does not

necessarily indicate disease or dysfunction. Almost all professional basketball players

are abnormal (deviant) in height. What is considered “very tall” or “very short”,

however, is relative to the average height of the population fromwhich tall and short

are judged. The European of average height is considered by most Southeastern

Asians to be tall. Deviant personality traits are also relative to what is understood as

“normal”. The cultural anthropologist Ruth Benedict described cultures in which

heightened suspiciousness, theft and lying were considered laudable.4

Social and cultural norms evolved under the influence of the expected norms of

temperament. Thus, persons with abnormal temperaments will often have inter-

personal difficulties conflicting with these norms.5 Because personality changes

little once formed, the problems elicited by the abnormal temperament traits

recur often.

The descriptors of abnormal temperaments and the problems they elicit are

used to classify personality disorders. The DSM and the ICD recognize the

present-day understanding of personality in their brief introductory discussions
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to personality disorders, but then explicitly ignore the dimensional construct in

the formulation and details of the personality disorder axes.

The problems with present personality disorder classifications

The problems with the present classification of personality disorders are funda-

mental and cannot be fixed with cosmetic change. The structure is at variance

with the science.10 Table 15.1 summarizes the problems in the DSM Axis II.

False positive and negative diagnosis

Using the categorical structure to classify personality disorders rather than a

dimensional construct is a fundamental error generating many of the difficulties

associated with the present system.11 In categorical grouping, if the patient has

a certain number of problems he is identified as having that personality disorder.

If he has one less problem he does not have the personality disorder. This “you

Table 15.1. Problems with “Axis II”

Problem Consequences

Diagnostic unreliability Personality disorder diagnoses have poor reliability in

general clinical practice6 leading to false positive

diagnoses (e.g. patients with low-grade manic-depression

incorrectly identified as having borderline personality

disorder). False negative conclusions occur when

maladaptive traits go unrecognized.

Excessive co-occurrence Many patients simultaneously meet criteria for several

personality disorders, eliciting diagnostic confusion

and poor treatment.7

Heterogeneity within personalities Patients who share the same personality disorder

diagnosis can be dissimilar in trait behavior. Tarred with

the same brush, they receive similar prescriptions and

prognoses but require different treatment approaches

(e.g. antisocial personality is based on social

consequences not observable behavior; a cold-blooded

psychopath and an illicit drug user receive the same

label and societal response).8

Unstable and arbitrary

boundaries

Stability over time varies and the NOS designation is the

most frequently used diagnosis in clinical practice.9

Mixing deviance from illness

with deviance from trait

Patients with Cluster A diagnoses have low-grade illnesses,

not deviant trait behavior. The prognostic and treatment

implications are substantial and prevention strategies

and treatments are not considered.
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either have it or not” system misleads clinicians, particularly when the patient’s

behaviors are not prototypical,12 and results in false negative (Patient 15.1) and

false positive (Patient 15.2) conclusions.

Patient 15.1

A senior business executive was being treated for a non-melancholic depression

that began after he was asked to resign from his position because of difficulties

with upper management. The patient had long-standing interpersonal prob-

lems. Superficially charming, he often manipulated the affections of others to

obtain what he wanted, withdrawing his attention when he found others no

longer useful. Friends and colleagues eventually avoided him. He said “every-

thing is fair in business”, and if people were “stupid” that was not his fault.

He frequently asked his subordinates to manipulate the books to cheat his

vendors. He believed “you are guilty only if you get caught and the law is for

stupid people”. He was the only child of wealthy parents. He went to an Ivy

League school, joined a fraternity, and according to him was a typical “frat boy”

who drank heavily though under age, used illicit drugs, vandalized neighbor’s

homes, and frequented prostitutes, bragging that he was never caught. Hemarried

a family friend because “it was good for the business”; however, over the years

he had several extra-marital affairs for which he showed no remorse.

Patient 15.1 exhibits the classic features of antisocial personality: manipulating

others, disregard for the law and ethical considerations, and lack of remorse.

Coming from a wealthy background, however, he avoided some of the situations

included in the DSM criteria such as “repeated physical fights or assaults”, “use

of aliases”, “reckless disregard for safety of self or others”, “evidence of conduct

disorder with onset before age 16 years”. These criteria overly stress behaviors

most likely seen in persons from low socio-economic backgrounds.13

Patient 15.2

A 56-year-old divorced man was hospitalized with the diagnosis of borderline

personality disorder. The index hospitalization and his several previous admis-

sions followed multiple self-inflicted superficial cuts to his arm. Although he

endorsed feeling depressed, he denied suicidal thoughts and had not attempted

suicide. He had a long history of interpersonal difficulties including problems

with women friends and problems in his marriage. He said his wife thought he

was too “needy”. He would become extremely angry if she did not agree to his

demands. For the past 10 years he drank alcohol excessively.

On the inpatient unit, the patient was agitated and anxious. He did not want

to be left alone in his room and needed constant reassurance and direction

from nursing staff. His slept and ate poorly. He was apprehensive and his
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mood non-reactive. Until 10 years before, his “personality problems” occurred

episodically and always in association with a disturbed mood. He had a strong

family history of depressive illness and suicide. In early hospitalizations he

was treated with psychotherapy alone, while in later admissions haloperidol

and fluphenazine were prescribed.

In the index hospitalization, the patient’s difficulties during the previous

10 years, including alcohol abuse, were considered expressions of a mood

disorder, rather than deviations in trait behavior. He received bilateral ECT

and had a full remission.

Diagnostic instability

DSM and ICD personality disorder diagnoses are unstable. A person may meet

criteria one year, not the next, and meet criteria again a few years later.14 Patients

“fluctuate” in and out of the diagnostic categories over time. Deviant dimensional

personality traits are more stable.15 A study of four different personality disorders

for fixed and changeable criteria found that certain behaviors are prevalent and

fixed while others are not common and are changeable. Among patients with

schizotypal and paranoid personality disorders, thought content and unusual

experiences were most prevalent and least changeable over time, while constricted

affect was uncommon and varied in its presence over time, suggesting the criteria

for these categories are a combination of traits and illness behavior.16

Diagnoses within specific clusters are also indistinct, and about 40% of persons

who receive one personality disorder diagnosis also meet criteria for a second,

whereas studies of the patterns of dimensional traits find that a person has only

one pattern that changes little over a lifetime.17 A person who receives a diagnosis

of narcissistic personality disorder, for example, may also meet the criteria for

histrionic personality disorder.18 A patient who is diagnosed as borderline per-

sonality disorder when depressed may receive a diagnosis of histrionic personality

disorder when no longer depressed.19 Using a dimensional system to assess person-

ality typically elicits stable diagnoses over repeated examinations.20

The categorical criteria are also poorly drafted, mixing characteristic behaviors

with the non-specific consequences of many behaviors. The borderline patient,

for example, is said to be impulsive with affective instability and to have a history

of poor interpersonal relationships. While the association may be causal, poor

interpersonal relationships have many causes.

Present classification of personality disorders

The defining construct for the personality disorders is “marked deviation” (not

operationally defined) that affects impulse control, interpersonal functioning,
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affectivity, or “ways of perceiving and interpreting self, other people, and events”

and which are long-standing, stable, and maladaptive. No behavior included in

the criteria is pathogonomonic, but patterns of behavior are characteristic.

Present classification offers 10 personality disorders in 3 categories arranged

by severity, with odd–eccentric personality disorders (Cluster A) the most severe,

followed by dramatic–emotional (Cluster B) and then anxious–fearful personality

disorders (Cluster C). The severity continuum is not clinically meaningful.

The categorical criteria descriptors for the personality disorders mix past conse-

quences of behavioral problemswith behavior that can be assessed in the behavioral

examination. The latter are detailed below and in Tables 15.2, 15.3, and 15.4.

Cluster A

Cluster A should be eliminated from Axis II. These conditions are likely low-

grade states of illness best considered within Axis I.21 For example, persons with

schizotypal personality have common psychopathology, family history illness

patterns, cognitive abnormalities and brain volume changes similar to patients

with chronic schizophrenia.22

The modest heritability found for Cluster A conditions is consistent with the

substantial heritability determined for their associated Axis I conditions. The milder

forms of an illness found to be more common than the severe forms and to have less

heritability.23 Schizotypal personality, however, is reported to aggregate in the first-

degree relatives of persons with schizophrenia and also in the families of persons

with mood disorder, suggesting it is a heterogeneous category representing low-

grade states of several illnesses.24

A common behavioral denominator of Cluster A is reduced expression and

restricted range of emotions. Cluster A categories are associated with the psychotic

Table 15.2. Cluster A observable behaviors

Paranoid Schizoid Schizotypal

Emotional range restricted

Irritability

Hypervigilant and

detail-focused

Low-grade suspiciousness;

mistrustful

Bears grudges for real and

imagined slights

Fearful of attack or infidelity

Preoccupied with concerns

Reduced emotional expression

Does not express warm feelings

or tenderness

Poor rapport

Indifferent

Low sex drive

Prefers to be alone

Reduced emotional

expression

Low-grade

suspiciousness

Ideas of reference

Illusions and perceptual

distortions

Circumstantial, low

content speech

Culturally deviant beliefs
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disorders, but paranoid personality disorder is also seen in some epileptics, in long-

term heavy drinkers, and chronic abusers of inhalants.28 Schizotypal personality

disorder is also seen in some epileptics and in chronic abusers of hallucinogens.

Bleuler considered schizoid personality to be an early sign of schizophrenia. It is

also associated with autistic spectrum disorders.29

Patient 15.3 meets DSM criteria for schizotypal personality disorder.

Patient 15.3

A 34-year-old man worked only several hours weekly in a transitional center

of a large community mental health system. He spoke in a soft voice and

often about being clairvoyant and seeing scurrying creatures from the

corners of his eyes. His speech was vague. He used few nouns and specific

content, and it was difficult to follow his train of thought. He had no friends,

lived alone, and interacted only with the center staff that he knew. He never

experienced any psychotic symptoms, although he was prescribed antipsy-

chotic medication.

Cluster B

Cluster B personality disorders represent two groupings: (1) narcissistic/antisocial/

histrionic, and (2) borderline.

The narcissistic/antisocial/histrionic group is characterized by egocentric and

excitable behavior, high behavioral activation and low inhibition. The narcissistic

personality criteria are mostly interpretive and historical and may not be observed

or clearly elicited during the examination.

Histrionic personality disorder has the longest history, described originally as

hysterical personality. Such persons were characterized as egocentric, affectively

labile, exhibitionistic, dramatic, excitable, emotionally shallow, flirtatious but

Table 15.3. Cluster B observable behaviors

Antisocial Borderline Histrionic Narcissistic

Impulsive Impulsive Rapid mood shifts Lack of empathy

Irritable and aggressive

Cold and callous

Lack of remorse

and sympathy

Signs of vanity and

self-indulgence25

Self-decoration26

Evasive historian

Affective

instability

Irritable and

aggressive

Signs of self-injury

Exaggerated emotional

expression

Signs of vanity and

self-indulgence

Self-decoration

Flirtatious

Impressionistic

historian27

Arrogant manner

Self-absorbed

Manipulative

Controlling and

impressionistic

historian
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sexually frigid, dependent, and suggestible.30 Other authors added impulsive,

impressionistic, reckless, and attention-seeking, including self-injurious behavior

and “wishing to be ill”.31 The validity of these observations is unclear. The persons

described are invariably women and the physicians offering the descriptions

mostly men. In dismissing the sexist implications of this demographic, Trimble

writes of the descriptors of hysterical personality:

In its florid form this style is easily recognized (the essence of femininity – hence the feminists’

revolt!), but some authors have revealed these trait patterns as identifiable factors using

personality questionnaires in population studies.

Antisocial and histrionic personality disorders reflect similar temperament

patterns (high novelty seeking/behavioral activation and low harm avoidance/

behavioral inhibition), but expressed differently by gender. Both categories are

found in members of the same pedigrees, indicating a familial if not a genetic

shared disposition. Both are co-morbid with about 25% of persons with each

personality disorder also meeting criteria for the other. Persons placed in these

categories are at greater risk for somatization and conversion disorder diag-

noses.32 Cluster B traits are also associated with bulimic symptoms.33 In the scant

reports of serial killers, most meet criteria for antisocial personality.34

Borderline personality is a heterogeneous class. Many such persons suffer from

an early onset, chronic and less episodic mood disorder. Biologic markers and

treatment studies support this view.35 Other patients with the label have traits

of high behavioral activation (novelty seeking) and low behavioral inhibition

(harm avoidance) that encourages taking high risks resulting in brain dysfunction

from illicit drug use36 or traumatic brain injury.37 These conditions in turn

exaggerate their other personality traits of impulsiveness and aggressiveness,

resulting in a combination of state and trait behaviors.38 The end result is that

treatments for traits (cognitive and dialectic behavior therapy) are unsuccessfully

applied to illness.

The borderline criteria also include psychological interpretations (e.g. avoiding

imagined abandonment, alternating idealization and devaluation) and symptoms

of illness (e.g. “paranoid ideation or severe dissociative symptoms”). The term is

a remnant of psychoanalytic theorizing of a relationship between neurosis and

psychosis. It should be eliminated.

Cluster C

Cluster C personality disorders also represent two groupings: avoidant/dependent

and obsessive–compulsive. The cluster is associated with the anxiety disorders

and non-melancholic depressions.39 Almost all criteria are the consequences of

implied, but never detailed, temperament traits. A common temperament theme
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for avoidant and dependent personalities is high harm avoidance (behavioral inhib-

ition). While obsessive–compulsive personality also shares high harm avoidance

behaviors, it is best considered an expression of illness within the OCD spectrum.

Personality deviations and associated psychopathology

Deviance on several personality dimensions is associated with psychopathology.

Dimensions of neuroticism and harm avoidance have been shown to predict non-

melancholic depression.40 Extraversion and novelty seeking are associated with

conduct disorder and drug abuse.41 Table 15.5 displays other associations.

Abnormal personality from illness or injury

“Epileptic” personalities42

Up to 60% of patients with epilepsy are reported to exhibit permanent changes

in personality after several decades of illness.

The adhesive or viscous personality is characterized by perseveration, stubborn-

ness, a narrow field of interest and attention, loss of humor (humorless sobriety),

circumstantial and cliché-filled speech, and a pedantic dry manner. Such patients

are plodding and repetitive in their conversations, which are limited to one or two

topics that are over-valued and constantly expressed at the slightest opportunity.

They seem compelled to begin the conversation, to exhaust the topic regardless of

previous iterations, and are reluctant to stop. Nothing is trivial. They lose sight of

the “big picture” or the concept of their topic or theme, and focus on minutiae.

Every detail must be mulled over. They “stick” to the topic and to the person to

whom they are speaking. They are adhesive. They plod through their interactions

and thoughts as if embedded in some “viscous” substance.

Table 15.4. Cluster C observable behaviors

Avoidant Dependent Obsessive–compulsive

Inhibited (low spontaneity in

conversation and actions, reduced

emotional expression)

Low energy

“Mild” mannered

Appears anxious

Indecisive

Unassertive

Submissive

Provides overly detailed responses to

the examiner’s questions; has

difficulty providing “yes” or “no”

answers to relatively simple questions

May be overly formal

Rigid and stubborn; not open

to examiner’s suggestions

Reduced emotional expression
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Patients with chronic manic-depressive illness have similar personality

changes, but less severe in expression. They too are circumstantial and adhesive.

Like patients with chronic seizure disorder, they may keep copious notes of their

medical treatments and illness experiences. Diaries of repetitive minutiae can take

up several bookshelves (hypergraphia). Libido is lost and they are said to be

hyposexual. They may focus attention on esoteric philosophic or theological

topics beyond their training and understanding but they are compelled to talk

about them (pseudo-profundity).48

A paranoid personality developing late in life has also been reported in persons

with chronic limbic system disease. Such persons are moody and irritable, quarrel-

some, spiteful, suspicious, and malicious. They hold grudges, vigorously protest

mild or imagined slights and become litigious. They can become the “neighbor-

hood cranks”. Alcoholism can also elicit these trait changes.

An emotional personality is also described in a small number of persons with

seizure disorder. The change in personality is characterized by a subjective

deepening of all emotions with sustained intense emotional expression. They

cry at any sentiment. Witzelsucht occurs. Deep religious beliefs, for the first time,

become central to their lives leading to interpersonal difficulties.

Personality change associated with traumatic brain disease

Personality changes are common following moderate to severe traumatic brain

injury (TBI), particularly when frontal lobe circuitry is involved. Table 15.6 lists

the characteristic personality changes following TBI. In children, TBI elicits

personality changes associated with attention deficits and hyperactivity.49

Table 15.5. Deviant temperament dimensions and psychopathology

Deviant dimension(s) Associated psychopathology

High activation (high novelty seeking) Use of stimulants including caffeine, nicotine and

illicit drugs; alcohol abuse; conduct disorder in

children; somatoform disorders in adults;

pathological gambling43

High inhibition (high harm avoidance) Anxiety disorders; non-melancholic depression;

abuse of alcohol and anxiolytic drugs;

migraine44

Low activation (low novelty seeking) and

high inhibition (high harm avoidance)

Similar to high harm-avoidance; atopic

dermatitis;45 eating disorder;46 late-

onset alcoholism but no substance abuse47

High maintenance (reward dependence)

and high inhibition (harm avoidance)

Similar to low novelty seeking and high

harm avoidance; victims of abuse
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Personality change associated with stroke

Like TBI, stroke can result in changes in personality, particularly large or multiple

strokes in anterior brain regions. Changes are the same seen following TBI.52

“Frontal lobe” personality

Persons with frontal lobe disease commonly exhibit personality changes charac-

terized by disinhibition or apathy (Table 15.7).53

Patient 15.4 had personality changes associated with frontal lobe disease.

He had little evidence of a defined mood disorder and his changed behaviors

were pervasive and persistent, as are personality traits.

Patient 15.4

A 63-year-old man was being treated at a psychiatric clinic following a

traumatic brain injury. Brain imaging revealed atrophy in his left frontal lobe.

During one of the visits, his wife became extremely angry with him and

complained to the psychiatrist that since her husband’s injury it had become

intolerable to live with him. A quiet person before the injury, he had become

“a racist”. He frequently made socially inappropriate racial comments and

used racial epithets. He also spoke loudly about women’s breasts.

The patient exhibited no sustained irritability or euphoria. He had no pressure

of speech or evidence of psychosis. His sleep and appetite were normal.

Table 15.6. Personality changes after TBI50

Lateral orbital prefrontal injury (40%):* Irritability and episodic dyscontrol and unplanned

violence; tendency toward suspiciousness, emotional lability, restlessness and impulsiveness;

self-destructive and unrealistic in plans; lacking insight; childishly self-centered, insensitive

toward others, overly talkative and exuberant

Dorsolateral prefrontal injury (10–30%): Lack of spontaneity and initiative, loss of drive,

ambition and interests, sluggish, socially isolative, dysphoric

Note:

*Numbers in () are incidence figures.

Table 15.7.51 Features of frontal lobe personality

Irritable, insensitive toward the feelings of others with a loss of social

graces, neglectful of appearance

Inappropriately jocular, indifferent, placid, minimizes difficulties

Impulsive, unpredictable, impatient, increased rule-breaking, demanding,

aggressive, “pseudopsychopathic”

Reduced interests, more pleasant and sentimental
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Personality deviations associated with Parkinson’s disease

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a prevalent neurodegenerative disorder that affects mil-

lions of persons.54 Non-motor features of anxiety and depression occur in 30–50%

of sufferers,55 and may precede the motor features by 5–10years.56

Many sufferers of PD also show personality changes that precede the appear-

ance of motor abnormalities. These changes have been recognized since the

nineteenth century: patients are described as rigid, stoic, slow-tempered, frugal

and orderly. They are reported to exhibit emotional and attitudinal inflexibility,

muted emotional expression and a predisposition to depressive illness.57 It is

unclear whether this characteristic personality is independent of the disease

process, predisposes the person to PD, or whether it is an early expression of

the disease representing subtle basal ganglia dopamine deficiency.58

Personality and alcohol and drug use

Personality plays a substantial role in whether a person regularly drinks alcohol or

uses brain-altering drugs. The “addictive personality”, however, is an over-simplified

notion, and different trait patterns are associated with different addiction risks.

“Addictive” personality traits

Persons who abuse and become dependent on alcohol, or who regularly use illicit

drugs, often exhibit abnormal personality traits. Early-onset alcohol abuse

(during adolescence or shortly afterward) is identified as type II alcoholism.

Late-onset alcoholism (onset after age 30) is termed type I alcoholism.59 Early-

onset alcoholics are characterized as outgoing, emotionally labile, curious, impul-

sive, and risk-taking. They are constantly looking for new, self-pleasing experiences

and adventures. They tend to be uncooperative in group activities, having little

desire to please others. They have difficulty beginning and completing long-term

efforts (e.g. graduating from college) and employment that they do not enjoy.60

They cannot delay gratification.

Although superficially gregarious, they have difficulty establishing close interper-

sonal relationships. They have many acquaintances (usually drinking or partying

“buddies”), but few if any close friends. Unlike persons who do not abuse alcohol

until later in life, the early-onset alcoholic exhibits high behavioral activation and

low behavioral inhibition.61

In contrast, persons who begin to abuse alcohol later in life are found to be

passive and dependent. They have anxious–fearful traits, are sentimental, sensitive,

and overly eager to please others.62 Some have anxiety disorder, and the abuse is an

effort to self-medicate. Such persons may also have a partner who abuses alcohol.63
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Regular users of illicit drugs and other substances (e.g. inhalants) have personality

traits similar to early-onset alcoholics, but with more extreme behavioral acti-

vation.64 Their high behavioral activation combined with low behavioral inhibition

predispose to impulsivity, aggressiveness and sensation-seeking.65 The traits are

seen as phenotypic markers for drug and alcohol abuse. When found in children,

they predict later substance and alcohol abuse.66 The genetic influences on person-

ality, adverse neurodevelopmental effects from intrauterine exposure to maternal

substance use, and adverse early developmental effects from impaired maternal–

child interactions contribute to the addiction-predicting childhood traits.67 Some

early-onset cocaine and opiate abusers, however, are found to be hyperthymic or

cyclothymic, indicating that their abuse reflects disturbances in mood rather than

trait behavior. They are more likely to have a family history of mood disorder.68

Associated psychopathology

Caffeine and nicotine are the addictive drugs of most common regular usage.

Heavy caffeine use presents as anxiety and sleep disorder. Features of caffeinism

include periodic anxiousness and unease, inner tremulousness, fine tremor,

stomach upset, visual blurring or seeing colors as washed out or in the blue

range. Heavy nicotine use is associated with other addictions and depressive

illness. Both caffeine and nicotine are highly addictive and sudden withdrawal

elicits headache, irritability, and sluggishness.

Some patients with depressive illness and anxiety disorder abuse alcohol and

sedatives. These patients have no deviant personality traits or have high behav-

ioral inhibition. Their abuse is understood as an effort at self-medication.

The use of illicit drugs has acute and chronic behavioral consequences. Toxicity

is associated with psychosis and delirium. Chronic exposure is associated with

recurrent psychotic disorder, cognitive impairment, and functional decline. The

associated psychopathology is presented in the chapters on motor abnormalities,

delusions and perceptual disturbances.

Personality change associated with alcoholism and substance abuse

Chronic heavy alcohol use is associated with personality change. The change is

typically observed in men over age 50 that have had few other alcohol-related

difficulties. These heavy drinkers become increasingly suspicious, sullen, and

irritable. They may become the “neighborhood crank” who repeatedly complains

about the deficiencies or underhanded dealings of local government or litigates

against neighbors “encroaching” on property. The syndrome can evolve into

delusions about spouse infidelity, family attempts at stealing wealth, or government

“dirty tricks”.69
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Chronic use of illicit drugs is also associated with personality change.70

Chronic heavy use of stimulants leads to executive function deficits, apathy and

movement problems. Lack of spontaneity and initiative, loss of drive, ambition

and interests, sluggish thinking, and being socially isolative occur. Some patients

become irritable and emotionally labile, restless, impulsive, self-destructive and

unrealistic in plans, and lack insight. Persons who repeatedly inhale the vapors

from volatile industrial liquids can be violent and suspicious. Patients who use

hallucinogenic drugs can be avolitional and apathetic.

Malingering and factitious disorder

The separation of malingering from factitious disorder is based on psychological

theory without supporting evidence. Patients in both groups feign illness. The

malingerer has a clearly identifiable goal, such as avoiding prosecution, obtaining

insurance money, and avoiding responsibilities. Malingering is associated with

antisocial personality disorder.71

The person with factitious disorder is said to have no obvious reason to fake

illness, but rather the “psychological need” to be a patient. When pronounced

and chronic, it is referred to as Munchausen’s syndrome. Such patients commonly

“hospital-hop”, seeking admission for various medical complaints.72 Parents who

fake signs of illness and laboratory tests of their children are said to have factitious

disorder “by proxy”. Although treated as child abusers, these parents are still said

to have a “psychological need” to be in a sick role. An example of a patient with

a likely factitious disorder follows.

Patient 15.5

A 12-year-old boy was seen in the emergency room after having a “spell” just

prior to going to school. In recent weeks he had other episodes described as

fainting spells, aggressive episodes during which he damaged some object and

threw things, “dissociative-like” periods during which he appeared sleepy but

responsive, spells during which he acted like an infant or young child or

insisted on lying on the floor, and times when he referred to himself as “the

other Barry [name changed]”. During these events he was somewhat verbally

interactive and responsive, but on other occasions “the other Barry” carried

on elaborate conversations with his parents and younger sibling.

Initially saying that he had no memory for earlier spells, the patient said

he remembered the more recent ones. During his spells, his parents were

extremely solicitous. Twenty-four hour continuous EEG and video monitoring

captured a spell in association with a normal tracing.
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No unusual stress events were identified, either at home or at school. He

was not found to be depressed or psychotic. His parents described him as a

quiet, shy person, a perfectionist and a pessimist. Until the emergency room

visit the patient had never been seen by a psychiatrist or psychologist. He did

have a long history of allergies, mild asthmatic-like episodes, and multiple

complaints including headaches, ear aches, rashes, breathing problems, and

URIs resulting in over 30 physician office visits in the previous 3years. His

father accompanied him for most of the visits. No health problem was

considered serious and for many visits no pathology was identified. The

patient’s parents were said to be extremely attentive and involved with the

patient’s school activities, but the father’s work frequently kept him away

from home.

The clinical importance of assessing personality

Personality disorders are medical diagnoses, and about 10% of persons meet

DSM criteria for personality disorder. These deviant trait patterns are associated

with other conditions. For example, 40–60% of individuals with anxiety disorder,

non-melancholic depression, eating disorder, and adjustment disorder have a

pre-existing personality disorder, complicating treatment.

Personality dimensions also predict the likelihood that a person will use

tobacco,73 abuse alcohol early in life, or use illicit drugs. Such use compromises

health and is associated with non-compliance to treatment. The same traits predict

high-risk or criminal behaviors.74

In addition, all patients and their family members have personalities. The success

in educating the patient and family members about the patient’s condition and

treatments, how the family can help, and how the patient needs to comply with

treatment depends on the clinician’s ability to influence others. Recognizing the

personality traits of the patient and of family members guides that influence.

Summary

Most deviant personality traits reflect variability in maturation. The determinants

of deviant personality are similar to those for normal personality. Disease, injury,

and toxicity, however, can affect the neural networks subserving personality

altering trait behavior. The conditions that elicit such change tend to occur after

personality is formed and a substantial personality change after age 35 is almost

always the result of brain disease or dysfunction.

The DSM and ICD categorical approach to personality disorder is inconsistent

with the modern understanding of personality structure, and requires replacement
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by the dimensional formulation. The dimensional perspective offers better clinical

guidance to diagnosis and patient care. It better predicts associations with states

of illness and shapes behavioral interventions.
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16

An evidence-based classification

“There’s glory for you!” “I don’t know what you mean by ‘glory’”, Alice said. “I mean, there’s a

nice knock-down argument for you!” “But ‘glory’ doesn’t mean ‘a nice knock-down argument’”,

Alice objected. “When I use a word”, Humpty Dumpty said in a rather scornful tone, “it means

just what I choose it to mean – neither more nor less”.1

The present DSM and ICD classifications are at substantial variance with the

validating evidence for many psychiatric conditions. Some categories defined as

homogeneous are clearly heterogeneous (e.g. major depression). Some that are

best classified together, are separated (e.g. obsessive–compulsive disorder and

Gilles de la Tourette’s syndrome), while others that should be separated are

grouped (e.g. conduct disorder and trichotillomania). Syndromes without valid-

ity are included (e.g. schizophreniform disorder), while those with supporting

data are not (e.g. frontal lobe syndromes). Catatonia remains linked to schizo-

phrenia despite evidence that it is a syndrome warranting its own category.

Personality disorders are presented as if they were discrete syndromes with

clear boundaries, despite the evidence that personality represents dimensional

behavioral traits of maturational development. There are many more examples.

This chapter considers changes to categories where the data clearly mandate

change (Table 16.1). Categories requiring further study include mental retard-

ation, childhood developmental disorders, elimination and eating disorders,

attention deficit disorder and anxiety disorder, sleep disorders, and sexual phase

dysfunctions.

The proposed changes also do not address the DSM shortlist and the ICD brief

description formats. These structures are hopelessly inadequate for complex

diagnostic problems. Teachers of psychiatric diagnosis should insist the manuals

be applied as the last step in documentation rather than as major guideposts to

assessment. Longitudinal features also need to be included beyond the 1–6months

and the 2-week duration requirements for some conditions. This applies particularly

to the psychotic disorders.
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Table 16.1. Proposed changes to present psychiatric classification

Present classification Recommended change

Major depression: Treated as if a

homogeneous disorder

Divide major depression into melancholia and non-

melancholia depressive disorders; place perinatal

depression, abnormal bereavement, psychotic

depression, and the depression of manic-

depressive illness in the melancholia class

Psychotic disorders: Defined as

conditions always associated with

hallucinations and delusions, yet

other categories are also associated

with the same features

Eliminate the category, retaining as independent

classes the valid conditions presently in it

(delusional disorder and schizophrenia)

Schizophrenia spectrum disorders: brief

psychotic disorder, schizophrenia,

and schizophreniform disorder are

placed on an explicit duration and

implicit severity continuum

Schizophrenia criteria have no

conceptual coherence. The diagnosis

relies on first rank symptoms and

offers no longitudinal criterion.

Samples identified by the criteria are

heterogeneous

Eliminate brief psychotic disorder and

schizophreniform disorder. They have no

validity

Revise the criteria for schizophrenia on the concept

that it is a brain disorder with substantial but

unspecified heritability whose expression is

increased following gestational and perinatal

brain insults and signs that emerge in childhood.

Criteria should have greater reliance on negative

symptoms and pre-psychotic features

Schizoaffective disorder: Placed in the

psychotic disorder category

Delete schizoaffective disorder. It is a heterogeneous

class of patients, most having psychotic mood

disorder

Shared psychotic disorder: Placed in the

psychotic disorders category

Eliminate shared psychotic disorder. It has no

validation

Catatonia: Exclusively placed with

schizophrenia in the ICD and

primarily linked to schizophrenia in

the DSM

Catatonia should be classed separately as are

delirium and dementia, with modifiers of

severity and likely cause

Obsessive–compulsive disorder, Gilles

de la Tourette’s and tic disorder, several

impulsive control disorders, some

eating disorders, and body dysmorphic

disorder, some paraphilias: Each of

these conditions is classified

separately as if distinct diseases

Conflate into a separate obsessive–compulsive

spectrum disorder category with separate

modifiers; add obsessive–compulsive personality

to the spectrum

Dissociative disorders: Classified as if a

distinct group of specific syndromes

Eliminate the category as these are symptoms not

syndromes. The features presently in it are better
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It is also time to reconsider the use of laboratory tests as diagnostic criteria.

Taylor and Fink (2006) recommend sleep studies as an adjunct to verifying diag-

nostic criteria for melancholia. They endorse measures of hypothalamic–pituitary–

adrenal hyperactivity (late afternoon serum cortisol, and the dexamethasone

Table 16.1. (cont.)

Present classification Recommended change

used as modifiers for validated syndromes

(e.g. anxiety disorder with depersonalization,

post-ictal fugue), or eliminated because of lack of

validity (e.g. conversion disorder, identity

disorder)

Personality disorders: Divided into three

poorly validated groupings that are

categorically defined

Eliminate Axis II. The cluster construct has no

validity. Apply dimensional criteria as descriptors

Eliminate Cluster A as it groups low-grade

forms of illness not maturational deviations.

Place schizoid in a schizophrenia spectrum

class and paranoid as a mild form of delusional

disorder. Classify schizotypal as an independent

condition

Eliminate Cluster B. Classify borderline personality

disorder as an independent condition,

recognizing that it is a heterogeneous class

representing low-grade illness (e.g. manic-

depression, dysfunction of emotional regulation

due to illicit drugs, traumatic brain injury, and

other neurologic disease) as well as abnormal

trait behavior (e.g. high behavioral activation)

Define a separate antisocial/narcissistic/histrionic

cluster by dimensional criteria (e.g. high

behavioral activation and low behavioral

inhibition)

Eliminate Cluster C. Define a separate avoidant/

dependent cluster by dimensional criteria

(e.g. low behavioral activation and high

behavioral inhibition)

Place obsessive–compulsive personality disorder

in the OCD spectrum

Add missing but validated syndromes Frontal lobe avolitional and disinhibited syndromes

should be added to the cognitive disorders

category
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suppression test), and note that the specificity and sensitivity of such measures are

similar to those for scalp-recorded EEG in the recognition of seizure disorder. They

also recommend the use of a lorazepam challenge test to confirm the diagnosis of

catatonia.2 First and Zimmerman (2006) also recommend all-night sleep EEG as an

indicator for depressive illness, and report that such a study correctly classified 82%

of a mixed sample of normal persons, persons with primary insomnia, and patients

with depression.

Some writers place their hopes on classification by gene identification,

i.e. genetic nosology.3 But attempts to delineate specific diseases by specific geno-

type are premature as the syndromes of interest are phenotypically ill-defined and

likely multifactorial in etiology.4

Mood disorders5

Since 1980, depressive illness has been defined as the single construct, major

depression, with variations based on illness duration and severity (e.g. dysthymia

and psychotic depression). Abnormal bereavement and perinatal depression are given

separate status. Modest depressions associated with personal stress are designated

adjustment disorder. Persons with only recurrent depressive episodes are classified as

unipolar. Those who also experience hypomania or mania are said to be bipolar and

to be suffering from a different illness requiring different treatments.6

Clinical presentations and pathophysiology of the unipolar form are considered

to be so alike that similar treatments are offered, varying mainly in dosage,

numbers of agents, or augmentations. The recommended treatment algorithms

are the same for all patients with non-psychotic major depression, and slightly

modified for patients with psychotic depression and bipolar depression.

Research and clinical samples of depressed patients selected by list criteria,

however, are heterogeneous and account in part for poor treatment outcomes.7

Predictors of good outcomes with newer antidepressants have not been identified.

Similar critiques are offered for the poor outcomes in the STEP-BD study of anti-

manic agents8 and the CATIE study of atypical antipsychotics.9

Dividing the major depression category into melancholia and non-melancholia

depressive disorders is an alternative paradigm to the present classification of

mood disorders that fits the evidence better. This approach minimizes intra-sample

heterogeneity and encourages more specific treatments and precise research. The

division also alters the category’s unipolar–bipolar formulation (see below).

While several present categories can be combined in the melancholia construct,

non-melancholic depression remains heterogeneous. Dysthymia is not a valid

entity and likely represents patients with poorly treated depressive illness, depres-

sive disorders that are exaggerations of temperament traits (depressive personality),
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and perhaps other undefined conditions (e.g. some anxiety disorders). The same

is true for adjustment disorder, depressive type.10 Separating these conditions

from melancholia facilitates their further delineation.

Melancholia

Recognized for centuries, melancholia was understood to encompass depressive

and manic phases as a single disease. Recent classifications degrade the construct

with non-specific diagnostic criteria blurring boundaries between melancholia

and other conditions that share depressive features, while they exaggerate the

delineation of unipolar and bipolar categories.11

The poor validity of the present classification of depressive illness is demon-

strated in numerous studies. For example, in an examination of co-morbidity in

twins and the occurrence of future episodes to externally validate the DSM

depression criteria, the number of symptoms (the hallmark of the criteria), their

duration, and resulting impairment did not predict the presence of depressive

illness in a co-twin or future episodes in the proband.12 Another study found

DSM criteria to have poor agreement with core features of melancholia derived

from cluster and similar analytic techniques.13

Swelling population prevalence rates from 6 to 8% in the 1960s to over 10% for

men and 20% for women today reflect the artificially low threshold for the

diagnosis of major depression.14 One Swedish study reports rates of almost

27% for men and a staggering 45% for women, but only 8 men and 9 women

of over 2000 subjects were identified as having a “serious” depressive illness.15

The inflation of depression base rates has profound and adverse effects on genetic

research and healthcare policy.

Syndrome delineation

The melancholia syndrome is confirmed by over 70 multivariate analyses of

patient and community samples of depressed persons. The studies find sample

heterogeneity with a melancholia group most clearly delineated. About half of

hospitalized depressed patients are identified as melancholic. The few studies that

do not report sample heterogeneity and a recognizable melancholia syndrome

have been challenged and re-interpreted.16

The defined syndrome is characterized by three symptom clusters, all present

early in an episode. An abnormal emotional state is always present and is dominated

by unremitting apprehension and overwhelming gloom. Unlike non-melancholic

depressive disorders, the abnormal emotional state has a life of its own and is not

reactive to pleasurable circumstances. Psychomotor disturbance is always present.

Motor functions and cognitive activity are slowed and stupor and catatonia may
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occur. Other patients with melancholia are agitated, restless, and perseverative in

their ruminations and actions. Disturbances in vegetative body functions are always

present. Patients lose their appetites and weight, sleep little, and lose interest in

sex and family activities. The disturbances impair recall and concentration and

sufferers are unable to work efficiently. Self-care is abandoned. Thoughts are

pre-occupied by despondency, death and considerations of self-harm. Delusions

become prominent with thoughts of illness, guilt, worthlessness and danger

overwhelming their actions. The DSM shortlist of “melancholic features” does

not capture the melancholia syndrome.

Laboratory verification

The clinical features of melancholia mimic features of acute and chronic stress,

and melancholia is considered a process eliciting an abnormal stress response.17

Afternoon serum cortisol levels and the dexamethasone suppression test (DST)

assess this abnormal response, and when melancholia is defined by its three

symptom clusters rather than the shortlist DSM approach, 70% of patients have

a positive test (i.e. non-suppression of serum cortisol following a challenge with

1–2mg of dexamethasone).18 A meta-analysis of 14 studies found non-suppression

to be substantially higher in psychotic depressed patients (64%) than in non-

psychotic patients (36%).19 Patients with schizophrenia typically do not show

abnormal cortisol levels or non-suppression, arguing that high HPA activity is

not characteristic of psychosis but of melancholia. Test results normalize with

successful treatment, and re-emerged as abnormal when patients relapse. Melan-

cholia is also characterized by sleep abnormalities with a pattern of delayed sleep

onset, reduced REM latency and increased REM percent time. These features

distinguish melancholia from other disorders of mood.20

Pathophysiologic disturbances in persons with depression (e.g. brain metabolic

and structural changes) also support the melancholia construct as most of the

reports, while not specifically identifying the patients as melancholic, characterize

them as severely ill, psychotic, or hospitalized. Half of hospitalized depressed

patients and most with psychotic depression will be melancholic. Genetic studies

also find the highest heritability in the most severely ill depressed patients.21

Treatment validation

The efficacy of ECT and to lesser extent tricyclic antidepressants in remitting

melancholic depressive illness supports the diagnosis. About 90% of patients with

melancholia who receive a full course of bilateral ECTremit within 3weeks. In the

multi-site collaborative ECT study of continuation ECT versus pharmacotherapy

(CORE), bilateral ECT achieved an overall remission rate of 87% among the

severely depressed patients who completed treatment, and a 95% rate for the 30%
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of patients with psychotic depression.22 More than 80% of the sample met

symptom criteria for melancholia.23 Successful ECT also reverses the hormone

imbalances seen in depressive illness.24

Broad pharmacodynamic spectrum antidepressants (e.g. tricyclic agents) are

more effective in melancholic than in non-melancholic patients.25 Lithium

moderates abnormal mood and reduces suicidal drive, and is the most effective

augmenting agent in the treatment of acute depressive illness, unipolar and

bipolar, when the depression is melancholic. It is efficient as continuation therapy

for melancholic patients, especially when combined with the tricyclic antidepres-

sant (TCA) nortriptyline.26

Although SSRI and similar agents are widely recommended in treatment

algorithms as the first agents for major depression, their overall 30–40% remis-

sion rates differ only minimally from placebo rates.27 There is virtually no

placebo response among severely depressed patients.

Most of the recent head-to-head drug trials are industry-sponsored and report

SSRI and TCA to be equally effective for major depression. But close inspection of

these efforts find them misleading, with an advantage for TCA for the hospital-

ized and more severely ill.28 A review of 186 randomized control trials found that

amitriptyline had a better recovery rate than any of the alternative drugs,

although it was less well tolerated.29 Another meta-analysis found efficacy to

favor TCA for hospitalized depressed patients (more likely to be melancholic),

but not for other groups.30 A third meta-analysis found TCA more effective than

SSRI in severely depressed and elderly patients, also more likely to be melan-

cholic.31 Other reports find TCA superior to an SSRI with similar drop out rates

and no significant cardiovascular problems with the TCA.32 Three Danish

double-blind randomized controlled antidepressant drug trials that included

292 inpatients, most of whom with melancholia, report clomipramine to be

superior to several comparison non-TCA agents.33

Melancholic depressive disorder

Once major depression is separated into melancholia and non-melancholia

depressive disorders, several present distinctions are best considered severity

modifiers of melancholia rather than as separate conditions. This permits the

application of the more specific treatments for melancholia.

Psychotic depression

Approximately one-third of melancholic patients are psychotic.34 Nearly all

patients with psychotic depression are melancholic.35 Psychotic depression and

non-psychotic melancholia are not different diseases.36 Psychotic depression is a
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severe form of melancholia37 and psychotic depressed patients have melancholic

features similar to non-psychotic melancholic patients.38

Like other patients with melancholia, they respond rapidly to ECT.39

Mood-incongruence of psychotic thoughts, i.e. the delusional content, is

deemed “bizarre” (e.g. delusions of passivity not of guilt or worthlessness) and

mood-congruence, i.e. the delusion is considered depressive (e.g. low self-worth,

self-blame), do not distinguish subgroups of patients with psychotic depression.40

Delusions represent the degree of severity, not unique psychopathology. Other

than the recognition of psychosis, no measure clearly distinguishes the psychotic

and non-psychotic forms of melancholic illness.41

Depression with catatonia or stupor

The close association between mood disorders and catatonia is well established.42

Among newly admitted catatonic patients about 30% are suffering from depres-

sive illness.43 Like patients with melancholia without catatonic features, depressed

patients with catatonic features are more likely to exhibit high cortisol levels that

do not suppress when challenged with dexamethasone.44 Among newly hospital-

ized depressed patients, about 20% have catatonia.45 Patients in depressive stupor

are indistinguishable from those in stupor with other catatonic features support-

ing the idea that depressive stupor is a catatonic sign.46 Prolonged fixed postures

(catalepsy) and other catatonic features occur. Hallucinations and delusions are

often present.47

Perinatal depression

Major depressive illness occurring during pregnancy or in the postpartum period

does not differ substantially from depressive illness occurring at other times, and

most such patients are likely to be melancholic. Serious depressive illness occurs

in about 5% of women during the several months after delivery.48 Risk factors are

similar to those for depressive illness occurring at other times, and include past

premenstrual dysphoric disorder, undue psychosocial stress, and a personal or

family history of mood disorder.49 Because postpartum depression is commonly

associated with depressive symptoms during pregnancy, pre- and postpartum

depressive illness are best considered a single perinatal process.50

The psychopathology of severe perinatal depression does not differ from

melancholia at other times,51 although treatment considerations differ.52 When

of psychotic severity, perinatal psychotic depressive illness is also indistinguish-

able from psychotic depressive illness occurring at other times.53

Patients with perinatal depressive illness do not have a unique perinatal illness,

they have mood disorder. There is an increased risk of depressive illness among

their siblings compared to the siblings of women without depressive illness.54
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A twin study of parous women reported a heritability of 38% for self-report

postpartum depressive symptoms.55

A study comparing illness patterns in the first-degree relatives of women with

perinatal depression only, perinatal and non-perinatal depressions, and those

with manic-depression with no perinatal episodes found over 60% of relatives

in all three groups to have a mood disorder and most of these were non-perinatal.

The groups did not differ in the prevalence of perinatal episodes.56 While some

studies find that perinatal depression is not related to manic-depression,57 some

find such a relationship.58

Follow-up studies from years to decades of patients with perinatal depression

find these patients to have long-term courses similar to those of their relatives and

other patients with non-perinatal depressive illness: most will have a recurrence

of depressive illness and most of these episodes will be non-perinatal.59 Some

studies report these patients have a less severe course than those who only have

non-perinatal depression,60 while other studies report some patients have sub-

stantial impairment on follow-up and a manic-depressive course.61 ECT leads to

remission in most such patients within 4weeks of treatment.62

Thus, family studies and follow-up reports are consistent with the psychopath-

ology findings in perinatal depressive illness that these patients do not have a

unique form of depression and best fit the model of melancholic illness. They also

respond to treatment particularly useful for melancholia. Other than “postpar-

tum blues”, a common mild, transient state of weepiness and fatigue, all perinatal

depressive illness is best considered melancholic disorder.

Abnormal bereavement

Abnormal bereavement is presented as a specified class of depression, but its

operational definitions are consistent with the melancholia construct (psychosis,

marked psychomotor impairment, preoccupation with worthlessness and

wanting to die, suicide attempt, and failure to regain pre-death social functioning

within two months). Although grief may persist for several years and one-third of

widowed older persons initially meet DSM criteria for major depression, the

common signs of depression rarely last beyond several weeks.63 Symptoms

persisting past one month after the death are associated with continuing mood

disorder and echo the classic features of melancholia.64 Suicide remains a persist-

ent risk.65 Persons identified as having abnormal bereavement have high cortisol

levels and DST non-suppression.66 This is not the case in those with normal

bereavement. For example, among 19 recently widowed persons, while 58% met

RDC criteria for depression, only 17% were non-suppressors on the DST.67 Four

weeks following the death of a parent, children and adolescents have normal cortisol

functioning. In one study of bereavement, however, 39% were non-suppressors.
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These patients had many melancholic features and were suicidal, clinically meeting

criteria for melancholia as well as abnormal bereavement.68 Abnormal bereavement

should be eliminated from the classification. The death of a loved one does not elicit

a unique depressive illness.

Bipolar and unipolar categories

Syndrome delineation

When depression is divided into melancholia and non-melancholia classes,

the distinction between the bipolar and unipolar categories changes. Unipolar

disorder becomes non-melancholia depressive disorder. Bipolar disorder is mel-

ancholia with associated mania or hypomania. What appears to be recurrent

melancholia only and melancholia associated with mania or hypomania are

aspects of one disease as formulated by Kraepelin, manic-depressive illness. Non-

melancholic disorder consists of different depressive illnesses and some anxiety

disorders, while melancholic disorder consists of patients all of whom experience

melancholic depression and many who also experience mania or hypomania.

Others have also reached this conclusion.69

The challenges to the present bipolar/unipolar dichotomy are substantial, but the

controversy can be resolved with the melancholia/non-melancholia separation. The

delineation of manic-depressive illness into unipolar and bipolar distinctions was

initially supported by family history studies.70 The dichotomy was challenged, first

in literature reviews and then in prospective studies.71 Family illness patterns are

not clearly dichotomous. The most common mood disorder in the first-degree

relatives of patients with bipolar disorder is recurrent depressive illness (“unipolar

disorder”). The morbid risk (age-corrected prevalence) for unipolar disorder in the

families of the bipolar patients is greater than the morbid risks for unipolar

depression in the families of unipolar patients. The risk for manic-depressive illness

is modestly elevated in the relatives of patients with recurrent depression.72 Several

investigators concluded that they could not distinguish unipolar and bipolar

patients by family data as long as depression was defined as melancholia.73 However,

in a large family study, Winokur et al. (1995) reported that there was little familial

overlap between bipolar and unipolar conditions. But an examination of their data

shows that the families of patients with psychotic depression were similar to those

of patients with manic-depression. Psychotic depression is melancholia.

Twin studies also show the overlap.74 In the analysis of 30 monozygotic and

37 dizygotic twin pairs the proband-concordance was higher for monozygotic

than for dizygotic twins, with heritability estimated at 89%. In almost 29% of the

monozygotic pairs, one twin had both manic and depressive episodes while the

other had recurrent depressive illness. Among dizygotic pairs, 13.5% had a mixed
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concordance. The investigators tested several lability models and concluded that

manic-depressive illness was not simply a more severe form of recurrent depressive

illness, but that nevertheless the two forms exhibit substantial genetic overlap

(about 30%).75

In an extensive analysis of the literature of manic-depressive illness, Goodwin

and Jamison concluded:76

“Taken together, the data suggest that they [unipolar and bipolar] are best considered as two

subgroups of manic-depressive illness rather than separate and distinct illnesses. The available

data also support a continuum model, with “pure” bipolar illness at one end and unipolar

illness at the other. (p. 65)

Since Goodwin and Jamison’s review, the unipolar and bipolar dichotomy has

been questioned repeatedly. Melancholic depressions associated with mania or

hypomania cannot be distinguished from melancholia without the association.77

Most cross-sectional clinical features do not distinguish a first episode of a recur-

rent severe depression from the initial depression in a manic-depressive course.78

Mixed states are common, with manic-like features emerging even in patients with

several initial episodes of depression.79

Patients initially considered unipolar are commonly re-labeled bipolar.80 The

apparent pure “polar” forms are recurrent and in succeeding episodes 70% of

patients initially classified as bipolar experience mostly episodes of depression,

while 10–15% of patients with recurrent depressive illness eventually exhibit

episodes of mania, and over half show features of mania when depressed.81

Depression is found to be the predominant and most frequent mood disturbance

in bipolar patients, and the depression of bipolar disorder is commonly charac-

terized as psychotic depression, melancholia, depression with severe psychomotor

retardation, or atypical depression.

The singularity of manic-depressive illness is described in numerous reports, and

the proposed bipolar I, II and III are a continuum.82 Cassano et al. (2004) presented

clinical data from 117 patients initially designated as having “remitted recurrent

unipolar depression” with 106 said to have bipolar I disorder, and concluded:

Cumulatively our empirical findings support a continuous view of the mood spectrum as a

unitary phenomenon that is best understood from a longitudinal perspective. Our data suggest

that unipolar disorder and bipolar disorder are not two discrete and dichotomous phenomena

but that mood fluctuations – up and down – are common to both conditions.

Laboratory verification

The pattern of neurobiological markers of mania and severe depression are

alike and do not delineate recurrent depressive melancholic illness from manic-

depression. DST non-suppression83 and increased cortisol levels84 are observed
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with equivalent frequencies in both depressed andmanic phases of manic-depression.

Hypothalamic–pituitary–thyroid axis dysfunction occurs in both forms, perhaps

more so in manic-depressive patients than in patients experiencing only recurrent

depression.85

Neurochemically, serotonergic and dopaminergic responsiveness appear simi-

lar in both forms of illness.86 Although less consistently observed, both forms

have abnormal circadian phase shifts.87

Brain structural and metabolic findings are also similar, but the literature

on mania is limited.88 Structural studies report inconsistent findings difficult to

reconcile, while metabolic studies are confounded by the inclusion of many

medicated patients. When the depressed patients are characterized as moderately

to severely ill and thus likely to include many patients with melancholia, overall,

the same brain structures are abnormal in mania and depression.89

Studies of glucose metabolism report frontal cortex hypometabolism.90

Increased anterior cingulate and caudate cerebral blood flow is also reported.91

The few differences reflect opposite patterns of activity. For example, in depressed

phases of the illness increased ventral and decreased dorsal prefrontal cortex

metabolism is reported in cerebral blood flow and PET investigations. In mania,

the pattern is opposite. In studies identifying asymmetrical abnormalities,

depression is associated with increased metabolism on the left, while in mania

homologous right-sided structures appear less active. Hemispheric instability has

been hypothesized to explain these differences and how a patient shifts from

depression to mania.92

Treatment validation

Lithium’s effectiveness in mania and melancholia is additional support for the

idea that the present unipolar/bipolar formulation incorrectly merges all forms

of depressive illness. Lithium therapy is the most specific and effective treatment

for acute mania and is the gold standard for preventing future episodes of mood

disturbance. When prescribed continuously for several years, it substantially

lowers the risk of suicide in manic-depressives.93

Lithium is also effective in patients with recurrent depressive illness who do

not experience mania or hypomania. Double-blind placebo-controlled studies of

lithium augmentation report substantial benefit, with 50–63% of patients remit-

ting.94 Melancholic patients benefit at twice the rates of non-melancholic

patients. Melancholic patients who suffer recurrent depressions or who have both

manic and depressive episodes have similar response rates.95 Maintenance lithium

therapy prevents future depressive episodes, even in patients without a history

of mania or hypomania.96
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Rather than the present separation of mood disorders into bipolar and unipolar

groups, a better formulation is: (1) melancholia with or without mania or hypo-

mania, catatonia, or psychosis, and (2) non-melancholia disorders. Abnormal

bereavement and perinatal depressive conditions are melancholic depressions and

do not warrant separate classification. The delineation of the non-melancholic

category awaits further study.

Psychotic disorders

Psychotic disorders are defined by the presence of hallucinations or delusions.

Although mood disorders and delirium are frequently accompanied by psychosis,

they are separately classified. The distinction of “always” for the psychosis category

versus “frequent” for the others is arbitrary and diagnostically imprecise. Classify-

ing by these non-specific features is equivalent to classifying infectious disease by

the presence or absence of fever. Latent class analyses of patients with psychosis do

not support the present classification, concluding that the present system obscures

subtle but meaningfully different illness forms.97 A psychosis category encourages

false positive diagnoses, i.e. a manic or melancholic patient is hallucinating and

delusional, and therefore is given one of the psychotic disorder diagnoses. The

psychosis category should be eliminated and its valid conditions, i.e. delusional

disorder and schizophrenia, independently placed in the classification. The term

schizophrenia, however, has less meaning than Kraepelin’s dementia praecox. It

represents a heterogeneous population most suffering from a chronic psychotic

disorder.

The psychosis category’s organization is also arbitrary and includes conditions of

weak validity. The separation of schizophrenia, schizophreniform and brief psych-

otic disorder by the duration of their acute psychosis phase (>6months, <6 but

>1, and <1month) is not valid. A discrete pathophysiology does not end on a

certain day and a new one begins. A construct that requires a psychosis beginning

on 1February to be re-diagnosed after 28days, but the identical condition begin-

ning on 1March to be re-diagnosed only after 31days is patently foolish.

The core, commonly shared DSM criterion for schizophrenia (all types),

schizophreniform disorder, and schizoaffective disorder is criterion A of the

schizophrenia criteria. Two of the following features are required: hallucinations,

delusions, disorganized speech, disorganized behavior or catatonia, and negative

symptoms. Brief psychotic disorder is defined by a modification of this criterion,

one symptom being sufficient and negative symptoms omitted as a choice. One

feature alone is also accepted if a delusion is “bizarre” or a hallucination is a

sustained voice. This harkens back to the Schneiderian notion of first-rank

symptoms, a construct not supported by the data. The use of terminology such
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as “grossly disorganized” and “bizarre” behavior are vague and over-inclusive,

assuring false positive conclusions. The use of catatonia as a criterion disregards

the extensive literature on catatonia as a distinct syndrome. From a scientific

perspective, catatonia’s continued presence in the schizophrenia criteria is

unsupportable.

The evidence for schizoaffective disorder as a separate illness from mood

disorder with psychosis is unimpressive and the syndrome is best placed in the

mood disorders category. There is a clinical adage “If the diagnosis is uncertain

and no harm is likely, make the choice with the best prognosis and for which

there are better treatments.” From this perspective, patients who meet criteria for

schizoaffective disorder would best be served if considered a psychotic form of

manic-depressive illness rather than a form of schizophrenia with mood features.

Shared psychotic disorder has little validation and should be eliminated.

Schizophrenia

The DSM/ICD image of schizophrenia is limited to a few cross-sectional features

that can be distorted by idiosyncratic usage of criterion A. Persons who experi-

ence only complete auditory hallucinations, or delusions of alienation or control,

or catatonic features with any hallucination or delusion meet the criterion. But

many other conditions are associated with these features. The division of the

syndrome into paranoid, catatonic, disorganized, undifferentiated and residual

forms has neither clinical nor research utility.

Identifying schizophrenia by the presence of emotional blunting, however, has

repeatedly shown the negative or deficit syndrome to be reliably assessed and

stable over time. Patients with these features are likely to have a chronic course,

sustained cognitive impairment, and a family history of psychosis.98 Negative

symptoms are the best variable discriminating ICD-10 defined schizophrenics

from patients with other psychotic syndromes.99 Schizophrenic patients, how-

ever, cannot be clearly divided into positive and negative symptom subgroups, as

most exhibit both types of features.100

Research over the past 40 years has also demonstrated that schizophrenia is

not merely the summation of psychotic episodes. The model of a developmental

disorder as the basis for schizophrenia best fits the data showing sufferers to have

emotional, social, cognitive, and neuromotor problems beginning in childhood.

Substantial genetic and intrauterine factors contribute to the condition.101

The psychosis of schizophrenia can be defined in cross-section by the presence

of emotional blunting and hallucinations or delusions and longitudinally by

the presence of childhood pre-psychotic features. To fit the data, criterion

A should be modified to resemble Table 16.2. Each feature should also be

operationally defined.102
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Schizophrenia, however, while a traditional term, has no scientific meaning.

Bleuler coined it to indicate a splitting of mental functions, a non-specific notion

without validity. Heterogeneity is likely among patients with the diagnosis even

when defined by the criteria above. Its usage only implies a nonaffective dis-

order with psychosis. This alternative terminology should be considered.103

Schizophreniform psychosis

Karl Langfeldt introduced the concept of schizophreniform psychosis in 1939,

referring to patients who initially appeared to have a schizophrenic psychosis but

who did not devolve to a chronic defect state. Langfeldt hypothesized a psycho-

genic origin for the condition. The original concept limited an episode to a few

months, but the “less than 6months, but more than a month” DSM criterion is

arbitrary and can only be applied retrospectively.104 Brief psychotic disorder is a

variation of the schizophreniform notion.

In reviewing Langfeldt’s original series, Fish concluded the sample was hetero-

geneous, with patients suffering from manic-depression, cycloid psychosis, and

personality disorder.105 In a five-year follow-up of 123 persons with a first-

episode psychosis, for example, those with a schizophreniform diagnosis hadmore

positive symptoms, fewer negative symptoms, and more manic symptoms.106

Efforts to distinguish schizophreniform psychosis from schizophrenia focus on

first ever episodes. Patients with first episodes lasting only a few weeks (brief

psychotic disorder) have a better long-term prognosis than those with first episodes

lasting 6months or longer.107 The presence of mood disorder features also indicates

a better prognosis.108 Many such patients, however, cannot be meaningfully distin-

guished from acutely ill manic patients on any clinical or laboratory variable.

Table 16.2. Proposed revision of criterion A for schizophrenia (all must be present)

1. Emotional blunting (loss of emotional expression and avolition)

2. Any one of the following:

Hallucinations of voices

Delusions of passivity

Formal thought disorder

3. Pre-psychosis features (any two):

Long-standing emotional aloofness

Poor peer socialization

Neuromotor developmental delays or other abnormalities

Poor sustained attention without hyperactivity

Cognitive inflexibility

Odd word usage
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Acute manics are typically psychotic, come to medical attention within days or

a few weeks of episode onset, and with appropriate treatment remit quickly.109

Long-term follow-up studies consistently find that patients identified as having

schizophreniform disorder are clinically heterogeneous, that the diagnosis is not

stable over time, and that many such patients have recurrences identified as mood

disorder or schizoaffective illness, but not schizophrenia.110 Most such patients

benefit from treatments for mood disorder. The category should be discarded.

Schizoaffective disorder

The introduction of the schizoaffective construct was an effort to understand the

unexpected variable outcomes of patients diagnosed as schizophrenic.111 Such

patients were defined by a long-term course in between the poor outcomes of

schizophrenia and the better outcomes of patients with manic-depression. Its

addition to present classification was to provide a class for uncertain diagnosis,

not because it was an established condition. Not surprisingly, reliability for the

diagnosis is poor.112 Efforts to refine it have been unsuccessful.

For example, the psychotic episodes of patients with the schizoaffective label

and those with schizophrenia and manic-depression reveal overlapping features

that do not discriminate the conditions.113 Long-term follow-up studies find

schizoaffective patients to be more like those with manic-depressive illness than

like those with schizophrenia. This is particularly so for patients with prominent

cross-sectional features of depression or mania. The presence of psychotic fea-

tures does not predict the course.114 Patients with the diagnosis also respond best

to treatments typically prescribed for those with mood disorder.115

Family studies find the first-degree relatives of schizoaffective patients to have

increased risks for schizophrenic, manic-depressive, and schizoaffective episodes,

suggesting heterogeneity within patient samples.116 Genetic linkage studies, relying

on poorly defined samples, find some overlap between schizophrenia and manic-

depressive illness on several chromosomes, roiling meaningful understanding of

distinctions among psychotic patients.117

Overall, the data support the position that the schizoaffective category should

be eliminated or added to the mood disorders as a severity modifier.118 A recent

literature review similarly concluded that schizoaffective disorder “is not a separ-

ate, ‘bona-fide’ disease. Patients diagnosed with [it] likely suffer from a psychotic

mood disorder. The diagnosis of schizoaffective disorder, which can result in

substandard treatment, should be eliminated”.119

Cycloid psychosis was introduced by Karl Leonhard as an alternative to the schizo-

phreniform idea. He distinguished it from schizophrenia and manic-depressive

illness.120 Its usage has waxed and waned since its introduction, and interest in it is

limited to Europe.
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Perris and others121 characterize the syndrome as of acute onset with perplexity

or puzzlement, overwhelming fearfulness alternating with ecstasy, akinetic or

hyperactive phases, and delusions and hallucinations of any kind. It is reported

to be uncommon, but familial. The construct comes closest to the idea of

schizoaffective disorder with patients experiencing intense and multiple psychotic

features as well as symptoms of mood disorder. A similar notion is bouffée

délirante of the French literature, another acute, brief psychotic syndrome.

Patients with the cycloid psychosis diagnosis respond best to treatments for mood

disorder. The construct has neither clinical nor research value and should not be

included in classifications.122

Shared psychotic disorder (Folie à deux)

No other medical field creates a distinct illness category based on the fact that two

or more persons with close contact have a similar illness. If all members of a

family suffer from “a cold” there is no “shared Rhinovirus disorder” in which to

lump them. The notion is absurd. Among the scattered case reports, most of the

dyads are either siblings or parent–child pairs with a highly heritable disorder,

or spouses with a disorder recognized as associated with assortative mating

(e.g. patients with similar illnesses are more likely to meet).123

Catatonia124

Catatonia is a well-defined syndrome of motor dysregulation that is associated

with many conditions. Its present primary linkage in classification to schizophrenia

is anachronistic and poorly serves the majority of patients with catatonia. Most

have associated mood disorder or definable and treatable neurologic disease.

It should be in a separate diagnostic class, as are delirium and dementia. The

evidence for this has been reviewed extensively.125

The primary linkage of catatonia to schizophrenia influences clinicians to think

that most, if not all, patients with catatonia are suffering from schizophrenia.

Treatments based on this erroneous impression rely on increasing doses of

antipsychotic agents for “catatonic schizophrenia”. This approach not only fails

to relieve catatonia, but may worsen the condition by inducing the Neuroleptic

Malignant Syndrome, a form of malignant catatonia. Further, the more likely

causes of catatonia will not be sought or specifically treated.

Systematic studies of catatonic patients in Europe, North America, and Asia

from the early 1920s to the present find about 50% to have manic-depression as

their primary illness.126 Among manic patients, 25% or more will have sufficient

catatonic features to meet present DSM criteria. In more severely ill manic

patients, almost all exhibit catatonic features.127 Many general medical conditions

are associated with catatonia and include metabolic disorders, and infection.128
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Exposure to antipsychotic drugs and SSRI, benzodiazepine withdrawal, dopami-

nergic drug withdrawal, opiate intoxication, and the use of many illicit drugs are

causes for catatonia.129 Post-encephalitic states, and basal ganglia and frontal lobe

disease are some of the neurologic conditions associated with catatonia.130

Developmental disorders and epilepsy are frequent causes in children.131 About

10% of patients with catatonia meet criteria for schizophrenia when that diagnosis

requires no evidence of mood disorder.132 Catalepsy, mannerisms, posturing, and

mutism are the features traditionally associated with schizophrenia.

Catatonia is common. Since 1990, systematic surveys of acutely hospitalized

psychiatric patients find 10–15% of such patients to be catatonic, even by the

restrictive DSM criteria. The recent surveys are consistent with reports from 1920

to 1976 that find the prevalence of catatonia among hospitalized psychiatric

patients as 7–37%.133

Cognitive disorders

Several established neuro-behavioral syndromes are not delineated in psychi-

atric classification although such patients are commonly hospitalized in

psychiatric facilities. A typical clinical recourse is to force a diagnosis of mood

or psychotic disorder or apply the label NOS. Treatments for mood disorder or

psychosis are then applied, although more specific pharmacotherapy and

rehabilitation care could be offered.

The syndromes with the most supporting evidence involve frontal lobe circuitry,

and several of these are detailed in Chapters 3, 13, and 15.134 The volitional/

apathetic and the disinhibited frontal lobe syndromes should be included as separate

categories in the cognitive disorders section of psychiatric classifications.

Obsessive–compulsive disorder (OCD)

Present classification places OCD in the anxiety disorders category. This decision

was based primarily on observations that obsessions elicit anxiety while compul-

sions may reduce anxiety and encourage associated phobic avoidance.135 Anxiety,

however, is a non-specific phenomenon and most patients with Axis I conditions

are anxious.

In contrast, the phenomenology, demographics, neurobiology, and treatment

evidence that define OCD best characterize it as a separate class that includes tic

disorder, body dysmorphic disorders, and most of the present impulse control

disorders such as trichotillomania.136 Anorexia nervosa is also best classified in

the OCD category. Pathological gambling appears to be a heterogeneous category,

the non-ill mixed in with persons exhibiting many OCD features.137 Kleptomania
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and pathological gambling are co-occurring. Non-melancholic depression is also

co-occurring but does not appear to be part of the OCD pathophysiology.138

OCD warrants its own category of OCD spectrum disorders.

The OCD spectrum is seen as several clusters – somatic: body image, hypo-

chondriasis, body dysmorphic disorder, anorexia nervosa, and binge eating;

impulse control: some persons with pathological gambling, some paraphilias,

trichotillomania, kleptomania, and self-injury; and repetitive movement: Gilles

de la Tourette’s syndrome, and Sydenham’s chorea.139

Non-melancholic depression (about 20% of patients) is the most common

co-occurring condition with OCD. This prevalence is modestly higher than base

rates for non-melancholic depression and may reflect demoralization from the

OCD and the low bar for the diagnosis of depression in present criteria.140 Social

phobia is also common, but the prevalence rates for other anxiety disorders are

within the estimated population base rates (0–10%).141 In contrast, the preva-

lence rates for co-occurring spectrum conditions are greater than estimated

population base rates (e.g. 5–10% for anorexia nervosa, body dysmorphic dis-

order, hypochondriasis, and trichotillomania, 5% for sexual compulsions, and

2–4% for Gilles de la Tourette’s syndrome). In patients with these spectrum

conditions the prevalence rates of OCD is also high.142 In contrast, patients with

anxiety disorder have low rates of the spectrum conditions.143

Family and twin studies find substantial heritability for OCD (about 50%).144

Family, twin and molecular genetic studies, however, are inconclusive, offering

little help in resolving the classification of OCD. While increased rates of OCD,

anxiety disorders, and mood disorders are reported in the first-degree relatives of

patients with OCD,145 other studies, while finding higher rates of OCD in

relatives of OCD patients, find rates of anxiety disorders and mood disorders

similar to those of the general population.146 The separation of depression into

melancholia and non-melancholia disorders may clarify this contradiction.

Hollander and colleagues conclude from their review that “most anxiety disorders

and affective disorders do not have a familial relationship with OCD”.147

The lifetime risk for tic disorders and Gilles de la Tourette’s disorder (GTS) is

also greater in relatives of patients with OCD.148 The prevalence rates of OCD

spectrum disorders are also higher in the first-degree relatives of patients with

OCD than in controls,149 as are the rates of spectrum conditions in the relatives of

patients with OCD spectrum. Higher rates of classic OCD are reported in the

relatives of patients with trichotillomania150

However, no increased risk in relatives of OCD patients is found for eating

disorders, but anorexia and bulimia are not separated,151 and others have found

an increased risk for OCD spectrum in the relatives of patients with eating

disorder.152
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The neurology of OCD and the proposed OCD variants reveal similar abnor-

malities in several domains.153 Functional brain imaging reveals basal ganglia and

white matter abnormalities in patients with classic OCD.154 Reduced basal ganglia

and cerebellar volumes are also reported in patients with trichotillomania.155

Patients with OCD have similar patterns of impairment on neuropsychological

testing as patients with OCD spectrum conditions. These include problems with

working memory, cognitive flexibility, and visual–spatial function (e.g. pattern

recognition memory).156

Serotonin reuptake agents are the recommended pharmacotherapy, and response

prevention or exposure the recommended behavioral therapy for OCD.157 These

treatments are also recommended for the OCD variants of body dysmorphic

disorder,158 pathological gambling,159 kleptomania,160 trichotillomania,161 hypo-

chondriasis,162 anorexia nervosa,163 GTS,164 and some patients with paraphilia165

or posttraumatic stress disorder.166 This literature, however, is weak, and there are

negative as well as positive studies for most of the variants.167

The DSM “obsessive–compulsive personality” likely represents a chronic low-

grade illness rather than a deviation in personality development and should also

be included in the OCD spectrum. The same behaviors that define OCD define

obsessive–compulsive personality.168 The two conditions are co-occurring. Dif-

ferences among studies assessing this co-morbidity are, however, inconsistent,

relying on categorical rather than dimensional diagnostic criteria, and thus

undercounting mild forms of obsessive–compulsive personality. In the studies

assessing the co-morbidities of obsessive–compulsive personality reviewed by

Fineberg and colleagues (2007), anorexia nervosa and OCD were commonly

associated conditions. Family studies also find greater than expected rates of

obsessive–compulsive personality in the relatives of patients with OCD.169

Somatoform disorders

The somatoform disorder category is conceptually flawed in the defining assump-

tion that it represents conditions whose features are poorly explained by medical

evaluation. The limits of present medical knowledge should not be a criterion for

defining a behavioral condition.170 Most of the options in this grouping are best

classified elsewhere, and are discussed in several previous chapters. About half of

patients with the diagnosis, particularly the most common “undifferentiated”

type, do not meet somatoform criteria on follow-up, and those that do are most

likely to have depressive illness.171

Among the conditions included in the category, body dysmorphic disorder is

an OCD variant. Hypochondriasis is a symptom, not a syndrome, and does not

warrant separate classification. It is a feature of OCD and depressive illness.172
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Conversion disorder is also a phenomenon associated with several conditions and

does not warrant separate classification.173 The category should be discarded.

Dissociative conditions174

Dissociation is a symptom, not a syndrome. Depersonalization and derealiza-

tion are seen in anxiety disorders and epileptic conditions. Fugue states and

multiple personality can only be medically verified as expressions of seizure

disorder. Dissociative amnesia is best explained as a syndrome representing

several conditions. The category should be discarded.

Impulse control conditions

The category should be eliminated. Impulsiveness is a behavior, not a disease.

Kleptomania, pyromania, pathological gambling, and trichotillomania are OCD

variants. Intermittent explosive behavior is a symptom, not a syndrome, and is

associated with seizure disorder, traumatic brain injury, delirium and dementia,

substance abuse, and antisocial personality disorder. It is like fever in infectious

disease and is an ill-defined criterion for classification.

Personality disorders

Axis considerations

Data summarized in Chapters 14 and 15 show present personality disorder

classifications to be inconsistent with the evidence. Personality disorder reflects

deviant trait behavior evolving from maturational factors, but much of the

present formulation reflects disease (e.g. all of the DSM cluster A). The trait

syndromes that meet the definition (e.g. narcissistic personality) are poorly

defined categorically. The severity continuum of the three DSM clusters does

not exist. The cluster system is unsupported and should be eliminated. Many of

the present Axis II conditions are best placed within other syndromes or classified

independently (see below).

The conditions reflecting maturational deviation should be delineated by

dimensional criteria so that the number of features and their degree of strength

would both be required to reach a rated score. Several dimensional models

could replace the present approach, the “5-Factor” and Cloninger temperament–

character systems providing opportunities to re-define the personality disorders.175

Cloninger’s terminology offers understandable descriptive terms: harm avoidance,

novelty seeking, reward dependence, persistence, cooperativeness, self-directedness,

and self-transcendence. The 5-factor terms are: extraversion, agreeableness, con-

scientiousness, neuroticism, openness to experience, social contact, curiosity, honor,
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power, order, idealism, independence, status, vengeance, romance, family, activity,

saving, acceptance, eating, and tranquility. The details of the terms can form the

diagnostic criteria for each personality deviation.

Cluster considerations

Cluster A should be eliminated. These entities reflect low-grade chronic illness.

Schizoid personality is a variant of schizophrenia and should be included in that

category as a pre-psychosis trait. Paranoid personality is a variant of delusional

disorder and should be included in that category as a mild form. Schizotypal

personality is a heterogeneous class that includes patients with mood disorder,

seizure disorder, and psychoses from traumatic brain injury and illicit drug use.176

It should be labeled as an independent schizotypal disorder inAxis I akin to delirium.

Cluster B mixes disease and trait abnormalities. Antisocial, histrionic, and

narcissistic personality disorders overlap in presentation and in other variables,

but are not well-defined categorically.177 Their pattern of psychopathology also

suggests that they are composed of sub-clusters that may indicate heterogen-

eity.178 They are better defined dimensionally as deviations on reliably identified

and validated temperament traits, sharing high novelty seeking (high behavioral

activation), and low harm avoidance (low behavioral inhibition). They should be

grouped in an independent class.

Borderline personality is another heterogeneous category179 and 50–80% of such

patients have an Axis I diagnosis that accounts for all their symptoms.180 About

50% of patients with the borderline diagnosis exhibit features of the “soft bipolar

spectrum” construct or manic-depressive illness with a childhood onset. The latter

is less episodic, more chronic, and less severe than the classic form and is associated

with drug abuse. Symptoms may be misconstrued as trait behaviors.181 Such

patients should be regarded as having a mood disorder and placed in that category.

The remaining persons given the borderline diagnosis should be given inde-

pendent status, recognizing their heterogeneity.182 The term borderline should be

replaced. It borders nothing and has no scientific meaning. Persons with the label

who do not have mood disorder are diagnosed by the consequences of behaviors

associated with antisocial, histrionic, and narcissistic personality disorders.

A stormy life with self-mutilating behavior is not a pathognomonic pattern and

the reliability of such criteria is poor. In addition to mood disorder, diagnoses

associated with these features are mild mental retardation and related syndromes

(e.g. Asperger’s), obsessive–compulsive disorder, chronic drug abuse affecting

basal ganglia (stimulants), and epilepsy.183

Cluster C is poorly defined categorically. These patients are better delineated

dimensionally as sharing low behavioral activation (low novelty seeking) and

high behavioral inhibition (high harm-avoidance).184
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Dependent and avoidant personality classes, however, differ from obsessive–

compulsive personality in that patients with obsessive–compulsive personality are

low in reward dependence (i.e. they are less likely to be influenced by praise,

affection, money and power), while patients with dependent and avoidant per-

sonalities exhibit high reward dependence and are greatly influenced by the

responses of others. Persons with dependent and avoidant personalities experi-

ence anxiety associated with sensitivity to the actions of others. Persons with

obsessive–compulsive personality exhibit anxiety when they are unable to act

independently and control their situation.185

There are, however, reports of avoidant and dependent personality disorders

co-occurrence with some cluster A conditions. Such persons are said to exhibit

low reward dependence, and decreased sentimentality and the need for social

contact.186 In contrast, most persons with avoidant and dependent personality

disorders have high reward dependence with increased sentimentality and the

need for social contact,187 suggesting that the reported co-occurrence is superfi-

cial and an artifact of assessing personality categorically.

Obsessive–compulsive personality should be classified as part of the OCD

spectrum. Avoidant and dependent personality should be independently classi-

fied. Table 16.3 summarizes the proposed Axis II changes.

Conclusion

Traditions in psychopathology have served medicine well, delineating disorders

that permit the prescription of increasingly more specific treatments. Lithium in

the treatment of manic-depression is a classic model. Most recent efforts have

reawakened the recognition of catatonia and melancholia and their treatments.188

Table 16.3. Proposed Axis II changes

Eliminate the cluster system

Place schizoid in the schizophrenia spectrum

Classify paranoid personality as a mild delusional disorder

Classify the schizotypal syndrome as an independent Axis I class

Reformulate the borderline condition into two groupings, one as a form of mood disorder and

one as an independent Axis I class

Group antisocial, histrionic, and narcissistic personality conditions as an independent class

defined by dimensional criteria

Group dependent and avoidant personality conditions as an independent class defined by

dimensional criteria

Classify obsessive–compulsive personality in the OCD spectrum
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Official classifications, however, have never been fully consistent with the syn-

dromes recognized by clinicians and researchers, but the advent of DSM-III was a

sea-change that abandoned the traditional principles of psychopathologic clinical

investigation. The change seriously limited the diagnostic acumen of this gener-

ation of young psychiatrists worldwide.

Much of what is detailed in this book is not incorporated in present classifica-

tions and is not taught in the disciplines responsible for the care of the psychi-

atrically ill. These formulations, however, have face validity and are supported by

many studies. The mastery of it, however, is an on-going, difficult process.

Considering the recommended changes in classification offered here and using

the detailed psychopathology presented throughout the text in the diagnosis of

patients are the beginnings of the effort. It is “the road less taken”, but the journey

is worthwhile.
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